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INTRODUCTION
Career Education Guide

The Lakeshore Technical Institute Sheboygan Public Schools' 1972
Career Education Summer Workshop has made considerable additions to the
original Guide produced during the summer of 1971.

These workshopi were possible because of an "articulation" nroject
written by Mr. Ed Palck, Lakeshore Technical Institute, and Mr. Jerry
Schoenike, Vocational Ceordinator, Sheboygan Public Schools.

Mr. Fred Nierode, District Director of Lakeshore Technical Institute,
and Dr. Warren Soeteher, Superintendent of Sheboygan Public Schools, had
the foresight to encourage the authors to develop the project for federal
approval. Assistance from state level agencies was given by Mr. Dick
Roberts of the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction and Mr. Roland
Krogstad of the Wisconsin Board of Vocational and Adult Education.

The workshops were funded by the United States Government, Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, under Grant P
0EG-0-71-1027(361).

Working consultants to assist workshop participants in the 1972
workshop were Mr. Jack Puffer (Counselor, Franklin High School), Mr. Mary
Schroeder (Curriculum Specialist, Lakeshore Technical Institute), and
Mr. Charles 'Ma (Media Specialist, Lakeshore Technical Institute).

Inspirational speakers were Dr. Gene Bottoms (Georgia Department of
Public Instruction) , Dr. Don Willie (University r.-)f Wisconsin, La Crosse),
and Dr. Merle Strong (UniversfAv of Wic.on-5.1n, Ya.dison).

Local business and industry proviad important assistan -ce :0 support
workshop activities. Planning, organizing and operation c workshop
was done by Charles Bingner (Proect Director), Terry Seifert (Secondary
Consultant) and Darryl Sheggrud (Elementary Consultant).

Dr. James Fisher of the State Board of Vocational and Adult Education
and Dr. Richard Roth (Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction) provided
supervision and liaison from the state level.

Dr. Carlyle Gilbertson (University of Wisconsin, Stout) and Drs.
Donald Jorgenson and Roger Herold (University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh)
assisted the workshop in offering graduate credit to workshop participants.

This guide was created by 11 counselors and 76 teachers using the
Wisconsin State Guide for Career Development as the basic tool. In addition
to the Wisconsin State Guide for Career Development, they used the local
Career Education Guide produced in the July, 1971, workshop.
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The 1972 Career Education Guide was developed especially for use in
four (4) model schools in Sheboygan: U.S. Grant Elementary, Horace IFinn

Junior High, North Senior High and Lakeshore Technical Institute.

The guide provides specific examples of concepts, ohiectives, class-
room activities and resource appropriate for integrating Career Education
into existing curriculum. Counselor and L.V.E.C. role definitions in the
guide provide for curriculum input in order to further improve career
opportunities and placement for all students.

For effective implementation, it is essential that encouragement and
support he provided by administrators and school hoards. Because of the
severity of the problems in our society which have brought about the need
for Career Education, the school alone cannot solve the hlems. Business,
Industry and the total community must become actively involved.

A NEED FOR RELEVANCY

Now comes the real education



EXPLANATION OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODELS

A. Career Development Scope and Sequence Model

This chart shows the sequential flow of all sixteen basic

career development concepts. The use of the code makes it readily

observable at which levels each of the concepts are to be Introduced,

Developed or Emphasized.

Concepts I (one) through VII (seven) are to be Introduced at

the Primary Level (Grades K-3), Developed at the Intermediate Level

(Grades 4-6), and Emphasized at both Junior and Senior High School

Levels (Grades 7-12). Zoncepts-VIII (eight) through XIV (fourteen)

are to be Introduced at -.-.-111e Irmermediate Level (Grades 4-6), Developed

at the Junior High School. Level (Grades 7-9), and Emphasized at.-the

Senior High School Leve (Grades 10-12). Concepts XV (fifteen) and XVI

(sixteen) are to be Inocroduced s*- the land:or High School Level (Grades.

7 -9) and Developed at the: Senior 'High .156moni_ Level (Grades 10-12).
GEES 13-14 ---EmphamWme A11 XVI (Sixteen) Concepts

B. Career Development Model

This symbolic triangle shows how the career development of an

individual is based on the interaction of the three basic components of

life; SELF, WORK WORLD, and CAREER PLANNING. Each one of these compo-

nents is influenced by the individual factors listed below the large

triangle. CAREER PLANNING is influenced by the factors of Information

Giving;. Family, Peers, and Community; Education. and Training. WORK WORLD

is influenced by the factors of Social, Economic, and Political environ-

ment; Individual Psychological environment; and Structure and Nature.

SELF is influenced by various factors within the individual as well as

the various factors outside of the individual.
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The interaction of these factors and components compose the essence

of the various decision making processes which each individual makes

throughout his life time. The result of these decision making processes

in each of the component areas of SELF, WORK WORLD, and CAREER PLANNING

AND PREPARATION is an EMERGING SELF AND CAREER IDENTITY.

This SELF AND CAREER IDENTITY is a developmental process which

continues throughout the life time of an individual. Often it is not

until an individual realizes the significance of the short time he has to

live on the earth, that he seriously considers all the factors and compo-

nents that have affected his life to that point, and makes a successful

and happy SELF AND CAREER IDENTITY.

C. Verticial and Horizontal Example for Model_Expansion

Tills symbolic cube shows the physical make =1-, of eaLc- of the con-

cepts in this curriculn=gmide. CMaxcept = Ikatec as an example and

each of the topic headings show the expansion of that concept in the

curriculum. General Objectives are listed for this concept. Behavioral

Objectives are listed for each General Objective. Curriculum Consider-

ations are also mated for each Behavioral Objective and include the

subject areas into which the Behavioral Objectives will be integrated.

Resources, Activities, and Evaluation are also listed for each Behavior-

al Objective. The whole cube is one entire Concept for career develop-

ment at all grade levels from Kindergarten through twelfth grade.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL

/ Decision Making \

X
\

\
,/ Emerging Self \
PII 10

and Career IdeVty ,.,,

s. / V -V
e,; v lr AP

-V0

dr,

FACTORS

Social-Economic-Political Information Gathering

Individual Psychological Family, Pears, Community
Structure and Nature Education and Training

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL EXAMPLE
FOR MODEL EXPANSION

An understanding and
acceptance of self Is
Important throughout
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VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Fantasy state assumes the role of an adult in fantasy. "Dreaming" is
concerned with the ends or results of work.

2. Occupational exploration often becomes a matter of role-taking in play.

3. Concept of self as student, boy or girl, and friend emerges.

4. Sex role behaviors are being developed.

5. Value of "work" is being learned.

6. Independence in the youth community (school, church, and youth organiza-
tions) begins to emerge.

Divider pages adapted from Growth and Development Bookletby Wilfred J. Pierick and Howard F. Swonigan, Youth DevelopmentSpecialists, University Extension, University of Wisconsin. The artwork in this publication is by Dale Mann.



RATIONALE FOR GRADES K - 3

The results of the Career Development Workshop should be of public concern.
When the concepts are properly developed, they will have an impact on career
decisions of the fut:ure, and therefore, it should be of particular concern to
educators. Many teachers are already incorporating some of the concepts of
career development into their teaching programs. A guide should be a resource
supplement of ideas and materials rather than an extra responsibility. This
guide is to be used as a tool; the activities given are merely suggestions. A
teacher, when inspired, will find many creative ways to use this guide and
include career development in the curriculum.

The K-3 section introduces the first seven conceptb. The child should be
made aware of the dignity and worth of work, be introduced to the various.
occupations and helped to become aware of his own potential.

In keeping with the current philosophy of personalizing instruction, the
format of the primary guide is intentially designed in a way that can be adapted
to any educational structure. Although grade levels have been 'eliminated, an
attempt has been made to list activities in the order of their complexity.

One-Week Participants:

Lamae Lemkuil Grant Elem., Sheboygan

Three-Week Participants:

Janita Holgate -
Edith Kuenne
Isabel Lienau -

Dorothy Milroy -
Greg Sather -

Ruth Stovall
Ruth Travis
Sue Watson -

Marilyn Weber -

Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Jackson Elem., Sheboygan
Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Grant & Lincoln Elem., Sheboygan

- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
- Jackson Elem., Sheboygan

Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Random Lake Elem., Random Lake
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SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 1 - Begin to recognize the need for continuous self appraisal
in a diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: a) The child will be able to list personal attributes
that give him an identity.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, art, math, music, science.

Resources Actiities Evaluations

Songs: (Mead Library)
"Who Am I?"--Follet
"Looby Loo"
"Hokey Pokey"
"Simon Says"
"Dry Bones"

Books: (Mead Library)
What's Your Favorite Smell,
My Dear? By Gibson, Myra

What Is Your Favorite
Thing to Touch by Gibson,
Myra

Filmstrips:
Getting to Know Me Series

"Strike Three! You're In"
"A Boat Named George"
"Listen! Jimmy:"
"People are Like Rainbows" 3. Draw pictures using live models

(Society for Visual Education) to depict oneself in various
(LTI Career Information Center) poses.

1. To get acquainted with physi- Give five words to
cal self describe self.
a) Choose a partner and trace

one another's body. Have two children
b) Use songs and games to iden- work as a team.

tify parts of the body. Give five words to
c) Read stories, show pictures, descri''.=.

and do activities dealing other.
with the senses.

d) Describe personal appear-
ance, using mirror.

2. Keep a perscual growth chart,
birth daze, finger prints, foot
prints, height, weight.

Write or tell a
story in which two

characters have diff-
erent attributes.

Mirror

Educational TV--Channel 10
Program--"All About Me"

4. View TV program- -All About
Me."

Focus on Self Development Kits
Units A,B,C,D,
(Science Research Associates) 5. View filmstrips dealing with
(LTI Career Information Center) personal attributes.

Tape Recorder

Old m,,azine pictures and words.

Filmstrip Viewer



Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"Joy of Being You"
(Scholastic)
"Who Do You Think You are"
(Guidance Associates)
(LTI Career Information

6. Reco '-d child's voice in
group activity and have
him identify his own voice.

aw self-portrait. Find
in magazines to des-

ILe self and paste
under picture.

8. Draw family portrait,
and discuss child's posi-
tion in family. Label par-
ents and siblings.

12



SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 2 - Begin to develop an awareness that there is a continuous
interaction between ones knowledge and acceptance of self
and his emerging life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an opportunity to discuss various emotions, the
child will be able to analyze the behavior resulting from
those emotia 3 to determine interactions that are present.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, social studies.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books: 1. Use books or pictures to
Feelings by Dunn develop vocabulary words
(Children's Press) that describe emotions.

Development Through Drama
by Way, Brian

2. Use creative dramatics
Improvisations by Way, Brian to show various emotions.

Little Rabbit Who Wanted
Red Wings by Bailey

Jack is Glad and The
Things in the Pool by
Steiner

The Umbrella by Yashima

3. Show filmstrips or lis-
ten to records that deal
with feelings.

4. Show and discuss pic-
Kits: tures or photoboards that

"Focus on Self Development" depict emotional problems
Kit, Units C,D,K,L,M,N,O,P of young children.
(Science Research Associates),
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

5. Show filmstrip that
DUSO Kit deals with learning to
(American Guidance Service, get along with others.
Incorporated), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

Adventures in Living Kit
Units 1,2
"The Classroom"
"The Neighborhood"

(Western Publishing Company)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

13

Completion of open
end statements:
a) Most of the time

I feel
b) I am happy when

c) I am sad when

d) I am afraid when

e) Sometimes I can
tell how you feel
by

f) Sometimes you can
tell how I feel
by



Resources Activities Evaluations

Kits: (cont)
Words in Action Kit
Role Playing - Photo Boards

(Holt, Rinehart, Winston)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

6. View filmstrips and film
and listen to cassettes to
learn more words for feelings,
learn that feelings, goals,
and behavior are dynamically
related, and learn to talk
more freely about feelings.

Filmstrips:
"Learning to Li- Together"
Series, Part nd II 7. Read stories dealing with
Ages 8-12 emotions.
(Society fo. Ti' Education),
(L:T.I. Carew. iluormation
Center)

Making Friends Series
"How Do You Rate At Home?"
"How Do You Rate At School?"
"How Do You Rate With Your
Friends?"

(BFA Educational Media)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Little Citizen Series
"Raggedy Elf"
"The Boy"
(Society for Visual Education),
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Who Do You Think You Are"
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"All Kinds of Feelings"
"Do You Believe in Wishes"
(Scholastic), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

16 mm films:
"What to Do About Upset Feelings"
(Coronet Films)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Values: Understanding
Ourselves"
(BFA Educational Media)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

14



SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 3 - Discover that perople bring dignity and worth to their job.

Behavioral Objective: a) In a given situation the pupil will be able to identify
the characteristics of dignity and worth. Examples:
pride, satisfaction, honesty, responsibility, personal
appearance.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, health, music, language arts.

Res Activities Evaluations

Books:

The Little Engine That Could
by Bragg, Mabel

Little Toot by Gramatky,
Hardie

Crow Boy by Hashima, Taro

What Did You Say, Dear?
by Sesyle Joslin

16 mm films:

"The Lemonade Stand: What's
Fair?" (2-3 grades)
(Encyclopedia Brittannica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrips:
"Our School Workers"
(McGraw-Hill)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Little Citizen Series:
"The Little Cloud"
"The Newspaper Boy"

The Wonderful World of Work
series (Edu- Craft,Inc.)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Marching Music

School Personnel

1. Read a story showing a strug-
gle for worth, such as Little
Toot, The Little Engine That
Could, Crow Boy, The Little Red
Caboose

2. Elicit aid of any member of
school family to describe
job responsibilities.

3. Play a record and have child-
ren march with dignity as in a
royal procession.

4. Read stories and view film-
strips dealing with manners
and courtesy.

5. Invite a nurse to discuss
good grooming and cleanliness.

6. Discussion of personal ap-
pearance as it relates to job
image (Some perople wear uni-
forms: Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts)

Teacher observation.

List the character-
istics of dignity
and worth. (Pride,
satisfaction, hones-
ty, responsibility,
personal appearance)

Dramatize situations
calling for manners
and courtesy to show
that others have
dignity and worth.



SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 3 - Discover that people bring dignity and worth to
their job.

Behav oral Objective: b) Given an occupation, the pupil will be able to explain
how people bring dignity and worth to the jobs involved.

CUrriculum Considerations: Social studies, music, language arts.

Resources

School personnel

Community worker

Activities Evaluations

Songs:
"Bling Blang"
"I've Been Working on the
Railroad."
"Whistle While You Work"
"Hi, Mr. Electricman"

Books:
This is Music(K), Silver
Burdette

This is Music Series,
Bacon Company)

16 mm films:
"The Policeman"
"The Mailman"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Filmstrips:
Community Helper Series
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Where Our Daddys Work"
(Eye-Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)
"School Helpers"
"They Need Me"
(Educational Reading Service)

Study Prints:
Picture Story Study
Print Set
(Society of Visual Education)

NOTE: Objectives 3 and 4 are
closely related. A single ac-
tivity may provide opportunity
to develop both concepts.

1. Ask a member of the school
family (nurse, custodian,
librarian, telephone per-
sonnel) to describe job
responsibilities.

2. Invite a community worker
to come to school and explain
his job. (If he is a parent
from your class, this also
enhances the child's dignity
and worth).

The pupil should be
familiar enough with
words about dignity
and worth to be able
to describe what
would be expected
of workers named
by teacher. (Oral
or written).

List the character-
istics of dignity and
worth. (Pride, satis-
faction, honesty, re-
sponsibility, personal
appearance).

3. Take a field trip to
observe people at work.
Have class identify ways workers
demonstrate dignity and worth.
Suggestion:

Fire Department:
Pride in personal appear-

ance.
Pride in appearance of the

station.
Pride in appearance of

equipment.
Satisfaction in service

they perform.
Responsibility for self

and fellow workers.

16



SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: II - Persons neea to be recognized as having cigni.ty and worth.

General Objective: - Iii tit that work provides the oprortunities for nne
enhance his dirnity.an:1 worth.

E::ehavicral Objective: a) The hill will to toil ,...-nyF; in work
oppc.tcinity to worth.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studie, nrts, d,lcation,

Resources Activities 1..vaJuatioas

Safety Patrol students

16 mm. films:

"Ol.,,r'Community Services"

(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)
"Why Fathers Work"
(EncyclopediaBritannieL)
"Jobs in the City"
"Women at Work"
(Centron Films)
(L.T.I. Career Information.
Center)

"People Who Work at Hight"
(Film Associates)
(Grant Elementary School)

TOTE: This objective ties in
very closely with concept V,
general objective 21.

list ways in wnic
job can be meaning-
ful, enjoyable, and
purposeful.

1. When assigning room repon-
sibilities which everyone ::iven a specific :or.,
wants to do, take time to the student will "o::e
discuss why pupils like to able to identify ;:ayr.
(1:7J the tasks. Do some tasks in which the :ob
make you feel more important enhance aignity znd
than others? How do you feel worth.
when you are chosen to take
a note to another room or to
the office? Do you like to
work on the student council?
Is it more fun to be the leader
of a group? What responsbilities
come with the honors?

Filmstrips:
"True Book Community Helpers"
"Community Workers and Helpers"

(Sets 1 and 2) 2. Discuss home jobs. Whet jobs
"Developing Basic Values" do you like? Which do you hate?
(Society for Visual Education) Why? Have chilriren make a rictGrr
(L.T.I. Career Information or write a story tellinF. which-
"Community Helpers" job the child likes anri which he

(Sets 1 and 2) hates.
(McGraw Hill)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"My Mother Has a Job"
(Eye-Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

Study Prints:
"Modern Negro Contributors"
(Afro-American Publishing
Company, Inc.)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

3. Discuss why people York. Fr'r:L(,nr
given might be: To crirr a livrr,
to help other people, to make
better life for your family , for
recreation.

4. Have safety patrol come in to
discuss what things make him .

feel dignified and which things
make him feel less dignified.

17



Resources Activities Evaluations

Kits

Adventures in Living kit
Unit 4 - "The City"

(Western Publishing Company)
(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

Books or magazine articles
about famous people

Books about feelings

Books:

People of Destiny series
Open Door Book series
(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

5. Learn songs about work.

6. Have students interview
members of the school family
or members of the community
to fin-i out responsibilities
of their job.

7. View a community worker
film or filmstrip and discuss
how worker brings dignity and
worth to their jobs.

18



-rades

introduced

..2oucpt: - Jed. ,::xist for a purpose.

.general :A4(active: 11,

1-Actors: (11)
Individual Psychological fl)

structure and :;aLure (15)

- :o ecognie that occucations develop from
and to fulfill the social heeds of society.

1:ebavioral .':bjective: a) .::he child will de ab]e to inentif'y and describe occupations
tnat have evolved to meet the seed:: of a rLangi. socie

Curriculum Considerations: Language

Resources Activities Evaluations

Magazine pictures.

Study prints on occupations.
"Urban Life"
"Community Helpers"

(Society for Visual Edliucation)

Peabody Kit II

16 mm films:
"Our Community Services"
"Why Fathers Work"
"The Mayor"
"The Hospital"
"The Supermarket"
"Bread"
"The Mailman"
"The Doctor"
"The Fireman"

(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I- Career Information
Center)

I. As1,, rather or motbi,-r to tel Uraw or eellec't rAc=
wi,at ti.oir job is an;. J.ow tures of people ;:c.);.rig.

it helps others. Report t. to class. work. Classify
according: to tasid
physical needs--fc.d,
shelter, clotnin.

2. Select any basic need and
discuss or collect pictures
of occupations that have
arisen from this need.

CI,110.reh

to describe two jci.s
wider each nee::
eateFory.

3. Have child act out an occupa-
tion. Let class guess occupation
and the need it meets.

4. View films relating to
occupations that meet needs
of changing society.

Books:
Families and Their Needs
Communities and Their Needs 5. Read stories that deal with
People Use the. Earth occupations relating to

(Silver Burdette Series) basic needs.

Filmstrips:
"Living With Your Family"

(Society for Visual Education) 6. Field trip to observe
(L.'I'.I. Career Information occupations that have been
Center) created to meet needs.

Wonderful World of Work SerieEl
"Wally the Worker Watcher"

(Edu-Craft, Incorporated)
Career Information Center)



Activities

r.

2it:y"

LJstern ?Lii:dis!!in,L7 Uompany)

Curcer irfformatien Center)



Lehaviora

Lc

1r a ;A:rDJSU.

(i

i V CLU:t1 F's:!Cholcqj cal

::truc:ture an3 ;.11:.,;re (IL )

- understan:i and 1..ecome aware of Lbe contri-
i:,;:iC;;.:1 that occupations ::,ake to ti.e ac:vanccmci.t
of

. wIll be ab.,.e to cite exampic,..s at 17),A"

oc;;Lip:,.tions save neited nis family au::
to :..ave a neuter life.

Curriculum Considerations: studies, lancua5e arts, math, science, music.

Resources Activities

1.

:,valuations

Small machines: typewriter,
iron, osterizer, etc.

Song:

"Here We Go Round the ul-
berry Bush"

County laiseum, Wade House "at
Greenbush

Bowman's General Store
South 12th Street

..how a piece of small
machinery and discuss
how it has helped contri-
bute to a better life.

2. Dramatize songs related
to work activities. Com-
pare old and new methods
of work.

Books:

Counting Systems: The Famili- 3. Field trips to places
ar and the Unusual by Luce, where old and new occu-
Marnie. pations can be compared.

One-Two-Three and Many by
Russell, Solving Paulson.

The Day the Numbers Dis-
Appeared by Simon, Leonard

Numbers by Waller, Leslie
(Grant Elementary School)

Travel folders, old catalogs

16 mm film:

"History of Motion Picture"
(Mead Public Library) by
(Sterling Films)

"Careers in Film Making"
(Educational Dimensions
Corporation)

4. Compare early number
systems to present day
number systems.

5. Draw, collect pictures
or toys that compare old
and new ways of production.

6. View an old and a new
film.

Draw a picture of a
worker who has helped
your family have a
better life.

have different groups
create a play to con-
trast old ways and new
ways of production.



Resources Activities 1:valuations

Books:
About Series

"About Friendly Helpers
For Health and Society"
"About Dr. John"
"About Family Helpers"
"About Friendly Helpers
Around Town"
"About Helpers Who Work
at Night"
"About School Helpers"

(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

7. List ways in which child'
family spends leisure time,
What occupations have evoiy-
from these interests?

8. Study biographies of
inventors. Discuss how inven-
tions have improved living.

9. Interview a professional per-
son to learn how his occupation
contributes to the advancement
of society.

Filmstrips:
Little Citizens Series

"Mighty Hunter"
"The Boy"

(Society for Visual Education) .

(L.T.I. Career Information 10. Have children report on trips
Center) to Bowman's General Store,

South 12th Street

Pioneer Village - Hawthorn

Park Wabeka - Random (South)

Milwaukee County Museum
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WORK WORLD Grades K-3
To be introduced

Factors: Structure and Nature

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 'e3 - Bee;in to develop a recognition of the wide and increasing
variety of occupations.

behavioral objective: a) Children will be able to develop a list of a variety of
occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: ,social Studies, language arts, music.

hesources Activities }valuations

Filmstrips:
World of Work Leries
"Wally the Worker Watcher"
"Dairy Products"
"Mail Delivery"
"The Newspaper Boy"
"The Junior Homemaker"
"Drug Store"
"Supermarket"
"Service Station"
"Electrical Services"
"Gas and Oil Services"
"Telephone Services"

(Edu-Craft, Incorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Robert and His Family Series
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Community Workers and
Helpers" Groups 1 and 2
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Old magazine pictures

Trade journals

Books:

True Book Series
I Want to Be Series
About Series

(Children's Press)

1. 'cieighborhood walks to observe
kinas of work being done. Have
children make pictures or
mural, or make a chart as a
group.

2. Have children keep a record
of workers who came to their
house.

3. Read books and view film-
strips dealing with occu-
pations.

4. Have pupils cut out or draw
illustrations of as many occu-
pations as it is possible to
find. Mount these on a large
chart with masking tape so that
they may be removed for re-
classification.

5. To familiarize the child
with occupations, play a
phonic game. Teacher thinks
of an occupation, tells child
beginning sound with riddle-
like description, child guesses
occupation. (EX. I am thinking

23

Class made chart
of occupations.

Give a list of five
items and have
child name occu-
pations involved.
Such as shirt,
water, chair, bread,
shoes, etc.



Activities ,Z.valuat.ions

: (Cont)
With Us

;;,::>:tant.-T--
(:',.T.I. Career information

Cen,-..er)

:hi::: is Music Series

Allyn Bacon Company)
(Grant Elementary School)

SonGs:
"What Do You Want To Be
When You Grow Up?"

(Lducational Reading Service)

of a worker. His name
begins with the sound of
"f" and he works in the
fields.

6. For vocabulary develop-
ment, print cards with
names of occupations. Let
children match these with
pictures on chart.

Kit: 7. Have children make com-
Best Word Program Ever munity worker puppets and

(Western Publishing Company) dramatize.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

8. Sing songs and play games
pertaining to various
occupations.

9. Have child make a list of
the things he has done from
the time he got up until he
arrives at school. Discuss
how their activities depend
on various occupations.
(EX.-Drinking milk- -

Dairy workers
Milkman
Farmer

10. Physical education activity.
Acting out work activities of
occupations.
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LURK WORLD Grades K-3 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be introduced

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several 6;;ys.

General Objective:

Behavioral Objec.ti,:

Curriculum Considerations:

to reconi?k= Ij1C. vnrious %,-.1ys of classifying occupa-
iins.

lit, deticrW,ien or picture of occupations, the
the r according to goods or services

-!ced.

Resources

Books:
I Want to Be Series
About.Series
True Book.Series
(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Come to Work With Us Series
(Sextant), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

1.6 mm films:

"Why Fathers Work"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I. Career nformation
Center)

"Working Together"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.1. Career Information
Center)
"People Who Work At Night"
(Film Associates)
(Grant Elementary School)

cities Evaluations

1. Discuss parents' occupa- Teacher will list
tions. Do they make something? occupations and
Do they help someone? children will

classify.

Use pictures of jobs
2. Develop the concept of goods from chart in pre-
and services: A good is a vious lesson. Re-
useful thing, and service is classify pictures
useful work. according to goods

or services pro-
duced.

3. Examine books related to Each child has a
service_or production workers. colored card with

services on one
side and goods
on other. Octupa-

4. Show 16 mm films, loops, or tion is given and
filmstrips dealing with ser- Elip card.
vices, (Mailman, policeman)
and production (Foundry workers,
assembly line).

Filmstrips: 5. Have available a number of hats
"World of Work" or pieces of equipment which sug-
(Edu-Craft, Incorporated) gest an occupation. (EX-fireman's
(L.T.I. Career Information or mailman's hat, nurses cap,
Center) hammer, toy tractor, etc.) Child

"Our Working World"
Social Studies Series
(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

chooses object, names the occupa-
tion and classifies it under ,goods
or services.
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Grades K-3
To be introduced

'.2oncept: V - dork means different things to different people.

General. Objective: 5 - Become aware that there are different kinds of work.

behavioral. Objective: a) Given a list, description, or picture of occupations,
children will be able to classify them under the
three broad headings: jobs dealing with people,
ideas, and thinGs.

Curriculum .:ohsideraLions: Language arts, social studies.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

Kindle Series
"Who Am I"
"What Do You Like To Do"

(Scholastic)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Clothing"
"Food"
"Shelter"
"Life on the Farm"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. View filmstrip to
introduce the concept that
jobs deal with things,
people, and ideas.

2. Read stories showing
different kinds of work.

3. Read or compose poems
about occupations.

Transparency: 4. Interview a community
"People Who Help Our worker and report to class.
Comunity"
(Educational Reading Service)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 5. Select a community

occupation and write a
"Wonderful World of Work" report. When presenting
(Edu-Craft, Incorporated) to class, wear clothes
(L.T.I. Career Information that represent that
Center) occupation.

16 mm films:
"Workers Who Build Houses"
(Gaily Film Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

6. Field trips to visit
various local occupations.
Classify workers according
to types of work being done.
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Classify work pictures
under three headings:
jobs dealing with
people, ideas, things.

Each child pantomine
an occupation. Class
identifies and lists
occupation under
proper headings.



GOLF Grades-

Tc) bc: introduced

Concept: V-Work means differe:-:t things Lo different people.

General Objective: 6 - Become aware of the different meanings work may have for
individuals.

Iehavioral Objective: a) ;.fter exploring the changing world of work, the children
will Le able to list several purposes for which a person
may work.

'curriculum '2onsiderations: ;:ocial studies, language arts, music, art, physical
education, science.

Resources Activities Evaluations

16 mm films:
"Why Fathers Work"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Jobs in the City
"Women at Work"

(Centron)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. have children discuss show pictures. Have
activities which they do for child tell why he
fun and which adults do to thinks the work is
earn a living. (ix. Playing being done.
ball, cleaning, cooking,
typing, photography, T.V.) Have children give

three to five examples
of avocations that can
also be vocations.

2. Invite someone to show and
discuss his hobby.

Filmstrips:
"Our Working World"
"Families at Work" (Gr. 1) 3. Have a hobby show. Let
(Science Research Associates) child demonstrate what work

is done to prepare material
"Why Do We Work" in relation to his hobby.
(Eye-Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Books:
Johnny the Clock-Maker by
Ardizzone, Edward
New York, Walck. 1960

Crow Boy by Yashima

Patty Paints a Picture by
Bannon, Laura
(Albert Whitman, Chicago
1948)
(Grant Elementary School)

4. View filmstrips to show how
hobbies may lead to vocation.
(Ex. Rock collecting-geology.

Tools-carpentry).

5. View film to show reasons
why fathers work.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

6. Gave people who do
volunteer work speak to
class. (Girl Scout
leaders, Peace Corps
worker, hospital helpers)

7. have class plan a
volunteer activity.
(Singing at nursing home,
improving enviror-..::1:mt,

shopping for inv_icis )

8. Have children plan a party
for another class to show
that work can be fun.

9. Plan a type of sale (white
elephant, peanut, popcorn,
Etc.) and use money to buy
food for needy family or
gift for sick child.
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WORK WORLD Grades K-3 Factors: Structure
To be introduced

Concept: V- Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 19 - Begin to develop an awareness that different kinds of
work require varying degrees and types of educational
preparation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The pupil will be able to describe many kinds et
schools for career training.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, language arts.

Resources Activities Evaluations

School personnel

Books:

Ben and Me by Lawson,
Robert

The Plant Sitter by
Zion, Jean
(New York, Harper,
1959)
(Grant Elementary School)

I Want To Be Series
TChildren's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Local newspapers.

Trade journals.

School Brochures.

Slides or pictures of
schools.
(Chamber of Commerce)

1. Discussion: How did your
family prepare you for
school?
(Ex. Dressing, meals,
route to school, Etc.)

2. Read books or stories that
bring out the various types
of education for work
(experience, apprenticeship,
technical school, college)

3. Collect advertising
materials, (Circulars, ads,
trade journals) in relation
to kinds of schools.

4. List types of schools
in the area. Make chart of
schools from Activity #2.

5. Take children on a trip
to see as many types of
schools as possible. Make
arrangements to tour a
local college and technical
school.

Collect occupational
pictures and discuss
what educational needs
are required and
what schools would be
involved.



Grafles : -3 Factors: Structure
To introduced

7 T7ork means iiiferent things to different people.

01,,:ective: 20 - Begin to develop an awareness that occupational require-
-ments influence the content and direction of educational
preparation.

r-Thjectfve: a) Tic child will be able to match occupations to educa-
tional preparation.

Curricultr- Consiations: Social Studies, language arts.

..0.4onr7x7 Activiticn Evaluations

School 7-:::.onuel

Commul-Cty Personnel

Film:

"Cotag to School"
(Journal)

NOTE: Concept V, Ceneral

Objectives 19 and 20 are
so closely related. A
single activity may be
used to develop both
concepts.

1. Ask mother and father
what they had to learn
before they could do
their job.

2. Interview school per-
sonnel in regard to edu-
cational preparation for
jobs.

3. Have community personnel
as speakers on educational
background.

4. View films or filmstrips
dealing with occupational
requirements.

Q.

Using the schools
listed on chart in
Activity 4, Objective
19, make labels to
be worn by each child.
Have each child choose
occupation and select
the schools he would
have to attent to ful-
fill career require-
ments.



WORK WORLD

Concept:

Grades -3 Factors: Individual i :;ychology

To be in- -oduced

V - Work means different thing:. ,- different people.

General Objective: 21 - Recognize the vari. us ways of describing rlc,anihs of work.

Behavioral Objective: a) The child will be able to show through 1--amhtition
that work is the fulfillment of purposeful d;,1.:(!:,
that will lead to extrinsic and/or row.

Curriculum ..:onsiterations: i.conomics social studies, languare

Resources Activities LvaluatIonn

Books:

Curious George Gets a i4edal
by Rey, iians Augusto
(Houghton-Mifflin Company)
(Grant Elementary school)

Come Work With Us
(Sextant)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

I Want To be Books
TChildren's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

This is Music
Allyn Bacon Company)

Songs:

"I Like To Live on the Farm"

Filmstrip and Cassette:
"floisy Haney florris"

(Guidance Associate, Incor-
porated)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrip:
"Little Citizens" Series
(Society for Visual
Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1;0TE: This objective ties Dramatization or various
in very closely related to kinds of rewrd5 f'or
Concept II, General Objective work done. 12xcinfles:

a) Father trings home
tray check ; f. j school
project well acne ,

Etc.
i. View film and 'cassette.
Introduce the term "rewards"
and discuss tangible and
intangible rewards.

2. List kinds of work
children have done at home
and school and chart kinds
of rewards. Examples:
a)money; b)personal
satisfaction; c) honor, lAc.

3. Invite volunteer workers
to speak to class about
rewards they have gained.
Examples: a)Junior Red
Cross; b) Scout leaders;
c) parent volunteers;
d) Peace Corps worker.

4. Each child chooses an
occupation he would like
to make a future career of
and have him tell why.

5. Read stories about careers.
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WORE WORLD Grades K-3 Factors: individual Psychology
?() be introduced

Concept: V - 'Ork 7eans different, things to different people.

General ObjectiVe: 22 - recognize that work has a personal meaning to every person-

Behavioral Objective: ,:ne child will be able to identify and compare different
feelings ..:.at people have about work in given
0:2eul.)ations. lonliness, dangerous, boredom,

:ht;ertaining, exciting, satisfying)

Con.4-1.(-1eratti.uno; Lanjua.7:e arts, sooi - studies, creative drar.atics.

Aotivities Lva.:suations

hli

i1: aerica:1 Jervice,
Lneoruorate;

(L.T.I. .artier --nr.urmEttion

. :enter;

lo films:
- ,

rc_Ope: La -ritannica)
(L.T.i. ::aree:r i nformation

.:entor

lay an association game.
a, 2eacner s.,lects jobs

and chlidren hold vti
na',:py 3r sad face to

exbress t1leir feelings
f3r th4t job.

Child can give one 43rd
resbol'.oe to express,

fcellncls.

c) Child can give a sentence
to express feelings.

Construct 4 lar;-e
circle.

section a 1 :7,eling

elateu to work.
Select several
occupations and list
eacn undEr as many
categories as possibe
to show that .r.ore than
one feeling may be related
to a job.

2. Write a story "Work is...."

3. Skits depicting feelings
associated with work. Examples
to be considered:
a) All people don't like the

same jobs.

b) Repetition may cause
boredom.

c) Working with some people
is different.

d) Some jobs may be lonely.

e) Some jobs may be dangerous.

f) Additional experience or
training is sometimes necessary.

g) Feelings about jobs may cliange.
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SELF Grades K-3
'10 be introducek,

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes,
values.

General Objective: 7 - Begin to differentiate oneself from others.

Behavioral Objective: a) The child will be able tc tell how he differs p,

from a friend.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, science, health, languare

Resources Activities Evaluations

A.A.A.S. Science Kit A
(Kindergarten)

(Grant Elementary School)

Aquarium

Mirror

16 mm films:

"The Toymaker" from
(Contempory Films)
(Mead Public Library)

1. Examine and compare
inatimate objects as to how
they are alike and how
different. Pencils,

wi:1
to enlImer.1tf:

citaracter.ic

nuts, leaves, blocks , balls, differs phy:.;(.:,,

stones, skills. from a

Prom a r

2. Study fish in an aquarium, to note pn')*
comparing likenesses and
differences (or dogs, other 6iffcrencLz
pets) . people

"People Are Different & Alike"
(Coronet)

(L.T.I. Career Information Center)
3. Pair children, like and
unlike, in appearance (sex,
height, color). Children
observe themselves in mirror

Magazine pictures. and discover how they differ.

Baby and recent pictures
of children.

Filmstrip & cassette:
"Outset: People We Know"
(Guidance Associates) 4. Comparison of twins (and/or

animals.

5. View film "The Toy Maker"
or other films.



SELF Grades K-3
To be introduced

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 8 - Become aware of the various ways individuals differ.
(Interests, abilities, attitudes, values, aptitudes)

Behavioral Objective: a) The child will be able to distinguish individual
differences in interests, abilities, attitudes, values,
and aptitudes.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical education, language arts, conservation,
science.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student papers from another
teacher's class.

Library books.

People in industry.

Snapshots of children.

Filmstrips:

"Developing Basic Values"
(Society for Visual
Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Planned gym activities: Distinguish between
Give child freedom to choose the differences in
one of several gym activities.attitudes, interests,
(EX. apparatus, ropes, balls, abilities, and values
scooters, Etc.). Follow up between two characters
free choice gym period with in a film or a story.

discussion of why certain
activities were chosen by
individuals. Introduce the
terms, interests, abilities,
attitudes, values, and
aptitudes.

2. At conclusion of gym
"Strike Three! You're In!" class, have discussion
(Society for Visual Education) on value. Concentrate
(L.T.I. Career Information on such behavior as
Center)

First Things Series
"That's No Fair"
"Trouble With Truth"
"You Promised"

regard for others, safety
and feelings, fairness, and
sharing.

(Guidance Associates) 3. Read books that develop
(L.T.I. Career Information attitudes such as The
Center) Popcorn Dragon.

Little Citizen Series
"The Game of Might Have Been"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

it. Display un -nand work
papers (art, math, spelling,
Etc), for another group
on overhead projector for
evaluation.



VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Occupational considerations and preferences arc based on personal abilities

and capacities as well as interests.

The occupation they expect to enter has less prestige than the one they hope

to enter.

3. Selection of junior high courses is a vocational related decision.

4. Self image as "worker" begins to emerge.

5. Desire for part-time employment.

6, Girls tend to consider occupations that will put them into contact with nice

people, including potential husbands, while boys tend to consider occupations

on the basis of the nature of the work. Most girls plan to enter nursing.
teaching or secretarial work, boys want to enter one of the professions.
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RATIONALE FOR GRADES 4 - 6

This guide is the result of the pioneering efforts of the Career Development
Workshop. The eventual outcome of all the career planning experiences in the
guide should be to have the student reach his fullest self-knowledge and thereby
make a decision on a career so that he reaches fullest self-realization.

The teachers who developed the guide were concerned with avoiding placement
of an activity at grade levels because of the growing need to reach students at
their functional level. Statistics on college dropouts and the need to find a
place in the world of work indicate there is a mandate to include career planning
early in the student's school experiences. It seems fashionable in some circles
to deride those students who intend to pursue vocational training; this attitude
about everyone going to college and the lesser importance of vocational training
must be changed to attain sound career decision making.

This section of the guide is intended for use in grades 4-6. The concepts
I through VII introduced in K-3 are to be developed in grades 4-6. Concepts
VIII through XIV are introduced in grades 4-6 so.that grades 7-12 can expand
and emphasize the Concept. The student's awareness of the Concept and that
Career Planning is a decision making process throughout life, should be stressed
K-12.

The resources and activities included in this guide are only a beginning to
the development of resources and activities. The teacher is expected to use
imagination and creativity in developing other resources and activities. The
activities are thought to be flexible enough to attain student involvement and
to give the student self-direction in exploring the world of work. Thus, the
guide endeavors to help the student see the relationship between the classroom
activities and the world of work.

The key to the successful use of this guide lies with the teacher. The
teacher's efforts to anticipate what the world of work will be like and the
occupations needed in future years can only be understood and included in the
guide as new trends develop in our society. These new trends in occupations
and industries can be determined through constant updating of the guide.

One-Week Participants:

Zita Heraly
Irene Hoyer
Greg Sather
Dave Seefeldt
Richard A. Winter

- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
- Grant & Lincoln Elem., Sheboygan
- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
- Grant Elem., Sheboygan

Three-Week Participants:

Barbara Larsen -

Roxanne Mittelstadt -
Greg Sather -
Dale Sorenson
Charlotte Zahnow

Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Grant Elem., Sheboygan
Grant & Lincoln Elem., Sheboygan

- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
- Grant Elem., Sheboygan
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SELF Grades 4-6
to be developed

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 25

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand the importance
and limitations.

a) The student will be able
one should examine one's

of examining one's strengths

to give several reasons why
strengths and limitations.

Curriculum Considerations: Health, language arts, social studies, art, math.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Chapters in the health books 1.
You and Your Health

Guidance department personnel:
counselor, psychologist

Behavioral rating form (from
Dept. of Pupil Services, Sheboy-
gan Public Schools) Relate to
incomplete sentence inventory 2.
activity.

Today's Education, NEA
magazine.

Creative (Art text)

Filmstrip:

"Outset: People We Know"
Parts 1 & 2
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Developing Basic Values

Incomplete sentence inventory.
(EX. I am at my best when...,
I feel uncomfortable when.
I can't understand why...,
When I give a report in front
of a group...

The student will
discuss reasons why
one should examine
one's strengths
and limitations.

The student will list
reasons why one shcul
examine one's

"Today's Education," Unfinished strengths and
stories (Discussion or writing tations.
of situational experience)

3. Write an autobiography.

4. Ask student to draw an emotion.
(Creative Mind -- Lowenstein)

5. Sociogram (Attitude) with the
assistance of the guidance coun-
selor."Acceptance of Differences"

"ConSiderations of Others"
"Recognition of Responsibility"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 6.

Filmstrips:
"They Need Me"
"How Do You Feel"
"What Do You Think"

(I.F.C.), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

Panel discussion (Make up a
character, i.e. John Doe, (List
different combinations of
strengths and weaknesses; have
students discuss the kind of self
image this particular person would
have.)
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"'he sti4drnt vi)1

write an essay on
reasons why one
should examlne one's
strengths and lini-
tations.



Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips: (Cont)

"Me, Myself & I"
Who Am I
Why Do My Feelings Change
What Can I Do About It
How Can I Improve Myself
What About Other Pa.::

Where Do We Go From Here
(Eye Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

7. Tiddly-Winks game. (Certain
values per square on right
attributes, etc.)

8. Students write themes on
assessment of themselves in
personality characteristics.

"Foundations for Occupational Planning"
Who Are You
What Good Is School
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Kits:

The Duso Kit
"Understanding and Accepting Self"
"Understanding Feeling"
"Understanding Others"
"Understanding Independence"
"Understanding Goals and Purposeful Behavior"
"Understanidug Mastery, Competence and Resourcefulness"
"Understanding Emotional Maturity"
"Understanding Choices and Consequences"
(American Guidance Service)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

'.!tr Most Unforgettable Character,"

P.eaders' Digest Articles

Books:
You're Too Sweet
Connelly - 616.4 (Grant Elementary School)

161"M Films:

"School Problems: Getting Along With Others"
(Bailey Film Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"People Are Different and Alike"
(Coronet), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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SELF Grades 4-6
To be developed

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 27 - Accept that People bring dignity and worth to their job.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to explain how a person brings
dignity and worth to his job.

Curriculum Considerations: Social Studles, language arts

Resources Activities Evaluations

School personnel

YMCA (leisure time)

Scouts

Speaker (Activity I) i.e.
chartered boat operator, janitor,
school nurse, school secretary,
food service worker.

State division of Natural Resources
(Park directors, leisure time
activities)

City Recreation Department

4-H Clubs

1. Invite school maintenance
Worker, school secretary, or
other school personnel to
classroom to explain their
jobs and the worth of their
jobs.

2. Use recreation and enter-
tainment people to discuss
leisure time activities.

3. Role playing to

illustrate importance of jobs.

Filmstrips:
World of Work Series
"What Do Fathers Do?"
"What Do Mothers Do?"
"What Else Do Fathers Do?"
"It's the Growing Thing"
"At Your Service"

"Telephone Workers"
"Gas and Oil Workers"
"Raw Steel To Rolling Wheels"
(Edu-Craft, Inc.), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Developing Basic Values"
"Recognition of Responsibility"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Working In U.S. Communities
Group 1 - (with games)

"Old Sturbridge & Mystic Seaport: Historic Communities"
"Douglas, Wyoming: Ranch Community"
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The student will be
able to state ways in
which a worker brings
dignity and worth to
his job.

In a class discussion,
the student chooses a
specific job and tells
how a person can bring
dignity and worth to
that job.

The student will give
examples that show
how a person brings
dignity and worth to
his job.



''esources Activities Evaluations

(^ont.)

-ainc: Coastal Community"
Flepstaff, Arizona: r.eryice Community"

' (with -times )

;c-J rrleans: -arketing Communit,"
"flan Francisco: Financial Community"
"fletroit: anufacturing Community"
(rociety for Visual 7ducation)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

16'7: Film

',Thy Fathers Work

(Fncycloredia Brittanica Film)

Cassettt.s:

'''omen_ of Destiny Series

"Clara Barton"
(17d. 9eading. Service)
(Troll Association)
(T.T.I. Career Information Center)

John r!ichael Kohler Arts Center
(Art courses, nlays, leisure time)
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Grades 4-6
To be developed

Concept: II DerSons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General. Objective: 2C - Appreciate the 'manner in which work may provide the oppor-
tunity for an individual to enhance his dignity and worth.

Pehavioral objective: a) The student will explain the manner in which work may pro-
vide the opportunity for an individual to enhance his
dignity and worth.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, language arts, health, art.

Resources Activities Evaluations

John 'ichae3 Kohler Arts
Center (Art courses, plays,
leisure time)

Filmstrips:
Foundations for Occupational
Planning

"IThat Is A Job?"
"What Good Is School?"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Have people skilled,
professional and with
unskilled jobs discuss the
importance of their jobs
(i.e. migrant worker,
garbage man).
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The student will be
able to state ways
that a job brings
dignity and worth
to the individual.

In a class discussion,
the student will tell
how a specific job of
his choosing brings
dignity and worth
to that job holder.
(ex--Doctor)

The student will show
evidence in writing
how a job brings
dignity and worth
to the individual.

Students draw
pictures illustrating
worker and the
importance of his job.



WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Social-Economic-Political (50)
To be introduced Individual Psychological (52)

Structure and Nature (54)

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 50, 52, 54 - Understand and recognize that occupations develop
from and to fulfill social needs.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to make a list of occupations
that have developed from and for the purpose of fulfilling
social needs.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, language arts, science, health, art.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Parents in community.

Field trips: City Hall,
Health Dept., Sanitation
Dept., Police Station.

Books:
Wonderful World of Commu-
nications by Hogben
Call No. 384

Basketful: True Story of
Our Foods by Eberle
Call No. 641

Law by Peattie
Call No. 340

First Book of Supermarkets
by Benedict Call No. 658

Let's Go to the Police
Station by Oostion
Call No. 352

1. Invite parents or people
in the community to come into
the classroom to tell about
their occupation. Question
and answer period to follow.

2. Discuss jobs observed in
field trip to City Hall and
other places.

3. Brainstorming, "Why Do
People Work?"

4. Panel game: "What's My
Line?"

5. Trace the development of an
invention (i.e. sewing machine;
field of communication: stage
coach, pony express, wireless
telegraph). Explain how these
inventions created jobs and
helped society. Make a mural
tracing any of the above in-
ventions.

About Series:
About People Who Run Your City

The Pilot of a Plane
The Engineer of a Train
Truck Farming
Jack's Dental Checkup
Jerry & Jim & the Pharmacist
Policemen Around the World
(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

At the . . . Series:
At the Railroad Station
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Given a specific
occupation, list
the social needs
which this occupa-
tion fulfills.

Given a social need,
list the specific
occupations that have
developed (or should
be developed) to fulfill
that need.



Pesources Activities Fvaluations

At the . . . Peries: (Cont) 6. Trace the develonnent
At the Airport of health needs.
At the Post Office
At the Bakery 7. Student interview people
(Children's Press) in an occupation. Analyze
(L.T.I. Career Information Center) what conditions caused the

Filmstrips:
Mothers Work Too
"Waitress"

"Dental Assistant"
"Bank Worker"
"Office Worker"
"Drugstore Worker"
"Homemaker"
(Imperial Film Corp.)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

need for this occupation?
(EX silversmith, jewelry of
Maya Indians).

8. Make a product and sell
it. (Could be applied to
school needs) i.e. bulletin
boards in lockers, bake sale.

9. Trace development of law
enforcement agencies.

10. Trace the development
Where Does It Come From? Series of newspapers.
"Milk" "Water"
"Bread" "Books & Magazines"
"Meat" "Shoes"
(Eye - Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Fathers At Work"
"Carpenter'
"Moving Man"
"Shoe Store Worker"
"Factory Worker"
"Supermarket Worker"
"Service Station Worker"
(Educational Reading Service)

World of Work Series
13 filmstrips job oriented.
Volumes A,B,C,D,E.
(Edu-Craft, Inc.)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Workers For the Public Welfare"
(Eye-Gate)

Working In U.S. Communities
Group I (with games)

"Old Sturbridge & Mustic Seaport: Historic Community"
"San Francisco: Financial Community"
"Chicago: Transportation Community"
(Society for Visual Education), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Thy Do We? Series
"Have Homes"
(Eye-Gate), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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WORK WORLD Grades 4-6

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Factors: Social-Economic-Political (51)
Individual Psychological (53)
Structure and Nature (55)

General Ob74e-z!cttve: 51, 53, 33 - Recognize, understand, and appreciate some of the
contributions of occupations to the advancement of
society.

Behavioral 0 motive: a) The student will be able to recognize and list some of the
contributions occupations have made to the advancement of
society.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, language arts, art, music.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library research: medical
research, agronomy, etc.

Books:
How Man Made Music by
Buckanan and Lieckenbill

Boys' Own Book of Great
Inventions by Darrow and
Highlander

Open Door Series:
What I'm About Is People
I Reached for the Sky
Written on Film
A World of Books
People Are My Profession
New Fields
In the Face of the Sun
You're on the_Air
Speaking Out.
Meigs Tower

?eople of Des:Dutra-7 Series:

Henry Ford
Charles Li&erg
Frank Lloydriznt

(Children's abmaJos), (L.T.I.

Career Infixamktion Center)
(Grant Elemeatary_School)

About Series:
About News arse How It Travels
About Paper
About Roads
(Children's Press), (L.T.I.
Career Information Center)

1. Medical research (Salk,
diseases), agronomy, air
conditioning.

2. Trace development of an
invention which has made a
contribution to society; car,
light bulb, plastic industry,
space program (food, teflon
dishes).

Given a specific
occupation, list
the contributions
it has made to
society.

The student will
give an extempor-
aneous speech on
"Occupations exist
for a purpose."

3. From a list of occupations

offered by the class or teacher, Write a paragraph
have students, in groups of
four, answer the question,
"How does this occupation you
have chosen help society
progress?"

4. Speaker with diiscussion of
commercial art: promotion
of product, designs, etc.
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illustrating that
occupations exist
for a purpose.

List ways in which
occupations in
given fields such
as medicine, trans-
portation, etc.
aid in the advance-
ment of society.



Resources Activities Evaluations

Sound-on-Slide Program:
The Citizens Bank
Leverenz Shoe Co.
Plastics Engineering Co.
Virro Aluminum

(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

16MM'Films:

"The Story of a Check"
(Bailey Film Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Ily Pop's a Lineman"
(Education Films, Library
Association, Incorporated)

"Our Changing World"
(San Diego Company, Department
of Education)

"The Cardboard Cow"
(U.S. Department Of Agriculture)

Filmstrips:
World of Work Series
Volumes A, B, C, D, E, F.
(Edu-Craft, Incorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Community Workers and Helpers"
(Society for Visual Education)

Biographies of inventors.

Films on biographies.

Filmstrips of inventors

Films on biographies

Speakers from local industry
on "Our Contribution to the
Advancement of Society."

Speaker from art division of industry.
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Tr WORLD Grades 4-6
To be developed

Factors: structure and 77ature

Concept: 1V - The is a wide variety of. occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 56 - Recognize that there is 93. wide and increasing variety
Of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to explain and give examples showing
that he understands there is a wide and increasing variety
of occupations.

Curriculum Considerations:

Resources

Social studies, language arts.

Activities

Filmstrips
World of Work Series :

"That Fathers Do-
"Just Whet Po nothers Do?"
(Edu-Craft, Iilcorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Wiry Fathers WOrk".

(Fncyclonedia l3rittanica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"!'others Work, Too"
"Pathers at Work:' Series
(Imperial Film Corporation)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations for necupational
Planning
(Society for ViSUal Education)

1. Watch NFWIST film on
agriculture and discuss
changes in farming
occupations.

2. Watch. lIEWIST Vocational

guidanoe T.V. programs and
do further research on one
of the occuipations.

3. Listen to speakers on many
job opportunities and trace
the develonrient of job changes
in a specific job cluster.

4. Watch filmstrips and write
a resume' of three jobs.

5. Field trans to Central
Admisistrve offices of
;Sheboygan. Public Schools.

ry :Mother Has A ,bb Series

"Advertising agency executive"
"Retail Clex4f
"The Nurse"
"The Teacher'.
"The Commercial Artist"
"The Factory Worker"

(Eye-Gate), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Video Tapes:

"Fxploring Agriculture Occupations"
"Exploring, Paper Industry Occupations"
"Frolorins: Public Utility Occupations"
"FxPlorin7 TransT'ortation occupations"
(L.T.T. Career Tnformattion Center)

Evaluations

The student will
discuss new jobs
that have been craterl.

The student will list
five or more extimA
Mobs and five or mere
new since birth.

Give a specific career.
family (bankir-, re-
tailing) , and list the
occupations available
witlAn this career
family.

will rrTme

and recognize e5'H:ty
random,., chosen ..7b

tiCes by the en of
the schcoi year.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance counselor as speaker
on job opportunities
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Wisconsin State Employment
Service Counselors

Sheboygan Press and Mead
Public Library Newspaper files.

Books:

Dorothy Telfer - Series (Grade
5, 6)

Exploring the World of
Oceanography

6. Check newspaper want ads
fifteen years ago and compare
with today.

7. Role playing of new jobs
and jobs that are extinct.

8. Research newly created jobs
in local government, recreation,
etc.

9. Make a file in which the student
compares jobs of the year he was born
and present year. Have student draw
conclusions from that comparison.

Colbert:

Digging for Dinosaurs (Grade 5,6)

Profiles.; Careers in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(:L.T.2. Career Information Center)

Real Book About Farms by
Robert W. Howard
(Franklin Watts)

Whet Does A Civil Engineer Do?
bE-Robert Wells
(ftmaa, Mead, and Company)

Who Built The Bridge?
byTHorman Bate
(Charles Schribner's Sons

First Book of Archaeology
by 'Nora B. Kuble
(Franklin Watts)

Occupational Outlook Handbook
by U.S. Department of Labor
(U.S. Government Printing Office)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

About Series:
"About Men At Work"
"About News and How It Travels"
"About Cowboys Around the World"
(Children's Press), (L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

Kit:

Language Development Kit
(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Structure and Jature
To be developed

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 57 - Understand the various ways of classifying occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to cite several ways of classifying
occupations.

Curriculum Considerations.: Social studies, language arts, math.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Uational Council of. Teachers
of :-*.ath Publications.

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center).

Video Tapes:

Leather Occupations
Hotel Occupatians
Vr.edical TechnOlogy, Volume A
Medical Technology, Volume .r

(L.T.I: Career Information.
Center).

Guidance Counselor
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center).

Job Family Series: "My Career
Guide Book" and "Junior Guidaace
Series Booklets"
(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Pamphlet from Wisconsin Employment
Service: "Ideas...? People...?
Things...?

Speakers from Wisconsin 1.1mployment
Service, Box 1605, Madison, WI 53701

Filmstrip:

Foundations for Occupational
Planning - "What Are Job Families"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Kits:

Focus on :;elf-Development,Stage 2:
Responding/ Job Experience Kit
(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

1. Use close =rocedure for
classifying =cupations.
(leaving out words in a
sentence).

2. Read LI.Liczie about an

occupatian leaving out name
of ocnnpatiom, then ask students
to namathe occupation you
are describing.

3. Discuss jobs available in
mathematical axea.

4. Pave speakers from local state
employment service.

5. Usingpumrifi et "Ideas, People,
Things," hay.Istudent list
occupations under-each category.

Given student a list
of jobs. Have them
classified under
Pertinent groups.

Given three occupa-
tional groups, the
student will list
ten or more jobs in
each.

6. Make a list or chart of
ways to list or classify jobs.
EX--Ones that give financial
opportunity, ones that give
close relationship to environ-
ment, ones that lead to
independence, ones that give
promotional possibility, ones
that require manual skills,
ones that apply to a specific
area or climate (southern U.S.),
ones that have mobility (salesmen).

7. Make a collection of application
forms from local industries and
companies as an introduction to
what skills employers are looking for.
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SELF (33)

WORK WORLD (58)
Grades 4-6
To be developed.

Factors: Indtridual Psychological (58)

Concept: V - Work means different thing to different people.

General Objective: 33 and 58 - Understand the various ways of 6.=---ibing meanings
of work.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to describe ttre-meanings of work
in several ways.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts.

Resources Activities ftraluations

Filmstrips:

World of Work Series
(Edu-Craft, Incorporated)
(L. T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. List a hobby for one person:
which may be work for another.
(Ex. golf, pro-folfer or caimmna
hobby and professional photo-
grapher .

Foundations for Occupational
Planning
"What Do You Like To Do?" 2. Have the students pick an
(Society for Visual Education)occupation and tell what
(L.T.I. Career Information they think work means in
Center)

this occupation. i.e. doctor,
bricklayer, service station
attendant.Why Do We? Series

"Work and Play"
(Fye-Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 3. Have guidance couselor

talk on "The meanings of
work."Community service employee,

i.e. city assessor, water
filtrational plant operator,
sewage disposal plant oper-
ator.

Kits:

"Widening Occupational
Roles Kit" (WORK)

(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Guidance counselor
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

4. Use community pmployees as
speakers (Resource 2)

5. Interview three people
in the same occupation and
have each one give their
meaning of work. ie.care-
takers of parks, cemeteries,
museums or public buildings.
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CeLlve examples where

a similar job may
work for one per-

a but have a dif-
.vmaaat meaning for
=tams.

,J.Lscuss job which at
one time was fun but
=Is mow work.i.e.

741Ning dishes.

Aven a specific
;Js.h the student will

several differ-
e meaningswhich
tbat job could have
niZtseveral differ-
tg=goeople.



SELF (34)
WORK WORLD (59) To be developed

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 34 and 59 - Begin to assess the meanings work may have to indi-

viduals and understand that work has a personal
meaning to every person.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to explain the importance of
the meanings of work to an individual.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, social studies

Grades4-6 Factors: Individual Psychological

Resources Activities Evaluations

Other teachers as resource
people.

Local speaker, i.e. man
from State Employment Ser-
vice, Kohler Company, Etc.

Sound-On-Slide Programs:
Leverenz Shoe Company
Armour Leather Company
Citizens Bank
Plastics Engineering

1. Have student list his
favorite subjects in
preference order and
tell why.

2. The teachers will stress the
importance of work to them as
an individual, i.e. satisfac-
tion, money, recognition,
status.

Filmstrips:
Foundations For Occupational.
Planning 3. Invite different people from
"What Do You Like To Do?" different occupations to come
"What are Job Families?" in and tell what work means
(Society for Visual Education)to them. Follow with class
(L.T.I. Career Information discussion.
Center)

4. In a small group field trip
(three or our studetts),
have students speak to em-
ployees about meaning of
work. (The students will
have some predetermined ques-
tions ahead of time).

5. Have a panel discussion on
"What Work Means to You."

Give examples where
a similar job may
be work for one,
but have a different
meaning for others.

6. Write a paper on "Need for
Work to Society and Individual."
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Discuss a job which
at one time was fun,
but now is work, i.e.
wiping dishes.



CAREER PLANNING (37-38) Grades 4-6
WORK WORLD (60, 61, 62 and 63) To be developed

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Training and
Education (37-38)
Socio-Economical-
Political (60-61)
Structure and
Nature (6P-61)

General Objective: 37-38 - Realize that the occupational competency requirements
of different kinds of work influence the kind and degree
of one's educational preparation.

60-61 - Understand that occupational requirements and competencies
of different kinds of work influence educational preparation.

62-63 - Understand that occupational requirements and competencies
of different kinds of work influence the content and
direction of educational preparation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to describe ways in which occupation
competency requirements influence one's educational
preparation.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, art.

. Resources Activities Evaluations

People in community
occupations.

Library research on various jobs
and educational requirements
for them.

Filmstrip:

Foundations for Occupational
Planning "What Good is School"
"What are Job Families?"
(Society For Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Kits:

Career Development Laboratory:
Career Games
(Ed. Progress Corporation)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Activities used for
Concept V, Gen. Obj. 34
and 59, may be adapted
here as the teacher see fit.

2. Have student construct a
mobile using any job and its
requirements as moving parts
of the mobile. (Stabiles, may
also be used).

3. Interview a person in the
community. Have him explain the
educational requirements of his
job.

4. Choose five or more jobs in
which the student is interested
and show the education required
for each.
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Have a student
give a speech about
a job he would like
telling about the
education he will
need to fulfill it.

Given a specific
occupation and its
compentency require-
ments, the student
will tell how this
will influence his
educational prepar-
ation.

Write an essay on
"Ways in which
Occupations competency
requirements in-
fluence one's
educational re-
quirements."



SELF Grades 4-6
To be developed

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes, and
values.

Ieneral Objective: 35 - Differentiate himself from others by describing how he
resembles and differs from others.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to differentiate himself from
others by describing how he resembles and differs from
others.

Curriculum COnsiderations: Math, art, social studies.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Outset: People We Know"
(Parts I and II)
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

DeVeloping Basic Values:
"Acceptance of Differences"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1.4e, Myself, and I Series
(Eye-Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations for Occupational
pla:1421: Who Are You?"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Video-tape equipment

(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

Book:

Project Book II: Discovering
Differences

(Social Science Lab Unit)
(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

1. The student may write
an autobiography about
himself and emphaseize how
he resembles and differs
from others.

2. Video-tape pictures of
several people comparing
physical likenesses and
differences.

3. Take a class poll on
favorite T,.V. program jobs.

4. Have student make a life
line of yarn or paper. Along
line, write or take pictures
from magazines on things that
interest him. Do in order of
preference.

5. Have the student construct
a stabile on personal interests
and self traits. (Art)

16MM Films:

"People Are Different and Alike"
(Coronet), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)

"Values: Understanding Ourselves"
(Bailey Film Associates), (L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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Write an essay on
"How I Am Like
Others My Age and
How I Am Different
From Others My Age."

Choose an adult and
prepare a confiden-
tial comparison of
self and him.

Writing project:
The student will
differentiate him-
self from others
by describing how
he resembles and
differs from others
in interests, atti-
tudes, abilities,
and values.



SELF

Concert:

Crad,,s

TD be developed

VII -. Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes,
and values.

General Objective: 36 - Understand the various ways of fdentifyi:47 descriting
individual differences.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student. will be able to explain the various ways of
identifying and describing individual differences.

Curriculum Considerations: Health, math, language arts, art

Resources

looks:

Activities

health Book by Laidlaw

Values to Share
(Head Public Library)

Interest inventory (From
guidance counselor or school
psychologist)

Filmstrips:

"Developing Basic Values"
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Me, Eyself, and I Series
'Who Am I?

"What About Other People"
(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations for Occupational
Planning

`Who Are You?"
'What Do You Like To Do?
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Construct a class chart

showing percentages of dif-
ferent hair and eye colors
and heights.

Pamphlet:

"Discovering Differences"
(From Social Science Lab Unit)
(Science Research Associates)

2. Emnhasi.he likenesses and
differences in interests and
hobbies.

Evaluations

!rite a paraf7ral'i

.7).:1y3ic!21

charru!it-lcs.

Describe a person
in class and guess
whom you are descrl-
ing. Imphasize
attitudes, atilites',
and values.

Comare two famous
people from differ.

3. Compare results of an inter- e:)t, walks of life.
est inventory using incomplete (1rnore phy*ical
projection format. characteristics)

4. Written project: Classify
clothes worn by students,
shoe sizes.

5. Construct amural showinr
students' leisure time activi-
ties.

6. React to current newspaper
magazine stories (EX- shoplift-

ing) and discuss attitudes.

(L.T.I. Career Information 7. Examine prejudices to under-
Center) stand individual differences.
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Identify and dezzcrile

indivf.lual differ-

ences in two ways.

writin7
stories, etc.)



WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be indtroduced Political

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 209 - Become aware that supply and demand of occupations has an
important effect on career planning.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to recognize and list occupations
that are over-supplied and under-supplied at any given
time through the use of statistics and employment data.

Curriculum Considerations: Reading, language arts, social studies, art, math

Resource's Activities

Huseum field trip to Wade
house.

Research: Magazines, news-
papers, dealing with occu-
pational.supply and demand.

Local employment office
field trip.

Labor Department of Sta-
tistics. Washington, D.C.

Filmstrip:

Foundations IPE.°"142Pna
r)41.1T1

`What Are Job Families?"

(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Interview parents and grand-
parents about jobs that existed
when they were young, but no
longer exist. (EX-Iceman).
Follow up could be about jobs
that may exist in the future
but not now.

Evaluations

List two jobs that
are over-supplied
and two jobs that
are under-supplied.

Tell effects of
shortages of jobs
in a given area.

Make a list ,of job
2. Keep a running graph of jobs areas which look
available from local newspaper. like they have a

good future or a
questionable future.

3. Take field trips to observe
supply or over-supply of em-
ployment as known in the
past and today.

II. Discussion of the changing
jobs .as related to various

industries such as automobile,
bottling, packaging.

5. Individual project: Write
a blisiness letter to indus-
tries about occupational
supply and demand.
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WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Structure and iature
To be introduced

C'ncept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 64 - Recognize that jobs are coordinated in the production
of goodS and performance of service.

Lehavioral Objective: a) 11.:7 observing an object, the student will be able to
discern the materials and processes used to manufacture
the components.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies; math; language arts; readinr.

Resources Activities Evaluations

?ilmstrips:

World of Work Series
'Getting the Goods to Users"
(Volume D)
"Raw Steel to Rolling
Wheels" (Volume E)
(Edu-Craft, Ic.)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"The Rouge'.

(Ford Motor Co.; Detroit
Michigan)

'Hershey Town"
(Hershey, Pennsylvania)

1. Show filmstrips and
discuss the manufactur-
ing process.

2. Trace steps in the manu-
facturing of an object
through role-playing
"What Happened to Me".
(Student pretends to be the
object personified).

3. Discuss process of making
a ceramic bowl or other.

Where Does It Come From Series products.
Milk'
"Bread"
'Meat"
"Water"

"Books and Magazines"
"Shoes''

(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

have stLdents descriLe
jobs involved in mak-
ing a product.

Make mural, collage,
or diaFram of produc-
tion of an industry.

Pinpoint ceograpilical
sources of raw mater-
ials on a nap.

r to in essay o:
r.nufacture of a.

product.

Eole-clay intervftT
bfAveen manufacturer
and intervie:er a apt
inter-aerendcncy of
joG fn the productic::

4. Hake something out of woou, of goods.
sawing, nailing and hcnmer --

ing. hmphasize process.

Working In U.S. Communities

(With'gaMes)
Group 1

"Old Sturbridge and Mystic
Seaport: Historic Communi-
ties"

"Flagstaff, Arizona: Service
Community"



Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips: (cont)
Group 2

"Detroit: Manufacturing
Community"

(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Why Do We--? Series
"have homes"

(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Social Studies Texts. (Appro-
priate chapters)

Books:
Auout pries

About Cargo Ships
About Ready-To-Wear Clothes
About Paper

(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Research project about new
pieces of equipment. Use
magazines, catalogs.

5. Discuss manufacturing
of products in the section
of the state or nation
being studied.

6. Give a spelling lesson
using words that describe
manufacturing steps. Write
for pamphlets about process
of products.

7. In the study of tone,
pitch, point out the differ-
ent materials in a piano,
string instruments.

8. Analyze costs of products.
Why are'costs of finished
products different from costs
of raw products?
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WORK WORLD Grades 4-i.
lo be introduced

Factors: Structure and ::ature

Concept: IX Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 65 - Become aware that worker cooperation is essential.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will analyze and identify situations where
worker cooperation is needed.

Curriculum Considerations:

Resources

Social Studies; language arts; matb; art; physical
education.

Filmstrips:

'The Lemonade Stand: What's
Fair?"

(Encyclopedia Britannica)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Supermarket Workers"
Community helpers and Wor'.;ers
Series

(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. ,Career Information

Foundations_ for Occupational
Planninf,

'What Are Job Families ?''

(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

World of Work Series
"What Else Do Fathers lo?"
(Edu-Craft, Inc.)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Why Do We--? Series
lave homes''
(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Speakers -- working parents

Speakers representing banks
and savings and loan assoc-
iations.

1. Construct a supermarket
in the classroom and role-
play jobs. Follow-up \.iith

discussion about cooper-
ation and its necessity.

2. Show or discuss a def-
ective item and tell how
damage has affected you.
(EX-Stock boy negligence,
spoiled cabbage on shelves.)

3. Interview narents about
what they do on the job.

hatch Green Jay Packer
football game and discuss
tear: cooneration involved
in all sports.

5. Create an advertising
Project for a company and
list management people
that would be involved
and the kind of cooper-
ationneeded.

6. Invite relzesentatives
Newspaper, sports sheets.

. from savings and loan,
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l';valuations

Find a newsparer
article which tells
about a breakdown of
a corporation. and
discuss the related
effects.

Use a role playinir

situation to see what
parents do to become
aware that worker
cooperation is essen-
tial.

Give an emergency,
write an essay about
what would harper if
People failed to
cooperate (rower
shortage, accident,
fire)



Resources Activities Evaluations

Students with jobs in the
classroom or school (paper-
boys, baby-sitters)

Books:

About Series
About Apples From Orchard
To iiarket"

' About Food and Where It
Comes From'

(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

banks, school Central
Administrative Office, to
tell why cooperation in
their system is essen-
tial. Possible resource
people may be John Eddy,
Security Bank, Ralph
Fritz, Savings & Loan,
Bernie Schmidt, Sheboygan
Schools Admin. Office.

7. Create an industry and
discuss the cooperation
that would be required.

O. Set up two companies
involving selling, adver-
tisng, distribution and
other company processes,
to show that if there is a
breakdown it would probably
be from lack of cooperation.

9. Discuss common situations
involving breakdown of
cooperation between students
themselves (girls' cliques).

10. Put a statement on the
blackboard "Worker cooperation
is essential in-order to get
a job done.'' Discuss.

11. Examine a current news-
paper or magazine article and
find examples were worker
cooperation breakdown has
affected the student.
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SELF Grades 4-6
To be introduced

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 29 - Become aware of some critical environmental elements
which have an effect upon one's career development.

Eehavioral Objective: a) By constructing a list of environmental elements, the
child will be able to recognize and analyze critical
factors that may or could affect a career.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, social studies

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
'how Do You Feel"
(Imperial Films, Green Lake,
WI 54941)

c!PEPII14_
Group 1 and 2 (with games)
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Population distribution map

Books:

Giants in the Sky

Discovering Aerospace

Open Door Series:
Call It Fate
11y_ Tribe

up. From El Paso

The Road From West Virginia
El Rancho De fluchachos

No Hablo Infles
A Foot In Two Worlds
Curse Not the Darkness
Son of This Land

People of Destiny Series:
Will Rogers
Louis Armstroza
Henry Ford
Babe Ruth
Ernest Hemingway
Children s Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Student discussion of voca- List a number of
tions which have been carried. environmental ele-
on from one generation to ments that would
another. affect a career

choice.

2. Interview: Have individual
conference with student about
environmental elements which
could affect his choice of
vocation.

Compare and contrast
environmental ele-
ments from region
with that of anotner.

3. Discuss a number of environ-
mental elements that could affect
a career choice, i.e., climate,
geography, educational insti-
tutions, family financial status,
economics, family mobility,
presence of large industry.

4. Study of population distri-

bution map, draw conclusions on
the relationships of ronulation
density;.'and the career occu-
pational choice of inhabitants.



SELF Grades 4-6
To be introduced

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 30 - Lein to realize tha individual and environmental factors
affect one's career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will furnish evidence that he understands how
personal factors may affect a career.

Curriculum Considerations: Reading, social studies

Resources

Library research books in-
volving careers.

Reading list from Hr. Kinnett
(Reading Consultant)

(Houghton Mifflin Piper Books)
P. 16

Pamphlets from school guidance
co,.:,Aselor and L.T.I. career
counselor.

Kit:

"Widening Occupational Roles"
Kit (Work)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Booklets:

Junior Guidance Series
Job Family Series
(Science Research Associates
(L.T.I.. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrips:

'Career Opportunities I"
'Job Finding I''

(Popular Science)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Books:

People of Destiny_ Series
Helen Keller_ .

Open Door Series
Iron Nan
Run For Your Life

The Lord Is My Shepherd

Activities II'valuations

1. Read about a career. What
type of person is needed for
this career? (Class discus-
sion)

Develop lists of
environmental fac-
tors to discuss how
they will affect a
career, such as Door
County, Resort Area.

2. Make a particular job Develop lists of
assessment chart (i.e. doctor) personal factors
and tell what attributes a that influence
doctor needs. career.

3. Student could make a self-
assessment chart on interest,

abilities, personality, and
the careers he would like to
pursue.

4. Use a student- prepared tape
recording of his readings
where personal factors af-
fected the person's choice of
career.
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WORK WORLD (39) Grades 4-6
CARER 1,4rtii:;I:Ip (66) To be introduced

Concept:

Factors: Family, Peers, and
community (39)

Individual Psychological
(66)

- Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 39 & 66 - Aware of the many critical invironmental elements which
may impinge upon career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will gather data to support evidence that environ-
mental elements may impinge on an individuals career
development.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, reading.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Leading American Negroes"
'Acceptance of Differences''

(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations For Occupational
Plannin.g.

What Are Job Families?"
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Working_ In U.S. Communities,
Group 1 and 2TWith games)

"Old Sturbridge and Mystic
Seaport: Historic Communi-
ties"

"Rockland, Maine: Coastal
Community"

"Douglas, Wyoming: Ranch
Community"

"Flagstaff, Arizona: Service
Community"

"San Francisco: Financial
Community"

"Chicago: Transportation
Community"
New Orleans: Marketing
Community"

"Detroit: Manufacturing
Community"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)

1. Teacher may read a section
of biography, and students,
through class discussion,

talk about others and their
career barriers and how they
overcome them.

2. Read sections of biography
(marked by teacher) showing
where an individual develop-
ment career was impinged, such
as Henry Ford or Wright
Brothers.

Use activity three
and linve students

react.

Relate in their
own book report where
a character in the
story has the behavi-
oral objectives.

3. Give a first person report- -

teacher asks the questions and
student takes part of biography
character.



resources Activities Evaluations

Books: Biographies.

Cassette Tapes:
Women of Destiny Series

"helen Keller'
"Clara Barton'
''Florence Nightingale'
'14adame Curie"

"Juliette Low"
'Elizabeth Blackwell"
`Amelia Earhart'
"Betsy Ross"
(Troll Associates)
(Educational Reading
Services)
( -T.I. Career Information
(enter)

Display Portfolio:
"Modern Negro Contributors"
(Afro-American Publishing Co.)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)
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WORK WORLD (67) Grades
CAREER FL/WI:DIG (40) To be introduced

Concel.t:

Factors: Family, Peers,
community (40)

Individual Psycho-
logical (C7)

i,::vironment ana individual potential interact tr influence career
development.

General Objective: 40 & 67 - Lsecor.ie aware that career develc;-ent is influenced
by changing individual and mental factors'
actf:'g separately or toget

behavioral Cbjective: a) The student will recocnize fran a 17.t those changing
and environmental factors that may influence

career development.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts.

Resources ,
Filr:

"Impact"

(Telephone Company)

Speaker who has experienced
a change in his environ-
mental or individual factors,
i.e. being inw1veK a
serious car accident.

1. Construct your life line
(line of your life to date)
giving reasons why you have
changed your mindor why 5e':oU
have not changed your rmln.

2. View "Impact" film and have
discussion about the effects
that accidents have on the
careers of the survivors.

3. Have a :aerzzm *Va. li.fe

has been changed by indf7idu-
al or environmental tactors
speak to the class.

Have students writ an
original skit to shavrthow
personal and environmmntal
factors change a permmn's
career.

Evaluations

Interview a parent
about his life at
every five-year inter-
val, starting at 15
years of age, and
discuss the results
of his environment
on his career.

Interview a person
and relate in writing
how his career was
changed by personal
or environmental
factors.

Select from a list
changing and environ-
mental factors that
influence the develop-
ment of a given career.



SELF (31 & 32)

WORK WULD (66,69,70,71)
Grades 4-6 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be introduced (E :6,69)

Social, Economic, and
Political (70,71)

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 31, 32 - Begin to understand and recognize that an
08, 69, 70, 71 individual's occunation can influence his life

style and that a preferred life style may in-
fluence one's occupational choice.

Behavf.oral Objective: &.) ;11e student will discuss several occupations affecting the
life style of an individual and list the benefits provided
by given occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Math, language arts.

1:esources Activities Evaluations

Films:

"Fathers "lark, ii.others

Work, Too"
(Imperial Films)

Filmstrips:
"Just What Do Mothers Do?"
"Miat Do Fathers Do?"
( Edu-Cr aft , Incorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Dollars ^nd Sense
how ic:ney Goes Round
and Hound"

"Different Kinds of Money"
"How 1'ioney is Made"

"How We Borrow Money"
"How Budgets Work"
"How Taxes Work"
(Educational Reading
Services)

Foundations For Occupational
Planning

"What Is a Job?"
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Biographies (Students own
choice)

1. Use older student as a re-
source person to illustrate
how part-time jobs have in-
fluenced his life-style (Pa-
per boy, candy striper,
janitor's helper)

2. Write a short essay, "A Day
in the Life of

(Someone you idolize), telling
what his career is like.

3. Do a biographical sketch
on a person who has influ-
enced a student. Choose one
whose life-style has changed.
i.e. Bob Long, who now runs
Pizza Huts.

4. Do an original theme, "Life-
styles in teke Year 2000" or

what life-Ayles will be like
when I graduate from high
school.
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A student wi31 use an
older brother, sister,
or friend, and ex-
plain how their first
job influenced their
life-style. This may
be an oral or written
report.

Given a particular
occupation and its
projected salary and
benefits, the student
will show evidence
that he understands
corresponding life-
styles. This may be
a written or an oral
report.



Resources Activities Evaluations

Books:
Open Door Series

Curse Not the Darkness
Whatever You Can't Have
Don't Stop Me Nov
Iron Man
Call It Fate

Someday I'm Going To 'Be
Somebody

Mission Possible
On Lily. Own

I Reached For the Sky
People of Destiny Series
(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

5. Do a personal financial
budget for one life-style. Put
an arbitrary amount on the
board ($500). Apply to a voca-
tion in a certain job area,
Draw conclusions, i.e. recrea-
tion, housing costs, food.
Another way to approach this
activity would be to use arbi-
trary incomes from lower, mid-
dle and upper class society.
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SELF (31 & 32) Grades 4-6
WORK WORLD (68, 69, 70, 71) To be introduced

Factors: Individual Psychological

(68,69)
Social, Economic, and

Political (70,71)

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 31, 32 - Begin to understand and recognize that an indi-
vidual's occupation can influence his life style
and that a preferred life style may influence one's
occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: b) The student will discuss the possible needs of a given
life style and list several occupations which will satisfy
these needs.

Curriculum Considerations: Math, language arts.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"Fathers Work"
"Mothers Work, Too"
(Imperial Films Corporation)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Just What Do Mothers Do?"
"What Do Fathers Do?"
(Edu-Craft, Incorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations For Occupational
Planning

"What Is A Job?"
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Whir, Do We--? Series

'Work and Play"
. "Have Homes"

"Die"
(Eye Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Biographies (Students own
choice).

1. Use older student as a
resource person to illustrate
how part-time jobs have in-
fluenced his life style
(paper boy, candy striper,
janitor's helper)

2. Write a short essay, "A Day
in the Life of
(Someone you idolize), tell-
ing what his career is like.

3. Do a biographical sketch on
a person who has influenced a
student. Choose one whose
life style has changed. (i.e.
Bob Long, who now runs Pizza
Huts).

A student will use
an older brother,
sister or friend, and
explain how their
first job influenced
their life style.
This may be an oral
or written report.

List several occupa-
tions which satisfy
the needs of given
life styles.

4. Do an original theme, "Life
styles in the Year 2000" or
"What Life Styles will be Like
When I graduate From High School."
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CARLE: PLAN=G

Concert:

Grades 14-6 Factors: Training & Education
To be introduced (41 & 142.)

information Gat Bering

(43 , 45)

XII - Individuals can learn to function effectively in a variety of occura-
tions.

General Objective: 141 & - Awareness that individual potential can be d'reloped.
for a variety of occupationE.

143 & 45 - Awareness that individuals have the Potential to
develop skills which can be expressed in a variety of
occupations.

Beha'Jioral Objective: a) A student will explain how he can develop and utilize his
individual potential in a variety of occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: Language arts, reading, math, science.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
Career Opportunities I

"New Career Opportunities"
"Your Life of Work"
"Interests Pay Off"
"Career Planning in a
Changing World"

"How To Study Occupations"

Career Opportunities II
"Automation"
"Jobs in Mathematics"
"Salaried Worker of Self-
Employed?"

"Careers in Science"
(Popular Science)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Foundations for Occupational
Planning

"What Are Job Families?"
"Who Are You?
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

1. Have student develop a list
of occupations which require
the same skills. i.e. working
with hands, key-punch, piano
playing.

Student will list
several occupations
into which his indi-
vidual potential
might lead him.

Student will list
ways in which he can

2. Play a matching game with bring about changes
multiple choice list of occu- in himself to fulfill
pations and related skills. a certain job: educa-

tion, attitudes,
personality, work ex-
perience.

3. Have a student write a self-
inventory in three parts:
What I'm Like, what others
think I'm Like, what I'd
really like to be.

4. Chart occupations and re-
lated skills. Show how de-
velopment begins in grade
schools.



Resources Activities Evaluations

Booklets:
"Banking Service"
(Sextant Series)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

People of Destiny Series
"Tom Jefferson"
"Ben Franklin"
"Frank Wright"

(Children's Press)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

5. Create Career Charades Game.

6. Create a job interview role
playing situation between em-
ployer and employee. "This is
what I want." (Employer) and
"This is What I Want." (Employee)
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CARLLR

Concept:

Grades 4-6
To be introduced

Factors: information Gathering

- Individuals can learn to function effectively in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 44 - Realize that individuals have assets and
they relateto job requirements.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student describes his physical characte
personal preferences and how they make

limitations as

rfstics and his
him suitable for

some jobs and unsuitable for other jobs.

Curriculum Considerations: Health.

Besources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
Foundations For Occupational
Planning

"Who Are You?"
"What Are Job Families ?"
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Working In U.S. Communities
Group 1 with games)__r-

Rockland, Coastal
Community"

"Douglas, Wyoming: Ranch
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Whv. Do We--? Series
--nWhy Do We Grow?"

"Why Do We Feel?"
(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Job Finding I
"So You Want A Summer Job"
"How To Get a Job and Keep
It"

"When You Go To Work"
"Where Will You Live and
Work"

"How To Find A Job For
Yourself"
(Popular Science)

1. Student lists personal weak-
ness which they feel can be
improved on. Evaluate after
two weeks.

2. Pantomime of jobs in. nuLfc.

3. List things and discuss
what students lihe to do re-
lated to a variety of jobs.
(Jobbies)

11. Occupational Research (L' -
paper boy)--Use of interviews

)r explain how
one of your parcnts
qualifies TAlycically
for their jD.G.

1:r.,te short

-v-rt. e%ces: 7 ma.71

qual-!fy

for

I-ma;,/- not :11a.12f:,.

physically for tis
joi l!ecause:

List five :lobs .,Lait-

a:Jle for :,,our

zional Trefcre:.ce

five :[o1:. not :AC,thlie

for ynur Personal
with older students w,o have ;,reference.
been newspaper carriers.

5. Panel discussion on assets
and limitations, and.how to
use them on a job.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 4-6 Factors: Information GatherinA (46)
To be introduced Training and Education (46)

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 46, 48 - Awareness that career development As a life-long
process which unfolds from the interplay of their
past experiences and decisions.

'Behavioral Objective: a) The student will provide examples showing that career
development is a life-long process related to past
experience and decisions.

Curriculum Considerations: 4-6

Resources Activities Evaluations

Department of Social
Services case work and pro-
bation officer.

'Road Not Taken"
Robert Frost and other
such poems.

Filmstrips:

"The Meainng of Work;
Your Job Outlook"
(Popular Science)

1. Interview retirees or
Senior citizens.

2. Robert Frost's "Road to
Taken"--"Idea what I Migat
Have Been"

3. Find resource speaker who
will illustrate how his career

Foundations for Occupational development related to his past
Planning experience and decisions.
"What are Job Families?"
(Society for Visual Education)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 4. Open forum, extemporaneous

discussion of criminal acts and
'Why Do We? Series
"Why Do We Grow"
(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Career Opportunities I"
"Your Life of Work"
"Career Planning In a
Changing World."
(Popular Science)

Cassettes:

"Women of Destiny"
tape series

how they affect jobs. (EX--
shoplifting - -what effect would
this have on your career;.arti -
cle in newspaper, magazine).

5. Case workers speak )working
with kids). Telling, about their
experiences. Probation officer
as experience.
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Collect newspaper
articles showing
how an employee got
his job. InclUde
his career develop-
ment, education, Etc,.

Give a book report
from a biography of
a famous person- -
Show how his deci-
sion and career
choices helped him.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 4 -.0 Factors: (47) - Information Gathering
To be introduced - Training & Education

Concept; XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 47, 49 - Awareness that individuals must consider many
variables as they move through their developmental
phases of setting career goals.

Behavioral Objective: a) Selecting an occupational cluste
the training and education requi
the possible outcome of these ch

Curriculum Considerations: 4-6

, a student will list
ements and b) aiscuss,
ices

Resources Activities Evaluations

Widening Occupational holes
Kit (Work)

(Science Research Associates )

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Guidance Counselor

Students from other grade
levels

Teachers

16 mm
"Going Places"

(Charles Cohill and Associates
Incorporated)

"Keep up With Your Studies"
(Coronet)

Filmstrips:

"World of Work Series"
"It's In Your Hands"

(Edu-craft, Incorporated)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Have younger students (K,
1st, 2na, 3ra, it c.) tell
what they want to be--and
have the older studeht.

visit these rooms and
make an inventory of the
career sequence compared
with themselves, Later,
have junior and senior high
come in and tell what they
want to do.

2. Arrange conference with
, teacher anu guidance counse-
lor in regara to career ae-
cisions, or what variables
will affect him.

3. Small group brainstorming
on "Variables of Careers."
Then compile a master list
for whole class.

Foundations for Occupational
Planning: 4.Have students make lists
"What Good Is School?" of personal skills, abil=
(Society for Visual Education)ities, Et c.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)
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Choose an occupat:on
and list the traininr
and education choi
he needs to consider
in planning for this
occupation.

List the changes an.:
influences that
happen in the deVel-
opmental phases of
settinr Foals.



WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be introduced

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 72 - Begin to understand that conditions created by organized
groups and institutions affect the work; of work. 1)
supply and demand, 2) physical facilities, 3) legislatior;
federal, state, local.

behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify the influences of various groups
and institutions on the work world.

Curriculum Considerations: Sociai-studies (Grade 6)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:
"Rise of Industrial
America"
(Eye Gate)

1. Paper boy--Examine rules and
regulations that govern this:
age, sex, etc. EX-Food server.

Foundations for Occupational
Planning 2. Looking at school board

"What Are Job Families?" policies affecting students.
(Society for Visual Educa-
tion), (L.T.I. Career

Information Center)

Newspapers and magazines
3. Have students write two
original compositions: one
how school physical facilities

affect the students, as well
as one on how home physical

facilities affect the student.

4. Study newspapers--Ex.
Strawberries, tomatoes-take
down price for example in
January, June, August,
September--watch prices
change. Watch prices before
and after a SALE. (News-
papers, etc.)
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Identify job or career
where legislation
affects employment.

Show evidence in
writing how limita-
tion of physical
facilities influence
the work environment.

Examine a list of
food prices from two
different seasons.
Develop rationale
for price difference.

List positive and
negative influences
that affect conditions
in the Work World.



WORK WORLD Grades 4-6 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be introduced

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 73

Behavioral Objective:

- Begin to understand that conditions in the work world affectgroups and institutions.

a) The student will identify both positive and negative
conditions in the work world that influence
groups and institutions in the work world;

Curriculum Considerations: 4-6

Resources

Museum materials

History books

Newspapers and magazines

Activities Evaluations

1. General Objective 73, ac-
tivities related to General
Objective 72 activities.

2. Examine history photographs,'
slides, movies, and books
showing working conditions--
past and present. (EX--
Sweatshop family life of migrant
workers).

3.Make a bulletin board of news-
papers and magazines illustrating
work world conditions.

4. Small group discussion on
current event topic of interest,
using the problem solving ap-
proach relating to work stop-
pages.

73

The student will
list five positive
and five negative
conditions in the
world of work that
influen ce groups
and institutions.

The student will
list five current
institutions and
five current or-
ganized groups
that would be in-
fluenced by condi-
tions in the world
of work.

The student willcom-
pare three institu-
tions and three
groups in past his-
tory with similar
groups today and
list the difference
in the influencing

conditicos.



VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Occupational considerations, arc based on interests even though interest
patterns arc not well developed.

Vocational pr.!`T..-ences are singled out on basis of sell-concept.

3. Occupational preferences arc involved with sex role-and symbols.

4. Vocational preferences mirror the adult world teaching and nursing rank
high with girls.

5. Vocational choices are unrealistic.

6. -Work- takes on some personal meaning.
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RATIONALE FOR FINE ARTS
Grades 7-9

The responsibilities of the educator as he relates areas of the
Fine Arts to Career Education are profound. He must strive to exposestudents to countless opportunities and alternatives in these areas through
a two-fold application of principles inherent in his discipline.

First, he should encourage the talented student to investigate career
possibilities in art, music, drama, dance, films, and allied arts.

Second, and equally important, he must see that each student receivesa number of experiences in the Fine Arts which will make him aware of
possible avocational-leisure time activities; and, he must provide specific
activities which will challenge the student with in-depth projects.

Both of these goals will assist a student in the development of a more
well-rounded, enriched and satisfying life style.

Through a carefully integrated course of study, the Fine Arts curriculumcan provide an opportunity for a student to develop self-awareness, self-
understanding, self-direction and personal discipline.

The committee has made several observations which are of importance
in the development of a curriculum as it relates to Career Development.

1. The grade level suggestions indicated under Curriculum Considerations
tor each objective is broad. Fine Arts curricula vary within schools
as well as from school system to

school system, and each educatormust have flexibility to use materials which will meet his needs
in the most effective manner.

2. In a number of school systems, certain Fine Arts areas may be
stronger at one level than another. In such cases, there will bea need to adjust curriculum

considerations to meet the needs of
students within a particular discipline.

3. Because of the scope of activities and areas covered within aFine Arts curriculum, the committee hopes that all academic areas
may choose to select objectives from this section for inclusion
in their curricula.

h. Co-curricular activities may wish to utilize resources and activities
suggestions from the Fine Arts section of this Career Development
study as they relate to specific activity areas (i.e., drama coach=self concept activities; modern dance adviaor=self concept activities,

1

etc.).

George Larsen Sheboygan

Esther Rose Cedar Grove

Patricia Schmidt Two Rivers

Kenn Spatz Two Rivers
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SELF Grade 7
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to construct a model of self in action
a) with papier mache over a wire armature.

Curriculum Consideration: 7th grade Art - Sculpture unit

Resources

Student peer group

Visit a sculpture studio

Pictures of sculpture

Demonstration

Activities Evaluation

1. Create a papier mache Test on procedures.
sculpture of a figure in
action. Observation.
Example:

football player
cheer leader
fisherman
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SELF
Grades 7 - 9
To be emuhasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 Recognize the need for continuous self aprraisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: The student will set ut criteria and compare positive andb) negative qualities about himself as they relate to society.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources
Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:
"Your personality: The You
Others Knoll"

(FS/C 23)
"Failure - A Step Towards
Growth"

"Dare to be Different"

"Reflections of Hyself"

Songs:

"Getting to Know You" (King
and I)

(Rodgers and Hammerstein)

"Sounds of Silence"
"Bridge Over Troubled Waters"
(Simon & Garfunkel)

1. Discussion (small group):
Personality Characteristics
(chairman of each group
reportS to large group) -
modified. panel discussion
approach.

2. Class discussion (after
researcii):

famous -'ersons and person-
ality aracteristics:

. art figure
b. music figure,
c. sports figure

Why must these individuals

use self-evaluation con-
stantly?

3. Role playing.

4. Individualized Activity:
Identify traits of self:
a. psychological
b. physical
c. social
d. special

Student will make a
list of positive and
negative qualities
as they relate to
topic and discuss
then with parents and/
or other adults.

Report study to
teacher.



SELF Grades 7 -
To be emphasized

Concept: I - Understanding of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self -a7praisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: Enable the student to evaluate himself objectively--from
c) the standpoint of his physical characteristics.

Curriculum Consideration: Art; ;diddle school

Resources Activities I;valuation

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality: The You
Others Know"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Have students draw self- Have student idEn-
portraits by looking into tiff those physical
mirrors (charcoal or pastel). characteristics that

are similar and those
which differentiate
him from the others.

2. Have student draw the
Person sitting across from
him.

$0



SELF Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 75 - Recognize responsibility for self-direction.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to give examples indicating why
self-direction is necessary.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teachers

Peer Group

Filmstrips:
"Dare to be Different"
"Failure - A Step Toward
Growth"

1. Discussion: What is self-
direction? How does self-
direction affect success in
society? one's activities?

2. Discussion: "Fitting In"

"Standing Out"
(based on filmstrip)

3. Discussion: Fads and their
influence.

4. Activity: Start, a fad.

5. Independent study: (each
student will select a pro-
ject which will develop self-
direction emphasis).

6. Discussion: Who do you
know who you consider self-
directed?

7. Discuss before filmstrip
(no class preparation) and
after filmstrip - with some
background.

Teacher-student con-
ference (student will
discuss self, using
background of class
discussions and acti-
vity as basis).



SELF Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 76 - Review personal attributes necessary to obtain and maintain
a job.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list and explain why certain

personality qualities are necessary to obtain and maintain
a job.

Curriculum Consideration: 8, 9 Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Peer groups

Teacher

Films

Science Department

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality - The You
Others Know"

"Reflections of Myself"

"Getting to Know Me"
(Eye Gate)

"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job"

1. Activity: Make a list of
personality attributes.

2. Activity: Role playing and
interviews.

3. Film: "Getting and Keeping
Your First Job" (discuss film).

4. Activity: Skits (original).

5. Activity: Tape recording of
voices

a. speaking (evaluate)
b. singing

Student will set up
criteria indicating
personal attributes
necessary to main-
tain a job.

6. Activity: Telephone techniques
(correlate with science of
sound).

7. Activity: View and discuss
"Getting to Know Me" (choose
from any of 6 FS which are
appropriate).
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SLLF Grades 7 -
Tc 1Je amriasized

Concept: II - Persons need to he recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - Establish positive regards towards oneself.

Behavioral Objective: The student will work with other students in a group project
of a wall tapestry. Tnis rug hooking will be a finished
project thus giving the student a chance to comrlete a
project and maybe giving him a better opinion of himself.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Art Class (Group Project),

Resources Activities Evaluation

See a public mural 1. Create a wall tapestry Class dicussion
by rug hooking

Book Examples: Observation.
A jungle of creatures
Our city. Test on rrocedures



:;rai-is 7

- re..a to 1:e reconized Avirr din-%:!_tv ana

' (,jectivo: - Approciate that reo-nle d'gnity and wor:. to tLcir
jobs.

() jective: ft the end of this unit, a student wil3 be able tc list
a) -nersonal characteristics COMNOr. to many johs.

urricuiun Consideratio: 7 - grades line Arts

resources Activities

Various vocational areas 1. Activity: Comrare
by members of their qualification (indi-

community. vidual projects with report
to class).

2. Discussion: Student panel
study of characteristics
common to jobs.

3. Activity: Guest speakers
(discuss and talk with
students regarding their jobs
and characteristics).

4. Students keep' lists of La-
portant aspects which will be
used in final comparison.

5. Activity! Present report to
class following reports by
guest speakers (compilation
of material obtained as result
of discussions).
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Evaluation

it student will undoi
stand and be able to
exnlain that while
jobs differ in com-
plexity and basic
background, there are
many common charae..er-
istics found in many
jobs.



Grades 7, 6
To Le enr.nasized

Concert: II - Fersons need to be recocnizea as bnvfnt.- dirnity .r.a port::.

General Objective: 76 - Appreciate that neorle briny: dir'nity and wortll to
jobE.

leiavioral Objective: A student be able to evaluate p. nc.f.ti:'
b) rtrates aria reason for e,rcion.

CUrriculurt Consideration: rae2 - (;n.sercolor Lnit)

heourceG 21.ctivit..1.0:1

Pictures (r,atercolor)

Demonstration

1. Lc) a ratercoior of a
;-ith a drar,atic

icint trie y ar,,a ti. vater. Pcer :

Then atml:., paint in different,
Allow to

deed and a colorful sj7:, witn
clouca w'll ''a!rt
I cane after
dried.

8 5



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Socio-economic
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 106 - Appreciate that occupations exist to satisfy the needs
of society.

Behavioral Objective: Upon completion of this study, each student will be able to
a) list five paetical and three aesthetic reasons for occu-

pations.

Curriculum Consideration: 8, 9 grades - Fine Arts

];,.sources Activities

Peer grow.)

Teachers

,lewsnapers

Interviews

Filmstrip:
"Leisure Time - Time to be
YOurself"
(Eye Gate)

1. Activity: Define "vocation
and avocation" and "practical'
need" and "aesthetic need" as
they relate to toric.

2. Show filmz'trip.

3. Activity: List need. of
society

a. practical (conductor,
singer, painter, archi-
tect)

b. aesthetic (museum, con-
certi disc lochey).

b.-Activity: Develop a file of
job cDaracteristics and clas-
s'fy according to how they
Pertain to nractical and aes-
thetic needs of society.

5. Activity: Attend play, con-
cert, view TV nrcTram, listen
to special radio program and
develop a wri4ten or oral
renort relatin to practical
and ac,..stnet:'.c .1,eds fulfilled

by activt.y.
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The succel
-student tc 1
tical and ae
reasons fo.
his choice.



WORK WOHLD Grades 7 - 2 Factors: Socio-economic--
TO be emphasized Aesthetic

Concert: III - Occupations exist for a purrose.

General Objective: 106 - Appreciate that occupations exist to satisy the needs
of society.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to create a design in a 9" circle
b) and explain how society's needs determine the design or

decoration of dishes/utensils.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Art Class - Design Unit (2D)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Visit a chiaa shop

Art history (surface design
of pottery)

1. Create a design in a 9" Student will be
circle .to be sandwiched into tested on the'pro-
a Melmac plate; cedures.
Examples:

Border Design Observation.
Center Design
All-over patter, etc.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 12 Factors: Socio-economic and
To be emphasized Pol. 4'A-el

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 106 - Appreciate that occupations exist to satisfy the needs
of society.

Behavioral Objective: Explain how occupations are an outgrowth of specific needs
c) in everyday living.

Curriculum Consideration: School and High School Art

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips: 1. Create a coil-built or
"Understanding the Crafts: wheel-thrown pot of firing-
Pottery" clay.
(Educational Dimensions Corp.)

2. Discuss the necessity of
the potter's vocation in the
past and (in certain coun-
tries) in the present. Com-
pare it with the industri-
alized pottery of our day.

3. Discuss how pottery now has
become an avocation in many
instances. Where it once had
a functional use, i has now
become ornamental.

General discussion.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 FaCtor: Socio-economic
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Oc . -nations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 110 - Understand that one's individual needs change as he
progresses through life.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to describe attitude changes which
may occur as social, economic and aesthetic factors which
may affect his life style.

Curriculum COnsideration: 8, 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Parents

Other adults

Members of Work World

Filmstrips:
Leisure Time "Have You Tried"
(Eye Gate)

1. Activity: Interview parents
and other adults to determine
how their attitudes changed
over a span of years.
(suggested starting point)

a. income
b. recreation
c. response to various

types of art and music
d. dancing
e. movies
f. dress styles (fashions

in general)
g. home requirements
h. need for "frills"
i. reading
j. friends

2. View and discuss: "Have You
Tried" stresing: alternatives
to boredom.

A student will
describe, with un-
derstanding, the
factors which may
affect his life style
(based on his contact
with his parents and
others in his neigh-
borhood or the world
of work).



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Factor: Structure and Nature

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occuoations which may be classified in
several ways.

General. Objective: 213 - To show that what is work for one individual may be avoca-
tionally oriented to another.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be ab(e to give examples of the interrelation-
ship of work and avocation activities..

Curriculum ConsidelAtion: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

embers of business community
and world of work.

Filmstrip:
"Time To Be Yourself'
(Eye Gate)

1. Discussion: Establish dif- A student will be
ferences between terms "voca- able to understand
tional" and "avocational" and explain the mean-

ing of the general
objective.

2. Activity: Panel discussion
a. disc jockey
b. member of business com-

munity
Topic: "What's Work for You
is Pleasure for Me"
(Try to secure business repre-
sentative whose leisure time
activities are fine arts
oriented).

3. Activity: Class survey.
Goal: compare work world vo-
cations to leisure time acti-
vities.
Involvement: civic groups
(i.e. Civic Band, Civic Chorus,
Civic Orchestra, Local Drama
Group, Church Choir).

4. Activity: Class survey.
Goal: compare world of work
and leisure time activities.
Involvement: school faculty
(emphasis on fact that out-of-
school activities will often
be varied).
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WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Factor: Nature

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 214 - To understand chat what is work for one individual may
be avocationally oriented to another.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to give examples of the interrelation-
shir of work and avocational activities.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Members of Business Community 1. Guest speaker
a. disc jockey

Filmstrip: b. memLers from business
Leisure Time "Time To Be Your- community whose lei-
self" sure time is Fine Arts
(Eye Gate) oriented.

2. Survey: Civic groups (bands,
orchestra, drama) to compare
occupations of membership as
opposed to the activity in-
volved.

3. Survey faculty to do ntorThe
leisure time activities.

4. View filmstrip.

A student's explana-
tion will indicate.
the understanding of
the general objective.



Grades 7,
To be emphasized

T:onc;,:n: V - york mePn3 different things to different People.

eneral Objective: 63 - Develop an understsinding that Personal and social needs
may be met through wort.

hehavicral Objective: i.;xrlain Lo 1.7 working in a pa-oup meets social needs.

a)

(Urricuiul:, Consideration: i 5 grades - Art Class (Group Project)

;-ieources Lctivities Lvaluatjc.1:

df:;cus:,ipn

1. Croup tylle activity as
o-mosd-to divicual
prpject.
xalAples:

murrils

mobiles
pocters
etc.

92

hxplain how :,-ou were

4mportant tc
group. in thc, r;roject.



A

Crate 7 -
r2c be emrflasieu

V - rj. 1::eans cfferc.t.t to different peorlc.

General (j3 - L.vior an underr:tandinr,' t:lat
ret

ObjccTiv: be aLlc: to oxi.-1ai7. .o1,.* work,
b) the for =1.,,,,ryas: Lv

L7 tl:cfl? for reocc111:i3:-.
our 7.,ocfet7.

Curriculum Consi.doration 7 - ;:rades - Art

:esources Activt0 iou

Articles from history;
pictures

1. Lave e:t plan and
ma:-.e a nural on the I'l3tor7 -:1udrrt7,'

wor?.--from primitive man ption.
to man of toda:-.

2. Utudnt debate: (Pro and
-con).

"Only thozi.e who worh phyLi-
cally, really wori-..."
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Grades 7 - Factors: Dldiv!dual-Pzyc,lo-

To be emphasized loFfcal

Conczpt: V - ..?or means different things to different People.

Cieneral Objective: 115 - Understand that a person's life style will be affected
bv his career choice.

hehavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain how the work world and
leisure world may affect his life style.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - fine Arts (folloW-up of concept IV)

Resource] Activities Evaluation

People from work world (in 1. Discussion: Define "life Through discussion
corruliunity) style". the teacher will be

able to judge whether
Faculty the student under-

stands that an indi-
Filmstrips: 2. Discussion: What is a vidu's leisure time

Leisure Time Series career? activities will com-
"Free Time Is Hot So Free" plement and balance
(Eye Gate) his work world acti-

vities or that the
"Leisure on a Shoestring" 3. Activity: Research and re- student needs more

port on: background to draw
life style of well known indi- conclusions rInd make
viduals with,,emphasis on judgmerts.

a. work world
b. leisure time (world)

4. Activity: Small group dis-
cussions:

-elate findings of research
1,roject and make comparisons.

5. Activity: Class presenta-
tion:

Chairmen of small groups
present findings of their
groups to entire class.

6. Activity: Speaker.
Select member of community who
has strong leisure time inter-
est in at least one of the arts
(i,e. doctor who paints, sings,
etc.).
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WORK. WORLD Grade 8 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 117 - Understand that entry into an occupation depends upon
one's training/education background.

Behavioral Objective: A student will explain the importance. of concrete demands and
a) training needed by sm.:- jobs as they relate to the four pro-

cedures in gem cuttin:,

Curriculum Consideration: 8 grade - Art (Gem unit)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Gem books

Gem magazines

Teacher

1. After finding a gem stone,
the student will:

a. slice the stone
b. scribe the shape on
c. cut the new shape
d. polish.

Test on procedures.

Observe--have student
explain iMrortance of
demands of traininp
needed by a job.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Structure and iature

General Objective: 117 - Understand that entry into an occupation depends upon
one's training/educational background.

Lehavioral Objective: A student will be able to list the training and educational
b) requirements for a vocation of his choice.

Curriculum Consideration: 8, 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities EvaluatiJn

Guidance Department

Pamphlets and magazines
(Dept. of Labor)

Community business) and pro-
fessional persons'

1. Activity: Refer to the
"Visit A" activities list.

Filmstrips:
"Your First Year in High
School"
"High School Course Selection &
Your Career"
(Guidance Associates)

2. View filmstrips with stu-
dents and parents. Discuss
using guide.

96

Student will under-
stand educational
and training required
for an occupation of
his choice (teacher
conference, class dis-
cussion, oral report,
etc.).



:uafc: lan7? 7,rcur activitfe2
instruntal
vocal

:Usic: small F:rour activitic.!=
instrur.ental
vocal

iusic: solo rerformances
instrumental
vocal

rhyT.hm exercises
,.;.ody movement

filmstrip and movjes
reccras, tapes
write a critioue
attend an art/music class
attend, a drama class
visit, an antique slop
visit an advertising.acencz,
keyboard ex"periences
visit a musicologist
visit a critic (music, art, drama)
visit a museum
visit an arts center
visit a craft shop
visit a Piano tuner
visit a piano teacher/class
visit a vocal teacher/class
visit an instrumental teacher/class
visit an instrument factory
visit a piano factory
visit a music arranger
visit a music composer
visit a poet
visi a professional musician
visit a conductor/airector
visit a iiinister of Music (church)
compose a song (words and music)
visit a tour guide
visit a music/art/drama librarian
music camp administrator/counselor/teacher
visit an illustrator
visit a cartoonis
visit a publishing house

music
books

visit a commercial artist
visit a monument factory
visit a music store

large
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visit a Itu,ic
viz.it a fou!:ry
visit ,1 mine

a dc-.r.c7,r

classical
mo6ern

rock and roll
visit a dance studio
visit an actor/a&Tess
visit a iirector
visit a scene aesirner
visit a lighting designer
visit a properties snor
visit a costume she:-
visit a ihi.stlf-r

serve as a student teackor
make rosters and dfs-!,la:rs

visit an artist's studio,
visit a sculptor
visit, an architect
attend a concert
attend, a nlay
visit an art festival
visit a nottQr
visit a sill: screen S1:01")

visit a. poster and sirn 1)usiress
visit a mint' factory
visit a film maker
visit a fashion desii7rer
visit a oft:, forester/landscare arch.
visit a print shop
participate ih all types of progrcIrs
attend a movie
vie17 television programs
visit an occunational therarist
visit an acoustical engineer
visit hearing aids business
visit a choreographer
visit a television studio
visit.a radio station
visit a doctor (ear, ay(!, +:-Iroat)

attend a stage show
visit a novelist
visit a screen writer

(add to list on back side of sheet)



Orades 7 -
Le erpnu,sioed

(:oreept: - Indiviquals diVfor in their interests, o.Li:Jlteo, attitudes, and

General Oijective: 65 - Understand wn: each individual is uninue.

i;ent:Nioral Objective: A student will indicate understanding of his uniqueness
a) 1.icturinr himself enraged Jr an activity he enjoys

(which would not necessarily ire enjoyed by others) .

Curriculum Considoratio:::: ;::0; Scnool

!;e501./re- , Cvaluatio:1

1. "Gettinr to !.now You"
"Yuur Prsonality: '/cu Ive stu6.ent (in ci.ter color

IILLicr "no or zi.stel) do a com:oJition
COUV7 (2.111CtfCti activites

--Ysur ore of poricul%r intorst
.1.,ssucfx.t.) tu

Jure

"G'.,ting to low You''
2,tudent 7)Lint

'::sr:: (enraGed an occu-
pation) that he might like to
do.

98

Post wor;. and dis-
cuss differences
lirf:s and. disllh:".

lost drewinr7, and
arrange similar ones

rroun::.



err,T,hasi.Led

Vli - Liffer in their !nterest, abilities, attitudes, E.: .(A

Gener%1 - LnCterstnnd w,:y each individual !,5 unique.

1,2ctfv: A :tudert exp]ain why chose. vn art or a craft -,
b)

Curricujim CJrsideration: ;Wore erterirn 7 or (;! grade

le,-;ources Act4vit4ms Evaluatio-!

'leacher

school display boaras

1. The student will know what
each course offers. Through
knowing their own interests
they will choose art or
crafts as thee course best
suited to the student.

f;tudent v!12

why he choe
course.



Concept:

()ratios 7 - Factors: Family, Feer, and
'Ye .L.e develor!,:d Corn un..' ty

- Lnvironment r,nd individual potent2.al interact to influence career
develormnt.

General Objective 9L - Understand the influence of one's parents on career
rlanning.

behavioral Objective: A student will be aule to compare rerental influences in
a) nis life to that of pcorle interviewed by his reer rroup.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - S) grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Parents

Community

Filmstrips:
"Your First Year In High
School"

(Guidance Associates)

1..Interview individuals in
the world of work. (empha-
size fine arts careers).

2. What influence did your
parents have on your choice
of career?

a. tradition
b. economics
c. prestige
d. social
e. personal advantages and

disadvantages.

3. [31a:,_:_ oarents
anra ejszus-7 the .!',_=r6
"Y±ur--:=7Irst LI:tar in i.j.gh

Sclaool.". guide z,.

assistance).

100

Small group discus-
sions to evaluate
influences.



CAREER PLANNING Grades.7 9'

To be developed
Factors: Family

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 92 - Understand the influence of one's parents on career
planning.

Behavioral Objective: The student is able to explain how parents' reactions to
b) complete work will influence one's career choice:

a. positively
b. negatively

Curriculum Consideration: At the end of each art project.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Books on framing and 1. To mat or frame 2-D work
matting 3o it may be hung.

Parent-student discussion

Home environment

Filmstrips:

"Your First Year in High
School"
(Guidance Associates)

2. To create art projects
that will fit into the home
environment and color scheme.

101

Explain, using exam-
ples, the influence
of parents on one's
career choice.

a. positively
b. negatively.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual-Psycho-
To be developed logical

Concept: X - Environment and individual's potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 127

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that a person's mental and physical health are
affected by career choice.

A student will identify mental and physical health character-
istics which may affect his performance and help to determine
his choice of career.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Psylhologist and/or
Psychiatrist from Mental
Health Clinic

Clergyman

Guidance person

Music or Occupational
Therapist

1. Activity: Guest speaker to
provide background informa-
tion.

2. Activity: List and discuss
individual physical and mental
reactions to varying activi-
ties.

a. singing or playing a
solo

b. acting in a play or skit
c. making an oral report
d. participating in an

athletic event
e. being debate
f. answering: a question

in Classroom situation
g. being in a leadership

position in an activity.

Areas to be stressed:
a. nervousness or feeling

of ease
b. ability to control speak-

ing and/or singing voice
c. physiological conditions

1) perspiration
2) rapid heart beat
3) rapid breathing
4) lack of breath
5) nausea
6) headache
7) unsure feeling or

confident
8) feeling of power
9) attitude/response to

challenge.

102

Student will be able
to understand some
of his awn physical
and mental health
characteristics and
will be able to dis-
cuss them intelli-
gently



SELF Grades 7 - 9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to show how external conditions
a) determine people's life styles.

Curriculum Consideration: Middle School - Art (Unit on figure drawing)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Geographical material:
Pictures, articles, or film
which show life style of ano-
ther era, or present-day
people of a more primitive
society.

FilmstrfIns.

"Understanding the Crafts:
Potters"

CEducational Dimensions
Corp.)

1. After viewing film or
studying life style of North
American or South American
Indian, primitive African,
etc., make a sketch of a
worker enga&ad in his particu-
lar "profession ." Develop
into a drawing or painting.

2. Construct a coil-built pot
of firing clay, such as might
have a utilitarian purpose.

Have student explain
how conditions deter-
mined "professions."
Compare with condi-
tions and- professions
of today.



SELF Grades 7 - 9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

Behavioral Objective: Construct a diorama of life of another era, thereby illus-
b) trating a number of factors that determined that particular

life style.

Curriculum Consideration: Art - Middle School -Pre-Thanksgiving lesson

Resources Activities Evaluation

Historical material, pictures,
-rticles

Field trip to Museum of Ameri-
can History, if possible (ont-
ample: Wade iiouse, Hy. 23,
between Plymouth and Fond.:Dt
Lac)

1. a. Discussion
b. Construction of Diorama:

"Thanksgiving at Grand-
ma's".

104

Discussion: Present-
day Thanksgiving
celebration as com-
pared to that of our
grandparents.

Observation of how
conditions determined
even children's
"chores".



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual-Psycho-
To be emphasized logical

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

Genercl Objective: 130

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that some individuals are attracted to careers
because of observations of life styles of certain workers.

A student will be able to evaluate the relationship of life
styles to careers.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Peer Group

Teacher

Guidance Person

1. Activity: Study life styles
of individuals in specific
work areas and draw up a
list of characteristics:

a. symphonic conductor
vs. rock performer

b. portrait painter vs.
cartoonist

c. dramatic actor vs.
comedian.

Stress Areas:
a. public image
b. houts when working
c. preparation for work
d. hours for leisure time
e. employer-employee re-

lationship
f. income considerations
g. leadership responsi-

bilities.

2. Activity: Discuss and make
a list of characteristics of
life styles with special
emphasis given to:

a. econom31
b. political
c. social implications

105

Student will be able
to list factors
which determine life
style and career
selection.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Socio-economic
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 133 - Recognize that leisure time activities may effect career
choice.

Behavioral Objec;:ive: The student will be able to identify a vocation which is an
a) outgrowth of leisure time activities.

Curriculum Consideration: 8, 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources

Sports enthusiasts

Librarian

Community

Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:
"Work for What?"
"Time To Be Yourself"
(Eye Gate)

1. Public Performance
Concert
Solo
Theatrical
Exhibit

2. Economic Factors involved
in leisure time activities.

3. Hobbies or leisure time
activities become careers:
Record collector - Record Shop
Fishing - Commercial Fisherman
Athlete - Sports Shop
Reading - Librarian

4. View and discuss FS/C
"Work for What?"

io6

List leisure time
activities which
might become voca-
tions.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9, 10 - 1.2 Factors: Socio-economic &
To be developed & emphasized Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 133 - Recognize that leisure time activities may affect career
choice.

Behavioral Objective: A student will explain how hobble:; or avocations may affect
b) the person's choice of a vocation:

a. positively
b. negatively

Curriculum Consideration: Middle School, High School - Art

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:

"High School Course Selec-
tion and Your Career"
"Jobs for High School
Students"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Give student time to inter-
view parents or others in
order to be able to gather
material for his article
tolling how a hobby became
a vocation, or how the hobby
influenced their vocation.

2. Attend a regional art show
a. observe the connections

between and the over-
lapping of "amateur"
and "professional" areas.

3. Discuss filmstrip.

Have students des-
cribe an instance
within his knowledge
where a hobby or
avocation affected
the person's choice
of a vocation
a. positively
b. negatively



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Socio-ecoroalc,
To be developed Political

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 135 - Understand the influence exerted upon the nature and
structure of work by a) laws, b) labor management, c) pro,
fessional associations, d) licensing requirements and
society.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain the four points stated above
as they relate to a specific career.

Curriculum Consideration: 8, 9 grades - Fine Arts

Resources Activities Evaluation

Personnel Manager from
Industry

Community

Employment Office

Kits:
SRA Widening Occupational
Roles Kit
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

1. Discuss: Evaluate his project
laws (2)

labor management
professional associations
licensing

2. Select a vocation and check
on the requirements and how
they relate to the above.
(stress fine arts area)

10



HOME ECONOMICS RATIONALE
Grades 7-9

In our everyday changing society a need for self identification and directionis of paramount importance. Therefore the ideas set fourth have been developedto help the individual know himself and the opportunities present to him inthis society.

This is only meant to be a guide, not a detailed curriculum,and can beincorporated as the instructor finds applicable to his/her individual situatior

Two-Week Participants:
Judy Stygar - Two Rivers

Three-Week Participants_:
Carol Witt - Sheboygan
Joyce Frings - Sheboygan Falls



Sid,F Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance o!' self is important throughout life.

General Objective: Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a
74 diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: The student
he posse
a chanr

Curriculur Considerations: Home

'e to identify the characteristics
like to gain, which will help him in

_es - (Grooming)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know" (FS/c23)
Foundations for Occupational
Planning or "Who Are You"
"Failure - A Step Towards
Growth"
"Dare to be Different"
"Reflection of Myself"

Commercial Companies
Bonne Belle
Avon
Revelon
Kimberly

Guest speakers

Field Trips

1. Know Yourself
a. Write list of good
and bad traits that
apply to you.

b. Draw classmates name
from a hat, make listing
of his good and bad
characteristics.

c. Compare self listing
with listing from class-
mate.

2. Write paragraph describing
a personal experience of failure.

Keep a weekly chart
of progress made in
improving your per-
sonal characteristics.

3. Have individual students write
to companies requesting information
for personal improvement and re-
porting findings to the entire class.

4. Prepare questions to be answered
by the speaker.

5. Panel discussion of what was seen
and its relation to them.

110



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 110

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that one's individual needs change as they
progress through life.

(a) The student will be able to Distinguish how career and
life planning are interrelated and that one will often
change the other. Plans must be made carefully and flexibly,
including family, money needs, etc.

Curriculum Considerations: Home Economics (Hone Management).

Resources Activities Evaluation

(Money Management) - 9th

Money institutions
1) Printed materials
2) Guest speakers
3) Field Trips
4) Films - Filmstrips

(Food Management) - 8 or 9th
Food, ads, TV

Radio, periodicals, etc.
Guest speakers.

Tours:

Grocery Store
Food manufacturing company

(Clothing Management) - 9th
Pattern books, fashion
magazines, TV

Filmstrips:
Sears Fashion Forecast

1. Keep a record of your
earning and spending patterns.

a. Write an explanation
for your spending
habits and why it
differs from day to
day or from one stage
of the life cycle to
another.

2. Make a one month budget for
a hypothetical family. Compare
the budget with realistic family
budgets which the student has come b. Does your position
in contact with. in society affect your

budget habits?

3. Compare the budgeting of various
life styles at the different stages
of the life cycle.

4. Make a collection of ads, c. Teacher will evaluate
analyzing how they appear to dif- students collection,
ferent stages of the life cycle.

5. Students will plan a menu
for each stage of the life
cycle with emphasis on cost
and nutritional, value.

6. Construct a booklet illustrat-
ing typical clothing for various
careers in comparison to what they
wear in school.
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d. Compare the cost and
nutrition patterns at
the different stages
of the cycle.

e. Analyze which
clothing can be
adoptable in.various
careers.



Concei.t:

(Iradc,s :actors: fltructure ::ature

r2G be enphasized

IV - There is a wide variety ,vf occupations which ma:' be classified in
several wa:rs.

General Objective: 11 - flderstand that within :ore ']conorics, there is a wide

:i.e range of occupations.

Behavioral Objectile: (a) 'Ate student will be ware of the different occupations
within each area of *lame Economics.

Curriculthil Considerat.

liesources

Introductory Eome iconomics.

Activities 'Evaluation

Filmstrips:
"What are Job Famalies"

(Foundations for Occupation
Planning)

l. a. Define Kane Economics
b. List practical use for
the various areas brought
out in the definition.
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Have student select
an area of Home Economics
and indicate what
practical use he might
like in that area and
why0

have student list
four occupations within
his favorite area of
±c/le Economics.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychologica_
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 116 - Understand that people work for different rewards such
as monetary, personal satisfaction or recognition.

Behavioral Objective: Students will become aware that the rewards from working can
be monetary, personal satisfaction or recognition.

Curriculum Considerations: Introductory Home Ecomonics.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Employed people in
the community

1. Have students select an
area of Home Economics and
interview a person employed
in that field, emphasizing
the questions - What type of
rewards do you receive from
your work? etc.

List the rewards
brought out by each
interview and in some
way show which are
common to several.



CAflEIT,

Concept:

Grades 7-9 Factors: Family, Peers and
To be developed Community

- 2,,nvironment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Selective: 93 - Aware of the influence of peer association on his career
planning.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an introduction and development of the psychology
of peer association influence, the student will be able
to provide examples how this does affect their career
preferences.

Curriculum Considerrolons: 7-9 Friendship

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film:

"Belonging to the Group"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
"Unfinished Stories"
Guidance series.
(Doubleday and Company,
Incorporated).

Techniques in Guidance
by Traxler, Arthur

Filmstrip:
"Your Per;-mality: The
You Others Know"
(FS/C23)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

(Show after sociogram)

1. Teacher introduction of
psychology of peer associ-
ation influence.

2. Role playing of choosing

After discussion of
film, a short objective
test on its main points.

Student paper on how
friends showing "peer pressure." his peers influence

him.

3. Make sociogram of class.
Research and discuss but
leave out names.
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Teacher evaluates
discussion of socio-
gram and filmstrip.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be developed

Concept: X - Environment and individuals potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 128 - Understand that personality is an important factor in
securing and holding a job.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Through various presentations and background materials,
the student will evaluate socially desirable and accept-
able personality traits and will relate them to job
security and longevity.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th - 9th health, physical education, home economics.
(Grooming) Personality.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."
(FS/C 23)

(Guidance Associates)

"Choosing Your Career"
(FS/C 34)
"Getting ,and Keeping
Your First Job!'
(FS/C 32)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Getting and Keeping a
Job"

(Popular Science)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Show filmstrips and
have students write dam
characteristics the film-
strip showed as important.

2. Discussion based on
guide of Part A.

3. Investigate a particuler
career of interest to find
out if your personality fits
the career choice.

4. After viewingfilms compile
a list of general Tersonality
traits needed to obtain and
hold a job.
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Evaluation of discussion.

Evaluation of person-
ality traits list.



Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occur.-ations and life skfles are interrelated.

(general Objective: Ci - Develop an understanding of one's own life sty'.e.

:3ellavioral Objective: (a) A student will be able to identify the characteristics
of his life style.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th Family Living.

Tiesources Activities
..7_ivations

Self analysis check test 1. Define and compare life Student's evaluatiL
styles.

of himself.

Booklet: 2. Discussion to determine
"Quest"

the factors that shar,e one's
(Bruce Publishing Company) life style.

Filmstrips:
"Liking Your Job and
Your Life"

(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

3. Class discussion to de-
termine if one can alter
his life style.

4. Use a self analysis
check list to examine self.

5. Class discussion on social
quest, personal quest, and
vocational quest.
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:3iLLF
Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

iehavioral Objective: (h) A student will be able to infer that his life stylemay change,

Curriculum Considerations: 9th Gra',.

liesources
Ac-Avities

"valuations

1. Problem solving situa-
tions to determine change.

Booklets:
"Quest: Discoverr 2. List likes and dislikesthrough Guidance." and compare to earlier de-(Eruce Publishing

velopment (lower grade).
Company)

"Problem Oolving to
improve classroc:7:
Learning."

Present. problem of moving(Science Eesearch Associates) to a. new environment.

17 7

core from
etudent participation
in discussions,



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 129 - Understand that emotional qualities needed for
1f-fulfillment differ among jobs.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will be able to distinguish that emotional
qualities needed for self-fulfillment differ among
jobs.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th Family Living.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

General T.V. viewing

1. Define emotional qualities
needed for self-fulfillment.

2. Compare two jobs and dis-
tinguish the emotional
qualities required in each.
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Give several jobs
and have students
identify some emo-
tional qualities re-
quired.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic, and
To be vp1eped Political

Concept: ,,Lupations and life styles are interredlated.

General Objective: 133 - Recof:nize that leisure time activities may affect
career choice.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Students will be able to point out how leisure
activities could lead to careers.

Curriculum Considerations: Introductory. 7th

Resources Activities ivaluations

Classroom activities

1. rake a list of activities
learned in Home Economics
which are now for leisure
time but could lead to a job.

2. Have student list his own
hobbies and what careers
night evolve.
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Activity would be
the evaluation



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequental series of
choices.

General Objective: 103 - Gain a knowledge of the components decision making
process.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will be able to define the components of the
decision making process.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th - Money Management.

Resources Activities Evaluations

1. Problem solving exercises

Filmstrips: 2. Define and list the various
"Learning to Make Decisions" components in decision
(Society for Visual making.
Education)

. Foundations For Occupa-
tional Planning (CFS/2)

"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like to Do?"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Booklet:
"Problem Solving to
Improve Classroom
Learning"
(Science Research
Associates)

3. Sound filmstrip "Learning to
Make Decisions." Discuss its
major points.

4. CFS 2 - Foundations for
Occupational Planning. Series
of 5 captioned filmstrips:
"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like to Do?"
Discuss how this related to
decision raking.
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Observation of stu-
dent's decision
making rational.



CAREER PLAIMILIG Grades 7-9 Factors:
To be introduced

Training and Education.

Concept: XVI - Job characteristi:s and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 105 - Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain employment.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student rill be able to identify various adjustments
that are needed when caring for children.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Child Care.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Parent or adult

Professional or resource
people.

Kindergarten classroom

1. Discuss and list various
types of adjustments such
as physical, mental, social,
Etc.

2. Role play adjustment:
a) Baby-sitting
b) Playground attendant
c) Child care center

3. Interview parents or adult
to discover adjustments
needed to maintain employ-
ment.

4. Class chose a job to
.discuss specific adjustments.

5. Divide into groups and
select jobs for adjustment
discussion.

6. Collage of adjustments as
a student.
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Give the student
a situation caring
for children and
have him identify
the adjustments
necessary to maintain
ennloyment.



INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION RATIONALE
Grades 7-9

The dissemination of materials on careers and occupational information has always
been included as a part of Industrial Education Programs.

With this thought in mind, the career centered materials formulated in this
guide are an endeavor to establish this infoimation in an acceptable form for
all areas in Industrial Education.

No attempt has been made to pin-point specific areas, but rather to establish
a tool usable to all. Included are several specific areas in which specific
sequence has been established. Each teacher using this guide will adopt and
include materials pertinent to his field. Resources and activities listed are
suggestions and will depend upon the individual teacher.

In this guide the designation 7, 8, 9 refers to Industrial Arts on the Junior
High level: 10, 11, 12 refers to Industrial Arts and Vocational Education on the
High School level; 13 and 14 refers to Vocational and Technical Education at the
Technical School level.

Three-Week Participants:

Colin Carpenter -
John J. Debrauske -
Anton H. Kotyza -
Ken Lehmann
Don McCabe -
Marvin R. Nicla -
Don R. Pangborn -
Roger Rulseh -
David A. Schmitt -
David C. Smith
Duane. Waterman -

Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Urban, Sheboygan
Washington, Two Rivers

- Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Oostburg High, Oostburg
North, Sheboygan
North, Sheboygan
L.T.I., Sheboygan
L.T.I., Manitowoc

- North, Sheboygan
North, Sheboygan



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a
diversified society.

a) The student will be able to define the process of self
analysis and identify the need of such in a diversified
society.

Curriculum Considerations: *Cc >- = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
= Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know" [1]

"Preparing for the
World of Work" (FS/C 31)

[1]
"Failure: A Step Towards
Growth" (FS/C 21) [1]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Teacher [1]

Peer Group [1]

Filmstrips:

"Personality in Business" 11]
(Popular Science Audio-
Visuals)

Teacher made rating scale of
traits students are expected
to show growth in industrial
arts. [1]

Rating scale of a particular
job in a specific mfg. or
construction business. [1]

Teacher, student(8th,9th)[2]

16mm Films: (9th)

"Where the Action Is" (F 1)[2]

1. Filmstrips, "Your Person-
ality: The You Others Know";
"Preparing for the World of
Work"; "Failure: A Step Towards
Growth." [1]

2. Identify the traits of
self: a) Psychological

b) Physical
c) Social

[1]

3. Discuss the case of
Bart Starr or a similar athlete
who must use self-appraisal
and why. [1]

4. Discuss with parents or
adults times of self-appraisal
and decision in their lives.[1]

5. Present information in regard
to the meaning of and process of
self analysis and appraisal
and its need in our diversified
society. [1]

Have students
write a short
report explaining
the meaning of
self analysis
and appraisal.

[1]
Have students
write a short
report explaining
the reasons or
needs of periodic
self appraisals.

[1]

Students with
aid of teacher
will eva7...aate

student'::: strong

and weak points.
[2]

Students will
explain how the
people in the
films used self-
analysis, and
how self-analysis
is related to
their lives.[2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation
for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Films:(contd)
"Is a Career As a Technician
for You" (F 5) [2]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines [4]

6. Present information in
regard to the three
broad catagories of the
self to include:

psychological, physical,
and social. [1]

7. Have students research
and list the traits necessary
for growth in a particular
industrial arts course and
rate themselves on a teacher
made scale. [1]

B. Have students investigate
the growth traits necessary
for entrance and continuance in
a mfg. or construction business
and compare to those of an
industrial arts class. [1]

8th & 9th GRADES

1. Individual Project [2]

9th GRADE

1. View films and discuss. [2]

1. Mass Production Project:
Assign students different jobs,
different days. [4]

Write a short paper
of self-appraisal
as related to each
different job. [4]

* ([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] . Woodworking)
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 75 - Recognize responsibility for self direction.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to explain why. responsibility for
self direction is needed.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher [1]

Peer Group [1]

Library [1]

Films: FS/C 31
"Preparing for the World
Of Work." [1]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"It's Your Move" [1]
"My Life to Live" [1]
(Coronet Films)

"Where do I go From
Wherever I Am?" [1]
(NEWIST)
"Vocational Decisions" [1]
(Society for Visual
Education)

"Careers: Mechanical" [1].

(9th-[3])

"Building a Better Life"[1]

Teacher, student (8th,9th [2])

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines [4]

1. Discuss and define self
direction. [1]

2. List people that
students recognize as
self-directed.
Discuss with them. [1]

3. Write a short paper on one
day--Make a list of things
you did showing self-direction.
Explain why you did them. [1]

4. Film--"Preparing for
the World of Work." [1]

5. Film--"It's Your Move:
Decisions for Discussion."[1]

6. Film-"My Life to Live." [1]

7. Film-"Vocational Decisions" [1]

8. Film-"Where do I go From
Wherever I Am." [1]

From activities
and projects.
Students
apparent
direction toward
self-direction.

[1]

Write a short
report
explaining the
need for
self-direction.

[1]

Provide the
students with
a problem, e.g.,
"Design a
Product,"

and allow them
to work on an
independent
study basis
through the
completion of
a full scale
model of
their proposal.
(Teacher-pupil
planning and
inspection points
would be at the
selecting an
idea (sketch Pony
phase, working
drawing phase,
production plan
phase and eval-
uation). [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation
for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 76 - Review personal attributes necessary to obtain and
maintain a job.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to identify the personal a--
butes necessary to obtain and maintain a job.

Curriculum Considerations: 15-t -9th Grades

Resources

Teacher

Peer Group

Guidance associates--
Multi -Media Center

Career catalog

Activities Evaluations

Films:

"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job."
"What You Should Know
Before You Go To Work"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Cebter)

8th GRADE
1. List the attributes
necessary to obtain and
maintain a job.

2. Give students a list of per-
sonal attributes. Relate them
to a job and to school.

3. Film,"Getting and Keeping
Your First Job".

9th GRADE

1. Film, "What You Should
Know Before You Go -Co Work"

2. Make a list of personal
qualities for job success.

8th GRADE
Have the student
list the
attributes that
he has.

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of students list
of personal
qualities of
job success.



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - 1".stablish positive regards toward oneself.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to write an explanation
or list the advantages of a positive self concept.

Curriculum Considerations: American Industry I

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) (FS/C 23)

8th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Your Personality: The
You Others Know." (FS/C 23)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Booklet: "Discovering
Yourself"
(Science Research Associates)

Junior Guidance Series and/or
Guidance Series
(Science Research Associates)

9th GRADE
Adult student admires

"Your Personality:
The You Others Know"
(FS/C 23)

Booklet:

"Discovering Yourself"
(SRA)

7th GRADE
1. View filmstrip
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."

8th GRADE'
1. Review filmstrip

2. Discussion questions:
a) What personality traits
attract you? Turn you off?

b) Is it possible for a
person's personality to be
different from his character?
c) What do other people do
that makes you feel awkward
or self-confident?

d) "Human beings are capable
of changing their person-
ality and character." Do
you agree this is true?
To what extent?

3. Successful laboratory
activities.
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7th GRADE
Teacher
evaluation of
discussion
and/or stu-
dent's paper.

8th GRADE
'Teacher

evaluation
of discussion
and/or stu-
dent's paper.

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of discussion
and/or student's
paper.

When asked the
student will be
able to list
orally or in
writing the
advantages of
a positive self
concept.

When asked the
student will be
able to describe
orally or in
writing the
advantages of
being concerned
about oneself
and improvement.



Resources Activities Evaluations

Tools or -i ane

materialz- for the

operatio necaessar7 o

complete n of a

product.

Machines aneL ,Iteria1z,

necessary for ..7roduct:ton

of a part of produrt_

4. Present information
in regard to the meaning of
self concept.

5. Present information in
regard to the meaning and
advantages of a positive
self concept (emphasizing
the value of concern for
oneself)

6. Discuss the disadvantages
of a negative self concept
or lack of concern for one-
self.

7. Provide the students
with an opportunity to
become skillful in some
narrowrange job.

8. Provide the students
with an opportunity to
demonstrate the safe
use of a dangerous
machine and explain the
advantages.

9Th GRADE
1. Write a short paper on
the adult you admire most.
What are the persons'
special qualities of
personality and character
that make you feel
this admiration?
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasf 9d

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized E3 having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 78 - Appreciate that people bring dignity and worth to their
jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) After appropriate background understanding of personality,
personal worth, etc., the student will state that a job
is only a niche in society and it is the person who fills
the job who brings it to life and personalizes it.

Curriculum Considerations: American Industry I [1], and Woodworking [4] *

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Local employer [1]

8th GRADE
Teacher lead discussion on
activity one under 8th
grade. [1]

9th GRADE
Student or family's past
experience.[1]

Videotape:
"Construction Trades"[4]
(VT 10) .

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines
[4]

7th GRADE
1. Guest speaker--employer
speaks of importance of each
employee on the job. [1]

8th GRADE
1. When a tree falls in the
forest, unless there is some-
one there to hear it, does it
make noise? Same is true for
a job. It is nothing until
the person comes in to take
the job. Discuss the above.
[1]

9th GRADE
1. Compare a job as done by
two different personality
types.
EX -- Service station attendants

Salesman
Restaurant owners
Bus drivers. [1]

7th-9th GRADES
1. Use a group or team produc-
tion activity to provide the
students with an opportunity
to determine the worth of
everybody's job. [1]

7th GRADE
List three ways
people bring dignity
and worth to their
job. [1]

8th GRADE
Teacher evaluates
student's discussion.[1]

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluates
student's discussion.[1]

Choose three jobs in
the Business Activity
from production, man-
agement, andnon-manage-
ment, but professional,
and explain the value
of each to the total
activity. [1]

Teacher evaluates by
having each student
state why his job was
important.(oral or
written) [4]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation
for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 108 - Understand that a person may satisfy his social-econOmic-
political needs through an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will
the social-economic-political factors
satisfaction in said occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I
[2] = Metals

be able to appraise
relevant to personal

[3] = Power Mechanics
[4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher [1]

Parent or adult [1]

Peer group [1]

Filmstrip:
"Where Will You Live and
Work" (CFS 7) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Books or Pamphlets:
Ford or General Motors
booklets on the evolution
of industry and/or pro-
duction [1]

7th GRADE
7mm Film:

"Building a House" [4]

(L.T.I: Career Information
Center)

8th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Why Work at All" [2]

(Fs/c 64)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

9th GRADE .

IT;ila Films:

"Is a'Career in Machining
for You" [2]

(Counselor 'Film)

*The coded subject appears in

for which it applies.

1. Define and distinguish
social, economic, and political
needs. [1]

2. Have students list activities
they enjoy and relate them to
job satisfactions. [1]

3. Interview parent or adult
for identification of job
satisfaction. [1]

4. Filmstrip, "Where Will You
Live and Work". [1]

5. Present or have students
investigate and report find-
ings in regard to defining and
distinguishing social, economic
and political needs of all
individuals. [1]

6. Have students list the social,
economic and political needs
which may be satisfied through
an Industrial Arts class. [1]

Write a paper on what
satisfactions you
would want from a job.

[1]

Have the student
select an occupation
and list the social,
economic, and political
needs relevant to the
occupation. [1]

Write a report or list
of satisfactions you
would want from a job
of your choice in'a
class business activity
(and classify as social,
economic or political).

[1]

Write a report or list
of satisfactions you
would want from a job
in business or govern-
ment (and classify as
to social, political
or economic). [1]

brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation
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Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Films: (cont)
"Careers: Mechanical" [3].

Sound-on-Slide:
"Plastics Engineering" [4]
(s/S 4)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:
Hand Tools and Machines

[4]

7. Have students list the :ocial
economic and political needs
which they feel could be satis-
fied through a selected occupa-
tion or occupations. [1]

8. Have students list the acti-
vities they enjoy and use this
in selecting a job in a student
business activity. [1]

9. Projects employing the basic
skills of woodworking. [4]

, 8th GRADE
Teacher evaluation of
discussion. [2]

10. Discussion: relate these skills
to job opportunities. [4]

8th GRADE
1. Discussion on how needs are
fulfilled by an occupation. [2]

9th GRADE
1. View film, "Is a Career in
Machining for You"; discussion
of needs. [2]

2. View film, "Careers: Mechani-
cal"; discussion. [3]

9th GRADE
Students write a
paper on how and if
an occupation like
Machining would satis-
fy their needs. [2]

Teacher evaluation of
discussion (Activity 2
for 9th Grade). [3]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [1k] = Woodworking)
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 112 - Understand that people at work produce goods and/or
services.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to determine
if it produces goods or services or both.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher [1]

D.O.T. [1]

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book [1-1--

Kit:

Widening Occupational
Roles Kit [1]

(Science Research Associ
ates)

Film:

"The Basic 11ements of
Production" [1]

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Booklet:
"Quest -- Discover Through
Guidance" [1]

(Bruce Publishing Com-
pany)

American Industry I text,
Unit I, "Industry Today" [1]

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student [2] [3]

16mm Film:
"Is a Career in the Ser-
vice Industries for You"

[3]

1. Re-define goods and services.
[1]

2. Make a chart of occupations
with columns for goods, ser-
vices, both. Sort accordingly.

[1]

3. Have the student list ten
services used in his community.

[1]

4. Class discussion on what five
services would you like your
community to discontinue. [1]

5. Film, "The Basic Elements of
Production". [1]

6. Have students produce a simple
product on a production and/or
assembly line basis and include
repairing of a rejected product

-to emphasize or define services
and goods. [1]

From Activity two.[1]

Present students
with a list of
businesses both
local and national
and have them
classify. [1]

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student
evaluation of stu-
dent's performance.[2]

Teacher-student
evaluation. [3]

Teacher evaluation
of discussion. [3]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

7. Use or direct a discussion to Extent of involvement
show the differences between in the activities. [4]
goods and services. [1]

8. Have students list as many
local businesses as possible--
or government or religious estab-
lishments (even educational in-
stitutions) and then classify as
to goods or service producing.

[1]

8th, 9th GRADES
1. Individual and mass production
activities. [2j

8th GRADE
1. Study and experiment with s

small gasoline engines. [3]

9th GRADE
1. Study in detail, and the re-
pair of small engines. [3]

2. View film, "Is a Career in the
Service Industries for You";
discuSsion. [3]

1. Make a chart of occupations
related to woodworking and
classify them with either goods-
producing or services. [4]

= American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 113 - Understand that occupations are people/idea/thing oriented.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to relate
the occupation to the area of people, ideas or things.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

8th GRADE
Kits:

Sextant Kit [1]

(Sextant)

Occupational Exploration
Kit [1]

(Science Research Associ-
ates)

Filmstrip:
"Choosing Your Career" [1]
(Guidance Associates)

Cassettes:
"Vocational Interview
Cassettes" (TC 1) [1]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

9th GRADE
Kits:
Sextant Kit [1]

(Sextant)

8th GRADE

1. List occupations and to clas-
sify them in the three areas.

[1]

2. Interview adult to determine
what area his occupation fits
into. [1]

3. Use the Sextant Kit and the
SRA Kit to familiarize student
with job classification. (Occu-
pational Exploration Kit) [1]

4. Give the student thirty occu-
pations (10 from each area) and
let him select ones that inter-
est him. Indicate which area
he leans toward. [1]

Occupational Exploration
Kit [1]

(Science Research Associ- 9th GRADE
ates)

Filmstrip:
"Choosing Your Career" [1]
(Guidance Associates)

1. View filmstrip, "Choosing Your
Career". [1]

2. Study three different jobs,
one from each area, and discuss
their differences. [1]

Evaluation determined
by involvement in
activity. [1]

Have students classify
a list of occupations
as thing, idea, or
people oriented. [1]

*The Coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation
for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Cassettes:
"Vocational Interview
Cassettes" (TC 1) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

7th GRADE
Video-Tape:

"Telephone Company" [4]
(VT 1)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student [2] [3]

3. Use vocational interview
cassettes and have students
write pros and cons about
occupations they are interested
in. [1]

4 Present information in re-
gard to the meaning of classi-
fying occupations as to people,
ideas, or things. Have students
list and classify Industrial
Arts activities as to these
three categories. [1]

5. Direct a discussion to "bring
out" the advantages to the in-
dividual of knowing whether occu-
pations are idea, thing, or
people oriented. [1]

6. Direct a discussion related
to a student business activity
and lead students to classify
as to which jobs are idea,
thing, or people oriented. [1]

7th GRADE

1. List occupations that are re-
lated to woodworking and clas-
sify them in the three areas.[4]

8th, 9th GRADES
1. Individual and mass produc-
tion activities. [2]

7th GRADE
Evaluation determined
by involvement in
activity. [4]

8th, 9th GRADES
Class discussion.

[2] [3]

2. Study in detail and the re-
pair of small engines. [3]

*[[1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [] = Woodworking)
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 114 - Understand that within each job family, there is a wide
range of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given six job families, the student will be able to
classify occupations into those families.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th *Code: [1]=American Industry I [3]=Power Mechanics
Grade [2]=Metals [4]=Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit:

Widening Occupational
Roles Kit [1] [2]
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book [i] [2]

Teacher [1] [2]

Filmstrips: [1] [2]
Foundations for Occupa-
tional Planning Series

"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like To
Do?"

"What Is a Job?"
"What Are Job Families?"

1. Widening Occupational Roles
Kit. [1] [2]

2. Discuss the six job families
and the divisions under:
a) Professional
b) Skilled
c) Semi-skilled
d) Unskilled [1] [2]

3. Examine Occupational Outlook
Handbook. [1] [2]

."What Good Is School?" 4. Filmstrips: Foundations for
(L.T.I. Career Infor- Occupational Planning Series
mation Center) of 5 captioned filmstrips.[1] [2]

Junior Sextant Series[1][2]
(Sextant)

5. Have students investigate the
Occupational Outlook Handbook,
or Ann Roe's occupational clas-
sification scheme, or the D.O.T.
and explain the occupational

classification scheme selected.

[1]

Have student select
a job family and
indicate what jobs
he might like in
that family.[1] [2]

Using any resource
the student will be
able to classify a
list of occupations
into one of the job
families described
in the Widening Occu-
pational Roles Kit
(SRA). [1] [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[].after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Video-Tape:

"Paper Industry" [4]

(VT 6)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines
[4]

6. Discuss the six job families Teacher evaluation
described in the filmstrip, by amount of partici-
"What Are Job Families?" and have pation by student. [4]
students determine which job
family classification scheme
their business activity jobs
would be placed in. [1]

7. Have students explain what
businesses they could get a job
in should their class business
be dissolved and based upon the
job they performed in class.

[1]

8. Mass Production Project.
Make a list of the related jobs
that will be required for the
finished product. [4]

*([1]=American Industry I, [2]=Metals, [3]=Power Mechanics, [4]=Woodworking)
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized '

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 83 - Develop an understanding that personal and social needs
may be met through work.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list work activities which will
satisfy his self-fulfillment and social needs.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

nesources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Jobs for High School
Students" Part I (FS/C 29)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [1]

8th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"If You're Not Going To
College" Part I (FS/C 33)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [1]

9th GRADE
Filmstrips:

"Preparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [1]

"Understanding Self"
(Popular Science) [1]

"Choosing Your Career"
(FS/R 63)

(Guidance Associates) [1]

"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/R 12)

(Society for Visual Educa-
tion) [1]

"What Wi11 I Be?" [1]

7th GRADE

1. Introduce and discuss the
principles of self-fulfillment
and social needs. [1]

8th GRADE
1. List reasons for student hav-
ing jobs, and the needs these
fulfill. [1]

9th GRADE
1. Student will relate future
occupational choices and the
self-fulfillment and social
needs they accomplish. [1]

2. Present and discuss the ideas
in a filmstrip related to social
and self-fulfillment needs.
Discuss the Industrial Arts acti-
vities which could be performed
to meet these needs and have
students project those in the
world of work to which these
might be related. [1]

7th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of the student's
understanding of
principles. [1]

8th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of student reasonsil]

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of student's ability
to relate these prin-
ciples to their occu-
pational preference. 11:

When asked the
students will be able
to list their social
and self-fulfillment
needs and suggest
work opportunities
which they believe
could meet these.[1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

8th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Why Work At All" [2]

(FS /C 64)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

l6mm Film:
"Making a Choice" [2]

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student [2] [3]

3. List social and self-fulfill-
ment needs which could be met
through a particular job in a
student business activity. Dis-
cuss the relationship between
these and those of jobs in the
community or nation. [1]

8th GRADE
1. Class discussion. [2]

8th, 9th GRADES
1. Individual project. [2]

2. Study and repair of small
gasoline engines. [3]

8th GRADE

Students will list
needs that a future
job must fulfill. [2]

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student evalu-
ation of student's

performance. [2] [3]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Training and Education

General Objective: 87 - Understanding of the necessity for obtaining employabilityskills.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to infer that various skills areneeded for employability.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities
Evaluations

Teacher [1]

Civil Service representa-
tive; Postal Service repre-
sentative [1]

Filmstrips:

"Job Finding" set (CFS/ 8)
"Skills That Pay Off"
(CFS/ 8)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [1]

1. Define the term "employability Write a paragraph
skill". [1] on "What Skills

Would Make You More
Employable?" [1]

2. Ask Civil Service representa- When asked for the
tive to visit class and explain prerequisites of
levels of employment. [1]

3. List the different kinds of
skill necessary for various
levels of occupations. [1]

4. Filmstrip, "Skills That Pay
Off". [1]

5. List the skills which they
feel will be necessary for a
job of their choice in the class
business activity. [1]

6. Discuss the need for educa-
tion and training and lead to
include the preparation for
employability. [1]

jobs in general, the
student will be able
to include in his
answer, the need for
skills. [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activfty,
for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

8th, 9th GRADES .

Teacher, student, mass
project, and individual
project [2]

8th, 9th GRADES
1. Students will gain pr-ctical
hands-on experience related to
the world of work. [2]

9th GRADE
1.gam Films:

"Where the Action Is" (F 1) 9th GRADE
"Is a Career as a Tech- 1. View films and discuss. [2]
nician for You" (F 5)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [2]

"Is a Career in Machining
For You" [2]

Teacher, student, small
engines, tools [3]

2. Students will study the work-
ing principles of, and repair,
small engines.' [3]

3. Make a list of occupations in
Filmstrips: which the skills needed could

"An Overview of Technical be learned in Industrial Arts.

Education" [4] [4]
(FS/C 36)
"Hands To Build America" [4]
(FS/C 44)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher, student
evaluation of pro-
ject. [2]

9th GRADE .

Teacher, student
evaluation of work. [3]

([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Conas=z: VI - Educati-nn and work are interrelated.

Genemaa_:Ihjective: 89 - Realize the value of general education as a necessary
foundation for future specialized training.

BehaviumAl Objective: a) The student will discover that general education leads
to future specialized training.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips: [1]

"High School Selection
and Your Career"
"Your First Year in High
School"

"Your Personality: The You
Others Know"
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Kohler Company personnel [1]
director

T.V. monitor filmstrip con-
sole projector [1]

(Guidance Associates)

Field trip to the high
school Ind trial Arts,
Accounting_ and
Science dents. [1]

1. List general courses that are
prerequisites for high school
courses. [1]

2. Discussion of what general
personal qualities learned in
general education are necessary.

[1]

3. Discuss what basic fundamen-
tals learned in general educa-
tion are prerequisites for
specialized training. [1]

4. "High School Course. Selection
and Your Career." (2 filmsr,rips)

[1]

5. Filmstrip, "Your PersonaLity:
The You Others Know." (2 f=-;m-
strips) [1]

6. Filmstrip, "Your First Year in
High School." (2 filmstrips) [1]

7. Kohler Company personnel mana-
ger to speak.

Write a paper on
what personal and
learned qualities
are needed for
success. [1]

The student will
report the purposes
of education, a par-
ticular course, and
to include the need
for employability.[1]

The student will
report or discuss the
advantages of general
education preceding
specialized education
and the relationship
to career planning
and development. [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-tion for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and values.

General Objective: 86 - Understand the impact of other people's feelings and values
and their relationship to one's own.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given sufficient discussion and development, the student
will be receptive to, and appraise other people's ideas
and will realize the interrelationship of these ideas with
their own.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE 7th GRADE
magazines [1] 1. Student will bring in media

material to discuss the psy-
Robert's Rules of Order [1] chology of advertising and how

it sways a person's thoughts.

[1]7th-9th GRADES
Succeeding_ in the World of
Work, Kimbreu and Vineyard
McKnight and McKnight
Publishers) [1]

2. Introduce Robert's Rules of
Order. Role play a meeting
using these rules. [1]

8th GRADE
1. Review and give background of
Robert's Rules of Order. [1]

2. Discuss ways in which their
friends have influenced their
thinking and acting, such as
dress. [1]

3. Have students explain why
they think their ideas are
better than other students'.

[1]

7th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of student ideas
concerning advertising.

[1]

Teacher evaluation
of role playing. [1]

8th GRADE
Teacher will evaluate
students' discussion
of Robert's Rules of
Order and influence
of friends, [1]

9th GRADE

Student will write a
paper on how their
friends, etc., have
influenced their
thinking. [1]

The student will
explain why he be-
lieves another stu-
dent would sign-up or
apply for a job in the
student business actir
vity which he does not
enjoy himself. [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets[] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Mass production project [2] 4. Have students judge each other's Teacher evaluation
(8, 9 grades)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines
[4]

product design models with empha- of success of project.
sis on tht----;r feelings and values [2] (8, 9 grades)
as opposed to scientific and/or
rigid design criteria. [1] Teacher and student

evaluation of all the
projects. [4]

5. Present information in regard
to Robert's'Rules of Order and
have students apply these in their
business Tri,Ptings. [1]

1. Planning, organizing, and
producing. [2] (8, 9 grades)

1. Allow the students to choose
their own project if they actu-
ally think it's not over their
abilities. [4]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be developed

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 123 - Understand that the supply of workers is a product of
training and preparation and that demand is a product
of need.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define supply and demand.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book LI] 1.2]

Teacher [1] [2]

Peer group [1] [2]

Filmstrip:
"Supply and Demand"
(McGraw-Hill) [11 [2]

Film:

"Making the Things We
Need: Division of Labor"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

[1] [2]

1. Take an occupation from each
area: Professional, skilled,
semi-skilled, unskilled. Di-
vide into four groups and re-
search the training and prepara-
tion of each. [1] [2]

2. List the various kinds of
institutions that train people.

[1] [2]

3. Examine how need in society
produces the demand. Discuss.

[1] [2]

4. Filmstrip: "Supply and De-
mand." [1] [2]

5. Film: "Making the Things We
Need: Division of Labor."

[1] [2]

Give the student the
general objective
and have ItIm write

a statement of de-
fense. [1] [2]

Have the student
contrast the types
of needs shown be-
tween twosocieties
as seen in:the movie,
"Making the Things
We Need: Division of
Labor." [1] [2]

The student will be
able to explain the
consequences of pro-
ducing more than the
demand requires in
regard to their stu-
dent businPss activity.

[1] [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 126 - Recognize that business, industrial, or institutional
organizations are comprised of workers, who perform tasks
which are interrelated..

Behavioral Objective: a) Given information on businesses, industries, and other
institutions, the student will recognize the dependency
of one person or groins upon another in producing an end
result.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Library .l]

8th GRADE
Business leaders, hospital
administrators, doctors;,.

[1]

9th GRADE
Film:

"Health Careers" [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"How a Product is Made"
(B.A.V.I.) [1]

7th GRADE
1. Obtain information on early
mass production_ [1]

2. Have students srodnce some-
thing in assembly line (maple
syrup, paper flowers, etc.)

[1]

8th GRADE
1. Speakers on ma -production.

[1]

2. Have Junior Achievement Club
members in to discuss their
business dealings.. [1]

9th GRADE
1. Field trip to modern factory,
hospital, and/or business. [1]

2. Have Junior Achievement Club
members in to discuss their
business dealings. [1]

7th GRADE
Teacher will com-
petitively evaluate
each group's end
product of assembly
line. [1]

8th GRADE
Given an end result
or product, the stu-
dent will be able to
trace back through
its evolution includ-
ing all processes and
people involved. [1]

9th GRADE
Given an end result
or product, the stu-
dent will be able to
trace back through,
its evolution includ-
ing all processes and
people involved. [1]

The student will be
able to list the vend-
ors or suppliers of a
particular local busi-
ness and explain the
need for this action.

[1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Mass Production project
[2](8th, 9th grades)

16mm Films:
"Is a Career in Machining
For You" [2] (9th grade)
"American Industry" [2]
(8thigrade)

"People Who Work in Fac-
tories" [2] (8th grade)
(Coronet Films)

Video-Tapes:

"Marine Construction" [2]
(VT 12)

"Transportation Occupa-
tions" [2]

(VT 13)

"Cast Metal Occupations"
(VT 26) [2]

"Machine Trades" [2]

(VT 7)

"Construction Trades" [4]
(VT 10) .(9th grade)
"Building Trades" [4]

(VT 28, 29) (9th grade)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines
r9i7 grade) [4]

3. Discuss the effect of a
"breakdown" or "bottleneae -on
an auto assembly line =ff :its
personnel. [1]

8th, 9th GRADES
1. Mass production pro [2]

2. View films. [2]

3. View tapes. [2]

9th GRADE
1. Mass Production -prx

I. Board of Directors -as

Business and Manage --t
II. Production Line EM"---*ME-

trial
III. Resources as Instttlittimaal

All combined to make smo5mml
product. [4]

The student will be
able to explain the
need for the Indus-
trial Arts class to
purchase processed
materials as opposed
to completing the
entire cycle. [1]

Teacher evaluation of
success. [2] (8th,9th)

Discussion, and
teacher evaluation of
discussion. [2](8th,9t

Student to teacher
feedback for evaluation
(written or oral). [4]
(9th)

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = PowertMechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 80 - Understand that ever-changing individual and environmental
factors, acting separately or together, influence one's
career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will identify environmental and physical factors
present that influence career choice.

b) Student will, after sufficient introduction and development,
be able to explain reasons for their fluctuations of job
preferences in a given period of time. (i.e. peer group
association, job status, money, education, etc.).

c) Student will be able to accept by example of famous people,
etc., the idea that change is inevitable and that career
change does not mean failure, and that evolution is necessary
for the individual to know with any certainty what career he
belongs in.

Curriculum Considerations: 7-9, Health, Social studies, American Industry I [1]

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Guidance Series Booklets
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

University of Wisconsin Ex-
tension Service Booklet:'

"Understanding Your Teen-
ager"

8th GRADE

Teacher developed question-
naire

9th GRADE
Library

People in community

7th GRADE

1. Students will research social,
and physical aspects of the typ-
ical junior high student and how
the environment may affect the
social, physical, and career as-
pects of his life.

8th GRADE

1. Questionnaire for students
self-analysis of the physical
and environmental factors affect-
ing most recent career changes.

9th GRADE

1. Read biographies and/or inter-
view 'people who have changed

positions to determine why they
did so and if it was helpful or
detrimental.

149

7th GRADE

Students' knowledge
of social, physical,
and environmental
factors derived from
teacher-small group
discussion.

8th GRADE
Teacher evaluates
student's question-
naire.

9th GRADE
Teacher will evaluate
student's report on
biographies for under-
standing of importance
of physical and envi-
ronmental factors in
career choice.



Resources Activities Evaluations

2. At the beginning of the year
have students list their career
preferences and identify the
individual and environmental
factors which have influenced
their choice.

3. Later in the year, and after
they have developed industrially
related skills and knowledge,
have them again list their ca-
reer preferences as well as
factors which they feel influ-
enced the choice. Discuss the
changes between the beginning
and the end of the year to empha-
size factors causing change.
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able to list several

factors both individual
and environmental which
affect their occupa-
tional preferences.



SELF Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to identify the characteristics
of his life style.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th, *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Self-analysis check test
[1] [2]

Peer group [1] [2]

Booklet:
"Quest" [1] [2]

(Bruce Publishing Com-
pany)

1. Define and compare life styles. Student's evaluation
[1] [2] of himself. [1] [2]

2. Discussion to determine the
factors that shape one's life
style. [1] [2]

Films:
"Finding Your Life Work" 3. Class discussion to determine
(Plan and Prepare Educa- if one can alter his life style.
tion and Training FilMs) [1] [2]

[1] [2]

"Build a Better Life"
(National Association of 4. Use a self-analysis check, list
Home Builders) [1] [2] to examine self. [1] [2]

Filmstrip:
"Liking Your Job and Your
Life" [1] [2]

(Guidance Associates)

5. Class discussion on social
quest, personal quest, and voca-
tional quest. [1] [2]

6. Class discussion on your life
work. [1] [2]-

7. Have students guess and com-
pare what they think are the
daily activities (both in and
out of work) of

Professional
Skilled
Unskilled. [1] [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or F:valu.-
ation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept. XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

Behavioral Objective: b) A student will be able to infer that his life style may
change.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th, *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher [1] [2] 1. Problem solving situations to
determine change. [1] [2]

Peer group [1] [2]

Booklets:

"Quest: Discovery through 2. List likes and dislikes and
Guidance" [1] [2] compare to earlier development
(Bruce Publishing Com- (lower grade). [1] [2]
pany)

"Problem Solving to Im-
prove Classroom Learning" 3. Present problem of moving to
(Science Research Associ- a new environment. [1] [2]
ates) [1] [2]

4. Discuss job "ladders" and
effect on life styles. [1] [2]

Will come from
student activities.

[1] [2]
Students will be
able to report orally
or in writing an
account of a situa-
tion in which their
life styles change
(compare 4th grade
with 7th grade life
styles). [1] [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalu-
ation for which it applies.
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OAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering (95)
To be developed Training and Education (98)

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of occu-
pations.

General Objective: 95 - Understand that there are many occupations which have similar
performance patterns.

98 - Understand that new skills may be developed at any time
during a person's working life.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given information on family or clusters of jobs, the
student will be able to identify that these related occu-
pations require similar performance activities.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE
Filmstrip:

"Choosing Your Career"
Part I (FS/C 34) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

8th GRADE
Dictionary of Occupational
Titles 1]

Occupational Outlook Hand-
Book [1]

Booklets from J.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics [1]

Filmstrip:

"Preparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Film:

"Planning Your Career"[1]

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

NEWIST films on occupations
[1]

7th GRADE
1. View filmstrip and'introduce

idea of jobs with similar per-
formance pattern. [1]

8th GRADE

1. Student will select a particu-

lar occupation and find as many
applications of the skills of
that occupation as possible.

[1]

9th GRADE

1. Student will expand on dif-
ferent applications of skills
of his career choice. [1]

2. Have students compare occu-
pationally related Industrial
Arts activities they have per-
formed and identify those
actions that are similar or
the same. [1]

7th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of student discus-
sion of filmstrip
and introduction.[1]

8th GRADE
Teacher evaluates

student's list of
related jobs. [1]

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluates
student's list of
related jobs. [1]

Students are to
select from a list

those activities
which require similar
mental or physical
actions. [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
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Resources Activities Evaluations

9th GRADE

Books:
Changing Careers [1]
Aptitudes and You and
Interests pay_. Off 77

(Popular Science-7

American Industry
Teacher's Guide Level I
and lessons from the pro-
cesses and materials unit.

[1]
American Industry
Overhead transparencies on
processes, skill development
(manipulative) and materi-
als [1]

Films:

"People Who Work in
Factories" [1]

(Coronet)

"Is a Career in the Ser-
vice Industries for You?"
(Counselor Films) [1]

Filmstrip:

"Hands That Build America"

[1]
Filmstrips of local manufac-
turing, construction and
retail sales businesses[1]

[1]

"A Survey of Occupations
at the Kohler Company"[4]
(FS/C 53)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Text:

Hand Tools and Machines [4]

3. Have students develop a skill Teacher evaluation
(fasten with nails, drilling of performance. [2]

holes, sawing along a line, etc.)
and analyze the major factors
involved.(To include observation
of correct actions to be per-
formed, trial and practice with
errors immediately corrected,

continued practice and improve-
ment until a "leveling-off" is
reached.) [1]

4. Have students record or chart

the number of practices neces-
sary to attain a skill and the
plateau period. [1]

5. Individual Projects and Mass
Production Project: both illus-

trating that occupations and
skills can be learned anytime,
also that many of the jobs are
related and have similar per-
formance patterns. [2] [4]

Teacher, student, material,
tools, equipment [2]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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CARELE PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering (96)
To be developed Training and Education (97)

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of occu-
pations.

General Objective: 96 - Recognize one's own abilities and limitations and be able
to relate this to present career interest.

97 - Understand that part-time jobs can be good exploratory
experiences if planned properly.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an opportunity to list his own abilities and limita-
tions, the student will be able to discern appropriate
career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th GRADE 7th GRADE
Bureau of Statistics Pamph- 1. Student will list the careers
lets [1] they are considering.
(U.S. Department of Labor)

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles [1]

"Careers Without College
and Others" [1]

(Wisconsin State Employment
Service)

Encyclopedia of Careers [1]
(Ferguson Company)

Prevocational Series
Booklets [1]

(Delmar Publishers)

Arco-Rosen Career Series
Booklets [1]

(Arco Publishing Company)

8th GRADE
Bureau of Statistics Pamph-
lets [1]

(U.S. Department of Labor)

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (IT

7th GRADE
Teacher checks lists.

[1] [1]

8th GRADE
Teacher checks lists.

[1]
8th GRADE 9th GRADE
1. Student will list his abilities Teacher will evalu-
and limitations. [1] ate student's com-

parison of abilities
and careers. [1]

9th GRADE
1. The student will compare the
lists of abilities and limita-
tions'and the careers he is con-
sidering. [1]

2. Have students predict the occu-
pations they could enter based
on their experiences in producing
goods in the student business
activity. [1]

3. Have students predict which
occupations they could enter based
on their non-manufacturing acti-
vities in the class business
activity. [1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-

tion for which'it applies. 155



Resources Activities Evaluations

"Careers Without College
and Others" [1]

(Wisconsin State Employment
Service)

Encyclopedia of Careers [1]
(Ferguson Company)

Prevocational Series
Booklets [1]

(Delmar Publishers)

Arco-Rosen Career Series
Booklets [1]

(Arco Publishing Company)

4. Have students rate themselves
in regard to their ability to
design or change the form of
material for useful purposes and
predict whether or not they'd be
successful in a related occupa-
tion in the world of work. [1]

5. Discuss part-time work which
would tend to prepare junior
high and senior high people for
careers in the world of work.

[1]

9th GRADE
Bureau of Statistics Pamph- 6. Individual projects and mass
lets [1] production projects. [2]
(U.S. Department of Labor)

Films:

"Is a Career in the Ser- 7. View video-tape. [3]
vice Industries for You?"
(Counselor Films) [1]

"People Who Work in Facto-
ries" [1]

(Coronet Films)

Machines and equipment [2]

Video-tape:

"Heavy Equipment Operator"
(VT 19) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Teacher-student
evaluation of per-

formance on projects.
[2]

Teacher evaluation
of discussion on
part-time jobs. [3]

(*[1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 103 - Gain a knowledge of the components of the decision-making
process.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define the components of the
decision-making process.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Mechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher [1] (9th grade)

Peer group [1] (9th grade)

Filmstrips:

"Learning to Make Deci-
sions" [1] (9th grade)
(Society for Visual Edu-
cation)

Foundations for Occupa-
tional Planning Series

"Who Are You?" [1](9th)
"What Do You Like to
Doe [1] (9th)
"What Is a Job?"[1)(9th)
"What AreJob Families?"
"What Good is School?"

[1] (9th)

"Vocational Decisions" [1]
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

"A Job That Goes Some-
place" [1] (9th)

(Guidance Associates)

1. Present the components of
problem solving and have stu-
dents apply to a "product design
or redesign problem". [1] (9th)

2. Define and list the various
components in decision making.

[1] (9th grade)

3. Sound filmstrip, "Learning to
Make Decisions." [1] (9th)

4. Foundations for Occupational
Planning Series of 5 captioned
filmstrips. [1] (9th)

5. "Problem Solving to Improve
Classroom Learning." [1] (9th)

Booklet: 6. Two filmstrips, "A Job That
"Problem Solving to Im- Goes Someplace." [1] (9th)
prove Classroom Learning"
(Science Research Associ-
ates) [1] (9th)

7. Filmstrip, "Vocational.Deci-
sions." [1] (9th)

Observation of stu-
dent's decision-
making rationale.

[1] (9th)

The student should
be able to list the
components of the
decision-making pro-
cess and relate these
to the procedure fol-
lowed in his product
design problem. [1]

(9th grade)

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

American Industry I
Teacher's Guide and over-
head transparencies for
"Research and the Problem
Solving Approach" [1] (9th)

Individual and mass pro-
duction project [2] (8th)

16mm Film:

"Making a Choice" [2](8th)

8. Discuss the relationship be-
tween "jumping to conclusions"
and "decision making". [1] (9th)

9. Discuss the survey method used
to determine a market for a
product made by the class and
relate to determining or select-
ing a career. [1] (9th)

10. Individual and mass production
projects. [2] (8th grade)

11. View film, "Making a Choice."

[2] (8th grade)

Teacher-student eval-
uation of students'

performance. [2] (8tb)

Teacher evaltzat:c-,

of discussion.221

(*[1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic, Political
To be developed

Concept XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 135 - Understand the influences exerted upon the nature and
structure of work by a) laws, b) labor-management, c) pro-
fessional associations, d) licensing requirements in society.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to determine
what regulations affect that occupation such as: laws,
unions, professional associations or licensing.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th and 9th, Social studies, English, and American
Industry I [1]

Resources

Work permit

Employment Office personnel

Occupational Handbook

Occupational Exploration
Kit

(Science Research Associ-
ates)

Films:

The Rise of Labor"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"The Growth of Big Busi-
ness in America"

"The Labor Movement: Be-
ginnings and Growth in
America"
(Coronet Films)

A Handy Reference Guide for
the Employment of Minors
(Wisconsin Employment Ser-
vice)

American Industry I text,
Unit I: Industry Today

American Industry I
Teacher's Guide

Activities Evaluations

1. Study the work permit.

2. Discuss child labor laws.

3. Discuss laws in general regu-
lating people and industry.

L. Discuss with parent or adult
how union affects their occu-
pation.

5. During the organization Of a
student business activity have
the students investigate and
record the school and community
controls which will influence
the operation of their business.

6. Discuss "public interest" and
the possibility of a fourth
branch of our government.
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Give the student an
occupation and have
him list the laws,
labor management,
associations; or li-
censing might affect
that one occupation.

Write a one-page
resum4 on the film,
"Rise of Labor."



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be introduced

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 208 - Understand relationship between regular
work habits, good behavior, initiative,
industriousness, and positive attitudes
employability.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a particular work situation, the
able to recognize logical fallacies in
schools which would not be acceptable.

*Code: [1] = American Industry I [3] = Power Piechanics
[2] = Metals [4] = Woodworking

Curriculum Considerations:

attendance, good
perserverance,
in school and

student will be
reasoning used in

Resources Activities EvaluuLiuns

7th GRADE
Principal to discuss Junior
High System [1]

8th GRADE
Booklets from Employment
Service, concerning traits
employers look for in em-
ployees [1]

Films:

"Am I Trustworthy" [1]
"Am I Dependable" [1]
"Your Job--Good Work
Habits" [1]

(Coronet Films)

Filmstrip:

"Your High School Record
is Important" [1]

(Popular Science Company)

9th GRADE
Booklets:

Guidance Series
"Your Personality and
Your Job" [1]

"School Subjects and
Jobs" [11

(Science Research Asso-
ciates)

7th GRADE
1. Teacher overview of contrast
between self-contained and de-
partmentalized classes. [1]

2. Principal discusses the Junior
High System. [1]

8th GRADE
1. Suggested movies. [1]

2. Given a list of school reasons
for poor attendance, poor work
habits, poor initiative, etc.,
the student will defend or
refute on the basis of accepta-
bility by employers. [1]

9th GRADE
1. Rap session. Discuss how we
(students and teacher) could
help other students who bring in
poor reasons, so they won't be
hampered in their future jobs.

[1]

7th GRADE
EValuation of short
explanation of the
Junior High System.

[1]

8th GRADE
Evaluation of list

of acceptable school
and work attitudes.[l]

9th GRADE
Evaluation of student
suggestions in rap
sessions. [1]

The student should be
able to select at
least one logical
fallacy from a list
of excuses for not
having assignments
or a production-line
job completed on time.

[1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalu-

ation for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Making the Most of Your
High School Days" [1]
"You and Your Part-Time
Job" [1]

(Popular Science Company)

8th, 9th GRADES
Individual and mass produced
project; machine, equip-
ment [2]

Teacher-student [2]

ith a:WE
FilmstYips:

2. Discuss the effect of poor
workmanship on a production-

assembly line project and excuses
given by workers for their
actions. [1]

3. Discuss the practice of good
school and class work habits and
their relationship with career
or occupational success. [1]

8th, 9th GRADES
"Careers in the World of 1. Shop activities. [2]
Computers" [4] (FS/C 46)

"Careers in Materials
Engineering" [4] (FS/C 98)
(L.T.I. Career Information 2. Discuss employability traits.
Center) [2]

9th GRADE

1. Class discussion on attendance,
good work habits, good behavior,

initiative, perseverance, indus-
triousness, and positive atti-
tudes in school and employability.

[4]

8th, 9th GRADES
Teacher-student

evaluation of stu-
dents' performance.[2]

Evaluation of dis-
cussion. [2]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9
To be introduced

Factors: Training and Education

Concept XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
smeltuy.

General Objective: 104 - Recognize that changing job characteristics require
specialized education, preparation and training.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a general background, the =doe= will be able to
list several varied career opportualtles.

Curriculum Considerations: *Cole: Ill = American Indust7W =
[2] = Metals

1t1 = Power Mechanics
[4] = Woodworking

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE
Charts 1 ]

Bulletins [1]

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[1]

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (D.O.T.) [1]

Chronitle Guidance Sorvice[1]

School guidance counselor [1]

Prevocational Series [1]
(Delmar Publishers)

Arco-Rosen Career Series [1]
(Arco Publishing Company)

InALW
Charts Il]

Bulletins [1]

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[1]

Employment Office [1]

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (D.O.T.) [1]

Chronicle Guidance Service
[1]

7th GUDE
1 Contact Employment Agency co
Obtain their approval for stu-
dent visitation. [1]

2. Instruct students in use IX
D.O.Tt [1]

3. Define and list areas student
is interested in and discuss 8

with teachers. [1]

7th GRADE

Relate employment
- office experience

to class. [1]

Through objective
testing, student
will list several
careers from each
chart and their
associated back-
grounds. [1]

8th GRADE
Through objective
test, students
will list several
different ways to
receive career

training. [1]

4. Given &set of Attila, student
is interested in, go to employment
office and use D.O.T. to;:identify
and list possible occupations.

_Ta

Students' individual
charts. [1]

9th GRADE
8th GRADE Student's presen-
1. Discuss all educationai.:oppor- tation and career
tunities such as: technimel high training plan. [1]
schools, apprenticeship, voca-

tional schools, college, etc.

2. Divide into arbitrary groups and
take seventh grade charts to arrange
careers into educational levels.

[1]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [1 after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalu-
ation for which it applies.
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Resources Activities Evaluations

School Guidance counselor 3. Have each student:
[1] -choose an area of interest

Local businessmen and work- -list career opportunities for
ers [1] his area according to differ-

ent educational levels. [1]
Multi-Media Career Information
Center [1]

W.I.S.E. [1]

Mobil Guidance Lab [1]

Speakers' Bureau [1]

9th GRADE

1. Have each student take interest
test. [1]

Film: 2. Through individual confer-
"Planning Your Career"[1] ences, discuss test results with
(Encyclopedia Britannica) each student. [1]

9th GRADE
Charts T1]

Bulletins [1]

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book L11

Employment Office [1]

Dictionary. ...)f Occupational

Titles (D.O.T.) Llj

Chronicle Guidance Service
[1]

School Guidance Counselor
[1]

G.A.T.B. Test [1]

3. Each student will prepare a
multi-media presentation with
careers and educational levels,
in the student's area of inter-
est. [1]

4. Write out a temporary career
training plan. [1]

5. Discuss the idea that a know-
ledge of the mental and physical
skill development process is
essential to flexibility in the
job market. [1]

6. Have the student identify
skills that he is interested in
and use Industrial Arts texts
and supplementary materials to
locate and record occupations
in which these could be used. [1]

*([1] = American-Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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Resources Activities Evaluations

8th, 9th GRADES

Teacher-student, tools,
equipment, material. [2]

Teacher-student, small en-
gines, manuals, equipment.

[3]

9th GRADE
TgrTm Films:

"Where the Action Is"

8th, 9th GRADES 8th, 9th GRADES
1. Individual and mass production Teacher-student evalu-
projects. [2] ation of students'

performance. [2]

2. Study and repair small gaso-
line engines. [3]

(F 1) [2] 9th GRADE
"Is a Career as a Tech- 1. View films. [2]
nician for You" (F 5)[2]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

2. View film, "Careers: Meehan-
"Is a Career in Machining ical" [3]

for You" [2]

"Careers: Mechanical"
[3]

Teacher-student evalu-
ation of students'

performance. [3]

9th GRADE
Teacher evaluation
of discussion. [2]

*([1] = American Industry I, [2] = Metals, [3] = Power Mechanics, [4] = Woodworking)
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LA:;GUAGE ARTS RATIC::ALE

GRADES 7-9

Our goal is to attempt to implement the concept of a career-centered curricu-
lum in the grades 7 9. In this transitory stage of development and great change
youth seem most receptive to occupational exploration and demonstrate a need for
reality testing of career preferences.

We have attempted to design flexibility into the system recognizing that im-
plementation of these ideas into educational institutions of diverse philosophies
will necessitate varying degrees of adaptability.

In indicating the specific grade level in which activities or behavioral
objectives are to be applied, we intended that this indicate a logical pro-
gression of material rather than to limit it to a specific time. We dealt with
these concepts using varying degrees of emphasis according to age level and
sophistication of the student. Concepts XV and YVI were introduced, Concepts
VII through XIV were developed, and Concepts I through VII were emphasized. Again,
this is a guide designed to be utilized with utmost flexibility and ease.

During the 1972 summer workshop, English skills as they relate to careers
and job experiences were emphasized.

A major objective was to stress a particular skill as it would apply to an
actual job situation. e.g. Writing of a business letter in answer to an ad,
Role-playing an employer-employee relationship in an interview, Hesearching, lo-
cating and sharing information on career choices and decision making, etc.

Evaluation of skills and activities is measured through the use of oral
and written experiences, personal observation of the student's prcgress by the
teacher, and pupil-teacher conferences.

Gayle Heves
Linda Justin
Virgil Navis
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SELF Grades 7-8
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a di-

versified society.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to show he understands the
process of self analysis by analyzing himself in a short

paper arid, through discussion, identifying the need of
such in a diversified society.

Curriculum Considerations: Crative Writing

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:
"Your Personality:
The You Others
Know"

(L.T.I. Career In-
formation Center)

Books:
S.R.A. Guidance
Series set of
paperback books
dealing with
personality.
(GK50)

(L.T.I. Career In-
formation Center)

la) (Motivation) Game - "First Reaction"
The teacher gives a word referring to
personality traits and jobs (about 15
words). Ask the student to respond with
the first word that comes to mind. Dis-
cuss student responses.

b) View the filmstrip and relate to the
discussion on personality. Suggestion:
refer to the questions in the accompa-
nying guide.

c) Have students interview:
parents
school personnel
neighbors, etc.

"How does your personality influence
the job you hold?"
"How does the personality of your co-
workers influence you?"
Discuss results. Emphasize the need
that a variety of personalities is
needed in our society.

d) Write a short paper discussing your
personality.

2. The Guidance Series could be used
for browsing purposes as the students
discover things about their personality.
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Using the paper
prepared by the
student and your
knowledge of him,
evaluate the level
to which the stu-
dent has been able
to analyze himself.



SELF Grade 9 (suggested - Fall)
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a di-
versified society.

Behavioral Objective: b) 85% of the students should have considered self-analysis to
such a point that they are able to prepare a list of at
least 5 reasons why self-appraisal is necessary. The others
should be able to list at least 3.

Curriculum Considerations: Literature, Biography, Autobiography.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:

"Failure: A Step
Towards Growth"

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

Biographies and Auto-
biographies

Magazines with arti-
cles about current
personalities:

Readers Digest, Sports
Illustrated, Life,
Time, Good House-
keeping., TV Guide,
etc.

Books:

Open Door Book
Series

la) Discuss situations in which stu-
dents have met failure in terms of
these questions:

"What was your first reaction?"
"What did you do about it?"

b) View filmstrip.

c) Come back with discussion.
"Now if you met your same situa-
tion of failure, what would you do
about it?"

d) Assign a biography or autobiogra-
phy to be read. Magazines can be
used as supplementary reading.

e) In a small group discussion, re-
view the materials read in terms of

self-analysis and failure compen-
sated.

f) Make a list of reasons why self-
appraisal is periodically necessary.
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Using the lists of
self-appraisal, e-
valuate the stu-
dents' ability to
identify the need
for self appraisal.



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 75 - Recognize responsibility for self direction.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to explain why responsibility
for self direction is needed.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th grade English (writing)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Library 1. Iiscuss and define self
direction.

Films:
"Preparing for the
World of Work"
(FS/C 31)

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

"It's Your Move"
"My Life to Live"

(Coronet Films)

"Where do I go from
Wherever I An?"

(NEWIST)

"Vocational Decisions"
(Society for Visual Education)

2. List people that students
recognize as self-directed.
Discuss with them.

3. Write a 3-5-7 day diary,
explaining things you did
showing self direction and
why you did them. In con-

clusion, do you feel you have
achieved anything as a re-
sult of this self direction?
Please comment. Do you feel
self direction is necessary?
Why?

4. If another department has a
project which calls for self
direction, you might gear the
above project to the achieve-

ment of this project.
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Did the student:

effectively eval-
uate his achieve-
ments td the ne-

cessity for self
direction?



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 76 - Review personal attributes necessary to obtain and maintain
a job.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to identify the personal attri-
butes necessary to obtain and maintain a job.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 3-9 English (writing).

Resources Activities Evaluation

16 mm Films:

"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job."
"What You Should Know
Before You Go To Work."

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

6th GRADE
1. Give students a list of per-
sonal attributes. Relate them
to a job and to school.

9th GRADE
la) Either film could be shown;

"What You Should Know Be-
fore You Go To Work."
"Getting and Keeping
Your First Job."

b) List the attributes neces-
sary to obtain anti maintain a
job.
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8th GRADE

Have the student list
the attributes that
he has that qualify
him for getting and
keeping a job.

9th GRADE

Teacher evaluation of
students list of
personal qualities
of job success.



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - Establish positive regards toward oneself.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an introduction to the concept of self, the
student will be able to demonstrate positive aspects
of a personality.

Curriculum Considerations: Grade 9, Writing, Oral.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."
(FS/C 23)

(L.T.I. Career Information.

Center)

Booklet:

"Discovering Yourself"
(Science Research Associates)

Junior Guidance Series and/or
Guidance Series
(Science Research Associates)

la) Complete rating scale found
on seperate page.

b) Discuss questions
a)

c)

c) View filmstrip.

d) Discuss questions
b)

d)

e) If students wish to do

added reading, the Junior
Guidance Series is available.

2. Write a short paper on the
adult you admire most. What are
the person's special qualities
of personality and character that
make you feel this admiration?
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Teacher evalua-
tion of discus-
sion.

The level to
which he has been
able to relate
this personality
to others.



I take my work seriously.

I study hard.

I get good grades.

I read a lot.

I'm good at sports.

I like to lead others.

I can-take orders.

I'm reliable.

I'm generous.

I like adventure.

I do things quickly.

I get angry easily.

I stay at home most of the time.

I'm considerate.

I like being around people.

I like to talk.

I make friends easily.

I have many friends.

RATING MYSELF

1=1

- - - -

d. mE.
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I am happy-go-lucky.

I don't study hard.

I don't get good grades.

I don't read a lot.

I'm poor at sports.

I'm a follower.

I don't like being told what to do.

I break promises.

I'm selfish.

I hate trying new things.

I am slow.

I rarely lose my temper.

I go out most of the time,

I'm self-centered.

I'm the "lone-wol" type.

I like to listen.

I'm shy with strangers.

I haven't many friends.



SELF Grades 7-9

To be emphasized

Codcept: II = Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 78 - Appreciate that people bring dignity and worth to their

jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will show that a job is only a niche in soci-

ety and it is the person who fills the job who brings it

to life and personalizes it.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 8 and 9 Journalism, Grade 7 Role-playing.

.Resources Activities Evaluation

Guest speaker from
local newspaper

Teacher prepared si-
tuat ion

7th GRADE
Role-Playing
1. Compare a job as done by two differ-

ent personality types.
a) Give the students role-playing situ-
ations. Suggestions:

Salesman and an irate housewife.
Waitress and dissatisfied customer.
Paperboy with customer whose paper

always lands in a bush.
Teacher with student who feels he

has received an unfair grade.

b) You might give the actor some initia-
ting lines and let the reactor do as he

pleases.

c) Have more than one reactor.

Discussion
2. When a tree falls in the forest, un-
less there is someone there to hear it,
does it make noise? Same is true for a

job. It is nothing until the person comes
in to take the job. Discuss the above.
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Have students dis-
cuss who handled
the situation
most effectively.

Teacher evaluated
students' discussion.

According to the
checklist written
by the students,

evaluate to what
degree the work
group accomplished
its responsibilities.



Resources Activities Evaluation

or

8th and 9th GRADES
Journalism
la) Bring in an employer from a local news-
paper to speak on the importance of each job
connected with producing a newspaper.

b) Having previously divided the class into
groups according to jobs, have the students
note their responsibilities.

b) Have the class as a whole listen to his
speech and find the areas of work. Later
they can divide into these groups for work-
ing purposes.

c) Conduct a class discussion on their re-
sponsibilities. Form a checklist to evaluate
the final paper.

d) Produce the paper.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Ceneral Objective: 106 - Appreciate that occupations exist to satisfy the needs
of society.

Behavioral Objective: The students will be able to identify and-rate jobs in
terms of satisfying the needs of society.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9, English.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Some suggested unusual
occupations:

Sandhog
Diver
Frog Hunter
Stained-glass

Craftsman
Wigmaker
Air-crash Detective
Prospecter
Customs Agent
Numismatist
Museum Worker
Archivist

Auctioneer
Union Business

Agents

Squab Raiser

Worm Farmer
Guide Dog Instruc-

t or

Music Therapist
Magician
Circus Jobs

Pamphlet:
"Do You Like To Work With

Ideas,

People,
Things?"

(Wisconsin State Employ-
ment Service) or

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

7th GRADE
Writing

1. Give the student the names
of three occupations (some un-
usual and some close to home)
and have them briefly explain how
these three jobs affect their
lives.

8th GRADE
Writing
1. Students will each select an
occupation of taterest and write
a narrative explaining why he
chose this occupation and how this
job will satisfy the needs of
others.

Reading
2. Rank in terms of importance ten
occupations given by the teacher.
State reasons why you feel the top
two and bottom two belong there.

9th GRADE
Reading.

1. Form a list of 15 occupations and
classify them according to these head-
ings: People

Ideas

Things
Ideas-People
Ideas-Things
People-Things
Ideas-People-Things
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Evaluate how
well the stu-
dent was able
to identify

the job in
terms of satis-

fying the needs
of others.

The teacher
will rate the
student on how
effectively he
was able to
relate these

jobs to their
lives.

Have ten stu-
dents give

the occupa-

tions of their
father. As a
quiz the stu-

dents will plac
these occupa-
tions under
the appropriate
classification.
At least 90%
of the stu-
dents will be

able to classi-
fy 9 of the
occupations.

Using a teacher-
prepared check-
list, have the
students rate
the debaters.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Gtneral Objective: 108 - Understand that a person may satisfy his social needs
through an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to appraise
the social factors relevant to personal satisfaction in
said occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Film:

"Where Will You Live
and Work." (CFS 7)

(L.T.I.) Career Informa-

tion Center)

7th GRADE
1. Filmstrip:

"Where Will You Live and
Work."

2. Have students list activities
they enjoy and relate them to job
satisfactions.

8th GRADE
1. Interview parent or adult to
learn what satisfaction he gets
from his job. Is it possible
for a person to gain satisfac-
tion through several different
occupations?

9th GRADE
1. Write a paper on what satis-
factions you would want from a
job.
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The student will be
able to give satis-
factions possible

for a job of inter-
est.



SELF Grades 7 and 9
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 110 - Understand that one's individual needs change as they

progress through life.

Behavioral Objective: The students will show they recognize the need for change.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th and 9th Grade English.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Guest Speaker 7th GRADE

1. Discussion on needs of change through life.

Needs in elementary school.
Needs now in junior high school.
Needs of older brothers and sisters.
Needs of parents.

2. The students will write a paragraph showing
that they have recognized the need for change

in their lives.

9th GRADE
1. Guest speaker (could be a parent) who has

in the course of his life, changed occupa-
tions, to show that career and life planning
are related and that any change in-one affects

the other.

2. Teacher forms a list for the students of
possible reasons for changing a job. Have

the students rank these in order of importance.
Cummulate the results and put them on the board.

Discuss the results.
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Have the students
show they recog-
nize the need
for change.

By way of dis-
cussion, the
teacher will eval-

uate the students
ability to re-
cognize the needs
for change and
support these
reasons.



Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 215 - Understand that a variety of occupations
this world.

necessary in

Behavioral Objective: The student, after research, will be able to show the day's
activities of a chosen occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9, English.

:resources

Old magazines

Activities Evaluation

Kits:

"Widening Occupa-
tional Roles"

(Science Research Asso-
ciates)

"Occupational Ex-
ploration"

(Science Research Asso-
ciates)

"Career Informa-
tion Kit"

(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

Books:

Junior Sextant Series

Cassettes:

"Vocational Interview
Cassettes"

(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

Filmstrip:

"thoosing Your Career"
(L.T.I.) areer Infor-
mation Center)

7th GRADE
Oral Communication
1. Working with another person,
research an occupation and create

an on-the-job interview, using one
person as an employee and the
other as the interviewer.

Poetry
2. Develop a 5 line poem called
"Who Am I?". In the poem, describe
a particular job without directly
naming it. Have the students take
turns reading their poem aloud, giv-
ing the class 3 chances to guess what
the occupation is.

8th GRADE
Drama
la Using illustrations from magazines
depicting various job roles, construct
a class bulletin board in the form of a
collage.

b) Zero in on one particular picture
and research this occupation.

c) Imagine you are the person on this
picture, using the information you have
gathered in your research, role play some
of the activities of your day.

By observation,
determine
the degree
to which
the student
has been
able to por-
tray the
various

facets of
an occu-
pation.

Using the

paragraph,
determine
the one level
to which
the stu-
dents were
able to i-
dentify
and explain
the job
family.



Resources Activities Evaluation

or

8th GRADE
2. Use vocational interview cassettes
and have students write pros and cons
about occupations they are interested in.

9th GRADE
Creative Writing
la) Follow the same procedure as in steps

8th Grade, Drama, la) and lb).

b) Imagine you are the person on this
picture, using the information you have
gathered in your research, write a narra-
tive paragraph telling some of the activities of
your day.

Listening Skills
2a) View filmstrip "Choosing Your Career". Give
them a list of the six families mentioned: social,
intellectual, artist, etc. As you view the film-
strip, tell what the classifications mean and list
three jobs under each area.

b) Take a career of interest and write a
paragraph explaining which family/families it

. would fit into and why.

c) Discuss the six families and the divisions under:
1) professional
2) skilled
3) semi-skilled
4) unskilled.

d)' Have the student select a job family and indicate
what jobs he might like in that family.
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SELF Grades 7-8
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 83 - Develop an understanding that personal and social needs
may be met through work.

Behavioral Objective: Given an awareness of the principles of self-fulfillment and
a) social needs, the student will be able to explain how a par-

ticular job might influence a life style.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th and 8th Grade.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Magazines 7th GRADE How effectively
Oral Communication was the student
1. Discussion: "When does recreation become able to relate
work?" ex. Beekeeper, Gardener, Coin Collecter, his job choice
Sewing, etc. to a life style.

Also introduce and discuss the principles of
self-fulfillment and social needs.

8th GRADE
Advertising
la) Bring in samples of advertising and (llscuss

how advertising molds people's lives and thinking.
Does this desire for a certain life style influence
your choice of a job?

b) !Take a collage of advertisements that pertain to
a particular job area.

c) Write a theme explaining how this particular job
influences your life style.
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Grades _n

",:o be ennhasized

Concept: V , re. means different things to different people.

General C:bjective: ,3 - 'Oevelop an understanding that personal and social needs
may be ret through work.

7,ehaviora7. i)bjective: Given an awareness of the princinles of self-fulfillment and
b) social needs, the student will identify Possibilities of sat-

isfying these through work activities.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th and 9th Grade Social Studies, Core.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Film: Pith GRAfll;

"Pr,.,naring for the World 1- List reasons for student
of Work" (PVC 31) having jobs, and the needs

(L.T.I. Career Information these fulfill.
Center)

"Understanding Self"
(Popular Science) 9th GRADE

1. Student will relate future
occupational choices and the
self-fulfillment and social
needs they accomplish.

18o

Teacher evaluation of
student's ability to
relate these princi-
ples to their occupa-
tional preference.



Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concent: VT - education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 37 - Understanding of the necessity for obtaining employ-
ability skills.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to show that various English si)11
are needed. for employability.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9, nglish.

Yiesources Activities

Filmstrip

"Shills That Tay nff"
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

16mm Films:

"F.nclish on the Jo-b:

Lister.inF and ipeak-
ing SYil]s"

"ibulish on the Job:

Writing Shills"
:iLnglish on the Job"

Improving Your
Vocahulary"
English on the Job:
Reading Skills"

Pooh s:

Junior Sextant Series
(Sextant-1-

7th CITABIT

) 1".xamine a profession and see
hat T:nglish requirements would

're helpful to increase ac,Aie7e-
meat.

b) Discuss the various r,incis of
success.

th AD

la) Given a list of skfKs, have the
students interview thei parents in
terms of which of thes shills are
used in their positions.

b) View filmstrip: "Shills That
Pay (ff".

c) Write an essay "What T.Tnglish

Shills will make you rore employ9hle?"

9th GL:ADT

1. Tiscuss what basic fundmentals
learned in Enmlish n.e prereuisltes
for specialized training. !lave, the!.' re-

search these prerequisites in the ,:13J-..-

ior Sextant Series. Form a bullet' .: or

showing these prerequisites. Cu.-7estion:
you might use pictures to inf:inet,
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valuation

The e:...tent to
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?esources Activities Evaluation

9th (PAM
View film on the Job: Lis-

tening and Speaking Skills".

b) Give some students a playlette to act
out. As they do, have the others recog-
nize what English skills are involved.

3. Have the students conduct a survey:
"How.many people have remained within a
similar field but changed ,jobs ?"

"Fow many of them required additional
training?"
"Now did you get this training?'
Discuss the results.

1$2



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 121 - Recoznize that conditions in the work world affect groups
and individuals.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to identify changes in conditions
in the world of work.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th and 9th grade Language Arts.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peer group

Filmstrip:

'Preparing for the Jobs
of the 70's"

(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

8th GRADE

Creative Writing
la) Bring in articles from maga-

zines about new inventions. Place
these on bulletin boards for stu-
dent reading and discussion.

b) Have the students write a paper
on the world of work in the year
2000.

9th GRADE
Writin
la Discuss how time will be spent if

the work week will be shortened to
three or four days.

b) State a position on the 3 or 4 day
work week. State several reasons
supporting your argument.
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Evaluate the
paper on how
conceivable
the ideas
Ere.

Hal.: convincing

wro he student
it s paper?



Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: B5 - Understand why each individual is unioue.

Eehavioral. Objective: a) ..The student will recognize the uniqueness of the
individual.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Writing, ah Grade Fdograuhy-Autobiography.

resources Activities :'valuation

Library

ilmstrip:
",
,rossip

(Topular science Com-
p.any)

ith GRA1W
1. Student will compile a list of
how they differ from others in inter-
ests, attitudes, etc., (class, farily,
etc.)

ah GRAM'
1. The student will choose a biogra-
phy or autobiography of a person he
admires, read it and report in some
form the differences in that person
that made him unique and helped him
succeed.

2. Class discussion of accenting posi-
tive personality traits of friends and
classmates instead of always gossiping
about the bad.
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Teacher evalua-
tion of stu-

dent's lists.

Eow well was he
able to evaluate
the uniqueness
of this person?



SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: VII Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 86 - Understand the impact of other people's feelings and values
and their relationship to one's own.

Behavioral Objective: n) ;Ifficient discussion and development, t;..e student
receptive'to, and appraise other people's ideas

aria 11.1 realize the interrelationship of these ideas
with their own.

Curriculum Considerations: 7-3 Grades - Roberts Rules of Order.
9th Grade - Writing.

Resources Activities

7th Grade

magazines

Robert's Rules of Order

7th Grade
1. Student will bring in
media material to discuss
the psychology of advertising
and how it sways a person's
thoughts.

2. Does advertising affect
what you think and do? Can

you remember doing anything
as a result of an advertise-
ment on TV or radio, in a
magazine, newspaper, etc.?
Write a short narrative

telling of the time you were
influenced by an advertise-
ment. Did the product or
service "live up" to the
advertisement? Explain.

3. Introduce Roberts Rules of
Order. Role play a meeting
us:.ng these rules.

8th Grade
1. Review and give background
of Roberts Rules of Order.

. Discuss ways in which their
friends have influenced their
thinking and acting, such as
dress.
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Evaluations

7th Grade

Teacher evalua-
tion of student
ideas concerning
advertising.

SC., Grade

Teacher will
ev af.e students
discussion of
Roberts Rules of
Order and influence
of friends.

9th Grade
Student will write
a paper on how

their friends, C'7.,
have influenced:

their thinking.



CAREER'PLAiiNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 90 - Develop occupational research skills..

Behavioral Objective: a) Given materials, the student will be able to find infor-
mation concerning his career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th or 9th Grade.

'Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Counselor

Librarian

Employment Personnel

Kits:

Work Experience Kit
Job Experience Kit
Occupational Explora-
tion Kit
(Science Research Asso-
ciates)

Transparencies:

"Guide to Finding a Job"
(Valient I.M.C.)
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

Filmstrips:

"Vocational Decisions"(FS/R 12)
"It's Yew Future"
(FS/R 13)

"Jobs and Gender"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"How to Investigate
Vocations"
(Coronet)

Cassettes: .

WIS (Deck of Career Informa-
tion

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook Handbook

1. Give the student a
simple outline and have
him fill in the informa-

tion regarding the occu-
pation. Form a biblio-
graphy of the sources of
material used for locating
the information.

8th GRADEOralConversation
la) Show filmstrip "Job

and Gender".

b) Panel explaining occu-
pations that women or
men are now active in
that they were not active
in years ago.
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Determine the depth
to which the
student has re-
searched his career
and the correct-
ness of the biblio-
graphic form.



N97"). WOT;LD

Concept:

Grades 7-9
To be developed

Factors: Structure and ilature

IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

general Objective: 124 - Recognize the relationships between technological
changes and job specialization.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given the terms, the student will be able to relate
job specialization-to technological change.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9.

Fesources Activities

1r) mm Films:

"here t
"Wheels

"Pnglish
Writing
(L.T.I.

nation

he Action Is"
at Tolling"
on t:' .e Job:

Skills"
Career Infor-
Center)

1. Class discussion showing spe-
cialization in various areas: a)
teaching.

2. Invite a builder: -to -talk

various neople needed in construc-
tion of a project.

3. Show film "English on. the Job:
'Writing Skills".

4a) Bring newspaer want ads to
examine srecialized jobs open.

b) Have thn students write want
ads of their ovn.

Fvaluat ion

c) Distribute these among the class
and have each student write a let-
ter of avIrlication.

d) Give this letter to the perse:_,

who wrote the wart ad. This rer-
son should determire whether he
would hire the apl2licant and ',:rite

a short parap.raph exPlainin e. or
why not.
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Using the auto in-
dustry, list. the

technological
changes and the
related job special-
izations that
developed.

The teacher will
evaluate the stu-
dent on the form
used in the busi-
ness letter.



Grades 7-9 Factors: :.-tructure and l:ature

To be developed

Concert; I - specialization creates interdependency.

G,noral Cbjective: 125 - Understand that a ce tain ..c)b may be performed in a
variety of settings.

P:ehavioral Objective: a) Given a certain job, a student will be able to describe
various settings in which the job may be performed.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Language Arts, 8th Grade Writing.

?esources

:e.:7azines

Activities Evaluation

Filmstrio:

"Your Job: Findini!

the .ight One."
(F7. 11)

Career In-
forlation Center)

"Widening Occupational
--:oles :Tit"

(science Research
Associates)
(L.T.I. Career In-
formation Center)

7th GRADE

1. List a job title and gather pic-
tures to illustrate the various areas
of performance. This might become a .

bulletin board.

2. Game based on "What's My Line?"

3. Discuss a broad occupation like
an "engineer" and list the various
areas in which he might work.

4. Filmstrip, "Your Job: Finding
Right One."

8th GRADE

Descriptive. Writing
1. Describe the setting in which your
father worts. (Include sights, sounds,
smells.) Have the other. students guess
what your father does

188



Concept:

Grades 7-9
To be developed

- Environment r-fld individual Potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 79 - 1.Inderstand that physical and mental factors affect one's
career choice.

Pehavioral nbective: a) Given information on physical job requirements, the student
will discover the.various physical aspects or limitations of
his career pursuits.

b) After thorough investigation of mental capabilities for the
job situation, students will be able to formulate groups
of desirable mental attributes necessary for successful
job pursuits.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9 English.

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE.

Vocational Rehabilitation
Center at Stout State.

Wisconsin State Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation.

American Association for
!ental health

Veterans Administration

Pamphlet:

'ilever Bend Your Head"
(L eaL Public Library)

8th; GRADE

Film:

"Occupational Education"
(ES/C 54)

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

Occupational Outlook Handbook

Booklets:

"Prevocational Series"
(Delmar Publications)

"Arco-Rosen Career Guidance
Series"

(Arco Publishing Company)

9th GRADE

Occupational Outlook Handbook

7th RAN
la) rave the student read a novel

about the handicapped.

b) General discussion Of physical
job requirements and career oppor-
tunities for the handicapped.

8th GRADE
1. Give a student a severe physical
disability and have him, research job
opportunities possible.

9th GRADE
1. Present student with job family
and have him complete list of phy-
sical requirements for it.

2. Speaker from a vocational rehabil-
itation center to discuss job oppor-
tunities, for the physically and men-
tally handicapped, or a supervisor from
a factory which hires the handicapped.

Vocational Rehabilitation Center 189
or factory that hires the handicapped

7th CADF
Teacher e-l-alu-

ates stbdis-
cussion.

8tb GY:ADE

Teacher evalu-
ates student's
research and
list.

9th GRADE

Teacher evaluates
student's re-
search and
list.



CA EE PLA:=

Concept:

Grades 7-9 Factors: Family, Feers and
To be developed Community

Z - Fnvironmer:"; and individual potential interact to influence .career

development.

General Objective: 93 - Aware of the influence of peer association on his career
planning,.

Behavio79.1 Objective: a) Given an introduction and development of the psychology
of peer association influence, the student will be able
to provide examples how this does affect their career
preferences.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade English (Discussion), rAh Grade English (Role
Playing)

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE
Film:

"Belonging to the Group"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

8th GRADE
Tgim Films:

"Unfinish Stories'
Guidance'Series.
(Doubleday and Company,
Incorporated).

9th GRADE
Book:

Techniques in Guidance
by Trailer, Arthur

Filmstrips:

"Your Personality: The
You Others Know"
(FS/C 23)

(L.m.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)
(Show after sociogram)

"Dare to be Different"
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

7th GRADE
la) View filmstrip "Dare to Be

Different".

b) Discuss the various ways a
student can be different.

8th GRADE
1. Role playing of choosing
friends showing "peer pressure."

2. Student paper on how his peers in-
fluence him.

9th GRADE
1. Hake sociogram of class.
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7th GRADE

After discus-.
sion of film,
a short ob-
jective test
on its main
points.

8th GRADE
Determine the
depth to which
the student
has examined
peer influence.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Family, Peers and
To be developed Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career

development.

General Objective: 94 - Aware of the influences that communities have in their
assessment of certain occupations on one's career planning.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given examples by the teacher of how communities actually
can assess certain occupations, student will be able to
relate this to their own community situation.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-9 English (Writing).

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE
1. Student will comprise a list of various
industries and jobs in the community. Then

he will conduct a poll where a specified
number of citizens rate them according to
importanc .

8th GRADE

1. Make up a mythological city comprised of
businesses, industries, and professions that

'cast your own. Then have students com-

e 1 poll of this mythical city.

9th GRADE
1. Student will --rite an essay on the influence
of community on curtain occupations and how
this relates to his own career choice.

7th & 8th GRADES
Teacher will eval-
uat,: student's
analysis of polls
on community
assessment of
occupations.

9th GRADE
Teacher will
evaluate essay.



!-rri:les

(Thective: '1 - M7elo a o' onP's ol-rr. life

':eh avioral .Thjective: a) 1. Ctudi.1-nt will ue able to infer that his life style

ray chan,;e.

Curriculum Considerations: Grades 7-'2

sources

Cuest: 7iscovery
through Guidance."
(Eruce Publishing Com-

anY )

"Problem Solving to
Improve classroom
Learning."
(Science :esearch
Associates)

/_ctivities 'valuation

1. Problem solvinr: situations
to determine chanr;e.

7th
Writing
1. Present problem of moving to a
new environment.

first day at
the new school
my new job
our new neighborhood

8th GRADE
Writirla

1. List likes and dislikes and
compare to earlier development
(lower grade)

9th GRAM
Writing
1. A new student has moved into your
school. Write two themes: one as
the student who has moved here and
the other as the teacher or princi-
pal sees him.
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ow well was
the student

able to place
himself in both
situations.



c'7."Tr

Concer.L:

Grades "1-9

To be developed

MI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 82 - Develop an understanding that occupation choice affects an
individual life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation a student will be able to describe the
effect of occupation on any life style.

Curriculum Consideration: Grades 7-9 English (Writing).

Resources Activities Evaluation

Questionnaire for structured
interview.

Filmstrips:

"Where Will You Live and
Work?"

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

"The Meaning of Work."
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

7th. GRADE

Writing
1. Interview a worker to get
the description of a typical
work day and what type of
recreation. Present the
conclusions of this interview
in an essay.

8th GRADE
Writing
1. Make a survey and struc-
tured interview of several
people in the same occupation
and compare their life styles.

9th GRADE
Writing
1. Provide the student with a

structured occupation and have
him describe how he would live
it. /
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How well did the
student relate
an occupation to
a particular life
style?



WORK WORLD

Concept: XI - Occupations

General Objective: 129 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Grades 7-9
To be developed

and life styles are interrelated.

Understand that emotional qualities needed for self-
fulfillment differ among job families.

Factors: Individual Psychological

The student will be able to distinguish that emotional
qualities needed for self-fulfillment differ among-and
within job families.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th Grade English (Writing)

Resources Activities Evaluation

State employment
Service Counselor

Film:

"Job Attitudes: Liking
Your job and Your Life."
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

la) Show and discuss filmstrip
"Job Attitudes:. Liking Your
Job and Your Life."

b) Define emotional qualities
needed for self-fulfillment.

c) Compare two jobs and dis-
tinguish the emotional quali-
ties required in each.

2a) Review job family classi-
fications.

b) Guest speakers-Wisconsin
State Employment Serv!ce.
L.T.I. Career Information
Center.
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How well did
the student
distinguish
the emotional
qualities
needed.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Indiv.dual Psychological
To be developed social- Economic - Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 130 and 134 - Understand that some individuals are attracted to
careers because of observed life styles of certain
workers.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will discover that some individuals are attracted
to careers because of observed life styles of certain workers.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th and 9th Grade English (W7ting).

Resources Activities Evaluation

List of careers--

Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles

Booklets

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Film:

"The Industrial
Worker"
(Encyclopedia
Britannica)

Filmstrips:

"Liking Your Job
and Your Life."

(Guidance Associ-
ates)

8th GRADE
1. Have the class list careers that
sound attractive. Choose one and ex-
plain why.

9th GRADE
1. Class discussion to discover that a
life style may be different in reality
from what it appears.

2. Given a career, a student could list
three reasons why a person might select
that career.

3. Discussion - "Could a career ever
interfere with your life style rather
than build it?"

4. Give ten occrpations. Have the stu-
dents list them according to prestige.
Discuss the reasons for this.

5. Put yourself in a particular career
and write about your life style as you
would imagine it to be.
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In evaluating the
papers, determine
the level to
which students
were able to iden-
tify life styles
within a given
career.



1.,701?!.: Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic and
To be developed Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 133 - Recognize that leisure time activities may affect
career choice.

Given a specific leisure activity, the student will be
able to point out the careers that could evolve.

7th Grade English (Speech).

lehavioral Objective: a)

Ctrriculun Considerations:

Fesources Activities

Teacher la) Rave student take his primary hobby
and present a speech.

Peer group

Evaluation

b) The class is to suggest what careers
might evolve from this hobby and what
industries play the part in cheating this
hobby.

2. Cempare the persons who put leisure
activities ahead of career (primary
choice) and vice versa.

3. List people who have become iamous
through their leisure time activities.
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How well were the stu-
dents able to identify
activities that might
evolve from this hobby.



CAREER PIA=G Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering (9t1
To be developed TraIning and Education (97)

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adeauately in a variety of occu-
pations.

General Objective: 96 - Recognize one's own abilities and limitations and be able to
relate this to present career interest.

97 - Understand that part-time jobs can be good exploratory
experiences if planned properly.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an opportunity to list his own abilities and limita-
tions, the student will be able to discern appropriate
career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: 7-9.

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE 9th GRADE
1. Student will list the careers they are Teacher will evaluate
considering. student's comparison

of abilities and
careers.

8th GRADE
1. Student will list his abilities and
limitations.

9th GRADE
1. The student -A7L-L._ comnare of
abilities an an(', ...are -s

h conside7%.
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CAREFfl PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 101 - Realize that occupational information comes from many
sources within and outside the school setting.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to list
sources of information about the occupation.

Curriculum Considerations:, 9th Grade English (Research).

Resources Activities Evaluation

Local public libreEr

School library

School guidance counselor

Colleges and technical
institutes

1. Write a letter to ,a college, school,
ur industry for information.

2. Library visit for resource information.

Local or nearby Chamber 3. Counselor visit for information.
of Commerce of local in-
dustries

Parents 4. Visit local industry.

Wisconsin State Em-
p3ovent Service

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Kit:

Occupational Explora-
tion Kit
(Science Research
Associates)

Junior Sextant Series
(Sextant)

Filmstrip:

"How to Study
Occupations"

>. Visit or call Chamber of -;ommerce.

6. Talk with parents or adult.

T. Call or visit Wisconsin State Employ-
ment Service.

8. Visit to Technical Institute.

9. Occupational Outlook Handbook

10. Science Research Associates' Kit
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The student
must be able
to list
ten sources.



CAT?'TR PLA:;NING 11-ades 7-9

To be developed
Factors: Information Gathering

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of

General Objective: 103 - Gain a knowledge of the components of the decision making
process.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define the components of the
decision making process.

curriculum Considerations: 9th Grade English.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher 1. Problem solving exercises.

Peer Group

Filmstrips:
"Learning to I"ake
Decisions"
(Society for Visual
Education)

Foundations for Occu-
pational Planning
"Who Are You?"

"What Do You Like to 7c.)?"
"What is a Job?"
"What Are Job Families?"
":!hat Gcod. Is chool?"

OFS 2)

'7ocati=a1 Decisions"
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

"A Job that Goes Some-
place"

(Guidance Associates

Booklet:

"Problem Solving to Im-
prove Classroom Learn-
ing"

(Science Research Associates)

2. Define and list the various
components in decision making.

3. Sound filmstrip "Learning to

- o,mdations for Ocou-
nn'Lional ].anning. Series of 5
-2Ptioned filmstrips:
-71-.10 Are You"

flo You Like to Do?"
"'..lhat is a Job?"
"What are Job Families?"
"What Good is School?"

5. Two filmstrips: "A Job That
Goes Someplace."

Observation
of student's
decision
making rational-

6. Filmstrip: "Vocational Decisions."
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CAREER PLAT:IING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be introduced

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 206 - Base his career plans on accurate and pertinent information.

Behavioral Objective: a) Provided with the Proper resources, the student will be
able to locate accurate and pertinent career information.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Grade Tmglish (Library Pesearch).

Resources Activities Evaluation

Librarian

Counselor

Mobile Guidance Lab

Kits:

"Widening Occupational
Roles"
(Science Research Asso-
ciates)

"Occupational Explora-
tion"
(Science Research Asso-
ciates)
(L.T.I. Career information
Center)

"Career Exploration Through
Self-Involvement"

"Junior Sextant Series"
(Sextant)

"Careers in Depth Series"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Use the mobile van with
visual aids.

2. Accpaintance with libry
or gli.6mce office source
to locate information.

3. Class lesson in letter
writing to companies or or
ganizations for career ilLair-
Trmtion.

4. Provide the student with
an outline or procedure for
career informatiOn gathering.
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Hame at least
five different
sources of
career informa-
tion.



Grades 7-9
To be introduced

Concept: HV - Individuals are resronsible for their career planning.

General (70:ective: 207 - Understand the relationship between the high school
courses and activities and the world of work.

Rehavioral ('jective: a) The student will be able to relate high school courses
'to the world of work.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th and 8th Grade Triglish (Oral Communication),
9th Grade English (Debate).

'Resources

FilmstripE
Foundot ons for
Occunat_(:nal
Plannin7
"Who 11:-.F.

"What 1
,

to Do?'
"What 17 Job?'
"What Pre fob

. aCIT.

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

16mm Films:
"Am I Trust-
worthy?"
'Am I Dependable?"

"Your Job-Good
Work Habits"
(Coronet Films)
(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

Booklets:

Guidance Series
"Your Personality
and Your Job"
"School Subjects
and Jobs"

Filmstrips:

"Making the Most of
Your High School Days"
"You and Your Part-
Time Job"

Activities Evaluation

7th GrIDY
1. View filmstrips CFS
Discuss.

rth GFADT
1. Given a list of schc7,1 :Treasons
for roor attendance, no-cr -or17 habt=,
poor initiative, etc., n_ne tudent Ll.

_defend or re:7ute on the axis of accep-
tibility by employees.

2. Show films:
"Am I Trustworthy?"
"Im I Dependable?"

"Your Job Good Work Habits."
Discuss the personality traits necess-
ary to be effective in a job.

9th GRADE
1. Show filmstrips:

"Making the Most of Your High School.
Days."
"Ycu and Your Part -Time Job".

2. Debate: "School is necessary for
tomorrow's job."
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:low -:-':ectively

were the stu-
dents ale
to d±acuss them-
selves with re-
lation tc
school 1:1H

haL
77-ronrest

defense?

Teacher ob-
servation of
the group.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Education
To be introduced

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 1014 - Recognize that changing job characteristics require
specialized education, preparation and training.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a general background, the student will be able to
list several varied career opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th and 9th Grade English at the end of the year
when students are planning their schedules.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Charts

Bulletins

Occupational Outlook Hand-
b ook

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (D.O.T.)

Chronicle Guidance Series

School guidance counselor

Prevocational Series
(Delmar Publishers)

Arco-Rosen Career Series
(Arco Publishing Company)

Employment Office

Local businessmen and
workers

Allti-1.:edia Career Infor-
mation Center

W.I.S.E.

:!obil Guidance Lab

'Peakers' Bureau

8th GRADE
1. Discuss all educational oppor-
tunities such as: technical high
schools, apprenticeship, vocation-
al schccon. '!ollege, etc.

2. Have each student:
- choose an area of interest
- list career opportunities for his

area according to different edu-
cational levels.

3. Each student will prepare a
multi-media presentation with careers
and educational levels, in the stu-
dent's area of interest.

4. Write out a temporary career
training plan.

9th GRADE
1. Contact Employment Agency to ob-
tain their approval for student vi-
sitation.

Filmf
"Planning Your Career" 2. Instruct students in use of D.O.T.
(Encyclopedia Britannica)
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8th GRADE

Through objec-
tive test,
students will
lit several
different
ways to re-
ceive career
training.

Students'
individual
charts.

9th GRADE
Through ob-
jective
testing, stu-
dent will
list several
careers from
each chart
and their
associated
backgrounds.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9
To be introduced

Factors: Training and Education

Concept: xyi - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

.

General Objective: 105 - Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain employment.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given any occupation, the student will be able to give
adjustments made over the last ten years.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade English, 8th Grade English (Panel),
9th. Grade English (Writing).

Resources Activities Evaluation

7th GRADE
1. Collage of adjustments as a student.

8th GRADE
1. Have a group of students take one of the areas
below and research its changes over a period of the
last ten years. Then come back and present these
as a panel.

a) List jobs that have become obsolete.

b) List jobs that are new within the last five
years.

c) Describe automobile changes.

d) Write up mass media changes, such as tele-
phone, etc.

e) How has transportation changed?

f) List products that are new within the last
few years.

9th GRADE
1. Have student take three jobs that interest him
and indicate what personal adjustments would be
necessary.
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How well he re-
lated pictures
to the actual
situation.

Participation
in activities.

Determine how
well he was able
to recognize
what changes
were necessary
and how they
came about.



JUNIOR HIGR SCIENCE RATIONALE

It was not the intent of the committee to cover all the concepts for every
subject area in junior high science. Rather, those concepts which best fita certain field were covered in that field. Time was a limiting factor in
selecting the number of concepts for which activities could be written.

Our goal was not to change the science curriculum, but rather to use
processes already in use in science classes to implement career education
concepts. Just because a particular career concept is covered in one field
and not in another does not mean that this concept might not be covered. .Itis hoped that teachers using this guide will be able to adjust ways to use
concerts which they feel fit this particular subjects.

The self evaluation instrument can be used as a vehicle to aid students
in making realistic self appraisals. We feel that this self-evaluation
Process is very important in developing the self concept which is so very impor-
tant for junior high youth.

THREE WEEK FARTICEPANTS

Robert Johnson - Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Richard Duonthier - Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Cal Oppermann - Sheboygan Falls Junior High



SELF Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual and Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self-appraisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: The student will identify factors that indicate the presence
a) of change in the world around him, and place himself in a

picture of environmental changes caused by man.

Curriculum Considerations: ESCP earth science, chapter #1, The Changing Earth.

Resources Activities Evaluation

ESCP textbook,
Investigating the Earth,
Chapter #1

Film:

"Our Changing Earth",
"The Earth: Changes in
its Surface"
(RAVI)

1. Lab 1-2: Investigating Objective test on
Change.

2, Lab 1-4: Inventigating
Change in Rocks.

3. Lab 1-5: Prediction
and Patterns of Change -
Sunspots and Changes.

4. Lab 1-7: Investigating
Patterns Cf Change - Earthquake
watch.

5. Lab 1-8: Investigating
Patterns of Change - Weather
Watch.

6. Lab 1-9: Investigating
Patterns of Change - Sky Watch.

earth changes.

Student reports on
recent waste disposal
problems and changes.

Reactions of students
during lab and
discussions.

7. Using newspapers and recent
magazines, prepare a brief report
on some of the problems created by
waste disposal and solutions to
these problems that have been used
or suggested.
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Grades 7 - 9 Factors: General Objectives
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
life.

General Objective: 74 - Recognize the need for continuous self appraisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: The students will develop a realistic assessment of theirb) capabilities.

Curriculum Considerations: Science 7 - 9 grades.

Resources Activities Evaluation

See self evaluation

criteria and form in
Appendix I & II

Periodically students
will assess their perfor-
mance using the criteria
on the evaluation form.
Each student places grades
in appropriate snaces on
the self evaluation forms.
The instructor then reviews
the grades based on his
observations and notes and
makes changes where he feels
the student assessment is
unrealistic. The student
will be given an opportunity
to discuss these changes with
the instructor if the student
can produce additional

information supporting these
changes.
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How will teacher
assessment parallel
student assessment.



SELF Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Factors: Education and Trair.inr

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: Begin to recognize the need for
1, 96 a diversified society. Reco

limitations and be able to r

elf amnraisal in
abilities and
?sent career interests.

Behavioral Objective : Student set un criteria and compare personal contributions of
famous inventors.

Curriculum Considerations: 7 - 9 Physical.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Textbook

Encyclopedia

Famous Inventors
and Their Inventions
Pratt, Fletcher
(Random House)

Dictionary

Lab Manual

Short Stories of
Science and Inventions
(General Motors)

Teacher Notes

What Makes A Scientist?
Waltz, George H.
(Doubleday)

Industrial Pamphlets

Readers Guide

Ed. guide to free
Science materials

1. Read and report on
various men responsible
for the basic break-
throughs in physical
science (autobiographies).

2. Set up and experiment
using similar materials as
did the men following
their processes.

3. Show films as means to
motivate students interest
and suppliment with films
and cassetts - Henry Ford -
Ford Foundation.

Self evaluate according
to set criteria with
teacher checking your
evaluations with
explained corrections
if necessary.

Read participation in
Appendix I.

4. Use class discussion or
panel as a means of interrelating
and associate preferance and
substantiate materials used
(Critical Anal.).
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SELF Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual and Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - Establish positive regards toward oneself.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to identify the personal attributes
necessary to obtain and maintain a job.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth science, 9th grade, first quarter.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Any science lab manual 1. Any lab or activity in
or teacher designed lab science where two or more
activity. students must work to-

gether to do the assignment
in the required time.

2. Class diScussions on how
the class should divide into
small` groups to comr.ete
assignments.

3. Class discussion on why
and how groups should be
organized.

4. Discussion of what happens
to results if one member does
not complete his part of the
lab.

Teacher observation
of student per-
formance on labs.

Successful completio
of lab assignments
by all lab groups.

Have each lab
group make a list
of the abilities
needed by the:
members of the lab
group to success-
fully complete the
lab work.

Have students list
the abilities he
or she has which
have helped their
lab group.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Factors: Social, Economic, Political

General Objective: 106 - Appreciate that occupations exist to satisfy the needs
of society.

Behavioral Objective: Give examples of occupations that originated to meet the needs
of societies.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth science of second semester.

Resources Activities Evaluation

ESCP textbook,
Investigating the Earth

Modern Earth Science
(or any other earth
science textbook)

Read brief sketches of
Leonardo Da Vinci, Antoine
Lavoisier, Eratosthenes,
Jean Foucault, Isaac Newton,
Edmund Halley, Vilhelm Bjeknes,
Matthew Fontaine Maury,
Wiladimir Koppen, Eugene W.
Hilgard, James Hall, Charles
Darwin, Norman Bowen, Beno
Gutenberg, and others.
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Can the student
identify scientific
jobs or fields that
originated to sat-
isfy a particular
need of society.



T:r(),.? TAT")- . trades 7 - 9
?(-11 be ernhasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Factors: ''.ocial-economic -Political

Cenral r,hjective: Appreciate that occupations exist to satisfy the needs of a
106 societ:;,.

r':ehavioral .Thjective: After a visit to a 1.ee farn the students will discover this
businesS satisfies a need of society.

Curriculum Considerations: 7cience

Fesources .nctivities Evaluation

2xplorinr Science 8
Paces 17 - 46

AnOy's Bee Farm"

U?DP. Yearbook

nn Insects

1. Field trip to
a bee farm.

211

The students will
list two needs of
society beim7 net by
this occtmation.



WORK WO:2LD Grades 7 - 9 Factors:
To be emphasized

Concert: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Structure and Nature

General Objective: Pe one aware of the contributions that occupations make to the
16 - arcement of society.

Behavioral Objective: Student to discover the importance of science and how it is
related to the technological achievements that make our
lives easier.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical rcence - 7 9.

Fe sources Activities Evaluation

Textbook

Teacher Experience and
Notes

Peer Group

Books:
Ed. Guide to

Science Material

Readers Guide

Dictionary

Technician Ed. Yearbook
(Prakken)

Film:

"Education is Everybody's
Bussiness"
(Association)

"Planning Ahead After
High School"

1. Arrange for students
to observe work methods
and lab facilities in a
local industry (Ex. Plastics
Kohler, etc.).

Critical Analysis

Open discussion

Self Evaluation form
in Appendix I
Read Participation

2. Ask a high school graduate
enrolled in a work-study program
in college, technical or vocational
school to speak to the class about
his program.

3. Prepare a list of books
describing career opportunities
in science according to abilities.
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SELF Grades 7 9
To be emphasized

Factors: Individual and Psychological

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objectivo: 136 - Understand that people work for different rewards such as
monetary, personal satisfaction or recognition.

Behavioral ObjetItive: Give examples of several people who found satisfyinhT c ri and
recognition in various fields of the earth sciences.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth Science 9, second semester.

Resources Activities Evaluation

FSCP textbook,

Investigating the Earth

7,0dern Earth Science

School library

1. Class discussions about
the biographical sketches of
many of the people responsible
for scientific discoveries in
the earth sciences.

Can the student
identify people who
found jobs or careers
in science which were
satisfying and. which
gave recognition.



Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Factors: Education and Training .

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: Become aware that there are different kinds of work,

Pehavioral Objective: student will gain understanding and ability to evaluate
5 what his ,job Preferences are and how he can fit as part of

the whole society.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical science - 7 9.

Resources

Textbook

Teacher Notes and
Experience

Peer Group

Rooks:

1U. Guide to Science
:°aterial

Readers Guide

Dictionary

Scientists at Work
(Eastman Kodak)

Activities

School Subjects and
Jobs
TScience Research
Associates - Brochure)

"How to Express
Yourself Vocationally"
(American Personnel &
Guidance Association)

1. Ask the studetns to
collect pictures of workers
engaged in occupations
emphasizing science in the
work world.

2. Use the "Scientists At
Work" series for a bulletin
board on careers in science.

3. Invite guests to speak on
various careers in science.
Use speakers from the local
scientific societies, business,
and industry, including former
studetns now employed in
scientific occupations.

Evaluation

Critical Analysis

Open discussion

Self Evaluation form
in Appendix I

Re. participation

4. Organize a career shelf in
one corner of the room for the
display of information materials'
on careers related to the study
of science.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized

Factors: Training and Fducation

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 87 - Understanding of the necessity for obtaining employability
skills.

Behavioral Objective: To identify the various basic skills needed for employability
in (a) geology (b) oceanography (c) Tsai mfr'-
(d) astronomy.

Carriculum Considerations: Earth Science, when units are covered.

Resources ActivIties Evaluation

ESCP textbook,
Investigating the Earth

To.dern Earth Science,
or any earth science
textbook

1. Geology:
(a) 3.,,'SCP chapters 14,

15, 16, 20 and 21
and all the related
lab investigations

Oceanography:
ESCP chapters 10 F.:

13 and all related lab
investigations

Pfenc..ontology:

(c) ESC? charters 17, 18,
and 19 and all related
lab investigations

Astronomy:
(d) ESCP chanterS 22, 235.

214, 25 and 26 and :all
related lab investi-
gations

* Chapters different
depending on text
used. rFCP charters
given.

At the end of the
activities for each
field, have the students
make a list of the
skills they feel are
needed and necessary
to be employed in that
area of science.

At the end of each
set of work, have the
students discuss what
basic skills they
now have which would
help them work in that
area of science.

Give lab tests in
which skills and
techniques of the field
are tested.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 119

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that some occupations/careers are influenced by
licensing requirements -hich dictate education/training needs.

The student will be able to identify occupations that require
licenses which dictate education/training needs.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth Science, 9th grade, during the career unit.

Resources Activities Evaluation

S-hool library

County Agent

Kits:

-Gtidance Department,
Career Information
kits

1. Have students research Results of student
licensing and training research.
requirements for the
following occupations
related to the study of the
earth sciences. Place
results on board:

1) Agricultural chemist
Teutbook 2) Agricultural engineer

3) Agronomist
Farmonal Interviews 4) Archaeologist

5) Astronomer
I-rth Science course work 6) Cartographer

7) Conservationist
8) County agricultural agent
9) Dairy farmer

10) Geographer
11) Geological engineer
12) Geologist
13) Geophysicist
14) Horticulturist
15) Mineralogist
16) Oceanographer
17) Paleontologist
18) Park Ranger
19) Petroleum Engineer
20) Seismologist
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WOPY ',.!ORLD Grades 7 - 9
To be emphasized.

Factors: Social-Economic-Political

Ccncept: VI - Education and work ii.terrelated.

General r)bjective: Fecognize that different kinds of work require varying degrees
17 and types of echicational preparation.

Behavioral Objective: Student to learn that training and Practical experience
are directly related to vocational success.

Curriculum Considerations:

Resources

Textbook

Physical Science - 7 - 9.

Teacher Experiences and
J7.otes

Feer Croup

TI,00ks:

Guide to Science
7'aterial

Readers Guide

Dictionary

"Reinr Teenagers"

(eurarten-*:Tational
Forum Ch. 20)

"Doorways to Science
and Engineering
Careers"

(General. 'Motors)

Activities Evaluation

1. Invite teachers of
science at succeeding
grade levels to taIk to
the class about their
subjects and experience.
Visiting teachers should
be encouraged to perform
demonstrations and to
show materials, projects,
and equipment used in
lab and class; also, how
these relate to the science
work. world.

"Interesting All
Students in Science"

Pribnow - (Clearing House (33) )

Films:

Basic Facts You reed.
to Know

(Essential Ed.)

2.17

Critical Analysis

Open discussion

Self Evaluation form
in Appendix I

Re. participation



SELF Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual and Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and values.

General Objective: 85 - Understand why each individual is unique.

Behavioral Objective: After appropriate background information about discoverers in
the field of science, the student will explain that a job is
only a niche in society, and it is the person who fills the
job who brings it to life and personalizes it.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth science, start of second semester, vignettes in
most chapters.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Textbook, Investigating.
the Earth, vignettes in
most chapters

School library

1. Make a report on the
life of a famous scientist
and what he was like and
what he did.

2. Miscussions (small group)
about why these people became
famous for their work, and how
they were different from other
people of their time.
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Reactions of students
in discussion groups.

Reactions of students
as new names are
presented.

Teacher evaluation of
student reports.



CAP7E7 FIA:=G Grades 7 9

To be developed
Factors: Information Catherine

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an i7)act on career planning.

General Objective: 91 - Demonstrate a knowledge of employment trends.

Behavioral Objective: After research, the student will explain the importance of
supply and demand in planning a career in the earth sciences,
including examples.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth Science, during career unit.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Booklet:
"Guidance Activities for
Teachers of Science"
(GK 48)

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

1. Research Occupations
related to the study of
the Earth Sciences.

Results of student
research.

Have students predict
the number of people
in each class that
could po into the
same or similar careers

Have students predict
what would happen if
everyone in the class
decided on the same
career.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 2
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

general nbjective: Recognize that technological change may affect employment
155 opportunities and task requirements of various occupations.

Behavioral Objective: To explain that change is producing opportunities in
employment as well as eliminating jobs.

Curriculum Considerations:

Resources

General Science (electricity, mechanics).

Pctivities Evaluation

Newspapers

Television

Science Fagazines
Examples:

Popular Science
Popular *Lechanics

Popular Electronics
Electronics Illustrated
(etc.)

1. !Take a list of new

science related jobs
that materialized in the
last few years.

2. ''ake a list of new

(machines) that can do jobs
more economically than hired
laborers.
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Student to write
a report showing
trend of type of
job opportunities
that are increasing
compared with those
that are decreasing
or are likely to.



SELF Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: Recognize that business, industrial, or institutional
126 - organizations are comprised of workers who perform tasks

which are interrelated.

Behavioral Objective: Students will be able to recognize the importance of
individual contributions in the completion of a. task
assigned to a team of stud:;

Curriculum Considerations: Science 7 - 9.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Exploring Science 8:
1) Finding Densities of Rocks

(page 67)
2) Testing electric CeJls

(page 133)

3) Construction & Use of Air
Thermometer (page 155)

4) Heat Capacity of Oil
(page 170)

5) Determination of Percent
of Water in Soil
(page 312)

6) Chemical Tests With Soils
(page 355)

Free Film:

"In A Medical Laboratory"
(Contact local unit of
American Cancer Society)

1. Given an assignment to
complete an experiment as
a team, the members of the
team will:

a. identify the jobs
to be completed

b. describe as a group
who will complete the
jobs

c. perform the jobs
d. turn in a report

containing results
and conclusions
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Individual groups
will put results on
chalk board so the
results may be
compared.

Reports will be
evaluated for
completeness. All
students receive
same grade.



CAIii-J;it Grades -

To be explored

Co!cept:

Factors: Family, Peers and
Comunity

A - v:ronment and '_ =.6:',r .dual rotential interact to !.nfluence career

development.

General Gbjective: Aware of the influence
94 - of certain occupations

oeLavioral Objectjvc:

that communities Lave in their assessment
on one' career plannfng.

Student will larn to annreciate tne need:, of community and
also evaluate his abiliti a- a3 P.Zi the needs cf his de-

Ph;r5ical 2ci::nce -

;.cti ities :valuatiDns

Y.!,crience and notes

Industry

Peer group.

i)ooks and pamphlets:
Id. Guide to iirce Science
iterials

;;eadi.r's Guide

lArectory of Technical
Institute Courses
(,;rtional Council of Techni-
cal Schools)

r.Lextbool,

Dictionary

"Arnrr-nticeshin Tra4.ning"
(Government PrintinE Office)

"Directory of. Vocational .

Traning Sources," by James
'iurphy

(Science Research Associ-
ates)

"Apprenticeship in America,"
by Harry Kursh
(Norton)

1. Lsh a high school gradu-
ate enrolled in a or study
program in college, technical
or vocational school to sneah
to the class about his nro-
gram. (Taped interview could
be used.)

2. Pave industrial leaders of
your community form panel and
exnre&s their needs and ahili-
ties necessary to do their
work and desires to expand.
(nuestions and answers).

3. Assign oral reports on spe-
cific tyres of educational
programs and vocational pro-
grams.

4. Plan field trips to visit
local industries in operation
and spend time, question and
answer, with management.
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Critical analysis.
Open discussion.

Check self--Evalua-
tion form in Arren-
dix I, re :partici-
ration.



WORK WORLD Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual and Psychological
To be developed

Concept: X - Environment and individuals potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 128 - Understand that personality is an important factor in
securing and holding a job.

Behavioral Objective: To identify the various desirable personality traits needed
for employability in the fields of (a) geology'
(b) oceanography (c) paleontology (d) astronomy.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth Science, at the end of each of the mentioned units.

Resources Activities Evaluation

ESCP textbook,
Investigating the Earth

Vodern Earth Science
and any earth science
textbook

1. ESCP chapters 14,
15, 16, 20 and 21 and
all the related lab
investigations.

2. ESCP chapters 10 and
13 and all related lab
investigations.

3. FSCP chapters 17, 18
and 19 and all related
lab investigations.

*Chapters different
depending on text
used. Above is for
ESCP.

At the end of the
activities for each
field, have the students
make a list of the
personality traits they
feel are needed and
necessary to be employed
in that area of science.

Have students discuss
personality traits
they feel will help
them in that area of
science.



tiORK RLD

Concept:

Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be developed Eocial-7conomic-Political

XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 130 and 134 - Understand that some individuals are attracted
to careers because of observed life styles of
certain workers.

Behavioral Objective: Field geologists, are usually pictured as the rugged outdoor
type. After a unit in geology, t' e students will explain

why some individuals are attracted -o careers because of observed
life styles of certain workers.

Curriculum Considerations: Earth Science, 9th grade, Geology chapters.

Resources Activities Evaluation

ESCP textbook,

Investigating the Earth

'Iodern Earth Science
or any earth science textbook

1. ESCP chapters 14,
15, 16, 20, and 21 and
all related labs.

2. After completion of
the unit on geology, have
the students who would
like to become field
geologists identify
themselves.

224.

Have students who would
like to be field geol-
ogists explain why they
would like to do so.
Have class discuss any
common characteristics
of those people, or
discuss why nobody wanted
to be a geologist.

Note number of girls
who want to be geologists.



Concept:

irades 7 - Factors: Information Gatherin,r-

.',II - Individuals can learn to function effectively in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: Realize that individuals have .:_sets and limitations as they
44 - relate to job reauirementz.

r,enavioral Objective: :-udent to gain general un-__:erstanding before becoming

Curriculum Consideration:: Physical science I -

Resources Activities Lvaluation

Teacher notes and experience

Industry

Peer group

Books and pamphlets:
Ed. Guide to Free Science
Material

Textbook

Dictionary

What is Science, by James
R. Ileuman

(Simon and Schuster)

Reader's Guide

"The Future is Our Assign-
ment"
(General Motors)

"Jobs in Science"
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

Visual Aids:
"The Questing Mind"
(General Motors)

"The Question Tree"

"Atomic Energy Can Be a
Blessing"
(Atomic Energy Commission)

1. Prepare a bulletin board
showing the contributions of
science to agriculture,
health, transportation, com-
munication, and other re-
lated fields.

2. Have students clip help-
wanted advertisements from
the classified section of a
newspaper. Discuss the im-
portance of scientific occu-
pations in national and
international affairs.

3. Using census figures, com-
pare the number of workers
in scientific and related
occupations today with the
number in previous years to
show the employment trends
in the, various occupations.
Relate scientific develop-
ments to employment trends
in these occupations.
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Critical analysis.
Open discussion.

Self Evaluation form
in Appendix I, re
participation'.



CAREER PLANNING Grade 9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn tc perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: Experience sev=111 OT:mupatonal tasks he could perform or
162 - learn to perfori.

Behavioral Objective: .Demonstrate jobs such as a photographer, darkroom
worker, etc., the utilLze the principles of light in photography.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical Sciace CF:tmto Club), General Science, Light,
Energy, Chaniml

Resources Ar:ta_rtzies Evaluation

Camera
film

Darkroom
chemicals
paper (paper)

Filmstrips:
"Careers In Photography"
FS/R 50

1. Properly expose film
for a variety of subjects:

still life
scenery
action

2. Develop film.

3. Print
(1) contact
(2) enlarge
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Good Negatives

Obtain prints that
show a working
knowledge of light
enery, chemical reaction
and thought.



V= 'X..)RT_T)

Concent:

Grades 7 - 9 Factors: Informat_on Gatherinr
To be introduced

- Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 207 - Understand relationship between high school courses
and activities and the world of work.

Tehavioral Objective: The student will list activities performed by People in
various occupations that require shills obtained in
science 8.

Curriculum Considerations: Science 8.

Resources Activities Evaluation

County Extension
Service

Exploring Science 8
page 110

1. County Agricultural
Agent will be invited to
speak about local insect
pests and methods used
to control them.

2. Visit a plant where
milk is pasteurized, write
a report on methods used
for pasteurization and
methods used to prevent
contamination of milk.

The student will list
at least four activities
of an agriculture anent
that require skills
related to activity in
insect unit in science 8.

The student will list
five things observed in
plant that require skills
learned in science P.



7,TLF Grade 9
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: Determine and pursue educational and/or occupational plans.
151

Behavioral Objective:. To become aware of other considerations relating to
jobs and careers.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical Science (early in year, or after start
of the fourth auarter).

Resources Activities Evaluation

Kits: Group work with
Career Games Career Games Kit

22$

Student self
evaluation (written)
of job or job area
he was considering
stating why he may
no longer be considering
it, or why he may
now think more of it.



RELIC Grades 7 - Factors: Tre-ining and Education

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a cnangin7
society.

General Objective: Understand the adjustments necessary tc maintain emplo:rment.
105 -

Behavioral Objective: Student to understand how tec7rInolog:!- makes changes in job
and vocational disciplines.

Curriculum Considerations: Physical Science 7 - 9

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher experience and notes

Industry

Peer group

Books and pamphlets:
Ed. Guide to Free Science

Occupations and Careers, by
Greenleaf

Reader's Guide

Textbook

Dictionary

"School Subjects and Jobs,"
by Brochand

"'Charting Your Job Future,"
by Gilles'
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

"Occupational Outlook Hand-
book"
(Government Printing Office)

Films:
"Time For Tomorrow"
"Design For Life"
(Sterling)

"how To Investigate Vocations"
"Choosing Your Occupation"
(Coronet)

1. Have students present the
highlights of his career in-
vestigation in an oral
report.

2. Have slower students as-
signed to observe and inter-
view a worker engaged in an
occupation related to science
(What changes were necessary
to enable him to keep his job
over the last 15 years?).

3. Use films as overview.
(open discussion)

4. Prepare bulletin board
showing contributions of
science to agriculture,
health, transportation, com-
munication, etc., and have
students clip help-wanted
advertisements from the paPer
concerning the above for
today and compare with papers
for the local press of 50,
25, 15, 10, and 5 years ago,
and how requirements and
types of jobs have changed.
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Critical analysis.
Open discussion.

Check self--Evalua-
tion form in Append!
I, re participation.



.,DIY, I

STUDENT EVALUATI01; CRITERIA

PARTICIPATIM

tz.. I carry on my share or more of class discussion. I prepare carefully for
class. My contributions are relevant to the total discussion and are care-
fully given. Frequently I cite my sources. I volunteer to contribute fre-
quently, but may not be called upon.

E. Occasionally I make relevant contributions to class discussions. I follow
discussion closely. I prepare well for class discussion. I often volunteer
to contribute, but may not be called upon.

C. I concentrate on class discussion. I prepare some material before class,
but I seldom make or attempt contributions.

D. I do not prepare much for class discussion. I frequently have something to
say,-but it may not be relevant; or I scarcely rake a voluntary contribution.
I do not follow the discussion well.

F. I do not concentrate on the discussion. My attention wanders. Sometimes I
talk to others. I do not prepare for discussion. I spend class time visit-
ing, writing notes or wasting time.

LABORATORY WORK

A. Before each laboratory session I fully prepare myself as to the objectives,
methods and procedures to be used. I work efficiently and thoroughly. I
clean and put away all equipment and/or materials used during the lab session.
My records of lab work are complete and detailed. Often after reading the
text and/or listening in class, I add material to my notes. I leave my work
station only when necessary.

B. Between A and C.

C. Usually I know what the purpose of the lab work is, blkt I am not always sure
how to go about doing the work. Sometimes I let others do the work; however,
I usually do my share. I put most of the observations and data in my note-
book and in good form.

D. Between C and D.

F. I seldom understand what is going on during lab and I make no attempt to get
help. I usually let someone else do the work while I talk to others. My
records cif leb work are incomplete and/or poorly organized. I am content to
let other ;20111e in my group do all the work and copy their results. I often
leave my work station and waste time.
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APPENDIX I

STUDENT EVALUATION CRITERIA (continued)

NOTEBOOK AND ASSIGNMENTS

A. My notebook is complete, neat and accurate. It contains all lab notes and

other required written work. My data tables and/or observations are complete.
If I was absent I made an attempt to find out what I missed and attempted to

make up the work. Each experiment includes necessary procedures, data tables,
answers to questions, observations and conclusions where appropriate. At

times I do extra work in my notebook. I bring all needed naterials to class

each day and use them when necessary.

B. Between A and C.

C. My notebook is complete with necessary experiments including data tables and

other written work. I seldom forget needed materials. My notebook is usua lly

up to date and in fair order. I'm not always sure that the conclusions are

correct if I write conclusions. I usually attempt to make up work when T nr

absent.

D. Between C and F.

F. MY notebook is poorly organized, incomplete or missing altogether. I seldom

record any of the data during lab sessions. I make no attempt to make up

work missed after absence. I have no conclusions to the experiments.

often fail to bring needed materials to class. Most of my data and results

are copied from others.

TESTS

A. My scores are in the top quarter of the class.

B. Between A and C.

C. My scores are in the middle of the class.

D. Between C and F.

F. My scores are in the lower fourth of the class.
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APPENDIX II - INDIVIDUAL STUDLNT RECORD SHEET ?OR CRITERIA IN APPEIDIX I

Last first

Period. Quarter

HORACE MANN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SCIENCE DEPAR=T

SELF EVALUATION FORT:

1. CLASS PARTICIPATION

2. LABORATORY WORK

3. NOTEBOOK AND ASSIGNMENTS

4. TESTS

GRADE SCALE FOR QUARTER

FINAL AVERAGE GRADE

3.7 - 4.0 A
2.7 - 3.6
1.7 - 2.6
0.7 - 1.6
0.0 - 0.6
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AVERAGE

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

FINAL AVERAGE

MY QUARTER GRADE FOR SCIENCE EIGHT
SHALL BE

k



SOCIAL STUDIES
GRADES 7 9

Social Studies

It is the consensus of the social studies representatives on this
project that career information is important for four reasons, each of
which relate significantly to the entire spectrum of social science;
these will provide the rationale for our participation in this workshop:

1. We recognize the importance of making available information,
materials, and methods that will foster responsible, realistic,
and critical attitudes toward an individual choice of career.

2. We recognize the need to examine career information in the
hope that we can integrate the world of work with one's life
goal.

3. We wish to examine society hoping to discover it's critical needs
and correlate them with career information and career choice.

4. We recognize the need to provide teachers with preliminary direc-
tions toward relating career information with historical and
societal problems.

Psychology

It should be noted that it is impossible to select one particular
unit in psychology as the best possible place to emphasize a certain
concept. Many of these concepts can be taught in several psychological
units.

Numerous methods, such as research projects, simulation games,
films, speakers, and etc. can be brought in many different places in
the course.

Therefore the unit selected is only a suggestion as to where a
concept may he emphasized.

Three-Week Participants

Wes Zellmer
Jerry Brinkman
Bill Lambrecht
LuVern Kopp
Richard Alby
Edward Brinkman
Wayne Conger
Fred Henschel
Bob Rank

Plymouth
Plymouth

- North High, Sheboygan
North High, Sheboygan
North High, Sheboygan
Plymouth
Plymouth

- Plymouth
- Plymouth
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasize(

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 74 -.Recognize the need for continuous self-appraisal in a
diversified society.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define the process of self-
analysis and identify the need of such in a diversified society.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th and 8th grade Social Studies
8th grade C.E.V.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peer Group

Filmstrips:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know"
(FS/C 23)

"Preparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31)

"Failure: A Step Towards
Growth"

"Getting To Know Me"
(FS/C 79)

"Personal Commitment:
Where Do You Stand"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

7TH GRADE LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY
1. Discuss the case of Simon
Bolivar and his self appraisal
of th lack of unification in Gran
Colombia.

8TH GRADE U.S. HISTORY
1. Discuss George Washington and
his farewell speech and his goals
for the U.S. to follow

Group presentation
and peer
criticism.

8TH GRADE CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT (C.E.U.)
1. Filmstrips, "Your Personality:
The You Others Know"; "Preparing for the
World of Work"; "Failure: A Step Towards
Growth".

2. Identify the traits of self:
a) Psychological
b) Physical
c) Social
d) Spiritual

3. Discuss the case of Bart Starr
or a similar athlete who must use
self-appraisal and why.

4. Write a short paper of self-appraisal.

5. Make a list of reasons why self-appraisal
is periodically necessary.
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,,, Grades
To te empl:asized

- An under: tandini:: and acceT:tance of :,elf frT.ortant thr:-u7,:hou lie.

(Pnr.T-a' CI)j.--ct4vP: 7.; - :ecor7nize re:::ponsi'dilit:r for self dirr.con.

behavioral 0Jjecti-; a) Tne student will be able to explain wily resron.11t7:
fcr direction is neede(1.

Curriculum Consideration::: 7th grade Latin fnerican Ueograry
t i7radc. U. S. i:istor:-

ah grade C.L.U. (Carc,:,:r 2.::lortion unit)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peer Group

Library

"It's Your 14ove"
":,ly Life to Live"

(Cornet Films)

7TH C:ADE LATIN AMERICAN GEOGRAPHY Teacher evaluation
1. Debate the responsibility of from the debate
self direction for a countr;!.
Use Chile, Ecuador or Peru as Teacher
examples of countries try.3ng of paper
to direct themselves as opposed
to U.S. intervention.

. 6TH GRADE U.S. HISTORY
1. Discuss the self direction
of Ben Franklin and Abe Lincoln

"Where Do I Go From Wherever in their individual advancement.
I Am"
(NEWIST)

From activities anc.
projects, Student,
arparent direction
toward self-direct.

2. Write a paper on a specific
event characterizing self direction.

"Vocational Decisions"
(Society for Visual Education) 8TH GRADE CAREER EDUCATION UNIT

1. Discuss and define self direction.
2. List people that students
recognize as self-directed.
Discuss with them.

Newspapers

Magazines

Filmstrips:
"Preparing for the World of
Work" (FS/C 31)
(L.T.I. Career Information
C:::nter)

3. Film - "Preparing for the
World of Work"

4. Film - "It's Your Move -
Decisions for Discussion"

"Getting to Know i:e" (F(;/C 79)

5. Film - "My Life to Live"
"Personal Commitment:
Where Do You Stand" 6. Film - "Vocational Decisions"

"Failure:A Step Towards 7. Film - "Where Do I Go From
Growth" (FE /C 21) Wherever I am"
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 76 - Review personal attributes necessary to obtain and maintain

a job.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to identify the personal

attributes necessary to obtain and maintain a job.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Grade Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Peer group

Career Catalog

Films:

"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job."

"What You Should Know
Before You Go To Work."
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Kits:
Sextant Kit
(Sextant)

Occupational Exploration Kit
(Science Research Associates)

8Th GRADE CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. List the attributes necessary
to obtain and maintain a job.

2. have the student list the
attributes that he has.

Teacher evaluation of
students list of
personal attributes
of job success.

3. Give students a list of personal

attributes. Relate them to a job

and to school.

4. Film, "Getting and Keeping Your

First Job."

5. Film, "What You Should Know
Before You Go to ork."
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons. need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - Establish positive regards toward oneself.

Behavioral Objective.: a)The student will integrate the idea of self love into his
self concept.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th grade U.S. History, 8th Erade

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip: 8TH GRADE U.S. HISTORY
"Your Personality: 1. Report on why self-
The You Others Know" confidence was so important
(FS/C 23) to George Washington during
(L.T.I. Career Information the failing times of the
Center) Revolutionary War.
"Getting to Know Me"(FS/C 79)

Booklet:
"Discovering Yourself"
(Science Research Associates)2. Student reading of Martin

Luther King's "I Believe"
Junior Guidance Series and/or to stimulate interest in
Guidance Series group pride (Black is
(Science Research Associates) Beautiful).

3. Bulletin board on black people
and their rise in social status.

4. Chart on black people and
their disfersement in,
occupations.

Teacher evaluation of
student activities

8TH GRADE CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. View filmstrip "Your Personality:
The You Others Know."

2. Small Group discussion questions:
a) What personality traits

attract you? Turn you off?
b) Is it possible for a person's

personality to be different
from his character? Does
personality always reveal
character?
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Resources Activities Evaluation

c) What do other people
do that makes you feel
awkward or self-conscious?
Happy or self-confident?

d) "Human beings are capable of
changing their personality and
character".Do you agree this
is true? To what extent?

3. Write a short paver on the
adult you admire most. That are the
person's special qualities of
personality and character that make
you feel this admiration?

4. Have students list their own
qualities, then prepare a sales
pitch to sell themselves on a
"slave market".



SELF'

Concept:

Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

_ - Persons need to be recoEnized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 78 - Appreciate that people bring dignity and worth to their
obs.

Behavioral Objective: a) After appropriate background underStanaing of personality,
personal worth, etc, the student will state that a
job is only a niche in society and it is the person
who fills the job who brings it to life and personifies it.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th grade Latin American Geography, 8th grade U.S.
History, 8th grade C.E.U.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:
"The Rise of Industrial
America" (FS/C 35)
(L.T.I. Career Infornation
Center),

Local Employer

7Th GRADE LATIN AVLERICAN GEOGRAPHY Teacher evaluation
1. Student report on the rise of student's
of the middle class in Brazil. report.

Teacher and peer
evaluation.

3m GRADE U. S. HISTORY
1. Committee reports comparing
the rise of the middle class in
U.S. History and the effects.
of labor unions.

8TH GRADE CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. Guest speaker--employer speaks
of importance of each employee
on the job.

2. Students list three ways people
bring dignity and worth to their jcI,.

3. "When a tree falls in the forest,
unless there is someone there to hear
it, does it make noise? Same is true

for a job. It is nothing until the
person comes in to take the job."
Discuss the above.



WORK. WORLD Grades 7 -9
To be emphasized

Concept: III Occupations ekiaitfor a nurpose.

Factors: Social,
Economic,
Political

General Objective: 106 - Apprec.±=te that occupLitions exist to satisfy the
nee as saiciety.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given t= e, varying needs of societies, the student will be
able- t.j. identify how occupations satisfy these needs.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th i;rade Latin American History and Geography

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peer Group

1:agazines

16 mm. films:
"Landforras and

"World history
(Coronet Films

.1. Students identify basic
human needs.

Evaluation from
student lists and
maps.

2. Students represent members
of the Inca social system. Each

Human Use" tells what his duties are and how.
: An Overview." his needs are met.

3. Identify the types of society:
a) Under-developed
b) Communistic
c) Capitalistic

4. -7'7"nV a map of la' an America,

;,sing types of society.

5. List the common needs of each
scaziJtv in activity three.

6. LLst-the particuTnr needs of each
soci-A;Y

7. Films "Landforms and Human Use"
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 107 - Develop an understanding of the basic concepts of
production, distribution and consumption, as they relate to
jobs in the economic structure.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a product, the student will be able to label the
jobs related to the production, distribution, and
consumption of that product.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th grade Canadian Geography, 8th grade U.S. History

Resources Activities Dvaluaton

16 mm. films: 7TH GRADE CANADIAN GEOGRAPHY Evaluation from
"Distributing America's Goods" 1. Class review of terms: student rarer as

Production, distribution, and explained in activity
"The Basic Elements of Production" consumption.Four.

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"leat from Plant to Platter"
(i3arfe Production)

Quick Canadian Facts
Toronto, Ontario

2. Show and discuss film:
"The Basic Elements of
Production"

Teacher evaluation
of student's resarch
paper.

3. Students write a research
paper on any industry in Canada
explaining a product beginning
with raw materials and endinE
with consumption.

8TH GRADE U.S. HISTORY
1. Show film "Distributing
America's Goode".

2. Plan and follow the effect
a strike would have on the
factors: social, economic,

political.

3. Show and discuss film:
"Meat from Plant to Platter".
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':;0;:h VOiiLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Co.:cent: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 103 - Understand thata person may satisfy his social-economic-
political needs through an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to appraise
the social-economic-political factors relevant to personal
satisfaction in said occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th grade careemploration unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher 8TH GRADE C.E.U. Evaluation of

1. Define and distinguish Activities 4 & 5

Parent or adult social, economic, and political
needs.

Peer group

Filmstrip:
"Where Will You Live and
Work." (CFS 7)
(L.T.I.. Career Information
Center)

2. Have students list activities
they e=oy and relate them to
job satisfactions.

3. Film, "Where Will You
Live and Work."

4. Write a paper on what
satisfactions you would
want from a job.

5. Hate the student select
an omcupation and list the
social, economic, and
political needs relevant to
the occupation.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 109 - Understand that, in general, people's self concepts can
be enhanced in a variety of work roles.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a clear definition and introduction to self concept,
student willcomprehend the idea that one's self concept
is very clearly defined through the success of one's
activities, especially work, and that success is a
personal thing.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th grade career exploration unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Magazines

Widening Occupational Roles
Kit
(Science Research Associates)

Teacher list from service
clubs of volunteers who will
serve as resources.

C

1. Research different examples Teacher
and make a bulletin Thrl.,...d of evaluation of
inverted job heirarchy. showing progression Individual
upward of general orders, to specific report or
duties. diagram and

bulletin board"

workers

President or Admin.

2. Several debate teams,
each comprised of people who have
different levels of jobs
in a related field, debating
importance of their job.

243

Class
evaluation
of debate.



Grades 7-9 Factors: Ihdiv'dual
To he enrhasized Toych:,locn1

TTI 7:ccunations exist for a -nurpose.

';2ctive: 110 - Understand that one's individual needs change as they
progress through life.

hehavioral Objective: a) Through examples and discussion, the student 17:111 he able
to distniguish how career and life nlannt:. are
interrelated and that one often change the other;
plans must be made carefully and flexibly,
family, money needs, etc-

Curriaulum Considerations: 7th grade Canadian Hlstor, 8th grade U.Z. Hstory,
8th grade C.E.U., 9th grade World History

Resources Activities

WHA Radio Series
"New 7:Lor7d-New Lives"

Library

quick Canadian Facts
Thronta, 01tario

FilmstrL77.

"Caree=ln the World
of Co:: aters" (FS/R 46)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Adults

Parents

7TH GRADE CANADIAN HISTORY Student. ,E-7allwottion
1. Student skit depicting changes thrzt.:4Th discussion.
in needs of Canasiis- Indians

after DIropeans broqght steel 'teacher evaluation
knives, iron kettles, cotton :from 7darer.
cloth, guns, etc.,

2. Program "Of Fish and Furs
and Fools Gold" from:"New World-
New Lives" series.

8TH GRADE U.S. HISTORY:
1. Cite an exampleof community needs-
vanishing blacksmith and ever
increasing computer operator.

8TH GRADE CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. Guest speaker (could be a
parent), showing that career and
life planning are related and
that any change in one affects the
other.

9TH GRADE WORLD HISTORY
1. Write a paper following the
changing needs in Europe
resulting from Marco Polo's
trip to the orient.
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1,ORK WORLD Grades '7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety Hof occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 112 - Understand that people at work produce goods and/or
services.

behavioral Objective: a) Given- an occupation, the student will be able to
determine if it produces goods or services or both.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th grade Latin American history, 7th grade Canadian
Geography, 6th grade career exploration unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

D.O.T.

Occupational Outlook
Handbook'

Kit:

Widening Occupational
Roles Kit

(Science Research Associates

Film:

"The Basic Elements of
Production:

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Booklet:

"QuestDiscover Through
Guidance."
(Bruce PubliShing Company)

7TH GRADE LATIN PVERICAN HISTORY
1. List members of the Inca
social system; categorize them
into those producing goods and
those producing a service.

7TH GRADE CANADIAN GEOGRAPHY
1. Construct a model Eskimo
) community differentiating

between group producing goods
or services.

8TH GRADE CARIT: is XPLORATIM UNIT
1. Re-define goods and services.

From Activities tv,,,
six, and seven.

Teacher evaluatio,
from list.

2. Mahe a chart 61 occupations with
columns for goods, services, both.
Sort accordingly.

3. Have the student name ten
services used in

4. Class discus :.o:.
five service, you lif.e :;our
community tc

Film,
of Producti."
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and
To be emphasized Nature

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 114 - Understand that within each job family, there are a wide
range of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given six job families, thestudent will be able to classify
occupations into those families.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th grade U.S. History, 8th grade career exploration unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit: 8TH GRADE U. S. HISTORY
Wiuening Occupational 1. Clarify through panel discussions
Roles Kit with the idea of the cotton gin
(Science Research Associates) to the power loom (the need is

there now the idea for better
Occupational Outlook Handbook fulfillment).

Teacher

Filmstrips: 2. Students make or collect
Foundations for Occupational illustrations of the machines
Planning (Series of 5 captioned in the textile industry
filmstrips) (then and now).

"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like to Do?"
"What Is a Job?"
"What Are Job Families?" 8TH GRADE C.E.U.
"What Good is School?"

(CFS 2)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Junior Sextant Series
(Sextant)

Career Opportunities
New York Life Insurance Co.

Evaluation of
panel and
illUstrations

1. Widening Occupational Roles Kit.

2. Discuss the six job families and
the divisions under:

a) Professional
b) Skilled
c) Semi-skilled
d) Unskilled

__/

3. Examine Occupational Outlook
Handbook.

4. Film: "Foundations for
Occupational Planning" Series
of 5 captioned filmstrips.
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 83 - Develop an understanding that personal an( social needs
may be met through work.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an awareness of the principles of self-fulfi]1:-.ent
and social needs, the student will identify rossilAlities
of satisfying these through '.rori activities.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Grade C.P.S.

Resources Activities 7',/a]uritio-

Filmstrips: 1. Introduce and discuss the princi-
"Jobs for High School pies of self-fulfillment and social needs.
Students" FS/C 29

"If You're Mot Going
To College" Part 1

FS/C 33

"Preparing for the
World of Work"

FS/C 31
(L.T.I. Career In-
formation Center)

"Understanding Self"
(Popular Science)

2. List reasons for student havinr jobs,
and the needs these fulfill.

3. Student will relate future occu-
pational choices and the self-fulfillment
and social needs they accomplish.
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SELF Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 84 - Develop the awareness that work experiences are valuable.

Behavioral Objective: a)

b)

Given an insight'and an opportunity to investigate the
benefits of cooperative work-study programs, the student
will comprehend that these work experience programs can
have important exploratory values.
Given an awareness that value is a relative and multi-
faceted concept and transferring this awareness to every-
day life situations, the.student will identify a variety
of values provided by work experience.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Grade C.E.U., 9th Grade Civics.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:

"Jobs for High School
Students" Part 1
(FS/C 29)

(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

High School workstudy
director

Work Experience Kit
(Science Research
Associates)

8th GRADE

Career Exploration Unit
1. Discuss what "Value"
means and how this applies
to the student.

2. Students will role play
to show how work experiences
can be occupational reality
testing.

3. Guest speaker on workstudy
program.

4. Students use WEK from
Science Research Associates.

9th GRADE
Civics
1. Define priorities.
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Teacher evaluates
student's role
playing and how
effective student's
presentation was.

Student evaluation of
work-study program.

Teacher evaluates
student's list.

Peer evaluation of
defense.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 115 - Understand that a person's life style will be affected by
his career choice.

116 - Understand that neonle work for different rewards such as
monetary, personal satisfaction or recognition.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a background and understanding of the quantity versus
quality ideas in terms of life, the student will integrate
into their career orientated planning the idea that life
style and career choice affect one another.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Latin American Geography, 8th Grade C.E.U.

Resourc'es Activities Evaluation

Advertising

Library

Psychiatrist from area

Psychiatric Social Worker

Social [Worker

WHA Radio Series

"New World-New
Lives"

7th GRADE

Latin American Geography
"Buzz" Group Activities
1. Discuss life style of Andean In-
dians.

2. List values of Andean Indians.

3. Appraise values and life style
of Andean Indians.

1. Mote occupations of Andean In-
dians and how they are limited by
life style.

8th GRAM',

Career 1".xploration Unit
1. Bring in samples of advertising
and discuss how advertising molds
people's lives and thinking.

2. The student will list the life
style he desires in his future.
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Teacher and peer
evaluation.

Teacher will eval-
uate student's list
and essay.



CAREER PLAnING Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 87 - Understanding of the necessity for obtaining employability
shills.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to infer that various skills are
needed for employability.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Latin American History, 8th Grade U.S. History,
8th Grade C.E.U., 9th Grade World History.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Civil Service representative

Postal Service representative

Films:

"Job Finding" set
(CFS/B)

(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

That Pay Off"
(crs/8)

(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

WHA Radio Series
"New World, New Lives"

Filmstrip:
"The Rise of Industri-

ial America'. (FS/C 85)

7th GRADE

Latin American History
1. Discuss situation of Mexi-
can farmers who move to the cities.
Discuss problems caused by lack of
employability skills.

2. Program "The House of the
People" from New World, New
Lives" series.

3. Discuss the rates of Chileans who
have left farms to live in cities
seeking more money.and good jobs yet
cannot obtain jobs because of lack of
skills.

Teacher evalu-
ation with ob-
jective test.

Teacher and
guest evalu-
ation of list
and paragraph.

8th GRADE
U.S. History
1. Skits - Purpose: show the move
from farms to cities. (U.S. depression)

2. Show filmstrips.
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Resources Activities Evalugtlon

8th GRADE
C.E.U.

1. Define the term employability
skill.

2. Ask Civil Service representa-
tive to visit class Lnd explain levels
of employment.

3. List the different kinds of
skill_necessary for various levels
of occupations.

4. Film "Skills That Pay Off."

5. Write a paragraph on "What Skills
Would Make You gore Employable?"

9th GRADE N)

World History
1. Explaifi the trend of urbanization.

2. Map of urban and rural countries
(their trends).



CAE7EP Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Yducation
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 83 - Understand success and upward mobility in many occupations
requires continuous learning.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to discern that to achieve ad-
vancement in occupation, additional learning may be
necessary.

Curriculum Considerations: Pth Grade Career Exploration Unit.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Occupational Handbook

Teacher

Peer group

Pesource people

"Auto 11echanics

Technicians"
(Ford :lotor Com-

Fit;

"Fidening Occupa-
tional Roles"
(science Research
Associates)

1. Examine a profession and see
what reouirements are needed to
increase achievement.

2. Discuss auto mechanics trade, or
beautician, and what additional
training might be required and show
film.

3. Discuss the various ways of
learning: education, films, work-
slums, self-reading to improve in an
occupation.

1. Discuss various hinds of success
from increased learning.

5. Film, "Auto "echanics and Tech-
nicians."
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From the activities
discern learning
advancement.
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Concept:

Grades 7-9 Factors: Training a:1;9 Vducation
To he emphasized

VI - Education and work. are interrelated.

General Objective: C9 - Realize the value of general education as a necessary
foundation for future specialized training.

Dehavioral. Objective: a) The student will discover that general education leads
to future specialized training.

CurricUlum Considerations: 2th Grade Career Exploration Unit.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips and cassettes:
"High School Selection
and Your Career"

(Guidance Associates)

"Your First Year in
High School."

(Guidance Associates)

"Your Personality:

The You Others Know."
(FS/C 23)

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

Kohler Company Personnel
Director

T.V. monitor filmstrip
console projector

(Guidance Associates)

1. List general courses that are
prerequisites for high school
courses.

2. Discussion of what general per-
sonal qualities learned in general
education are necessary.

3. Discuss what basic fundamentals
learned in general education are
prerequisites for specialized train-
ing.

4. "High School Cou_se Selection
and Your Career." (2 filmstrips
and cassettes)

5. Filmstrip, "Your Personality: The
You Others Know." (2 filmstrips and
cassettes)

Teacher eval-
uation from
the written
paper.

6. Write a paper on what personal and
learned qualities are needed for success.
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WORK WORLD

Concept: VI - Education

General Objective: 117 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

and work are interrelated.

Understand that entry into an occupation depends upon

one's training/educational background.

The student will be able to identify the training and
educational background required to enter a given occu-

pation.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Latin American Geography, 8th Grade Career
Exploration Unit.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Occupational Handbook

Kit:
"Occupational Explora-
tion Kit"

(Science Research
Associates)

Career Education
Directory

"Wisconsin Deck of

Career Information"
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

WHA Radio Series
"New World, New Lives"

7th GRADE
Latin American Geography
1. Discuss situation of Mexican
farmers who move to the cities.
Discuss problems caused by lack of
employability skills.

2. Program "The House of the
People" from "New World, New
Lives" series.

3i Discuss the rates of Chileans
who have left fare g i.) live in

cities seeking more money and good
jobs yet cannot obtain jobs because
of lack of skills.

8th GRADE
Career Exploration Unit
1. Using the Occupational Handbook,
identify the training and education
required in various occupations.

2. S.R.A. Kit of careers.
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Teacher and
Peer evaluation.



Resources Activities Evaluation

3. Examine Career Education Di-
rectory (V.T.A.E. Board)

4. Microfilm "Wisconsin Deck
of Career Information."

5. Use newspaper want ads.

6. Give students a list of
occupations--choose one and
research training and education
required. Give orally in class.
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Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Uature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Fducation and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 11R - Understand that an increasing number of occupations require

additional training, and/or education, for initial entry
and/or promotion.

i.vioral Objective: a) The student will be able to compare occupational re-
quirements and how they have changed in the last ten
years.

',.rriculum Considerations: 7th Grade Latin American and Canadian Geography,
8th Grade U.S. History, 8th Grade C.E.U.

Resources Activities Evaluation

H1 Radio Series
"'lew World, :Jew Lives"

OccuPational Outlook
Handbook

Resource people in
the community

Kit:

"Widening Occupational
Roles"
(Science Research
Associates)

Filmstrips and cassettes:
"Preparing for the Jobs
of the 70's"

(Guidance Associates)

Career Opportunities
TITI;77.31-k Life Insurance Co.)

7th GRADE
Latin American and Canadian

Geograph7
1. Compare urbanization of Canada
and lack of urbanization in Latin
America.

2. Appraise the educational system
in Tlexico with its emphasis on vo-
cational training.

8th GRADE
U.S. History
1. Reconstruct the trends of urbani-
zation in the last 40 years.

Career Exploration Unit
1. Interview community occupations
and check how requirements have
changed. (Ex. barber, beautician,
factory req. of high school diploma.)

2. Widening Occupational Roles Kit- -

S.R.A. filmstrips.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 119 - Understand that some occupations/careers are influenced
by licensing requirements which dictate education/training
needs.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to distinguish occupations that
require licenses which dictate education/training needs.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Grade Career Exploration Unit.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher 1. List offices or places of From the activities.
businesses where you have

Peer Group seen licenses pOSted.

Vbcational Interview
Cassettes (TC 1)
(L.i.l. Career Information 2. List occupations that
Center) require no training nor

license.
Occupational Outlook
Handbook.

L. T. I. Career Counselor 3. Give students a list of
occupations and determine

why they would need licenses.
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WORE WORLD Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Social-Pcononic-Political

General Objective: 120 - Recognize that conditions created by organized :::roups
and institutions affect the world of work. 1)::upply and
demand; 2) Physical facilities; 3) Federal, state and
local legislation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to relate the effect of groups
and institutions on the world of work: 1) Supply and
Demand; 2) Physical facilities; 3) Federal, state aid
local legislation.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Latin American History
8th U. S. History
8th C. E. U.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Peer Group

Community

;Magazines

71ewspaper

Filmstrips:

Job Finding Set

"Civil Service Jobs"
(CFS 8)

"The Rise of Industrial
America" (FS/C-85)

8th Grade Career Exploration Unit

1. Have students identify orga-
nized groups and institutions
a) Check with parents.
b) Check newspapers.

2. Discuss how these groups
affect supply and demand.

"The Rise of Organized 3. Discuss how these groupsLabor"
affect physical facilities.

(L.T.I.) Career Information
Center

"The Classroom Revolution" 4. Discuss legislation brought(Guidance Associates)
about by organized groups and
institutions.

Government pamphlets

Trade journals

8th U. S. History

7th Latin American History
(s.xico)

5. Show filmstrips, "Civil Ser-
vice Jobs" and "The Classroom
Revolution."

6. Trace the History of Labor
Unions through the activities of
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Given a career, the
student will be able
to list changes
caused by group
pressure.



7PLF

Concept:

Grades 7-9
To be emphasized

- Individuals differ in t interests, abilities and values.

7,enral Cs,::ective: '75 - Understand why each individual is unioue.

7?.ehavioral Objective: a) Given sufficient baciTround in the psycholofdcal factors
which explain why individuals differ, the student Will
recognize and evaluate the basic nremise of the uniquent?s:3
of th,' individucd.

Curriculum Considerations: Arlecan Geol.
2th.

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th Latin American Geog.
WHA Radio Series

"New World - New Lives"
Filmstrip

"Dare to be Different"

Guidance Associates

Library

Filmstrips:

"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."
(FS/c 23)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Getting to Know tie"
(FS/c 79)
"Gossip"

(Popular Science Company)

Section of science bOclok

dealing with gentics

7th Latin A'14rican Geor,
1. FaVs construct
a sterEtr=ye of a Latin
American's teacher, "Fuzz,"
Hippy, etc. Then identify
the faulty conclusions of
stereotypes.

2. 7iew filmstrip "Dare to
be Different" Discussion of
Conformity.

8th U. S. History !z C.E.U.
1. Student will compile a
list of how they difftr from

others -TT interee,'S, attitudes,

Etc., (class, family, Etc.)

2. The student will choose
a biography or autobiography
of a person he admires, read
it and report in some form the
differences in that person that
made him unique and helped him
succeed.
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rvalumtion from

student participation,

in discussion.

Teacher evaluation
of student's lists,.

",valuate



PTAANFIG Graces 7-9 Factors: Information Gatherin:

To be developed.

Concent: VIII - Occunational supply and demand has an impact on career plannin,7.

General Objective: 90 - Develop Occupational Research s:dlls.

3eh,viorial Objecti: a) Given Eaterials, the student will be able to find
information concerning his career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: Eighth C.E.U.

Resources Activities :valuation

Teacher

Counselor

Librarian

Employment Personnel.

Kits:

Work Experience Kit
Job Experience Kit
Occupational Explora-
tion Kit 3. Visit the library.

(Science Research Associates)

1. Give the student a
simple outline and have
him fill in the infor-
mation regarding the
occupation.

2. Visit the counselor.

Transparencies:
"Guide to Einding a Job"
(Valier_t

(L.T.I. rnl-:-E:r Information

renter) .

4. 7,xamine the Hulti-
Media resources.

"How to Investigate Vocations"

(Coronet) 5.. Visit the Employment
Office.

WISC Deck of Career Information
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

6. Use the S.R.A. Kits.

7. Use Wisconsin Deck of
Career Information.

8. Reconstruct a mock
Application for a job.
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Completion of the
outline.

Students decide
if questions and
answers were appropriate
also recommendation's.

Teacher evaluation
of completed list.



CA.
,

Grades 7 -0 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: VIII - r:ccunational supply and demand has an impact on career
planning.

'eneral Objective: - Demonstrate a knowledge of employment trands.

Behavioral Objective: a) After research, the student will be able to
appraise the future trends of a given occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Latin American Geography
3th Career Exploration Unit

%esources
_ . Activities Evaluations

7th T,atin American nth Career Exploration Unit
Geography 1. Filmstrip "Preparing for

the Jobs of the 70's.
Filmstrip:

"Preparing for the
Jobs of the 70's"

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 2. Time Vagazine flay 24

1971 -- "Graduates and Jobs"
State Employment Counselor Use graph and statistics.

Occupational Outlook
Quarterly
(U.S. SuT)erintendent of
Documents)

7Aulti-j:edia Center

Observation of stu-
dent attitudes and
interest.

Teacher evaluation
of student application
of wit) stated in

activity 1.

7th Latin American Geography
1. Have students state a rule
about supply and demand after

studying production of mahogony,
bananas, coffee, and automobiles.

Teacher evaluation
of, paper.

2. Plot on a graph the production
trends of the above products.

3. Students write paper on
selected product identifying
the counselor for the

fluctuations in the production
of that Product.

1'. Project nature production and
related emnloynent trends.



WO'.. WOHLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be developed

Concept VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective : 122 - Understand those factors which stimulate or retard job
opportunities: 1) government, 2) seasonal work, 3) eco-
nomic cycles, 4) changing sex roles.

Behavioral Objective: a)Given an occupation, the student will be able to list
how government, seasonal work, economic cycles, and
changing sex roles will stimulate or retard the
occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Canadian Geography
8th U. S. History
8th C.E.U.

Resources Activities Evaluations

7th Canadian Geography
Film "Arctic Border Lands"

('lead Public Library)

8th U.S. History

Newspaper

Teacher

Peer Group

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

8TH CAREER EXPLORATIOH UNIT
1. Clip newspaper articles
about government action
that affects employment.

2. List jobs available in

your community in the summer-
time, and not available in
winter time.

8TH U.S. HISTORY
1. Have small group
demonstrate the effects

of climate in the far north
of Canada on the employment
opportunities.

2. Students give other examples
of other factors that stimulate
or retard job opportunities.

3. List occupations that

women are now active in that
they were not active in years
back.

4. List occupations which men
now have entered that formerly
they did not.
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From the activities,
identify factors.

Teacher evaluation

from list.

Teacher and peer
evaluation of examples.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social-Fconomic-Political
To be Developed

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an imnact on career
planning.

General Objective: 123 - Understand that the supply of workers is a product

of training and preparation and that demand is a product
of need.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define supply and
demand.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Latin American Geography
Bth U.S. History
8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Yvaluations

7th Latin American
Geography

Eth U.S. History

8th Career Exploration

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Teacher

Peer group

Filmstrip:
"Supply and Demand"

(; ;cGraw-Hill)

Unit

7TH LATIN Al'ERICAN

GEOGRAPHY
1. See Concept VIII
General Objective 91

8TY U.S. HISTORY
1. Example of Supply
and. Demand relating to

students' commerical
world (cotton of yesterday
to bicycles today).

8TH CAREER EXPLORATIO UKI7
1. Take an occupation from
each area: Professional,
skilled, 'semi-skilled,
unskilled. Divide into
four groups and research
the training and preparation
of each.

2. List the various kinds of
institutions that train
people.
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From Activity 5.



WORK WO:',LD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 124 - Racognize the relationships between technological
changes and job specialization.

Behavioral Objective: Given the terms technological changes and job specialization
the student will be able to define them an relate job
specialization to technological change.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Canadian History
8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Magazines

Frysnapers

E,:,source Person

Films:
"Making the Things We
Need: Division of
Labor" (Encyclopedia
Britannica)
"Careers in the Building
Trades." (Coronet
Films)
"Where the Action is"
(L.T.I. Career Info.
Center)
"Wheels a'Rolling"
(L.T.I. Career Info.
Center)

Filmstrips:

"Preparing for the Jobs
of the 70's."
"Career Opportunities"
Set II (CFS5)
"Job Finding"
Set II (CFS5)
CFS5 -- "Automation"
CFS8--"Skills That
Pay Off"
"An Overriew of Technical
Education" (FS/C 36)

7TH CANADIAN HISTORY Teacher and peer
1. Compile Lists of evaluation of dioramas
Occupations during various and diaries.
periods of Canadian History,
ex. a)Fur trapping and trading,.Evaluation from definitions
b)Agricultural predominance, in activity one.
and c) present time.

Evaluation from list
in activity 11.

2. Students make dioramas
of each period in activity
one.

3. Students write imaginary
diaries of a character in
the dioramas noting that
character's specific duties.

8TH CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. Define the terms technological
changes and job specialization.

2. Prepare a list of technological
changes.

3. Film "Where the Action Is."
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Pesources Activities

4. Examine thebuilding
trades industry for changes
in building a home, or invite
a resource person.

5. Films: "Careers in
the Building Trades" and
"Making the Things We need:
Division of Labor."

6. Filmstrip: "Preparing for the
Jobs of the 70's."

"Automation" and "Skills that
Pay Off."

7. Close discussion showing
specialization in various areas.

8. Invite a builder to talk
about various people needed in
construntion of a project.

9.. Bring newspaper want ads to
examine specialized jobs open.

EvaluO,tIon

10. Lakeshore Technical Institute
speaker on trade and industry.

11. Using the auto industry, list
the technological changes and the
related job specialization that
developed.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and
To be developed ::ature

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 125- Understand that a certain job nay be performed in a
variety of settings.

Behavioral Ojective: a) Given a certain job, a tudent will be able to describe
various setting in which the job may be performed.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career:Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

ra7,azines

Filmstrip: FS/R 11
"Your Job: Finding
The Right One."
(LTI Career Information
Center).

"'.7idbri'larr Occupational

Kit"

8TH CAREER EXPLORATION UHT
1. Discuss a broad occupation
like an "engineer" and list
the various areas in which he
might work.

2. Filmstrip, "Your Job:
Finding the Right One."

3. Students select a job
and describe the various
settings possible for that
job.
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From activity 3.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Structure and I:ature
To be developed

Concept:IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 126 - Recognize that business, industrial, or institutional
organizations are comprise of workers, who perform tasks
which are interrelated.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given information on businesses, industries, and insti-
tutions, the student will recognize the dependency
of one person or group upon another in producing an end
result.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Latin American Geography
8th U.S. History

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library

Business leaders,
hosnital aministrators,
doctors, Etc.

FS/C 85
"The Rise of Industrial
America , "Opening the
Great West", The
Industrialization of
the U.S." The Fise of
Organization'' The Farmers
Discontent" and The

Populist Novement'.

Vocational Rehabilitation
Center at Stout State

Wisconsin State Department
of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion.

American Association for
Realth

Veterans Administration

7TH LATIN A/TRICA:r
GEOGRAPHY
1. Student role pleying.
Some students represent
subsistence farmers in
!iexico, some represent

industrialworkers in
iexico D.F., others
interview them or how
they get products such
as food, clothing,
housing.

8TH U.S. HISTORY
1. Obtain information on
early mass production (Key
person Henry Ford).

2. Comparison report of Ford's
ideas and today's auto industry.

3. Have students produce some-
thing in assembly line (maple
syrup, paper flowers, Etc.).

4. Speakers on mass nroduction.

Teacher will competively
evaluate each groups
end product of assem-
bly line.

Given an end result or
product, the stu-
dent will be able to
trace back through
its evolution in-
cluding all processes
and people involved.

Teacher observation.



Resources Activities Evaluations

5. Field trip to
modern factory,
hospital, and/or

business.

- 6. Using career of his
choice, student will discover
job opportunities for
hypothetical disabilities.

7. Student will complete list
of physical requirements for
career of choice.

8. Visit to a vocational rehabil-
itation center OR visit to fac-
tory which hires the handicapped.

9. Filmstrip Series "The Rise of
Industrial America."



SELF

Concept:

Grades 7-9
To be developed

X - Environment and individual Potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 80 - Understand that ever changing individual and environmental
factors, acting separately or together, influence one's
career develoPment

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will identify environmental and physical factors
present that influence career choice.

b) Student will, after sufficient introduction and development,
be able to explain reasons for their fluctuations of job
preferences in a given period of time. (i.e. peer group
association, j6.) status, money, education, Etc.)

c) Student will be able to accept by example of famous people,
Etc., the idea that change is inevitable and that career
change does not mean failure, and that evolution is
necessary for the individual to know with any certainty
what career he belongs in.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Series
Booklets

(Science Research
Associates)

University of
Wisconsin Exten-
sion Service
Booklet: "Under-
stand Your Teenager"

Teacher developed
questionnaire

Library

1. Students will research
social, and physical aspects
of the typical junior high

student and how the environment
may affect the social, physical,
and career aspects of his life.

2. Questionnaire for student's
self-analysis cf the physical
and environmental factors affecting
most recent career changes.

3. Read biographies and/or
interview people who have
changed positions to determine
why they did so and if it was
helpful or detrimental.
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Students' knowledge
of social, physical,
and environmental
factors derived
from teacher-small
group discussion.

Teacher evaluates
student's question-
naire.

Teacher will eval-
uate student's re-
port on biographies
for understanding
of importance of
physical and
environmental factors
in career choice.



CAI 'U PLAIT:IT:1G Grades 7-9 Factors: Family, Peers and
To be developed Community.

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 92 - Understand the influence on one's parents on career
planning.

Behavioral Objective: a) Realizing that directive parental influence is usually
ineffective past age ten, we feel that identification
and association are the strongest parental influences
from this age level on. Therefore, having explained
identification and association, the student will be
able to appraise parental influence in career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th U.S. History

Resources Activities Evaluation

Library 1. Define identification
and association.

Film:

"Unfinished Stories"
(floubleday and

Company, Incorporated)

Prevocational Series
Booklets (Ielmar
Publishers)

Arco-Rosen Career
Series Booklets
(Arco Publishing
Company)

2. History of how parents
used to influence child's
career choice. (Germanic
names indicated person's

occupation, i.e., Schumacher-
Shoemaker. Child labor,
indentured servant and
apprentices.

3. Student comparison of
these two influences
his own sitr'tion.
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Through discussion,
teacher will evaluate
student's understanding
of identification and
association.

Short objective on
history of parental
influence.

The teacher evaluates
the student's compar-
ison.



Concept:

Grades 7-9 Factors: Family, Peers, and Community
'10 be develoned

- Environment and individual notential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 91 - Aware ofthe influence that communities have in their
assessment of certain occupations on one's career planning.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given examples by the teacher of how communities actually
can assess certain occupations, student will be able to
relate this to their own community situation.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Geography

Resources Activities Evaluations

Wisconsin
Employment Service

Chamber of Commerce

Slide-tape .

presentations
of Kohler Company
and other area
industries
(L.T.I. Career
Information
Center)

1. Introduction by Chamber
of Commerce speaker, man
from Employment Service
and/or teacher.

2. -Students will list
five biggest industries
in order of importance.

3. Make up a mythological
city comprised of businesses,
industries, and professions
that contrast your own.
Then have students compile a
Poll of this mythical city.

4. Student will write
an essay on the influence
of community on certain
occupations and how this
relates to his own
career choice.
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Teacher will evaluate
student's list.

Teacher will evaluate
essay.



WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be developed

Concept X - Environment and individuals potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 128 - Understand that personality is an important factor in
securing and holding a job.

Behavioral Objective: a) Through various presentations and background materials,
the student will evaluate socially desirable and
acceptable personality trails and will relate them to
job security and longevity.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Films: FS/C 23
"Your Personality:
The You Others
Know."

"Choosing Your
Career" (FS/C 34)
(L.T.I. Career
Information

Center)

Film:

"Your Job:
Finding the

Right One."
(Coronet Films)

Occupational
Outlook Hand-
book

D.O.T.

Films: FS/C 32
"Getting and
Keeping your
First Job"

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

"Getting and Keeping
a Job"(Popular
Science)

"Jobs and Their
Environments on the
Job." (McGraw-Hill
Films)

1. Show Filmstrips

2. Discussion based on
guide of Part A

3. Film "Your Job: Finding
the Right One."

4. List personality traits
you think you will need in a
career.

5. Investigate a particular
career of interest to find out
if your personality fits the
career choice.

6. Films

7. Compile a list of general
personality traits needed to
obtain and hold a job.
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Evaluation of discussion

Evaluation of matching
of personality and
career choice

Evaluation of per-
sonality traits list



SELF Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 81 - Develop an understanding of one's own life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to identify the
characteristics of his life style.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Self analysis check 1. Define and compare life Student's evaluation
test

Peer group

styles. of himself.

Booklet: 2. Discussion to determine
"Quest." the factors that shape one's
(Bruce life style.
Publishing
Company)

Film: 3. Class discussion to
determine if one can alter

Your Life his life style.
Work"
(Plan and
Prep. Education
and Training Films) 4. Use a self analysis

check list to exarilne self.
Filmstrips and
Cassettes:

"Liking Your Job and
Your Life" 5. Class discussion on
(Guidance social quest, personal ouest,
Associates) and vocational quest.

6. Class discussion on your
life work.



SELF Grades 7-9
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: - Develop an understanding that occupation choice
affects an individual life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation a student will be able to
describe the effect of occupation on any life style.

Curriculum Consideration: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources

Questionnaire for
structured
interview

Filmstrips:
"Where Will
You Live and
Work?"

(L.T.I. Career Info-
mation Center)

"The :Ileaning of Work."
(L.T.I. Career Info-
mation Center)

Activities Evaluations

1. Interview a worker to get
the description of a typical
work day and what type of
recreation.

2. Make a survey and struc-
tured interview of several
people in the same occupa-
tion and compare their
life styles.

3'. Provide the student with
a structured occupation 'and

have him describe how he
would live it.

4. Filmstrip-Nhere Will You
Live and Work?"

5. Filmstrip-"The Meaning
of Work."
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Choose an occupation
and show the effect
on the student's life
style.

Students should
be able to identify
the comparison
between life styles
and occupation.



7,n7DLD Grades 7-9
To be developed

1,actors: Individual Psycholoc.,ical (

Cocial-Economic-Political

Concept : Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 130 and 1312 Understand that some individuals are attracted
to careers because of observed life styles
of certain workers.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will discover that some individuals are
attracted to careers because of observed life styles
of certain workers.

Curriculum Considerations: 7th Latin American History, 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

WHA Radio Series
"New World-New
Lives"

Teacher

Peer Croup

List of careers--D.O.T.

Booklets

Occupational Outlook

Handbook

Film:

"The Industrial
Worker"

(Encyclopedia
Britannica)

Filmstrips:
"Liking Your
Job and Your
Life."
(Guidance
Associates)

7TH LATIN ATERIC.A!: HISTORY Evaluation from
1. Students conclude from activities
"Few World-New Lives" series
that when People imagine a From Reports
better life they become
willing to work or fight for
it.

2. Students indicate in reports
on various revolutions how
imagining a better lifestyle
has led to revolutions in Latin
America (Political, Industrial,
Social).

8TH CAREER EXPLORATION UNIT
1. Have the class list careers
that sound attractive.

2. Class disucssion to discover
that a life style may bedif-
ferent in reality from what it
appears.

3. Give a list of careers and
have students put down a person
it makes him think of.

4. Films and filmstrips.
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WORK WORLD Grades 7-9 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be developed

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 132 - Recognize that certain occupations encourage certain
social expectations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to point out
the social expectations associated with the occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peer group

1. List various socia2 activi-
ties associated with the fol-
lowing occupations:
a) Salesman
b) Barber
c) Bartender
d) Politician
e) Businessman
f) Beautician
g) Executive Secretary

2. Give 20 varied occupations.
List them in prestige order.

276

Activity will be the
evaluation.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering ( )

To be developed Training and Education

Concept.: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adeouately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 95 - Understand that there are many occupations which have
similar performance patterns.

98 - Understand that new skills may be developed at any time
during a person's working life.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given information on family or clusters of jobs, the
student will be able to identify that these related occupations
require similar performance activities.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Education Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Film: FS/C 34
"Choosing Your
Career" Part 1
(L.T.I. Career
Information
Cneter)

Dictionary of
occupational
titles

Occupational
Outlook Hand-
book

Booklets from
J.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics

Films: FS/C 31
"Preparing for
the World of
Work"
(L.T.I. Career
Information
Center)

"Planning Your
Career"
(Encyclopedia
Britannica)

NEWIST films on
occupations

1. View filmstrip and introduce
ides of jobs with similar per-
formance pattern.

2. Student will select a
particular occupation and find
as many applications of the
skills of that occupation as
possible.

3. Student will expand on different
applications of skills of his career
choice.

4. Students list part time jobs that
are available for 8th graders.

5. Have students pick 3 students and
list the skills they think the
student posesses and compare the
classmates list with the self-made
list.

Teacher evaluation
of student discussion
of filmstrip and
introduction.

Teacher evaluates
student's list of
related jobs.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Education
To be developed

Concept XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of choices.

General Objective: 99 - Understand the need cor careful planning of the high school
program in light of tentative career plans.

Behavioral Objective: a) Having selected a tentative career, the student will be able
to plan a high nchool program.

Curriculum Considerations: fth Career Tanloration Unit

Resources

.-.
Activities Evaluations

Counselors

High school curriculum
programs

1. Investigate high school Select a career and plan

curriculums. the high school program
appropriate.

Guidance Associates 2. Teacher or counselor
layout several programs.

3. Films

4. Filmstrips

Career Education Directory
(Wisconsin Board of V.T.A.E)

Films:

"You Can Go a Long Way!"
"Planning Your Carer"
(Encyclopedia Britanuica)

"Adults in a Hurry"
(Jim Handy Organization)

"Listen Listen"
(Ford) (CESA #9)

Filmstrips and Cassettes:
"High. School Course

Selection and Yovx
Career"

"Dropping out: Road to
Nowhere."
(Guidance Associates)

Kit:

Occupational Exploratory Kit
Grades 9-12
(Science Research Associates)

Equipment:

Guidance Associate Previewer
TV-Monitor Filmstrip Console
Projector (Cassette version CP-4)
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CAREER PLANKING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective 101 - Realize that occupational information comes from many sources
within and outside the school setting.

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Given an occupation, the studont will be able to list sources
of information about the occultation.

8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluation

Local public library 1. Write a letter to a college, From sturTept

school, or industry for infor- participation
School library nation. activities.

School guidance counselor

Colleges and technical 2. Library visit for resource
institutes information.

Local Or nearby Chamber of
Commerce or local industries

3. Counselor visit for infor-
Parents mation.

Wisconsin Employment Service

4. Visit local industry.

5. Visit or call Chamber of
Commerce.

6. Talk with patelts or adult.

7. Call or visit Wisconsin
Employment Service.

8. Visit to Technical Institute '
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be develortd

(;'tcept XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 103 - Gain a knowledge of the components of the decision making
process.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define the components of the
decision making process.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher 1. Problem solving exercies.

Peer Group

Filmstrips: 2. Define and list the various
"Learning to Make Decisions" components in decision
(Society for Visual Education) making.

CFS 2 -Series of 5 captioned
filmstrips -- Foundations
For Occupational Planning
"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like to Do?"
"What is a Job?"
"What Are Job Families?"
"What Good Is School?"

"Vocational Decisions"
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

"A Job that Goes Someplace"
(Guidance Associates)

3. Sound filmstrip "Learning to
Make Decisions."

4. CFS 2 - Foundations for
Occupational Planning. Series
of 5 captioned filmstrips:
"Who Are You?"
"What Do You Like to Do?"
"What is a Job?"
"What Are job Families?"
"What Good is School?"

Booklet:
"?roblem Solving to Improve
Clcotroom Learning" 5. "Problem solving to Improve
(S:ience Research Associates) Classroom Learning."

6. Two filmstrips: "A Job That
Goes Someplace."

Observation of stu-
dent's decision making
rational.

7. Filmstrip: "Vocational Decisions."
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WORK WORLD Grdes 7-9 Factors: Social, Economic, Political
To be developed

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 135 - Understand the-influences exerted upon the nature and
structure of work by a) laws, b) labor-management, c)

professional associations, d) Licensing reauirements in
society.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation, the student will be able to determine
what regulations affect that occupation such as: laws,
unions, professional associations or licensing.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources

Work Permit

Employment Office Personnel

Occupational Handbook
Kit

(Science Research
Associates)

Films:

"The Rise of Labor"
(Encyclopedia
Brittanica)

"The Growth of Big
Business in America"
"The Labor love-
ment: Beginnings
and Growth in
America."

(Coronet Films)

A Handy Reference

Guide for the .

Employment of ninors
(Wisconsin Employment
Service)

Filmstrip: "The Rise
of Industrial America"
FS/C 85

Activities Evaluations

1. Study the work permit. From activities

2. Discuss child labor laws

3. Discuss laws in general
regulating people and
industry.

4. Discuss with parent of
adult how union affects
their occunation.

5. List a profession and
list with it the associa-
tion you would belong to.

6. List reasons why licensing
is necessary--divide int: -roues
and make lists.
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Eesources Activities Evaluations

7. Give the student an
occupation and have him

list the laws, labor
Management, associations,
or licensing might affect
that one occupo

8. Write a one page
resume' on the film
"Rise of Labor."

9. Occupational Exploration

Kit.

10. Film, "The Rise of Labor."

11. Film, "The Growth of Big
/ Business in America."

12..Film, "The Labor Movement:
Beginnings and Growth in
America."
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Concept:

grades 7-9 I'actors: Information Gatherin7
he int ',iced

77: - Individuals are resr'on.sible for their career planning.

(:encral Objective: 20r, - Ease his career Plans on accurate and -1-,rtinent

informctiu:-

Pehavioral Objective: a) Provided with the proper resources, the student will
able to locate accurate and pertinent career infonlation.

Curriculdri ConsideratiOna: :s:th Career Frloration Unit

9esources

Librarian

Counselor

Kits:

"Widening
Occupational
Poles" (Science
Research
Associates)

'Occupational
Exploration"

(Science Research
Associates)
(L.T.I. Career

Information Center)

"Career Exploration
Through Self-
Involvement"
"Junior Sextant
Series" (Sextant)

"Careers in Depth
Series''

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

Activities Evaluations

1. Acquaintance with library or Evaluation from
Guidance office sources to locate activity
information.

2. :Previde the student with an
outline or procedure for career
information gathering.

3. Name at least five different
sources of career information.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information Gathering
To be introduced

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 207 - Understand the relationship between the high school
courses and activities and the world of work.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given the high school curriculum, the student will be
able to prepare a high school program according to his
area of career interest.

Curriculum considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Resume' of high
school courses
offered.

1. Film, "Listen, Listen" Activity is the evaluation.

Film: 2. Debate: "School is
sten, Lfxten" necessary for tomorrow's

(Ford Motor Company) Job."

Peer group

Filmstrip and
cassette:

"High School Courses

Selection and Your
Career"

(Guidance Associates)

3. Filmstrip and Cassette:
"High School Course Selection
and Your Career.
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CAR= PLYSNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Information
To be introduced Gathering

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 208 - Understand relationship between regular attendance,
good work habits, good behavior, initiative,
perserverance, indus+-iousness, and positive
attitudes in school and .employability.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a particular work situa:tion, the student will be
able to recognize logical fau.lacies in reasoning used
in shcools which would not be acceptable.

Curriculum Consideraticns: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Principal to discuss
Junior High System

Booklets from Employment
Service, concerning traits
employers lock for in
employees.

Films:
"Am I Trustworthy"
"Am I Dependable"

"Your Job--Good Work
Habits"

(Coronetqalms )

Filmstrip:
" Your High School
Record Is Important."

(Popular Science Company)

Booklets: Guidance
Series "Your

Personality and Your
Job" "School
Subjects and Jobs."
(Science Research
Associates)

Filmstrips:

"Making the Most
of Your High School
Days."

"You and Your Part-Time
Job"

Popular Science Company

1. Teacher overview of
contrast between self-

contained and departmentalized
classes.

2. Principal discussed the
Junior High System.

Suggested movies.

I. Given a list of school rea-
sons for poor attendance, poor
work habits, poor initiative,
Etc., the student will defend
or refute on the basis of accep-
tability by employees.

Evaluation of
short explanation
of the Junior High
System.

Evaluation of list
of acceptable
school and work
attitudes.

Evaluation of student

suggestions in rap
sessions.

5. Rip session. Disucss how we
(students and teacher) could help
other students who bring in pocr
reasons, so they won't be hampered
in their future jobs.
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Cra:les 7-r) Factors:

-0 he introduced

- Job c:laraoteristics and individuals rust be flexitle in a changinr
society.

;eneral rbjective: 30)1 - ;:lecognize that changinr lob caracteristics reeluire
specialized education, nmParation and training.

2ehc,vicral ajective: a) (;iven a general backp;round, the student will bz able to
list several varied career oll:ortunities.

(urriculum Consider3tions: th Grade F,S, but encourar;ing all other areas to do the
same, Career Ixploration Unit

resources Activities Evaluations

School Guidance
Counselor

Prevocational Series
(Delman Publishers)

1. Contact Lilo rent
Igenc;:r to obtain their

approval for student

visitation

Arco-Rosen Career Series
2. Instruct students in use

(Arco Publishing Company)
of D.C.T.

Charts

Bulletins

Occupational Out-
look Handbook

Employment Office

3. Define and list areas student
is interested in and discuss
with teachers.

Relate employment
office experience to
class.

Through objective
testing, student will
list several careers
from each chart and
their associated back-
grounds.

Through objective
test, students
will list several
different ways to
receive career
training.

4. Given a set of skills, student
Dictionary of Occupational

is interested in, go to employment
Titles (D.O.T.)

office and use D.O.T. to identify Studellts individual

and list possible occupations.
'Chronicle Guidance
Service

Local Businessman and
Workers

Multi-Qedia Career
Information
Center

W.I.S.E.

Mobil Guidance Lab

40°
Speakrs'Bureau

5. Discuss all educational oppor-
tunities such as: technical high
shcools, apprenticeship, voca-
tional schools, college, etc.

6. Have each student:
-choose an area of interest
-list career opportunities
for his area according to
different educational levels.
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resources Activities Evaluations

Film: 7.Have each student take
"Planning Your Career" interest test.

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

(,A.T.3. Test

8. Through individual cbn-
ferences, discuss test
results with each student.

9. Each student will prepare
a mult-media presentation with
careers and educational levels,
in the student's area of interest.

10. Write out a temporary

career training plan.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors:- Training and
To be introduced Education

_Concept XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 105 - Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain employment.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given any occupation, the student will be able to identify
various adjustments that are needed to maintain employment.

Curriculum Considerations: 8th Career Exploration Unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Parent or adult 1. Discuss and list various
types of adjustments such

Professional or resource as physical, mental, social,
people. Etc.

2. Role play adjustment:
a) Baby-sitting
b) Paper boy
c) Astronaut

3. Interview pavautg or adult
to discover adjustments
needed to maintain employ-
ment.

4. Compare the adjustments
of professional jobs and
manual skills in same
area.

5. Class chose a job
discuss specific
adjustments.

Give the student
five occupations and

have him identify
the adjustments
necessary to main-

tain employment.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 7-9 Factors: Training and Education

To be introduced

Concept XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing

society.

General OBjective: 105 - Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain employment.

Behavioral Objective: b) Given any occupation, the student will be able to list the
reasons why adjustments might be necessary to maintain

employment.

Curriculum Coneiderations: 8th Career Exploration Fait

Resources. Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips" 1. Take three jobs and show Participation in

"LOOKING Ahead to a Career" the changes over a period of activities.

(Occupational Outlook Service) ten years.

"Getting and Keeping Your

First .0b."
(Guidance Associates)

D.O.T.

Career Development Service- -

(Palmer Publications,

Incorporated)

2. List jobs that have become
obsolete.

3. List jobs that are new
within the last five years.

4. Describe automobile changes.

5. Write up mass media changes,

such as telephone, Etc.

6. How has transportation
changed?

7. List products that are

new within the last few
years.
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GUIDANCE

Greg Sather Elementary Grant, Sheboygan

George Baskfield Jr.-High Horace Mann, Sheboygan

James Urness Jr. High Plymouth

Jerome Trembley Jr. High Two Rivers

Ruth Wawirka Sr. High Two Rivers

Mary Gentry Sr. High North, Sheboygan

Kleo Harris Sr. High Plymouth

John Andereck Sr. High Plymouth

Werner Finke Sr. High Plymouth

Sam Winch Sr. High Cedar Grove

* Harvey Williams Sr. High North, Sheboygan

Beverly Wallace Post-Secondary L.T.I., Manitowoc

* Cvzlirman
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In the school's effort to help youth make their occupational plans,
the emphasis should be on long-range, continuous activity; it should
begin early in the school life of the child and should provide a
succession of appropriate experiences concomitant with his development.
At no point should there be pressure for early choice of a specific
occupation: stress should be on helping youth to take the long look
ahead. In this process, the young person ought to develop over a
period of time a clear idea of his own nature in relation to the world
of work. He should be provided with experiences that test his view of
himself and should be exposed to resources that help acquaint him with
a wide variety of occupational fields. The goal of the counselor is
to help the young person regard himself as a developing individual
who passes through various stages, to help him think in terms of his
vocational development - in terms of a sequence of positions that
offers opportunity for satisfying self-expression as well as opportunity
to contribute to society."

Career development is one aspect of the total guidance program. Guidance
and counseling is the personalized and integrated part of education which serves
to provide the design for successful career choices. To implement career
concepts, the professional school counselor serves in the capacity of consultant,
facilitator, and catalyst within the school -- assisting all students, school
personnel, parents, and the community.

The counselor will at all educational levels:

1. develop experiences for the student to become aware of himself
and understand his self-concept in the relationship to the world of
work

2. establish opportunities for the student to be aware of various
career possibilities

3. provide a placement process for student needs

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RATIONALE

Career guidance must facilitate the development of an individual's self.
To paraphrase Grell:

Attitudes toward self are highly important in the develop-
ment of the future worker. The elementary school pupil can be
helped to develop a more desirable attitude toward an understand-
ing of himself. He can learn to accept success as rewarding and
failure as a possibility. He can learn to accept his assets and

1Humphreys, J. Anthony; Traxler, Arther E.; North, Robert D.; Guidance
Services. Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 1967. p. 306.
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liabilities and develop wholesome attitudes toward himself as a worth-
while individual. Be can be helped to improve his work habits.2

In order for an individual to understand his emerging life style he must
begin to recognize the need for continuous self-appraisal in his early forma-
tive years.

Since attitudes and values about work are most readily and firmly
developed in the formative years, all elementary children need an under-
standing of the world of work. For a career-development program to be effec-
tive, the activities must be fused with the existing curriculum. To quote
Dr. Bottoms:

In performing the career tasks, pupils would apply basic skills
in mathematics, social science, and communication. Their activities
would be sequential in nature, moving from familiarization with
the kinds of occupations found in their immediate home environment
to those in the school and in the immediate and broader community.
Activities would include participation in minature work experiences,
observation of workers, and a range of various experiences selected
to represent a cross section of the occupational spectrum.3

Through a world of work program, begun in the elementary school, a student
is able to build and stock-pile information until it becomes necessary for
him to make an occupational choice.

The final aspect of the elembntary school career education program is the
development of a school placement service. The purpose is to give children
the opportunity to learn about the rules of work and to have work experiences
before, during, and after school. It is believed that from these experiences
the children will develop an understanding of how to fill out job applications
and develop a sense of responsibility toward a job. They will also see that
there is a relationship between their school life and the world of work. In
addition to developing a sense of dignity and worth, the children will be more
highly motivated to achieve, improve their behavior, and maintain or improve
their attitudes toward work.

Self-Awareness

1. Utilize individual counseling to promote self-understanding.

2. Develop small groups to assist students to answer the question "Who am I?"

2Lewis A. Grell, "How Much Occupational Information in the Elementary
School?" The Vocational Guidance Quarterly, IX, No. 1 (Autumn, 1960), pp. 52-53.

3"Career Development Educacion - Kindergarten Through Post-Secondary and
Adult Levels," by Dr. Gene Bottoms, Associate, State Director, Division of Vocational
Education, Georgia State Department of Education. AmerIcan Vocational Associa-
tion Yearbook, 1971. pp. 19, 20.
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3. Initiate classroom group discussions, through various media, where students
explore their feelings about themselves and their environment.

4. Become involved in group conferences, including the student, with all
parties concerned.

5. Administer individual guidance inventories and assist students in under-
standing the results.

6. Provide planning assistance and materials for teachers to develop class-
room programs, that include furthering self-understanding among their
students.

7. Provide information to explain to parents and the community the imv:rtance
of students understanding themselves.

Career Awareness

1. Utilize individual counseling to promote career awareness.

2. Develop small groups to assist students in answering the questions, "What
do I want to become?" and "Where am I going?"

3. Initiate classroom discussions where students explore their attitudes
toward the world of work.

4. Develop and organize lists of resou,..c: speakers and field trips to observe
and understand the worker's role in the world of work.

5. Assess students knowledge and understanding of the mlrld of work.

6. Participate in a teacher committee to plan, coordinate, implement, and
evaluate use of career awareness materials.

7. Provide information to explain the importance of the role of parents and
the community in career awareness.

8. Participate in Career Education Steering Committee.

9. Assist in developing lists of slides, films, books and other career aware-
ness resource materials.

10. Assist in developing "hands-on" program where students utilize tools and
materials of the world of work to create a product./

Placement Program

1. Provide individual counseling to students for the purpose of job placement
and follow-up.

2. Develop small groups to assist students in answering the question "How do
I get there?"
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3. Establish a placement office for volunteer jobs within the school setting.

4. Provide opportunity for students to experience applying for a job and
a job interview.

JUNIOR HIGH/MIDDLE SCHOOL RATIONALE

Career development is a continuous process. Part of the process is the
placement of the student in an occupation. The role of the junior high/middle
school in this process is somewhere in the transition from the beginning
fantasy stages to the time an occupational choice is made. Career development
during these years should assist students to understand themselves in relation
to vocational and educational plans and goals, should assist students toacquire
a knowledge of the world of work, and should assist students on how to research
career areas in regard to vocational and educational plans and goals. While
students may be at many different stages of the career development process, all
students should develop realistic educational plans in relation to self under-
standing and th knowledge of the world of work and begin to formulate
realistic vo onal plans and goals.

Pr ems of career planning are becoming increasingly more complex as our
socie y becomes increasingly more complex. The part "work" plays in our lives
usually is defined differently by various segments of our society, but no matter
how the term is interpreted it seems evident that time-wasting, haphazard, trial
and error methods of career decision-making must be eliminated. The world of
work is changing very rapidly. How individuals are preparing for this change
and what they are preparing to do is of great concern. Because times are
changing rapidly, skills and specialization are increasingly important in our
knowledge based society.

One approach to guidance is the premise that preparation for careers can-
not be separated from the development of the 141thele" person. If thilm, praise
is valid, then :.annselors must Veto tathititte: tov and involved tie ;seer
j4itmopm=4E pm7DCtV ame cataer reveLivpment umttbe=lme one impormamm aspect

canoe program. Jaucar4-;rv., trai.xgk-guidance, empalmvient,
-emiainin7a, plarxmtpt, and other' ':.soars in thw: deveLapment of ind±rlduals
T441,d to be seen.1K a connecter pronams, not as 'elated tasks performed by
sparate professions. Counselors need to be a part of this team and play a
leadership role in putting this objective into practice. The counselor needs
to help evolve a reasonable system to coordinate teaching, guidance, and
experience in preparing people for adult life. It seems that career develop-
ment is a step in this direction.

Self-Awareness

1. Utilize one-to-one counseling to promote self-understanding.

2. Initiate small group sessions to promote identity clarification.

3. Meet with large groups (parents, students) for the purpose of orientation,
information, and programming.
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4. Assist the student in reviewing the curriculum in relation to his career
goals.

5. Arrange conferences to promote articulation of home, school, and community
environments.

6. Provide an opportunity for students to develop their self-worth (Youth
Tutoring Youth).

7. Provide resources for self-awareness both for individual and classroom
use.

8. Administer.tests and interpret results. to individuals.
(Academic, achievement, interest and apptitude test)

Occupational Awareness

1. Utilize one-to-one counseling to establish tentative career objectives.

2. Initiate small groups to explore career clusters.

3. Meet with large groups for the purpose of orientation, information, and
programming.

4. Assist the student in reviewing the curriculum in relation to his career
goals.

5. Arrange/coordinate field trips on group or individual basis to observe
people in the world of work.

6. Encourage a student to interview a person in the world of work.

7. Establish a file of student ,informatiomal sources regarding careers.

8. Establish a list of resource - sneakers.

9. Assist all teachers in career-awareness programs.

10. Administer tests and interpret results to individuals (aptitude, occupa-
tional awareness tests).

11. Collect and distribute occupational information to teachers and students.

12. Hold conferences with parents of eighth graders prior to ninth grade
registration.

Placement

1. Create opportunities for each student to have a practice interview.

2. Create opportunities for each student to complete an application letter,
application form, data sheet, etc.
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3. Establish a list of jobs which are available (part- and full-time).

4. Conduct a survey to determine local business needs.

5. Explain placement process and skill level attained by students to various
community organizations (Rotary and etc.).

6. Develop listing cf personnel to contact in business and industry for
field trips and/or classroom presentation.

7. Promote curriculum changes as a result of manpower surveys which indicatenumbers of people employed locally for a specific job and numbers of people
already trained to perform skill.

8. Provide curriculum suggestions regarding specific skills and job require-ments as indicated by representatives and surveys of local business and
industry.

9. Prepare students to know how to sell themselves to an employer.

10. Inform student of what the employer will expect from him on the job.

11. Inform student of what he should expect from the employer.

SECONDARY SCHOOL RATIONALE

There is a growing need for educational innovation to prepare our youth
for a productive and rewarding life. Technological progress has modified
the occupational structure of our economy. It has created a need for a moremeaningful educational process.

Career education is the vehicle by which the secondary school can axcite,
motivate, and stimulate oug. yotmg people to accept the challenges that await
them in the world of work. In continuation of the process begun in the elementary
school and further developed in the Junior High/Middle School, the secondaryschool offers a more specific program in each of the areas presented in thisguide.

In the area of self-awareness, the student is expected to acquire a
realistic understanding of his self concept. (abilities, aptitudes, goals,
ambitions, ideals, strengths) weaknesses, the environment and family, as well
as other components of his value system)

In occupational awareness, the student is invited to explore the many
facets of curricula now available in his school, as well as, to explore the
world of work through personal research and actual work experience. Occupa-
tional awareness is the aspect of the total school program that reveals to the
student the vast range of occupational choice and helps him to develop attitudes
toward the world of work that will enable him to achieve job success.

Career education will enable nearly all persons who complete
secondary school to obtain immediate employment or go on to techni-
cal school or college. Placement services in the school system
will assist every student, especially the student leaving before
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he completes the 12th grade, to plan the next step in his develop-
ment. Job entrance will be just as important as college entrance
to counselors and teachers. Skill credentials, universally recognized,
will be just as valid as the commonly accepted credentials for
college entrance.

There will be no "dropouts," only individuals who choose to go
to work or to pursue a different kind of education. Entrance and
exit requirements will be flexible enough to enable all persons to
acquire--at any time they choose--the educational and occupational
experiences that meet their needs.4

Self-Awareness

1. Utilize one-to-one counseling to prcuotr, self-understanding.

2. Initiate small group sessions to promote identity clarificat,on.

3. Meet with large groups (parents students) for the purpose of orientation,
information, and programming.

4. Assist the student in --:eviewing the curriculum in relation to his career
goals.

5. Arrange conferences to -promote articulation of home, school, L:73 community
environments.

6. Provide an oppmrtunity for students to develop his self -worth ( lnanth
Tutoring Youth)

7. Provide reamnrces for self-awareness both for individual and classroom
use.

8. Administer tests and interpret results to individuals (academic achievement,
interest, and aptitude tests).

9. Conduct programming conferences (involving parent, teacher, counselor, and
student) for the purpose of sequential course selection.

Occupational Awareness

1. Utilize one-to-one counseling to establish more specific career objectives.

2. Initiate small groups to explore careers within a cluster.

3. Meet with large groups for the purpose of orientation, information, and
programming.

4Career Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
DREW Publication No. (OE) 72-39.
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4. Assist the student in reviewing the curriculum in relation to his career
goals.

5. Arrange/coordinate field trips on group or individual basis to observe
people in the world of work.

6. Encourage each student to interview a person in the world of work.

7. Establish a file of student informational sources regarding careers.

8. Establish a list of resource speakers.

9. Assist all teachers in career-awareness programs.

10. Administer tests and interpret results to individuals (aptitude and
occupational- awareness tests).

11. Collect and distribute occupational information to teachers and students.

1:. Conduct pramramming conferences (involving parent, teacher, counselor, and
student) far the purpose of sequel,- course selection.

13, Participate in "Job Opportunity Day" for the purpose of exposing seniors
to local empinyment opnortunities.

14. Develop commermtive edumatiom L-nzich is-==at parr of a comprehensive high
school props. -which provides in-school and/or on the job education commen-
surate with the student's career objective (Distributive Ed., Business Ed.,
and Trades and Industry).

15. Arrange for students to meet with business, industry, college and technical
school representatives.

16. Organize school schedule for the "Career Day" (sponsored by a service club
or the school).

Placement Process

1. Create opportunities for each student to have a practice interview.

2. Create opportunities for each student to complete an application letter,
application form, data sheet, etc.

3. Establish a list of jobs which are available (part- and full-time).

4. Contact personnel managers regarding employment opportunities.

5. Establish a list of personnel managers and telephone numbers for student
use in arranging job interviews.

6. Have information available regarding various placement agencies such as
state employment service--procedures, cost, service.
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7. Encourage and assist vocational coordinators in placement of graduates.

8. Conduct a survey to determine local business needs.

9. Explain placement process and skill level possessed by students to various
community organizations.

10. DeVelop listing of personnel to contact in .asiness and industry for field
trips and/or classroom presentations.

11. Prepare students to use placement agencies and resources.

12. Provide facilities for business, industry, WSES, and educational representa-
tives to interview interested students.

13. Promote curriculum changes as a result of manpower surveys which indicate
numbers of people employed locally for a specific job and numbers of people
already trained to perform skill.

14. Provide curriculum suggestions regarding specific skills and job require-
ments as indicated by representatives ar., sar7ETys of local business and

15. Prepare students to know how to sell themselves to an employer.

16. Inform student of what tha employer will expect from him.

17. Inform student of what he should expect from the employer.

18. Inform students of the legal aspects of employment, such as child labor
laws, social security laws, women's rights, school attendance laws, minimum
wage laws, union labor laws, etc.

19. Participate in "Job Opportunity Day" for the purpose of exposing seniors to
local employment opportunities.

20. Organize school schedule for the "Career Day" (sponsored by a service club
or the school).

21. Conduct programming conferences (involving parent, teacher, counselor,
student) for the purpose of sequential course selection.

POST-SECONDARY RATIONALE

Self-Awareness

1. Orient the student to post-high educational experience (individual, small
and large groups).

2. Assist the student in reaffirming or changing his career objective (individual
small and large groups).

3. Aid the student in understanding the responsibilities of an adult.
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4. Assist adults in adjusting to changes in the world of work.

5. Aid the student in setting specific goals.

6. Assist unemployed individuals in establishing good work habits and attitudes.

7. Administer tests and interpret results to individual students.

8. Provide special programs to help individual students attain basic academic
proficiency necessary for his career goal.

9. Assist the student in reviewing the curriculum in relation to his career
goals.

10. Provide an opportunity for students to develop their self-worth.

Occupational Awareness

1. Encourage and assist teachers in arranging field trips and resource speakers.

2. Discuss types of jobs available for the individual within his training area.

3. Encourage a student to interview a person in the world of work.

4. Administer tests and interpret results to individuals (occupational awareness
and aptitude tests).

5. Assist K-12 counselors by disseminating information.

6. Serve as a resource person describing post-secondary educational opportunities.

7. Conduct tours of the training facilities.

8. Assist student in the transfer of credits.

9. Collect and distribute occupational information to teachers and students.

10. Establish a list of resource speakers.

Placement Process

1. Create opportunities for each student to have a practice interview.

2. Create opportunities for each student to complete an application letter,
application form, data sheet, etc.

3. Establish a list of jobs which are available (part- and full-time).

4. Contact personnel managers regarding employment opportunities.

5. Establish a list of personnel managers and telephone numbers for student
use in arranging job interviews.
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6. Have information available regarding various placement agencies such as
WSES--procedures, cost, type of service.

7. Encourage and assist placement officer in placement of graduates.

8. Conduct a survey to determine local business needs.

9. Explain placement process and skill level attained by students to various
community organizations.

10. Develop listing of personnel to contact in business and industry for field
trips and/or classroom presentations.

11. Prepare students to use placement agencies and resources.

12. Provide facilities for business, industry, WSES, and educational representa-
tives to interview interested students.

13. Promote curriculum changes as a result of manpower surveys which indicate
numbers of people employed locally for a specific job and numbers of people
already trained to perform skill.

14. Provide curriculum suggestions regarding specific skills and job require-
ments as indicated by representatives and surveys of local business and
industry.

15. Prepare students to know how to sell themselves to an employer.

16. Inform student of what the employer will expect from him.

17. Inform student of what he should expect from the employer.

18. Contact employers to secure specific job opportunities.

19. Attempt placement of 100% of the students in continued education or work.

20. Inform students of the legal aspects of employment (social security,
minimum wage, union labor laws, etc.).
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LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR

ROLE DEFINITION

The position of Local Vocational Education Coordinator established in Wisconsin
Secondary Schools in the mid 1960's encompasses a multiplicity of responsibilities.

The responsibilities established by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
are briefly delineated below. This delineation may be readily construed to in-
clude responsibilities in the area of Career Education inasmuch as this broad area
most certainly impinges upon and has impact on any p_ -am of vocational education.

It is deemed that the L.V.E.C. in the position as an agent for change at the
Secondary level has an obligation to assist in the planning, implementation and
subsequent development of a broad based program of career education. It is fur-
ther recognized that while the L.V.E.C. should be involved in programs of career
education, his role shall be one of providing input from the viewpoint of his
alignment with vocational education. It is desirable for the development of pro-
grams of career education to result from a team effort, of which the L.V.E.C.
should be an integral part.

A. Administration

1. Work with educational administrators to initiate and maintain occupational
education programs.

5. Coordinate activities of the occupational education staff.
7. Effectively express himself both orally and in writing.

10. Locate and use community resources in program planning and operation.
12. Prepare total vocational education budgets and effect fiscal operating

controls.
18. Prepare proposals and reports related to the approval and funding .f on-

going programs of occupational education.
21. Organize and conduct inservice seminars, workshops, etc.,for teachers and

other staff members in occupational education.
22. Develop job specifications and select teaching and leadership personnel

for occupational education.
23. Understand and utilize federal, state and local vocational education legis-

lation, regulations, and policies.
30. Utilize school budgeting and cost control accounting procedures in program

operation.
33. Interpret the state specifications for occupation education facilities.
35. Collect data and complete reports for local, state and federal government

sectors regarding the vocational education program.
36. Help to establish minimum standards and criteria for the selection and

approval of training stations in cooperative, programs.
38. Prepare proposals for research, pilot and demonstration.projects.
39. Plan or advise special vocational education for disadvantaged and handi-

capped students.
40. Conduct pilot and demonstration projects of exemplary programs.
42. Identify research problems for study.
43. Contribute to studies, commissions, and investigations sponsored by profes-

sional organizations and government agencies.
44. Apply the history of vocational education to current problems.
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B. Community

2. Organize, use, and cause to be used local occupational
3. Establish and maintain effective working relationships

management, agricultural, and manpower organizations.
4. Interpret the vocational program to teachers, parents,

community.
7. Effectively express himself both orally and in writing.

10. Locate and use community resources in program planning and operation.
15. Interpret financial and special needs of occupational education to the

public and to the community served.
26. Utilize all segments of the communications media in publicizing occupational

education.
32. Prepare promotional materials to explain occupational education to the lay

public.
45. Prepare articles on vocational education for publication in professional

journals.

advisory committees.
with trade, labor,

students, and the

C. Career Education

9. Relate the occupational education program to other areas of the school
curricula.

10. Locate and use community resources in program planning and operation.
111. Develop and/or direct the development of occupational education curricula.
16. Promote unity and balance between vocational and general education.
17. Plan courses of study and curricula for occupational education programs.
20. Utilize the services of federal, state, and local agencies responsible for

occupational education.
24. Provide information usable for students concerning the nature and require-

ments of occupations.
29. Identify job opportunities and assist in placement of students graduating

from occupational preparatory programs.
34. Give assistance in identifying, recruiting, and counseling students for

placement in occupational preparatory programs.

D. Research

11. Identify and interpret into meaningful program community labor market and
student needs.

19. Identify problems of obstacles which hinder the achievement of occupational
education program goals.

28. Collect, analyze and apply labor market and employment data in curricula
section and development.

31. Conduct community and occupational surveys.
35. Collect data and complete reports for local, state and federal government

sectors regarding the vocational education program.
37. Conduct or influence research leading to the establishment of new curricula

and programs.
38. Prepare proposals for research, pilot and demonstration projects.
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D. Research - continued

41. Help to conduct and irterpret the results of vocational interest inventories.
43. Contribute to st ssions, and investigations sponsored by profes-

sional organi ernment agencies.

E. Evaluation

6. Conduct evaluations of vocational education programs.
8. Develop criteria for and evaluate facilities and equipment needs of occu-

pational preparatory programs.
13. Supervise the work of teachers and other occupational education personnel.
25. Conduct follow-up studies of former vocational education students.
27. Evaluate the performance of teachers.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

STATEMENT OF RATIONALE

Throughout V.T.A.E. District 11 numerous vocational programs are in operation
on both the secondary and post-secondary levels. As a matter of established
policy, these programs utilize individual advisory committees to advise in the
operation and administration of these programs.

While it is recognized that these individual committees have served a most valuable
function and should be retained, it is further recognized that there is a need
for a working communications link between operating programs throughout District 11.
It is with the objective of creating a viable communications channel that the
following joint advisory committee structure is proposed for implementation
within V.T.A.E. District 11.

COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

Joint committees on a district wide basis shall be formed, each committee repre-
senting a specific disciplinary area, (metalworking, plastics, business education,
agriculture). The membership of the joint district committee shall consist of
one member from each secondary school vocational program. The member selected
shall be a current member of a local advisory committee in thek specific discipline
designated.

The committee member shall be selected by the local committee and be ratified by
a majority of the membership of the joint committee.

The term of membership on the joint committee shall be determined by the adminis-
tration of Lakeshore Technical Institute according to the recommendations and
regulations of the state board of V.T.A.E.
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Committee Structure - continued

In addition to the members representing each secondary school, Lakeshore Tech-
nical shall appoint at-large members to serve on the joint committee as deter-
mined by the needs of the specific program.

CURRICULUM S'IUDY COMMITTEES

Members of each discipline in the district will meet to share their views and
innovate new procedures to insure that the schools in District 11 are meeting
the needs of industry in the district.

The committees will consist of one member of each discipline in each school. If
a school does not have the particular discipline it is recommended that a member
of that school attend the meeting and relate the information back to his school.

The structure of the curriculum study group will be four meetings per year. The
committee chairman will be selected by the curriculum study group. The chairman
will appoint by schools co-chairmen who will be responsible for conducting an
informative and worthwhile program in the specific discipline-of the study group.

Example of the method of rotation in District 11 is:

Kohler

Sheboygan Falls
Manitowoc Lutheran

Random Lake
Cedar Grove
Elkhart Lake

Two Rivers
Valders
Roncalli

Sheboygan
Mishicot
Reedsville

EMPLOYER NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

The employer notification system would involve the compiling and distribution
of lists of graduates of vocational education programs from each of the high
schools in V.T.A.E. District 11. At or near the end of the school year complete
lists would be sent to prospective area employees. The lists would be organized
and categorized in the manner cited below.
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Employer Notification System - continued

SCHOOL

Program Title (Exam. Voc. Metals)

Persons to Contact J. J. Jones, Counselor
R. T. Smith, Teacher

T. A. Johnson
541 Schultz Plaza
Sheboygan, WI
458-9025

NOTE: It is suggested that for each student graduating, the individual school
would have on file and available on request by individual employers, a resume
detailing the student's background and other pertinent data..

KEY PEOPLE DIRECTORY

The proposed key people directory would be a listing of key personnel in educa-
tion, business, industry, government, etc.

The directory would be subdivided by groups and provide the name of the individual,
the organization, company or group he represents, his job title, phone number,
and address.

The following format is suggested.

LAKESHORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

District Director
Tel. No.
Address

Counselors
Dept. Heads

President
Counselors

Dept. Heads

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
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DISTRICT 11 SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Cedar Grove H.S.

Superintendent

Principal

Counselors

L.V.E.C.

Two Pivers H.S.

etc.

INDUSTRY-BUSINESS

Kohler Co.

President

Training Director

Personnel

Public Relations

Union Representative

Etc.

Bemis Co.

Etc.

LABOR

Local Unions and presidents

COMMUNITY RESOURCE

Chamber of Commerce

Kiwanis

Rotary

W.S.E.S.

Etc. 308



VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Exploration stage" occupations are explored until entry into a beginning
job in an appropriate field.

2. Occupational preferences and considerations are based on needs; values and
opportunities in addition to interests and capacities.

3. Occupational preference is an expression of the vocational self-concept.

4. Interested in appraising abilities.

5. Vocational preferences become more realistic what they want and what
they expect to get in an occupation come closer together.

6. Choice of high school subjects is vocationally relevant.

7. May `hold down" a regular part-time job.

8. Vocational preference is crystallized.

9. Choice of college and/or college major is a vocational desicion.

10. About the time of high school graduation, the individual realizes preferences
are too subjective and adopts an instrumental attitude toward work
working conditions, training required, and financial return are considered.
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EUS=ESS =CATION RATIONALE
Grades 10-12

The P.usiness Education Section of this guide encompasses !:rides
9-12. All -_oncepts are dealt with, but it is in these rrade Jevelz
that concepts 35 and 16 are introduced and develored for the firrt
tine. The fifteenth concept deals with individuals beinr; resnonsible
for their career planning. The sixteenth concept emphasizes that job
Characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing society.

Since we generally deal with students who have, or partially
have, selected their careers, our approach to career education dif-
ferent than in many areas.. A great deal of our time is de vote 1 to
developing skills or knowledge toward on-the-job use.

Therefore, in our nlanninr of the cuide this year, ail coricc
may not be incorporated specificlly in each course but certainly
should be considered when the opportunity lends itself.

have attemrted to designate rarticular courser where -t,eac
concepts would be apldlicable and fxtivities that can be PerfrT-e
carry out the concepts. This, however, should be use, 1 with

and variations can be made accor(dnr to the indivil'i!al
These concepts may be emphasized throughout the colIrses in the 1-.1:::i-
ness curriculum but may also be included in indivival. urits
class is appropriate for such an activity.

An attempt has been rade to locrrte resource rioterielr. Thfs,
however, is not an all-inclusive list. Additions or deletors
made to fit the needs of the individual teacher.

Three-Week Participants:

Iris Christianson
Janet Fromm
LaVerne Grier
Connie Grotenhuis -
Jeannette Lorenz

- Plymouth
Plymouth
Sheboygan Falls
Cedar Grove
North, Sheboygan



.r;eneral

flradc.:.;

To be emphasize6

- An U. :rstandinc- anf.i acce7tarce of self is important throurrhout life.

17:6 - Arpr,-Aise and acar.i.t his own abilftics, interc,sts, atti-
tudes, and values.

Clective: a) TLe ntnient will recovri.ze his role in the business
vorld and determine the effect it plpys'uron him.

Consi,3e-ations:

Artvities Evaluations

State Employment
ervice

1. Projects.

161%rd Filns:

l'Artitudes and Occupations" P. Reports.
(Coronet)

"Tlelp Wanted: F;ecretary"

(General Electric Educa-
tional Films)

7ilnstrips:
."Vocationf,!1 Decisions"
(71/F 12)

(L.T.T. Career Information
Center)

-.1. Clans discussion.

4. Talk by counselor.

5. Fill out form (self-evalu-
"A;3C's of Gettinr.; and Keep- tion inventory).
ing a Job"

(Eye Gate)
(L.T.T. Career Information
Center) 6. Filmstrips.

Transparencies:
"Office Behavior, Attitudes
and Traits" (15-3702-6) 7. Films.

(:linnesota, 14inin and
1.1anufacturinis)

Crossroads 8. Visitation.and/or observa-
nce Information Insti- tion.

tute)

Encourage tudents
to evaluate own

Potential.

Teacher check of
self-evaluation
inventory sheets.

Discussion - feedback.

Observation.

Interpreting reports
and projects.

* First day, "Why I am Taking Bookkeeping"; end of semester - restatement.
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SELF Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psycho-
To be emphasized logical

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will recognize his preferences
strengths and limitations.

Curriculum Considerations: lyping, Shorthand, Office Training, Bookkeeping,
Business English

.y

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance counselor 1. Class discussion.

16mm Film:

"Aptitudes-. and Occupations"
(Coronet) 2. Talk by placement depart-

ment of company.
Filmstrip:

"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/R 12)

(L.T.I. Career Information 3. Fill out forms (self-
Center) evaluation inventory).

TransparencieT:
"Effective Dnman Eelations"
(15-3716-6)

(Minnesota, 'fining, and
Manufacturing)

4. Filmstrip.

5. Film.
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Encourage students
to evaluate own
potential.

Teacher check of
student's self-
evaluation inventory.

Enrollment in ad-
vanced course.

Career-occupation
choice.

Performance in the
course based upon
skill acquired or
graded.



Concepl:

'7,2-,.t ties 3.0 -12 Factors: Individual Psycho-
bc erphasized logical

II - F-ersons need to be recor;ni7.0,1 as having dignity and worth.

'icneral Objective:

Objecti-fe:

- Respect a person's right to choose an occupation.

-ne student will recognize his right to choose an occu-
pation.

CurrLcditg:: Considerations: Pal Eusleo5 courses

-esources Ar!tivities Evaluations

:;ccuational Outlook Handbool.: 1. Class discussion.

Kit:

Occupational Ixploratory
Kit
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

l6mm Films:
"Aptitude and Occupations"
(Coronet)

"Jobs in the World of r;!ork:

A Good Place to Be"
( ?.corm* -Hill)

Transparencies:
'ffective Human Relations"

(15-3716-6)
(Vinnesota, T;:ining and

l'anuNcturinf;)

"Careers in the Office:
Choosinr; a Job'

(Encyclopedia 7:3ritannica)

2. Panel discussion.

3. Films.

14. Career project.
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Teacher interpreta-
tion of student
reaction.

Individual conference.

Teacher interpreta-
tion of Career Project.



Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peers,
To be emphasized Community

II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - Respect a person's occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will accept any person's occupational choice.

Curriculum Considerations: General Business, Office Training,

Resources Activities Fvv.luations

Guidance Series Booklets

Occupational Outlook handbook

Kit:

Occupational Exploration
Kit

(Science Research Associ-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16mm Films:
"Attitude and Occupations"
(Coronet)

"Jobs in the World of

Work--A Good Place to Be"

(McGraw-Hill)

1. Films. Teacher interPreta-
tion of student
reaction.

2. Role playing by students. Teacher evaluntion
TV presentation oflocal of composition.
occupational choices.

3. Class' Cl discussion.J

L troe-
writer, U-i!et. I ':lent to T=x2.
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"..;01iLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psycho-
To be emphasized logical

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 175 - Understand that work has values such as satis-
faction from achievement anti :srsonal recognition as
having worth.

Pehavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Given an occupation he is interested in, the student will
determine and describe intrinsic values of the work.

All Business courses

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker

Teacher and students

Filmstrip:

"The Meaning of Work"
(CFS/6)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Transparencies:
"Career Planning"
(15-3717-4)

(Minnesota, Mining and
Manufacturing)

1. Class discussion when Teacher's judgment
appropriate. of student's reaction.

2. Speaker.

3. Filmstrip.

4. 3-M Transparencies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and :lature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interde-
pendency Of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will identify
job specializations and their interdependency.

Curriculum Considerations: All courses except Beginning Typing and Shorthand

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student

Teacher

Filmstrip:

"Automation" (CFS/5)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16mm Films:
"How a Product was Made"
(B.A.V.I.)

(University of Wisconsin)

"It Takes Everybody to
Build This Land"

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Guest speaker from local
industry

1. Teacher presentation.

2. Class discussion.

3. Films.

4. FilmstAp.

5. Guest speaker.

6. Mass production activity
by the students in class--
starting with the designing
and following through the
selling. (Introduction to
various types of business

organization--proprietorship,
partnership, corporation).

7. Field trips and critiques.
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Grade students on the
success of their mass
produced item.

Teacher evaluation of
critique.

Feedback.



01),K WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be'emphasized

Ccnccut IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
seeral way:.

General Objective: 180 - Recognize that there are nany job levels within an occupa-
tional field.

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations

Given an occupational field the student will be able to
describe the structure of job levels.

General Business and Office Training

Resources Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational 1. Student research.
Titles

Occupational Outlook Handbook

2. Reports by students.
Kits:

Occupational Exploratory
Kit

College Occupational Explor- 3. Film, "Your Job--Finding
the Right One".atiot Kit

:Tideninr, Occupational

Roles lit
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16nm Film:

"Your Job-Finding the Right
One"
(Coronet Films)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

L. Discussion.
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Teacher subjective
evaluation of re-
port.

Teacher interpreta-
tion of student re-
action.



SELF

Concept:

Grades 10-12 Factors:
To be enrhaized

V - Work means different things to different l'E4:,-;-]c.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work h:2s 1)ctenl.for
amilor finLncial rewards.

lehavioral Objective:

Curriculum Consider ,

l'esources

a) Civen an occupational field, the student will
exanple2 of his ',potential financial and 3....eann.1

All courses

7sycho-

Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Choosinc Your Career"
(2/C 34)
"Salaried Worker or Self-
-Lmployed?" (CFF 5)

Career Opportunities I
Your Life of Work"

(CF;; 4)

(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

Guest speakers

1. Each student will make a

list of his potential per -

sonal and financial needs and
rewards.

2. Filmstrips.

3. Class discussion.

4. Guest speakers--former
students successfully em-
ployed; experts in field.

5. Student interviews of
chosen occupation in inter-
est area.

. Written report.
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Student reaction
interpreted by
teacher.

Teacher's subjective
evaluation of list.

Evaluate rerorts.

Evaluate speakers.



CAREE.P, Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and
To he emphasized Education

Concept: VI - hducation and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field the student will be able to
prepare himself for a job description.

Curriculum Considerations: All courses except Bookheepinr and Beginning Shorthand

Pesources Activities Evaluations

Speaker -- industrial person- 1. Teacher presentation.
nel manager

Application blanks from local
industries 2. Guest speaker.

Taped interviews--examples

16mm Filns:
"Job InterviewsGetting
Started"
(McGraw-(fill)

"Your Job--Applying For
It"

(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)
Filmstrips:

"The Job Interview"
(CFS/ 6)

"How to Find a Job for
Yourself" (CFS/ 7)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Fill out application
sample.

4. Practice interviews.

5. Films.

6. Filmstrips.

Check application
samples for neat -
ness, accuracy,
clarity, spelling,
etc.

Teacher and class
criticism of taped
practice interview.

Teacher reactions to
class discussions.

student's responses
in the interview and
application.

Teacher evaluation

A of student appearance
and conduct in res-
pect to job situa-
tions.

7. Nock interview using TV
"Getting and Keeping Your equipment.

First Job" (FS/C 35)
"Your Job Interviews"
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information. 8. Have businessmen conduct
Center) interviews.

Transparencies:
"Career Planning"
(15-3717-4)

(Minnesota, Mining, and
Manufacturing)

9. Write application letter
and data sheet.
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WORK WORLD
Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational
possibilities related to

individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: b) Given an occupational field, the student will be able toindicate the relationship of school subjects to these
occupational possibilities.

Curriculum Considerations: All courses

Resources
Activities

Evaluations

Speakers:
Local business
Local industry
Guidance

1. Speakers.

2. Films.
16mm Films:

"Where the Action Is" (F 1)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

3. Filmstrips.

Filmstrips:

"High School Course Selec-
tion and Your Career"
(Guidance Associates)

Career Education Directory
(Wisconsin Board of Voca-
tional Technical and Adult 5. Discussion.
Education)

4. Individual counseling to
establish a program of study.

6. Bulletin board.
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Teacher evaluation
of student's reaction
to and speakers..

Teacher and counselor
evaluations of stu-
dent's programs in
relation to chosen
occupations.



',.!0Fr. WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Structure and Nature

General Objective: 183 - Understand that demands for certain professional, tech-
nical, skilled and service occupations are increasing;.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be ah: ^ to
illustrate examples where Professional t_echnic--
tions are increasinc.

Cur.r.icul.= Consideration: General Business, Lookkeeping

Resources Activities 7valuaticns

Speaker:
Business
Industry

16mm Films:
"Labor Force in Flux"
"What is Automation"
"Technician in Our Chang-
ing World"
(University of Minnesota)

"Craftsmanship and Auto-
mation"
(Education Film Life Asso-
ciation, Inc.)

r',.There the Action Is" (F 1)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Systems"
(IBM Film Library)

World of Work Vocational
Opportunities Series

"Data Processing Clerk"
(Eye Gate)
(L.T.I. Career Informa-
tion Center)

1. Speaker.

2. Films.

3. Class discussion.

)4. Panel discussion
CPA

2-year Associated degree
student
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Teacher and sneaker
evaluation of stu-
dent's reactions.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 186 - Understand that one's education and training will affect
his employability 7.-otential.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to describe how his education or training will affect
his employability potential.

Curriculum Considerations: All Business courses.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Local business, or
Lakeshore Technical Insti-
tute personnel, or

Local businessman person-
n el

16mm Films:

"Your Job--Good Work
Habits"

"Your Job--Getting Ahead"
(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"You Can Go A Long Way"

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"Jobs and Continuing Edu-
cation"

"Jobs and Advancement: On
the ,Move"

(McGraw-Hill)

"The Remarkable School-
house"

(National Association of
Manufacturers)

"Office Etiquette"
(University of Minnesota)

Filmstrips:
"Preparing for the World
of Work"
"Preparing for the Jobs of
the 70's"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Speakers.

2. Films.

3. Filmstrips.

4. Panel discussion: Person-
nel and other business
people, discussing "What
Business Looks for in Hiring
Personnel."

5 Check newspapers and maga-
zines for appropriate articles.

6. Use overhead presentation
as culmination of subject
matter.
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Teacher evaluation
of student's re-
actions.



Grades 10-12 Factors: Education and
To be emphasized Training

VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and

Dbjec _7e: - Formulate job expectations that are consistent with his
personal attrib-Ites.

Obj. 2tive: a) The student will identify his personal attributes and
how they relate to occupational choices.

Cureic Cor=t3erations: General Business, Beginning Typin7, 3eginnim7 Office
Training, Business English

7e:p.) Activities Evaluations

Stui.mt record 1. Class discussion.

Sne:aker from Personnel Dent.

'Asconsin State Employment 2. Fill out form--personal
Service inventory.

16mm Film:
"Aptitudes and Occupations"
(Coronet) 3. Filmstrips.

Filmstrips:
"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/B 1) 4. Film.

"Counseling in Vocation-
al Decisions"

Career Opportunities I
"Your Life of Work" (CFS l) 5. Discuss the relationship
(L.T.I. Career Informa- of physical, mental, and
tion Center) other characteristics to jobs..

Transparencies:
"Effective Human Relations"
(15-3716-6)

(Minnesota, Mining and
Manufacturing)

Book:
How to Get the Job
7Science Research Associ-
ates Guidance Series)

6. Outside speakers.

7. Data sheet and letter of
application.

8. Encourage students to
evaluate own potential.

324-

Teacher check of
class inventory and.
application/data
sheet.



CAREER PLAINING Grades 10-1:' Factors: Information Gathcrin:-
To be emphasize

Concept: VIII - Cecil-national supr1;. riemand has an iNpact on career planninr7.

General Objective: 155 - RecorTize th techno:oFical chanre may affect employ-
ment oFeortu-:.1t1 es and task requirements of various
occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupation21 field, the st,.:dent will. id.ent.

examrles lz.here technolof:ical chvnce affected ta.:7
reclare::.ents ard er::,:oynert

Curriculum Considerations: All :usines:., cources

Resources Activities

Speaker: 1. Speaker.
Local business
Local industry

Hewspapers,"maranines, tra4e 2. rtuflent renor4...
journals, etc.

16mm Films:

fltory of ProalIct:;.vit,'"

(Do All Co: parry)

"Automation--What is It"
(:rational Association of Filrstrirs.
)M:ianufacturers)

"What is Automation"
(University of 7:;innesota) 5. Class .IL;cuLsion.

"The Thin):inr-, !achine"

(Educational Film Library
.

Association) 6. :.evs article research on
current business trends.

"Where the Action Is" (Y 1)
(L.T:I. Career in'ormation
Center)

Filmstrip:

"Careers in the World of
Computers" (FS/R L8)
(L.T.I. Career Inforratton
Center)

"PreparinG for the Jobs of
the 70's"
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

325

"eecl.er

cvnliz,.ition of' r1,:--

Cirts5



CAREER PLAN::T:IG Crades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized.

Concert: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an immact on career planning.

General Objective: 156 - Become familiar with employment trends and plan accord-
ingly.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to explain trends and how they affect his career selection.

Curriculum Considerations: General Business, Office Training

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker: 1.
Wisconsin State Employment
Service

Placement Department-Indus-
try

Newspapers, magazines, trade
journals, etc.

Sound -on -slide series of
local industries
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrip:

"Preparing for the Jobs of
the 70's"

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook Handbook
(Employment Outlook Reprints
from above)

Pamphlet:

"Our World of Work" (#28)
(Science Research Associ-
ates Guidance Series)

Speaker.

2. Student scrapbook of em-
ployment opportunities.

3. Filmstrips.

4. Discussion.
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Teacher evaluation
of student reactions.

Objective evaluation
of scrapbook by
teacher.

Objective test
questions.



Grades 10-12 Factor:;:

To be er-17hr.sizerfi

Cencf2pt: VT.. T - Oncutc.tional nn irract or rarrcl-

General Ubjectivel - Take in account tl:e eytent to 1Thicl- toc'nnc7criof-7 Crnn7e

nay affect employnent oiucrtunitier rInd 4psk
of various occupations.

Behavioral Objective: 0 Given an occupational fieL3, the studen!. ,..1-171(.

to e:.:plain the extent to wLic the
affects employrent fln,1

Considerations: T'isines cour5eF.

Resources Activities

Sneakers:
Local business
Local industry

:lewspapers, magazines, trade
journals, etc.

16nun Films:

"The Story of Productivity"
(Do-All Company)

1. Speaher.

0 Student reports.

3. Films.

"AutomationWhat is It"
(National Association of 4. Filmstrips.
Manufacturers)

"What is Automation"
(University of Minnesota) 5. Class discussion.

"The Thinking Machine"
(Educational Film Library
Association)

"Where the Action Is"
"Growth of Big Business in
America" (F 19)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrips;

"Careers in the World of
Computers" (FS/R I&6)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

6. News article research on
current business trends.

ret=ction.

of reports.



WORK -..:ORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Factors: Structure and Kature

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among workers.

Behavioral nbjective'a) Given an occupational field, the student will identify
why cooperation among workers is important.

Curriculum Considerations: All classes

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speakers:
Local business
Local industry
Recent graduate

1. Speaker.

2. Class discussion.
16mm Films:

'Individual Motivation
and Behavior"
(University of Minnesota) 3. Draw a Sociogram.

"Your Job--Fitting In" (F 18)
(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information 4. Films.
Center)

"Careers in the Office:
Working Together" 5. Filmstrip..
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Filmstrip:

"Your Personality: The 6. Case Studies--Discussion
You Others Know" (FS/C23) groups.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Transparencies:
"Effective Human Relations"
(15-3716-6)
(Minnesota, Mining and
Manufacturing)

7. Composition at typewriter.

8. General Business ... estab-
lishment of corporation to
make and sell booster buttons
or some other product.

328

Teacher evaluation
of student's reactions
to sneaker and class
discussion.

Teacher evaluation
of sociogram.

Problem Test ques-
tions.

Evaluation of case
studies.



c;rade2 10-1:7 7ac=rs: day, Tee:_ , land
r2o 1c erThaF;Ize:-! 7nrunit:7.

Concert: - 1:nvironnent and individual -cotential interact to influence career
develo-cment.

General Objective: 11,7 -

7Jehavir)ral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations

Accept the necessity for compromise between societal and
individual needs in career development.

Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
evaluate the need for compromise in career development.

All courses

Resources Activities Fvaluations

Kits:

"SRA Career Information
Kit" (GK 18)
'SRA Job Exi)erience Kits"
(GK 19)
"SRA Widening Occupational
Roles Kit" (GK 20)
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book

Transparencies:

"Human Resources and Per-
sonal Development"
(15-3543-4)

(Minnesota, Mining, and
Manufacturing)

Filmstrips:
( "Getting to Know Me"

(FS/C 75)

"Me, Itrself and I" (FS/C 87)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

.

1. Students use kits.

2. Class discussion.

3. Career Project: Define
physical and educational
requirements for career
choice.

329

Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion.

Teacher will evelu-
ate the student's

choice in terms of
the physical and edu-
cational requirements.



CAREER PLA1;;;LIG Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peer, and
To he emphasized Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 -

Behavioral Objective: b)

Curriculum Considerations:

Recognize and accept that his career choice may be
influenced by job opportunities in his geographic area.

Given an occupational field, the student will interpret
this relationship in terms of his local job opportunities.

All courses

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip: 1. Speaker.
"A Survey of Jobs at the
Kohler Company" (FS/C 53)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 2. Filmstrip.

Speaker:

Local industry
Employment office 3. Class discussion.

Sound-on-slide series of
local industries
(L.T.I. Career Information 4. Student survey community
Center) in terms of job opportunities.

5. Follow-up study of recent
graduates.

330

Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion.

Teacher interpreta-
tion of student's
survey.



UORK WORLD Grades 10-22
To be emphasized

Factors: Indivirlual ',psyche-

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to inflJtence creer
development.

General Objective: 193 - Understand and accept
determine in part the
career area.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational
factors of individual
of attainment as they
aspirations.

Curriculum Considerations: All courses

that individual cility will
level of attainment in a Eiven

field, the student will identify
ability that affect the level
relate to his own career

Resources Activities valuations

Booklets:
Do Your Dreams Match Your
Talents

Discovering Your Real Inter-
ests 2. Films.
TScience Research Associ-
ates)

1. Teacher presentation.

16mm Films:
"Personal Qualities for
Job Success"
(B.A.V.I.)

Read booklets.

4. Class discussion.
"Opportunities in Clerical
Work"
(Lewis de Rochemont Associ-
ates; Sterling Educational 5. Self-assessment of typing
Films) and shorthand abilities upon

completion of course.
Filmstrip:

"Skills That Pay Off"
(CFS/ 8)

(L.T.I. Career Information 6. Self-evaluation inventory.
Center)

331

Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion.

Teacher interpreta-
tion of inventories.



Grades 10-12
To be emr)hasized

Factors:
Political

Concert: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: -

::ehavioral Objective: a)

Currculum Considerations:

Understan.i the outcomes of work status, econoie benefits,
and security).

Liven an occupational field, the student will Lientify
the economic benefits resulting from an occupation.

All courses

Resources Activities F.v[Iluations

161^1a Films:

Your Farninc Pover"
(Coronet)

"Jobs and the World of
Work"

Filmstrips:

-Where You Will Live and
Work" (CFA/ 7)
'The 7!eaning of Work"

1. Teacher presentation.

2. Films.

3. Filmstrips.

(CF."-./ 6) 4. Speaker: Personal exper-
(L.7'.I. Career Information iences of students.
Center)

Book:

Careers and Occupations
(J. C. FerCeson)

5. Class discussion.

Speaker:

Personal experiences of 6. List economic benefits re-
student sultinE from occupations.

7. Bulletin Board--What Can
You Gain From an Occupation?

8. Panel discussion--Economic
benefits versus personal
satisfaction.

332

Teacher evaluation
of class discussion.

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists.

Teacher evaluation
of panel discussion.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 197 - Understand that career will determine friends,
associates, and status in community.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will describe
the role his career will play on the selection of
friends and associates and his status within the
community.

Curriculum Considerations: General Business, Office Training

Resources 11 Activities Evaluations

16mm Film: 1. Film. Teacher interpreta-
"Jobs in the World of tion of class dis-
Work" cussion and panel.
(McGraw-Hill)

2. Class discussion.

Filmstrip:

"Job Attitudes--Why Work
at All" (FS/C 64) 3. Panel discussion.

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Booklets: 4. Read booklets.
SRA Guidance Series Book-
lets

(Science Research Associ-
ates) 5. Speaker, "has Your Job

Influenced Your Selection of
Friends and Associates."

333



CAREER PLAm;I: ;G Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 159 - Recognize career horizons through participation in
simulated activities and work situations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to identify career horizons through simulated activities.

Curriculum Considerations: All Business courses except Beginning Shorthand,
Beginning Typing, and Business English

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit:

''Job Experience Kit"

(Science Research Associ-
ates)

Practice Sets:
Bookkeeping - Taylor Hard-
ware, Spencer Athletics
Goods

(Southwestern Publishing;
Company)

Office Practice - "Type-
writing Office Practice"
(Southwestern Publishing
Company)

Advanced Typing - "A Day
in the Secretary's Life at
Lenox China"
(Lenox China and Crystal;
Trenton, New Jersey)

16mm Film:
"The Business Office;
:aking Things Happen"
(Gilbert Altschul Prod-
ucts, Inc.; Journal
Films, Inc.)

1. Use kits.

2. Practice Sets:
Bookkeepin7

'4onopoly Practice. Set

Office Practice
Filing

Advanced Shorthand
Advanced Typing

3. Simulated Business Organ-
ization (sole proprietorship,
partnership, or corporation).
General Business -- students
make product, distribute it
and share in profits.

4. Film.

334

Teacher interpreta-
tion of students'
project methods.

Open Practice Set
test on Bookkeeping
Practice Sets.

Typinr Set - Evalu-
ate accuracy and
amount cornleted.

Feedback on effec-
tiveness of corpora-
tion.

Tests.



rip ',Air;II:C

CC)neellt:

Grades 10-12 Factors: Info...nation GatherirE
T. be c:nr)asized

- C13% to perforn adequately in a variety of
occu-ontions.

GPnr,ral -)1),.ective: 161 - Identify several satisfying job alternatives that could
utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a career field, the student will be able to list
several job alternatives that utilize his talents.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Shorthand, Advanced Typing, Bookkeeping,
Office Training

Tecources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"L7kills That Pay Off"
(Fs/c 8)

''Preparing for the World

of Work" (FS/C 31)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Kit:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit"

(Science Research Associ-

1. Filmstrips.

2. Class discussion.

3. Students use kit.

ates) 1. Students list job alter -
(L.T.I.. Career Information natives that utilize their
Center) talents.

Book:

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles
L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

335

Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion.

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists.



CAREER n Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be enbhasizod

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 166 - Understand that new ,jobs usually developed within occu-
pational clusters.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field the student will be able
to identify the relationship between new jobs and occu-
pational clusters.

Curriculum Considerations: Bookkeeping, Office Training

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kits:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit"

"Widening Occupational
Roles Kit'

(Science Research AssOci-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Book:

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Job Cluster chart for Busi-

ness Education and Distribu-
tive Education

1. Use dictionary. Teacher's interpre-
tation of discussion.

2. Class discussion on what
a cluster is and on how jobs
develop within these clusters.

336



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 164 - Identify and comFrehend factors which may have relevance
for one's career decisions.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to identify factors which may have relevance in ;career
decisions.

Curriculum Considerations: Office Training, General Business, Advanced Typing,
Advanced Shorthand.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit"

(Science Research Associ-

1. Use Kit--individual basis.

ates) 2. List and explain factors
(L.T.I. Career Information which have relevance to
Center) career decisions.

Recent newspaper and magazine
articles

Teacher interpreta-
tion of student's
list and explana-
tions.

Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion and survey.

Teacher interpret a-
3. Survey of News Releases. tion of project.

4. Discussion.

5. Project on Careers.

337



:ALF Grades 10-12 Factors:
To be developed

7-nrc)nr:at!.-,n flthertn7

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career TaRnnin-.

-:elnera1 Objcctf7e: 151 - Determine and pursue educational an 3,/).

7:Lans.

74L-L:avioral Objective: a) Havinr selected an eccupational fiel:, 7;tu.lent

be able to identify various methods to rain PnIcy levol

Curriculum Considerations: All 3usiness courses

neSOUrces Activities 1valuations

Filmstrips:

"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/R 12)

1. Teacher presentation. Teacher evaluation
of reaction cf
students.

Your Future"
(FS/R 13) 2. Films.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16mm Films: 3. Filmstrips.
"Where the Action Is" (F 1)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

4. Speaker from Personnel
"Onward and Upward" Department or. Placement
(National Association of Director.
Manufacturers)

5. Class discussion.

338



Concept: KV -

General Objective:

c:Ire(r

a 5o - tefl. wi I:]1 1.7w'

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

a 7.eneral 1:,r21...k7roun 21...dent wila be able

fy can7cr i n fr..r!lati

colmle!:

Resources Activities Evaluaticns

Guidance Department

Wisconsin State Ennloyment
Service

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book

Kit:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit"
(Science Research Associ-
ates)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Guidance Series Booklets
(Science Research Associates)

I. Sreaker--Tzuidance counsel-
or (General :7-uiness or any
student may see hiv: en an
individual basis . )

2. Class discussion.

3. Career Project--"What
Educational Training Will I
Need?" "Where Will I Go To
Get This Training?"

339

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists
of corces.

Teacher's evalua-
tion of the class
discussion.

Teacher evaluation
of Project.



10-1
To be develo-,ed

Concept: - res.r.rmsible for thei.r

enc. Objective: 170 - Un,lerntan.a

Tehavioral Objective: L) riven' an oceupotional 7)c

to relate his hi* :,:chrv-A ,-ourst!F; t- -ftc

chills.

Curriculum Considerations: All courses

Resources Aczivities

Filnotrips:

"High School Course Selec-
tion and Your Career"

1- Filnstrips. Teacher intc-Irreta-
tion of
cussion..

"jow To I.1 :e a Career

Decision"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

2- Field tries. Feedbact: from

discussion and
speaker.

16mm Films: 3. Speaker: Industry.
"D=okkeeping Occupations
amd. Opportunities"

(John Paul Jones and Asso-
ciates; Bailey Film Asso- 4. Class discussion.
Hates)

"auziness Machine Opera-
tors" 5. Films.

(Louis de Rochemont Associ-
ates; Sterling Educational
Films)

6- Panel discussion:
C.P.A.

Associate Degree

340



PLA=G Srades 10-1:2

To be fievelor'l

Concept: >V - Job characteristics anl indivi6mr,

General Objective: 172 - Pecorni?,c en?: accept tl.r,t

require the o:bility to

Pr,1 :Av.cetic!n

3ehavioral Objective: a) Te student wiil he ril%70 t, r,,'
chanEe2 which will re'luirc j!

viven occflPtional field.

Curriculum Considerations: General Business, Office Traininr

Resources

Filmstrip:

"Preparing for the Jobs
the 70's" (FS/C 28)
(L.T.I. Career Informatian
Center)

16mm Films:

"Cities of the Future"
(National Association of
Manufacturers)

"A Ilan is a Job"

(U.S. Employment Service)

C

Activities

1. Filrlstrip and cassettes.

2. r1eacher -nresentations.

3. Class discus.sion.

. Filrs.

5. Students IUl list social .

and environnertcl chanties
that effect jobs.

341

nr.

Teacher evaluation
of class n7rticipa-
tion.

Teacher ova-illation

of students' lists
of chary-,es.



WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be Developed

Concept: XVI - Job Cracteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 201 - Recognize that there is a line of advancement which
requires personal adjustment.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student 7i:ill understand Pnd accept continuing

adjustment as a necessary factor for advancement.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Typing., Advanced Shorthand, Office
Training, Bookeeping.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:
"Automation"
(CFS/5)

(LTI Career Information
Center)

16mm Films:
"Your Job - GettJapl.Ahead"
"Your Job - You :Vac= Boss"
"Automation What Is It and
What It Does"
(Coronet)

"jobs and Advancement on
the Move"
(McGraw-Hill with Uision
Associates, Inc.)
"Careers In the Offine.
Getting a Promotion"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

1. Teacher2rmsentation Teacher evaluation
of class discussion

2. Speaker from Industry
Office :Training

3. Film
Office Training

Bookkeeping

4. FV-Fmstrips:

Bookkeeping

5. Class Discussion
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be Developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a

changing society.

General Objective: 202 - Recognize that there is .a rp-ii onship between

advancement and willingness to accept responsibility.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify-the-positive relationship

between advancement and -7-/-=Imansibility.

Currinulum Considerations: Advanced Typing, ShortbzawL Office Training,

Bookeeping.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip: 1. Teacher presentm. Teacher evaluation

"Automation"
of class discussion

(CFS/5)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16mm Films:
"Your Job--Getting Ahead"
"Your Job- -You and Your

Boss" 3. Films

"Automation, What Is It and Office Training

What It Does" Bookeeping

(Coronet Films)

2. Speaker from dm:th2=-,r

Office Training

"Your Job--Good Work Habits"
"Jobs and Advancement on the 4. Filmstrip

Move" Bookeeping

(McGraw-Hill with Vision
Associates, Inc.)

"Caeers In the Office:
Getting a Promotion"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Recent Graduate or Personnel

Manager

5. Class discussiom



WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 203

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize that job characteristics require specialized
education, preparation, and training.

a) The student will be able to locate and explain training
opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Courses, General Business, Bookkeeping

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Freparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Teacher presentation

2. Panel Discussion-
Bookkeeping, Associate
Degree-CPA

3. Filmstrips - General
Business

4. Students will list
training opportunities on
career project--General
Business

Teacher evaluation
of career project

Teacher evaluation
of panel discussion

5. Filed Trips to Local
Technical Institutes--
Office Training (Advtanced Courses)
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To he developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 205 Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain
employment.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will describe
the personal and social adjustment necessary to maintain
employment.

Curriculum Considerations: Office Training

Resources Activities Evaluations

16 mm Films:
"How to Keep a Job"
(B.A.V.I.)

1. Student interview with
workers on the job.

"Your Job: Fitting In"
"Your Job: Getting Ahead" 2. Class discussion.
(Coronet), (L.T.I.
Career Information Center)

"Careers In The Office: 3. Speaker.
Getting a Promotion"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Local Business and Industry 4. View films.

Recent Graduate

Transparencies: 5. Discussion groups.
"Effective Human Relations"
(3M)

345

Teacher will evaluate
the students' re-
actions.



COMMUNICATIONS RATIONALE

The area of communications within the career-centered curriculum bases
its rationale around four fundamental points:

1. There is a movement within the secondary schools toward ungraded
programs.

2. From this movement toward ungraded programs, elective, more diver-
sified courses develop in language arts.

3. Language arts courses fall into four basic areas. (Literature, com-
position, media, speech/drama).

h. Since the division from grade to grade is no longer feasible in
many schools and since all language arts courses fall into four
areas, the communications section Of this guide is ungraded, but
areas of concentration have been recommended.

The area of communications is important in the career-centered curric-
ulum for two reasons:

1. The skills developed in composition, speech, and media are essential
to a worker's potential training, advancement, and stability within
any career.

2. The study of values and attitudes in literature affords an excel-
lent opportunity to explore the values and attitudes of the work
ethic.

Ruth Grosshuesch - Cedar Grove
Richard Hurlbut - Two Rivers
Leone 11. Haus - Sheboygan Falls
Lyle Seidel- - Sheboygan Falls



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, attitudes
and values.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to isolate, define and integrate
his abilities, interests, attitudes and values so that he
will apply these assets to a positive self-concept.

Curriculum Considerations: Literature, composition, speech.

Resources Activities

Psychologist

Literature.
The Empty Fortress
Children of the Dream
Social Change and Psychology
Truant from Life
Dialogue with Mothers

Readings in Bruno Bettelheim
in area of self.

1. Speech: Psychologist will
discuss the things involved in
an individual and his develop-
ment of a positive self-concept.

2. Speech: Questions and an-
swers between student and
psychologist.

3. Composition: Write a short
paper on what you like most
about yourself and what you
like least about yourself.

4. Speech: Small groups will
discuss attitudes and values
of their class, their genera-
tion, etc.
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Evaluations

Write a short essay
evaluating your-
self in your a)
abilities, b) inter-
ests, c) attitudes,
d) values.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 1110 - Understand that people can achieve dignity and worth
by work.

Behavioral Objective: a) A Student will be able to infer through reading and
participation, that any individual can achieve dignity
by doing his job well, no matter how menial or glorious.

Curriculum Considerations:

Resources

novels, short stories,
essays to be chosen by
teacher depending on par-
ticular course materials.

Books:

Flowers for Algernon
by Keyes

Movie:
"Charlie"

Literature, speech, and drama.

Activities Evaluations

1. Speech: Visit a mental
institution or a "half-way
house. Discuss the visit.

Discussion.

Each student will be
asked to evaluate
his role and what
it did to his sense

2. Drama - Speech - Literature: of being needed and
Oral interpretation of play. his personal sense

of worth.

3 Drama - Speech - Literature:
Role playing - mental retard or
disadvantaged youth.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 175

Factors: Individual Psychological

- Understand that work has intrinsic

tion from achievement and personal
worth.

Behavior Objective: a) The student will state how intrinsic
affect self esteem.

values such as satisfac -
recognition as having

values of a job

Curriculum Consideration: Composition, speech, literature, media.

Resources

Recruiter

Local citizens
Industry, service,
police chief, police-
man, county nurse,
social worker, mayor

Books:
Go Where Glory Wants
Thee by Frank O'Connor

Activities

1. Media: Have four or more
students prepare a 30 minute
video tape of an interview
with a local citizen.

2. Media, Speech - Drama:
Interview others in order to
determine their personal sat-
isfaction derived from their
work. Tape recorder may be
used.

3. Speech: Conduct a dis-
cussion on which is more
important: The money or the
intrinsic satisfaction of the
job? Include contrasts be-
tween money and "helping
people," money and "status,"
money and working conditions,
etc.
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7valuations

Students will pre-
pare a list of
values related to
their job outlook.

Prepare a list of
personal satisfac-
tions derived from
work; i.L. pride
of accomplishment,
ego stimulation,
pleasure in helping
others.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interdependency-
of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will illustrate how occupations interrelate.

Curriculum Consideration: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Eveduations

Video tape of field
trip to hospital or
industry for future
use.

1. Media: View an assembly line
process. Take a field trip to a
factory; research a process in a
factory of individual choice;
show a film of the process, etc.

2. Composition - Speech: Study
specializations within the pro-
fessions. Discuss specializa-
tions within government, in-
dustry or social service.
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2

Prepare a job cluster
illustration of
job interrelation.
(Student choice.)



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177 - Recognize that many occupations contribute to an end
product.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will outline how related occupations contribute
to an end product.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, media.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Camera

Film

Dark Room Facilities

Projector

Filmstrip:
"Careers in Film Making"
(Educational Dimensions
Corporation)

1. Media: In the area of media,
trace the development of a film,
This may be done indirectly, or
through the actual preparation
of a film. Show filmstrip, "Ca-
reers in Film Making."

2. Composition: Trace indirectly
the development of a book's pub-
lication.

3. Composition: Trace the process
of developing an end product of any
type.
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Compile a list of
occupations related
to an end product of
the student's choice
from natural resource
to consumption.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to deduce and conclude that
leisure time activities may be influenced by one's full-
time occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, composition, literature.

Resources Activities

Industrial speakers 1. Speech.: Define and discuss the
following suggested factors: Work-

Employment Service speaker ing hours, direct job carry over,
people you work with, geographic

Counselor location, and distance, familial
considerations.

Literary Cavalcade

2. Composition: How would the
five factors above or any others
you may add, affect your life in
a chosen occupation?

3. Composition: Write an original
essay listing your own leisure
activities, telling which ones you
enjoy most and why.

4. Speech: A round table dis-
cussion concerning the benefits
of leisure time.

5. Literature: Read essays per-
taining to leisure time activities.
Comment on your own leisure time
activities.
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Evaluations

A speech %fill be given
by each student to
discuss how the fac-
tors mentioned in
Activity #1 could
possibly affect his
occupation.

A paper Will be
written on the student's
reaction to his find-
ings.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People work for different reasons and receive differeut
rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will verbalize why people do what they a: t.r a
living.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech.

Factors: Individual Psychological

Resources Activities

Personnel with various in-
terests from business,
industry, and the arts.

Books:
The God Father
Great Gatsby
The Rise of Silas Lapham
Of Human Bondage

1. Speech: What are the reasons
why people work? (Money, prestige
occupy time, escape, enjoyment,
experience, meet people, glam-
our, dedication to a calling
or an ideal, pride, security,
etc.)

2. Speech - Literature: What
rewards, other than a paycheck,
do people receive for their work?

3. Speech: Find at least one
thing you are doing in school
that you consider relevant to
your life after high school.

4. Composition: Write one sug-
gestion you would have for an
activity in this class that
in your opinion would serve
you after high school graduation.
Why do you feel this way?
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Evaluations

Composition, speech
, or panel discussion

on why. peopll do

what they do for a
living.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Training and education

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will compile, organize and illustrate materials
to be used in seeking a job.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Employers for interviews.

Pamphlets:

"Can I Get the Job?"
(General Motors)

"You and Your Occupa-
tional Choice."
1.3oard of Christian
Education of United
Presbyterian Church
of U.S.A.)

"Why Young People
Fail to Get and Hold
Jobs"

(New York State
Department of Labor)

"Choosing Your Occu-
pation."
(U.S. Department of
Labor)

Films:

"First Impressions"
(B.A.V.I.)

"Job Interview-Men"
"Job Interview-Women"
(Churchhill Films)

1. Composition: Fill out
samples of application
blanks.

2. Composition: Compile
a personal data sheet.

3. Composition: Check news-
paper ads and write a letter
of application.

4. Speech: Role playing
activity. Assume one is em-
ployer and one is applicant.
State an interview.

5. Speech: Discussion of
appearance, grooming, cleanli-
ness, proper apparel, etc.
that are intangibles in job
interviews.

6. Media: Show film, "First
Impressions".

7. Media: Show films,
"Job Interviews-Men" and
"Job Interviews-Women."
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Without students
knowledge, have
an employer de-
cide which ones
he would consider,
then have employer
come to class and
discuss.

Have students
evaluate on an
evaluation sheet
the things they
have noticed
about the inter-
view.

Fill out a sample
application form an-
swering all the
questions correctly
and neatly.... Include
names and addresses
of references.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 153

Factors: Training and Education

Analyze the relationships between learning
through on-the-job experiences.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will identify how learning and
job experiences are related.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, media, speech.

and earning

earning through

Resources Activities Evaluations

Film:

"Your Job: Getting Ahead." 1. Speech, Composition: Do you
(Coronet Films) now or have you had a part-

Student on a co-op program

Intern teacher

Apprentice

time job? What have you learned
about people you can later
apply. (Human Relations)

2. Speech, Composition: What
is the relationship between
earning and learning?

3. Speech, Composition: What
do you have to learn about
the company, about your boss,
about your job, about people
you will be working with in
order to be successful?

4. Speech, Composition: What
are you learning in school that
will relate to work?

5. Media: Show film, "Your
Job: Getting Ahead."
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Discuss film in
terns of school
studies.

Have student write
synopsis of how
his learning
applies to chosen
occupation.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and education
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 154 - Accept the concept of continuous education and training for
enhancing and effecting one's career development potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will conclude that continuous education or
training is necessary to keep pace with our changing society.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, drama, composition.

Resources Activities

Film:
"Kohler Training
,Mohler)

Parents

Local workers

Professionals

4eech, Composition: in-
dustry has to change to keep
pace with the times. How does
the individual do the same
thing? (i.e. pollution,
ecology, economy)

2. Speech - Panel Discussion:
a) "If you don't move forward,
then you're moving backward."
b) "A Rolling stone gathers
no moss. c) "The race goes
to the swiftest." etc. Apply
above statements to career
idea rather than to aener-
alities.

3. Composition: Explain - One
needs education and/or train-
ing in order to achieve a
career; one needs to continue
education and/or training in
order to upgrade oneself for:
promotion to a better job, more
responsibility, high pay, to
keep pace with present job.

4. Speech: Interviews on con-
tinuing need for education.

Evaluations

Student will iden-
tify in written
or oral presen-
tation.

Group discussion
with individual
evaluation and
analysis of
these cliches.

5. Speech - Composition: Have
class interview workers and

professional men to determine
what coninuing education they need.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

:-tors: Structure and Nature

Concept: VI - ,cation and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related to
individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will explain the value subjects as they
apply toward the pursuit of a ns..1-ef.f.r.

Curriculum CoasiderV:ions: Spee&, composition, media

Resources Activities

Personnel from local
community industry.

1. Composition: Select
your favorite school
5mbject. Make a list
possible occupations re-
lated to this subject.

2. Composttion: JustITSy

lAgM17 studying this3 subSe,

might help you obtain a
position related to your
favorite subject.

3. Speech Discussion: What
do you as an individual ex-
pect as a participant in
school': ,i.e. thaming
versus education)

4. Composition: Mak==.01

job cluster related.=
English.
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Evaluations

Discussion partici-
pation on the
practical applica-
tion of school
subjects to the
individual's
future career choice.



WORK WORLD

Concept: VI - Education

General Objective: 183 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations

Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

and work are interrelated.

Understand that demands for certain professional, technical,
skilled and service occupations are increasing.

Student will report orally why there is an increasing demand
for certain occupations.

Speech, composition.

Resources

Sear's Trailing Series
Filmstrip and Records

Professional and trade
journals

Reader's Guide of Period-
ical Literature

News magazines

Licensing manuals for
various occupations.

Activities Evaluations

1. Speech - Composition: Divide
class into four groups:
a) Identify which professions

need more qualified members,
why?

b) Identify which occupations
need more technicians, why?

c) Identify which of the
skilled trades need more
workers. Consider appren-
ticeships also.

d) Why are service occupations
growing? Which are they?

2. Speech - Composition: Using
same groups as above, have each
group explore the education
needed and where to get it.

3. Speech - Composition: Use
the want ads in the Milwaukee
Journal. Divide class into
groups to discuss available
jobs and the education necessary
to get them.
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Oral and written
reports from each

oup summarizing
their discussions.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 184 - Understand career opportunities in relation to availability
of training.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to illustrate how career opportunities
are influenced through the availability of training.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, composition, media.

Resources Activities

Trade journals

College catalogs

Technical school catalogs

1. Speech - Composition: Divide
class into discussion groups.
a) Have a group(s) explore

the social reasons that
might influence the individ-
ual to take advantage of or
turn down training oppor-
tunities leading to a
specific career opportunity;
consider family, peers,
neighbors, occupations, that
boys/girls normally don't
enter (i.e. a woman auto
mechanic, a male nurse).

b) Same as above, except
group will explore economic-
political factors. Consider
such things as apprentice-
ship may be closed, training
is or is not available

locally, training not avail-
able because institutional
quota is filled.

c) Individuals could prepare
newspaper ad, radio or T.V.
commercial, etc., to "sell"
some of the things brought
out in Activity 1.
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Evaluations

Group discussions -
participation in
group.

A paper giving a
reaction to the
point that made the
biggest impression.

Presentation of ma-
terial visually or
orally to class.



-4ORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 186 - Understand that one's education and training will affect
his employability potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will identify and cite how his education and
training will prepare him for or affect his future employ=
ability.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Films:
"No Reason to Stay"
"The Dropout"
(Canadian Film)

"No Reason to Stay"
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Pamphlet and poster type
material on value

Eight high school graduates

1. Speech: Debate or
discussion - The high
school dropout versus
high school graduate as
employable. (Things to
consider: Attitudes that
cause one to drop out or
to stay even though one
is miserable).

2. Speech: What has the
age of specialization done
to change employability
potential of an individual?

3. Speech - Media: Explore
this statement: The over ed-
ucated individual has limited
employability potential.

1. Media: Show films and
discuss them.

5. Composition - Media: Trace
the educational or training
steps needed to reach your career
goal. (If :you have not chosen a
carei- goal, pick the one you
would like to explore). Where
will you be able to get this
education? Can you qualify to
enter this training? How do you
finance it?
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Teacher awareness
from small group
discussion.

Students ability to
locate and use ma-
terial relevant to
his education
and training as it
relates to his
future employ-
ability.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 144 - Formulate job expectations that are consistent with his
personal attributes.

Behavioral Objective: a) A Student will identify and record job expectations that
mnplement and capitalize on his attributes.

Currier lum Considerations: Composition, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip and record:
"Careers in Television"
(Educational Dimensions
Corporation)

Film:

"T.V. Arts"

(Minnesota Public Schools)

1. Composition: Give a useable Make your own list
definition of "attributes" as of jobs that will
it applies to you as a person. take into considera-

tion your primary
and secondary attri-
butes.

2. Media: What personal
attributes can you capitalize
on in seeking a job. (i.e.

good talkers, likes people,
might consider sales, insurance,
teacher, news commentator,
politician, airline stewardess,
complaint department clerk, re-
ceptionist, public relations)
Show film

3. Speech: Set up a situation:
John Doe is quiet, shy, likes
people, but doesn't participate,
does acceptable work in math,
science and communications,
does not want to go on to four
years of schooling, but is will-
ing to consider less, is honest,
takes pride in his work and
believes in doing an honest days'
work. What kinds of occupations
should he consider that will
use these attributes?
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SELF

Concept: X - Environment
development.

General Objective: 147 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

and individual potential interact to influence career

Accept the necessity for compromise between societal and
individual needs in career development.

The student will identify and appraise that his own
personal desires and needs in a career are not always those
of society and he must be able to satisfactorily compromise.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Personal resources and
experience.

Representatives of State
Employment Agency

1. Speech: When did you last
compromise with someone over
some small matter. (i.e. you
and your mother on cleaning up
your room) How did you arrive
at the compromise? Were both
parties satisfied?

2. Speech: Apply the process-
in activity 1 to a situation
between you and an employer
(i.e. the employer says he has
noticed you are growing your
hair too long and he considers
it a safety hazard)

3. Speech: Identify the com-
promises you would have to make
if you were to seek employment
in a new community.

4. Speech: Talk by State Em-
ployment Agency representative.
Question and answer session
after talk.
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What is the process
involved in compro-
mise? Short composi-
tion revealing you
understand.

List the compromises:
a) social
b) fellow employees
c) neighbors

d) within your family
that would be needed
to adjust to the new
community.



CAREER PLANNING

Concept: X - Environment
development.

General Objective: 158

Behavioral Objective: a)

Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peer, and
To be emphasized Community

and individual potential interact to influence career

- Evaluate career expectations others have for you and how
these expectations affect your career plans.

Student will differentiate between career expectations of
other and his own, and he will be able to show how these
forces will affect his own career plans.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Films:
"my Life to Live"
"Who Should Decide?"
(Coronet)

Personal Resources

1. Composition: Identify what
career choices the following
persons would have for yon. If
you can, give their line of
reasoning: a) parents; b) older
relatives; c) sister or brother;
d) friends of same sex; e) spe-
cial friends of opposite sex;
f) teachers.

2. --Composition: Situation:
You want to go on to school
away from home. Your parents
want you to go on to school,
but are unwilling to help you
financially, therefore, what
are the different options
available to you? Which op-
tion do you think you would
take?

3. Speech: Your father and
most of your relatives are
doctors (could be anything).
Everyone expects yen, too,
will become a doctor. You
have neither the desire, nor
the initiative to pursue the
lengthy preparation. You have
been forced to take a let of
math and science in high

school. You have been forced

to apply for a prestige college,
etc. What do you do?
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r.....Juate limitations

placed on you by
finances.

Panel discussion.

Discussion and/or
composition.

Small group composi-
tion.



WORK WORLD

Concept: X - Environment

development

General Objective: 193 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

and individual potential interact to icIfluence career

Understand and accept that individual ability will determine
in part the level of attainment in a given career area.

A student will be able to identify and state how individual
ability will ..etermine his level of achievement in a given
career area.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations.

Personal knowledge

Visit to guidance department
to see counselor

Occupational briefs from Occu-
pational Outlook Handbook

Filmstrip:

"Jobs in Health Service"
(Coronet)

1. Composition: Make a list of Hand in list. Have
your own proven abilities and one list put on the
weaknesses. (i.e.) blackboard. Discuss.

Have class decide
whose list it is.

Ability Weakness
mech. ability writing skills

2. Composition - Speech: Find
out from your counselor and your
achievement record, test scores,
etc., the probable potential you
have in a career field. (i.e.
nurse's aide, L.P.N., R.N. or
Nursing Degree) Ignore interest
and motivation. Consider only
career potential.

3. Media: Show. filmstrip.
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Write a brief paper
explaining your poten-
tial in the selected
career field.



SELF

Concept: XI - Occupations

General Objective: 148 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

and life styles are interrelated.

Understand the outcomes of work (status, economic benefits,
and Security).

The student will select and cite the various benefits of
work and apply them to himself.

Composition, speech, literature.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books:

Highbrow, Lowbrow, Middle-
brow by Russel Lynes. Ori-
ginal published in Harper's
Magazine, found in Borzoi
College Reader, Knopf, 1966.

The Status Seekers by Vance
Packard

1. Composition: Aside from the
job itself, which of the follow-
ing do you feel are most impor-
tant to you: Status, economic
benefits, security.

2. Composition - Speech: What
happens to you if you enjoy all
the benefits, but dislike the
job itself?

3. Composition - Speech: White
color vs. blue collar type jobs
as they affect where you live,
what you do, who your friends
are, kinds of food and drink
you serve, how you entertain.

4. Literature: Read and discuss
The Status Seekers.
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Short speech or com-
position justifying
your point of view.

Composition.

Panel discussion.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 149 - Understand that career planning has an effent on one's life
style.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will identify what life style he wants for himself.

Curriculum Considerations: Literature, media, speech.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books, plays, movies, T.V.
programs which bring out
individual life styles.

Books:

Midnight Cowboy
Cactus Flower
A Thousand Clowns
Catcher in the Rye by
Salinger
Valley of the Dolls by
Suzanne
Native Son
Invisible Man by Ellison
(Jewish sub-culture)
The Assistant by Malemud
The Floating Opera by Barth
Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning by Sillitoe

Soap Operas

Samuel Becket's plays

Hemingway's books

Steinbeck's books

Sinclair Lewis' books

1. Composition: Define "life
style."

a) Small town life styles
b) Inner city life styles
c) Suburban life styles.
How does environment affect
one's life style?

2. Media - Speech - Composi-
tion: Have student identify,
orally or in writing, the life
styles and values of characters
in movies, books, plays. What
factors determined the adoption
of the particular life style.

3. Composition: Project what
you hope your life style will
be ten years from now.

.9

4. Speech - Composition: What
is your priority system?

367

Compositions, speeches,
discussions, debates,

pertaining to the in-
dividual's own pro-
jected life style.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 196

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that leisure time and avocational activities can
complement work as a means of self expression.

a) A student will be able to recognize and be able to illustrate
that the same careful planning is needed for satisfactory use
of leisure time as is needed for vocational planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, composition.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Director from John
Kohler Arts Center
various careers in
dents might become

Teacher-made hobby
Inventory

Michael
to discuss
which stu-
involved.

Interest

1. Speech - Composition: Dif-
ferentiate between constructive
use of leisure and wasting
time. Bring in a list of 25
specific examples for discus-
sion (i.e.my grandmother knits,
my father tinkers with cars,
Mrs. So and So does nothing
but watch T.V.)

2. Speech - Composition: Make
a list of hobbies you might be
interested in. Choose one and
explore it. Share with class.

3. Speech: Try to interest
students in some activity.
Bring in various people to dis-
cuss hobbies.

4. Composition: Students will
evaluate careers available to
them in the areas of their
hobbies.
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Class discussion
involving the use of
leisure time. Does
one have to ALWAYS
make "constructive"
use of leisure, or is
it also desirable to
"waste time"? Is it
necessary to have a
balance between the two?

Students uill write
a composition on which
avocational careers
they would be inter-
ested in.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 167 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Understand that educational decisions may have an important
impact on career opportunities available to an individual.

A student will identify educational considerations necessary
in career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books:

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book

Chronicle Guidance Series
Booklets
(Science Research Associates)

Guidance Counselor

Worker with 20-25 years of
experience

1. Composition - Speech:
Give out a list of occupations
a) Professional
b) Semi-professional
c) Skilled
d) Semi-skilled
e) Unskilled
What high school education
must one have to prepare for
entry.

2. Composition: Take a career
you have thought about and ex-
plore what kinds of educational
background you must have in
high school courses, college
and/or further training.

3. Speech: Discuss alterna-
tives to formal education.

4. Speech: Have guidance coun-
selor come in and talk about
what you can do to recoup if
you've made all the wrong de-
cisions so far.

5. Speech: Have students in-
terview three workers who have
been in the work world for 20-
25 years.
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Short paper bringing
out your ideas.

Panel discussion with
each panelist bringing
one alternative.

Informal evaluation
based on questions
asked.



SELF

Concept: XV - Individuals

General Objective: 150 -

3ehavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Grades 10-12
To be developed

are responsible for their career planning*.

Become acquainted with and utilize resources available for
career planning.

A student will identify and select, when needed, different
types of career planning resources for his own benefit.

Composition, media, speech.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library--Public and school

Guidance Department

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

L.T.I. Career Information
Center

Cassette tape recorder and
tapes

Public service type advertis-
ing from the local radio sta-
tions for models

Tapes:

"Exploring the World of
Work"

"Planning Beyond High School"
(Valiant I.M.C.)

1. Speech - Media: Invite a
member of the guidance depart-
ment to speak to the class on
resources available for career
planning.

2. Composition - Media -
Speech: Take small groups to
the library and guidance office
and show them how to use
materials.

3. Composition - Media -
Speech : Teacher should stress
the idea that career planning
is an individual responsibility
in terms of hobby development
and resources available for
career planning.

4. Media - Speech: Play tapes.
Discuss.
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A student will complete
a detailed worksheet
indicating how he would
go about researching
a career; i.e. list
ten specific resources
he would use to find
the details (education-
al requirements, work-
ing conditions, wages,
chance of advancement,
etc.) for a specific
career.

Have several students
present orally a cap-
sule run-down of their
jobs they investigated.
Tape record this.

Write and deliver a
commercial for radio
selling a listener on
the need for acquain-
tance with resource
material on career
planning.



CAREER FLAMING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 170 - Understand the relationship between high school courses
and activities within the world of work.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will identify certain activities in the language
arts area which have a definite place in the world of work.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Blank forms to be filled out 1. Composition: Fill out
application blank.

Have employers from community
give you some letters of
application.

Newspaper employment section

Cooperating employer j

2. Composition: Prepare
personal data sheet.

3. Composition: Correct
spelling and punctuation in a
poorly written letter.

4. Composition - Speech:
Teacher shows samples of
actual letters written to
apply for a job--some good
and some bad--and ask students
to differentiate.

5. Speech: Discussion- -

Judge applications from em-
ployer's point of view.
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Indicate how you
feel certain writ-
ing skills can help
you on the job.

Apply for a job in
writing (have an
employer run a blind
ad and then later
have the employer
read the letters of
application and later
perhaps come to class
and say why he would
or would not hire a
person). Students
could use false
name.



CAREER PLANNING

Concept: XV - Individuals

General Objective: 171 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

are responsible for their career planning.

Understand the relationship between personal attitudes in
high school and employability.

A student will be aware of, and he will illustrate the
carry-over for personal attitudes at school and work.

Composition, speech.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Individual students

Personnel director from
industry

1. Composition: Each student
will conduct self-evaluation
of:

a) Attendance and tardiness
b) Punching out from classes
c) Assuming responsibility in

a classroom.
d) Behavior in a classroom--

Are you attentive? Obeying
rules, whether you agree
or not? Do your work on
time? Get along with
teachers and fellow stu-
dents?

e) Appearanntr://

2. Composition: If you have
part-time employment, or have
had, indicate what attitudes
or behavior have to be the same
on the job as in school.

3. Composition: What is your
attitude toward school? Ana -

lyze it in writing.

4. Speech: Interview person-
nel director in which he em-
phasizes carry-over from
school to job.

372

Hand in the paper
you have written.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be developed

Concept: ;NI - Job characteristics and individuals must to flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 173 - Recognize that jobs are modified, eliminated, or created
by technological and societal change.

Lehavioral Objective: a) A student will recognize and become aware that jobs are
modified, eliminated, and created by technological and
societal change, through his contact with his family and
community.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, drama, composition, media.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speakers

Interviews

Tape recorders

Guidance Counselor

Television

Magazines

Film:

"Technicians in Our
Changing World"
(Valiant I.M.C.)

1. Speech - Composition: Each
student will ask his rarents
what his job is and how it has
changed in the last ten years.

2. Speech: Interview a
skilled craftsman who it in
an area of work that is other-
wise extinct. (Example--
blacksmith, cobblers)

3. Speech: Speaker on piece-
work or assembly line versus
a "whole project" worker.

4. Speech: Speaker On the
retraining program of the
physically handicapped or a
person displaced by a machine.

5. Speech: Guidance coun-
selor to speak to class, and
bring in material on careers.
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Given a list of
jobs, rank them in
the order as to
which will be
eliminated 1st,
2nd, etc.

Create a job that
you think may be
useful in the
future.

Discussion brought
forth from groups
mentioned under
Activity #9.



Resources Activities Evaluations

6. Drama: Groups of students
will put on a skit showing
different job problems. (Ex-

ample--An employer firing an
employee who is no longer
needed. The problem of elder-
ly citizens losing their jobs.
The problem of long-term em-
ployees losing their jobs be-
cause of recession, etc.)

7. Speech: Discussion on the
influence of appearance--how
the "new look" may be viewed
by the employers. Perchance
photos and ideas of the style
changes would help.

8. Speech: Small discussion
groups, working with research
information, would pursue the
progress of our society;
whether it is logical or il-
logical. Be aware of the
philosophy of life. After
this, the class will discuss
it as a whole.

9. Media: Show film, "Tech-
nicians in Our Changing
World." Discuss.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 202 - Recognize that there is a relationship between advancement
and willingness to accept responsibility.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify and justify the positive rela-
tionship between responsibility and advancement.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, drama, literature, composition.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Newspapers 1. Composition - 'Speech - Lit-
erature: Make references to

Current books advancement and responsibility
in relation to literature and

Tape recorder current movies or to real life
examples.

16mm Film:
"Your Job: Getting
Ahead"
(Coronet Films) 2. Speech: Pretend that you

are setting up your own busi-
ness. Discuss the amount of
responsibility necessary and
the natural evils you may
meet.

3. Speech: Relate ideas dis-
cussed so far, to any part-
time jobs held by some of the
students (include summer jobs).

4. Media: Interview managers
as to their ideas and require-
ments and responsibility ex-
pected of the employees. Play
the interviews on tapes, dur-
ing the class.

5. Media: Show film, "Your
Job: Getting Ahead." Discuss.
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Report or discussion
on interviews.

Draw up a list of
your basic respons-
ibilities at home,
school, and/or an
organization to
which you belong.

Discuss and evalu-
ate what responsi-
bilities are necessary
to be a member of a
specific club at
your school--to be
an officer of this
club--to be presi-
dent of this same
club. Compare your
three lists.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Mature
To be developed

Concept XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a chancing
society.

General Objective: 203 - Recognize that changing job characteristics require special
ized education, preparation, and training.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will compare and contrast a specified number
of job characteristics that require specialized education,
preparation, and training.

Curriculum ConsiderationS: Literature, speech, drama, composition.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker

16mm Films:
"Your Job Outlook"
(Popular Science Company)

"Where the Action Is"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Books:

The Thread That Runs So
True by Jesse Stuart
2. the Down Staircase

1. Speech: Tour the Lake-
shore Technical Institute and
observe the technical educa-
tional equipment.

2. Speech: A speaker (fore-
man or manager) from a fac-
tory to discuss re-training
programs.

3. Drama: Hold mock inter-
views in class to show the
process followed for inter-
views. Point out a list of
questions that should be
asked.

4. Composition: Work with
application blanks and be able
to fill them out completely
and correctly.

5. Covosition: Write a
resume of your qualities, etc.,
that would be helpful in ob-
taining a job.
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Evaluation of the
application blanks.

Re-cap ideas and
impressions of your
comparisons of a
single career as
presented in two dif-
ferent books.

Discussion on an
individual basis con-
cerning.the resumes.



Grades 1U-1: Factors: aructure and Nature
he develeneu

Concept: ;.V1 - Job characteristics and individuals rust be flexible in a chane,4nF!

General (bjective: 20L. - Understand that job oLIT,olescence and job promotion ro.-

quire: rerier r2traief:..g.

..c..nevioral Objective: a) A student will rive Terftten evidence to shol: that he is
able to distinguish the cause and effect factors which
contribute to job obsolescence. lie must also conclude
that these factors affect the substance and quality of
a job.

Curriculum Considerations: Composition, speech, media.

7,,eeources Activities Fmaluctionr

Filmstrips: 1. Composition: Using spe- The research project
"Automation" cific examples, define job rill show results
CFS/5 oL..olescence and promotion. through the explora-
(L.T.I. Career Information tion, illustration,
Center) and reporting done by

the student groups.
"Why Johnny Can't Get a Job" 2. Speech: Bring a sneaker
(B.A.V.I.) from the Rehabilitation Cen-

ter to discuss retraining.
Speakers

Newspapers

Slides:
"Looking Ahead to a
C ar eer "

Occupational Outlook Service,
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Dept. of Labor

3. Media: Filmstrip on re-
training listed as "Automa-
tion" under Resources.

4. Composition: Take the
want ads from a paper such as
the Journal. Which jobs may
be obsolete in the future?
Which ones do you see re-
training may be necessary
for?

5. Media: Filmstrip as men-
tioned under Redources.

6. Media: Slide presentation
listed in the Resources.
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State ten causes
for job obsolescence
and the effect cf
these causes. Repeat
this with ten causes
and the effects in-
volved with:job promo-
tions.



W0i),L UGRLD

Concert:

Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and I:ature
To be tevelored

XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 205 - Understand the adjustments necessary to maintain emnloy-
ment.

ichavioral Objective: a) The student will deduce that he must meet the nresent
requirements in order to maintain his job.

Curriculum Considerations: Speech, drama, comnosition.

Resources Activities hvaluations

SpeaLers

liiun Films:

"Getting and Keeping A Job"
(Eye Gate)

(L.T.I. Career' Information
Center)

"Your Job: Good Work habit
(Coronet loilms)

(i,.T.1. Career Information
Cnter)

ilmstrfn:
"Are You Looking Ahead?"
(ive Gate)

1. Speech - Composition:

Evaluate the performance be-
tween two different types of
salesmen. For example: A
salesman in a young man's
shop compared to an insurance
salesman. What type of ellen-
tel does each serve and what

s" must his approach be?

2, Composition: List ways
in with you must "conform"
or requirements you must
meet at home and at school.
lihy are these importaLt?

What renuirements do you
think will be required in a
future job?

3. Speech: Visit/interview
with a manager of a factory,
for example. Find out what
regulations and restrictions
are required.

. Composition: hake a list
of social restrictions you
might encounter when working
a job.
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The discussion men-
tioned under Activity
'7 would give the
student the opportun.Ay
to see that adjustments
are necessary to main-
tain employment.

With a specific job
in mind, list/write
what changes or ad-
justments you yourself
would have to make to
maintain this job.



Resources Activities 1:valuations

5. Drama: Role playing--the
class will hold a mock inter-
view showing emplo;;Qr-employee
relations.

6. Media: Show film, "Your
Job: Good Work habits."
Discuss.

7. Speech - Composition:
Debate. Discuss the ques-
tions: "Why is it important
to meet job requirements? and
"Would you have to make ad-
justments to maintain employ-
ment?"

6. Media: Show filmstrip:
"Are You Looking Ahead?"
Discuss.

9. Media: Show film, "Get-
ting and Keeping a Job."



RATIONALE FOR FINE ARTS
Grades 10-12

The resoonsibilities of the educator as he relates areas of the
Fine Arts to Career Education are profound. He must strive to expose
students to countless opportunities and alternatives in these areas through
a two-fold application of principles inherent in his discipline.

First, he should_ encourage the talented student to investigate career
possibilities in art, music, drama, dance, films, and allied arts.

Second, and equally important, he must see that each student receives
a number of experienccs in the Fine Arts which will make him aware of
poss_ble avocational-leisure time activities; and, he must provide specific
activities which will challenge the student with in-depth projects.

Both of these goals will assist a student in the development of a more
well-rounded, enriched and satisfying life style.

Through a carefully integrated course of study, the Fine Arts curriculum
can provide an opportunity for a student to develop self-awareness, self-
understanding, self-direction and personal discipline.

The committee has made several observations which are of importance
in the development of a curriculum as it relates to Career Development.

1. The grade level suggestions indidated under Curriculum Considerations
for each objective is broad. Fine Arts curricula vary within schools
as well as from school system to school system, and each educator
must have flexibility to use materials which will meet his needs
in the most effective manner.

2. In a number of school systems, certain Fine Arts areas may be
stronger at one level than another. In such cases, there will be
a need to adjust curriculum considerations to meet the needs of
students within a particular discipline.

3. Because of the scope of activities and areas covered within a
Fine Arts curriculum, the committee hopes that all academic areas
may choose to select objectives from this section for inclusion
in their curricula.

4. Co-curricular activities may wish to utilize resources and activities
suggestions from the Fine Arts, section of this Career Development
study as they relate to specific activity areas (i.e., drama coach=self concept activities; modern dance advisor=self concept activities,etc.).

Gorge Larsen Sheboygan

Ether Rose Cedar Grove

Patricia Schmidt Two Rivers

Kenn Spatz Two Rivers
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SELF Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objectives: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, attitudes,
and values.

Behavioral Objective: A strli-t will be able to define and evaluate hin own abilitiul;,
attitudes, and values.

Curriculum Consideration: 10th grade - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Psychologist

Biographies and auto-
biographies

Magazines

Bomart Filmstrips and
Records series on musicians

The Composer and His Story
and Music Series

Filmstrips!
"Dare To Be Different"

Part 1: "Fitting In"
Part 2: "Standing Out"

"Your Personality: The You
Others Know"
"Do We Exist Or Live?"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Class Activity:
Speaker - psychologist dis-
cusses terms anal relationship
relative to objective.

2. Class Activity:

FS/ C viewing and ''tscussion
"Dare To Be DiffereW

a. "Fitting In"
b. "Standing Out"

or

"Do We Live Or Exist"
"Your Personality: The You
Others Know"

3. Class Activity:
Small groups research projects -
successful people in Fine Arts
area.

Stress areas:
a. abilities,

b. interests
c. attitudes
d. values
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Each student will
briefly report on
4 stress areas upon
completion of
Activity 5 - student-
teacher oral pre-
sentation.



JOT!): WORLD Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

roncept: III - Occurations exist for a purpose.

Factors: Individual Psychological

General Objectives: 17)4 - Understands work as a means for fulfilling personal needs
through avocational or other activities.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain why a leisure time activity
may be an 'extension. of his world of work.

Curriculum Consideration: .10 - 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Parents

Peer group

Family friends

Community

Faculty

Filmstrip:

"Lesure Time" series
'York for What"
"Have You Tried:'

"Leisure On A
Shoestring"

(Eye Gate)

SRA Guidance Series #8
"D:Al:iing Leisure Time"
(Science Research Associates

1. Class Activity:

Class will view and discuss
filmstrips as teacher
determines.

2. Individual Activity:
Each studert will interview
5 persons to determine the
relationship of leisure time
to their world of work
(i.e., is the work related to
leisure time activity?; is
leisure time an extension of
work?; is leisure time activity
entirely foreign to world of
work?: why was leisure time
activity chosen in preference
to another a,:,ivity?; etc.).

Each student will
write.a brief state-
ment comoaring his
leisure time and
vocational endeavors
(student vocation =
high school).

3. Class Activity: Each student
will contribute to a chart 141-ich
will be a comPosite of CLata 'collected
in activity.

4. TeaCher Resource: "Enjoying
Leisure Time" - background material
for student discussions and teacher
comment.



SELF Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objectives: 143 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activiies.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain how one's occupat -in can
influence leisure time activities.

Curriculum Consideration: 10th grade (follow-up in 11 and 12) - Fine Arts areas.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Bell Telephone Company
Films (i.e. Van Cliburn,
Leonard Berlstein, etc.)

Local artists:
painters
musicians
writers

Newspaper critic

Filmstrip:
"Have You Tried" - from
"Leisure Time" Series
(Eye Gate)

1. Class Activity:
Interview performers in
any fine arts area who
perform as professionals
(small gromps) .

Tea&!er evaluation
of class discussion
and individual
contributions.

2. Class- Activity:

Discussion regarding materia]
compiled in #1:

a. occupations
b. influences on life style

1) hours of work per day
2) days worked during week
3) time worked during day
4) financial potential
5) controls by power groups

(i.e., unions, AMA, ABA,
NEA, WEA, etc.).

3. FS/ C viewing and discussion
"Have You Tried" from
"Leisure Time"Series.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasize

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objectives: 181 - People work for different reasons and for different
rewards.

Rehavioral Objective: A student will list at least three examples of jobs (skills)
b) ,nat could be used in either vocational or avocational activities.

Curriculum Consideration: High School Art - units on ceramics, graphics, painting.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Potter's Studio

Commercial Artist's Studio

Filmstrip:

"Careers In The Graphic
'Arts"
(FS/ R #74)

1. Class Activity: Visit a
pottery studio (i.e., Abraham
Cohen, North 3rd St., Milwaukee;
Potter in local community or
nearby town).

2. Class Activity: Each student
will build a coil-built or
wheel-thrown pot.

3. Class Activity: Each student
will develop and complete a silk
screen project.

Each student will
select one of the
following topics
and write a brief
statement of
vocational and
avocational possi-
bilities of skill:

a. pottery and
potting

b. silkscreen
process

4. Class Activity: Discussion on
relationship of Activities 2 and 3
as vocational and avocational activities.

5. Class Activity: View md discuss
"Careers In The Graphic Arts".



CAPHER PLA=G Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: Vi - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objecties: 154 - Accept the concept of continuous education and training
for enhancing and effecting one's career development
potential.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to evaluate the effect of continuous
education and treiaing on career development potential.

Curriculum Consideration: 11, 12 grades - any Fine Arts areas.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Private teachers

Peer group

Highschool teachers

16V:4 Films:

"Jobs and Continuing
Education"
(FcGraw-Hill)

"You Can Go A Long Way"
(Encyclopedia Brittanica)

Filmstrips:
"High School Course
Selection - Your Career"
"Jobs for High School.
Students"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Class Activity:
Survey: "What is continuous
education?" Contact resource
persons in -ommunity and ask
their opinion - look for such
answers as workshops; clinics;
travel-tours; field trips;
private and public class
situations, etc.

2. Class Activity: Discuss
results of survey.

3. Class Activity Discussion:
How does continuing education
apply directly to the world
of work?

Teacher observations
of class discussion.

4. Individual Activity: Student
will list experiences within family
group which have affected his outlook
in a particular class (i.e., student
discusses concert attended in major
city during music Blass; visit to art
museum in art class; etc.).
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Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

Concert: VI4 - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes, and
values.

General Objective: 86

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand the impact of other person' feelings and
values and its relationship to one's own.

The student w3.11 deMonstrate a skill that will allow him to
gain praise from his peer group.

Curriculum Consideration: An art unit for the end of the school year.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Pictures

Art Books

Mazazines

Attend exhibits

St Ident sketch book

1. During the last
month of school, a student
will select a media he has
worked in during the year
and will develop it
further.
Selection:

Paper mache'
Clay
Wood

Filmstrip: Drawing
"Careets in the Fine Weaving, etc.
Arts: Painter/ Sculptor"
(FS/ R 47)
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Complete the Project
which in turn will
enable him to gain
praise from his
peers.



WORK 'OR Tip Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 188 - Take into account the extent to which technological change
may affect employment opportunities and task requirements
of various occupations.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain how technological change
has affected lob possibilities in one specific area.

Curriculum Consideration: 7 - 12 grades - Art (farm oriented class).

Resources Activities Evaluation

Farm statistics

John Stuart Currey print

1. Class Activity: Class will
view and discuss John Stuart
Currey painting "The Line
Storm" (Madison artist-in-
residence).

a. What story does the
picture roslate?

b. Are their similarities
in this picture and the
school's locale?

c. What are the conditions
portrayed in the picture?

2. Class Activity: Discussion of
haying.

a. What are haying techniques
used today?

b. What were haying techniques
during time portrayed in
the picture?

c. How many in class live on
farms? - How is haying done
at their farms? - How large
are farms? - Are there any
"hands" employed or is all
work done by family members?

A student will
explain technol-
ogical changes in
farming, especially
haying.

3. Class Activity: Discussion of
"sun-down" farming (avocation farming).

a. time needed to be effective
b. costs of equipment
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T.TORv WORID Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Structure and la.ture
To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 191 - Understand that specialization is a process of
continuous scientific and technological advances.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be to explain the relationship
between job descriptluns and technolor7ical advances,

Curriculum Consideration: 11, 12 grade any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Department of Labor

Local Employment Offide

Local Businessmen

Kits:

Occupational Exploration
Kit

College Occupational
Exploration Kit
(Science Research
Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Class Activity: Students
will develop a survey which
studies jobs, functions, and
recent changes necessary
because of technological advances.

2. Class Activity: Small groups
will survey local business and
industry organizations and small
one or two men businesses with

instrument developed in Activity 1.

Evaluate student
reaction to data
studied and comnile
in activities.

3. Class Activity: Students will
compile information collected by
small groups in Activity 2 and
draw conclusions as to the relation-
ship of sam (i.e., music teacher orders
music from local music dealer, who, in
turn orders from larger dealer, who
orders from publisher, who mails to
local dealer, etc.,).
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Grades 10 - 12
erphasized

Concert: 7 - Fnvironnent and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General nbjectives: - Pecognize and accept the influences of many factors on
career development (veers, family, sir-nificant adults,
community, geography, economics, etc.).

Behavioral Objective: A student will analyze his interests in the light of influences
of his home, his peers, his church, and society.

Curriculum Consideration: 10 - 12 grade8 - Any Fine Arts Area.

Resources 'Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:

"High School Course
Selection and Your
Career"

"Dare To ,Be Different':

"Do We Exist or Live?"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Class Activity:
FS/ C viewing and discussion -

Students will relate orally or
write about factors in his home
within peer group, from his
church and society which might
"steer" him toward a particular
career.

Class discussion:
Question - Which
directives on the

, part of home, church,
peers, society, etc.
are in conflict with
interests and de-
sires of students?

2. Individual Student Activity:
List occupations which might be
en,ioyable to him and contrast similar
list whi.ch might be unpleasant.



S7LF

Concept: X - Environment
development

General Objectives: 147

Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

and individual potential interact to influence career

- Accept the necessity for compromise between societal
and individual needs in career development.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to give examples of compromises
between social and individual needs in career development.

Curriculum Consideration: 10th grade - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Fvaluat ion

Peer Group

Personnel manager
.(local business)

Private secretary

Filmstrips:

"Reflections of .yself"
(Guidance Associates)

'Personal Commitment:
Where Do You Stand?"
(Guidance Associates)

"Failure: A Step
Toward Gi-owth"
(Guidance Associates)

2. Class Activity: Class will
obtain consensus of needs of
society and needs of individual
as they relate tc that class.

2. Class Activity:
FS/ C viewinr, and discussion:

"Reflections of '7yse1f"

or

"Personal Commitment: .here
Do I 2tand?"

and

'Failure: A, Step Toward.

Growth"

3. Class ActiVity: Review and
update Activity 1 following
viewing of activity 2 F /C.

'Tours *,?ithin class

will demonstrate
"do's': and 'dont's"
of dress. tanners

and

discussion: Yo
does class arrive
at a comrronise
as retards to a
student dress code?
(teacher will
evaluate student
contributions).

4. Class Activity: Compile list
of compromises which have teen
established within school and corn -unity

a) hair styles c) nerson0 -roominr
b) clothing styles d) .nersonP1

11.if



WORK. WORLD Grades 10 -
To be emphasized

Factors: Individual rsycholorical

Concept: - Environment and individual's potential interact to influence
career development.

General Objective: 193 - Understand and accent that individual abilities will

determine in Part the level of attainment in a riven
career area.

Behavioral Objective: A student will list career onnortunities in proper
sequence as they relate to ',he development of en individual's
potential.

Curriculum ',onsideration: 10 - 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Kuder Interest Inventory

L.T.I. Media Center

'Davis Vocational Test

General Aptitude Test
Battery

Books:
Your Career If You're
Not Gointi. to College

Kits:

Occupational Exploration
Kit

College Occupational
Exploration Kit

(Science Research Associates)

Filmstrips:

"Personal Commitment:
Where Do You Stand?"
"Reflections of Myself"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Class Activity: Students Small group panel
will view and discuss discussion.

"Personal Commitment: Where
Do You Stand?"

and/or

"Reflections of 1.yself"

2. Class Activity/Individual Activity:
Class and/or individual takes Kuder
Interest Inventory, Davis Vocational
Test and study result from evaluations
completed.

3. Class Activity: Students make
objective evaluation of their
abilities and career possibilities.

4. Class Activity: Small groups
compare occupations at different
levels (i.e., practical nurse,
registered nurse, supervisor of
nurses: piano teacher (private),
jazz pianist, concert pianist;
singing for fun, singing teacher,
singing professionally; etc.).



CAREE?, FLA.:1'1111C Grades 12
To be emphasized Factors: Information Gathering

Concept: X - Fnvironment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General objectives: 127 - Understand that a person's mental and physical health
are affected by career choice.

Behavioral Objective: Given a challenging situation in an occupation, the student
will explain how a person's mental and physical health can
be affected as a result of his reaction to it.

Curriculum Consideration: 12th grade - Art; 12th grade - typing:

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

Peers

T!ental health expert

Doctor

1. Class Activity:
Discussion - What are mental
and physical health?

2. Class Activity:
Guest Ppeaker - topic: What
are nental and uhysical health
and how are they related to an
individual's actions in the
world of work?

3. Individual Activity:
a. student teacher presents

project to a mentally
retarded student/class

b. student nai-:1s a

designated area carefully
and flawlessly - time limit:
30 seconds

c. student types 90 words per
minute for 15 minutes

393

Teacher will

evaluate students'
understanding of
relationship of
nervousness and
stress to effect-
iveness in occupa-
tion and career

development, and
how constant stress
may affect mental
and physical health



UORK UORLD Grades 10 12 ractors: Individual rsycholoical
To be emphasized

Concept: YI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 196 - Understand that leisure time and avocational activities
can compliment work az a means of self expression.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to explain why leisure time and

avocational activities may become a means of self-expression.

Curriculum Consideration: 10 - 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Speakers from community

Filmstrips:
"Time To Be Yourself"
(Guidance Associatates)

1. Class Activity: Class Teacher observations
will briefly redefine of student responses
"life-style", stressing both in class situations.
vocational and avocational
activities and their relation-
ship.

2. Class Activity: Class will
invite guest speaker with out-
standing success in an avocational
area (i.e., actor, flower fancier,
amateur musician, furniture restorer,
antique collector, painter, etc.).

7,asE Smacll pups
Rfl i=tervie:w adirfsors

serv:_ice grnan- and youth cluvr

-e., Jr. Achia.wment, Big F:rothern,
zig Sisters, Youth Service groups, etc.)

to discover their reasons for serving
in advisor capacities.

4. Class Activity: View and discuss
FS/C "Time To Be Yourself".
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Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Training Fducation
'o he ernhasie,9

''once-t: I1 - Tnrlividue]s can learn to perforr adeountely in a variety of
occuuations. .

rleneral Cljective: 1(0 Pealize that within a. given career area there is a
wide range of opportunity to meet the need of many
types of individuals.

T-ehavioral Objective: After assembling a. collage of a limited color range, a
a) student will explain how his a1ilities can effect success

or failure within a chosen area.

Curriculum Consideration: Oracles 10 - 12 - Art.

Resources .Activities Evaluation

Color blindness test

Art materials - raper
and paint

1. individual Activity:
Student will essemble collage
entirely of various BIACK paper.

Teacher will
evaluate student
projects.

2. O.ass Activity: Students will
discuss individual efforts in
collage construAion (i.e., sensitivity
to color, texture, shades, etc.).

3. Individual Activit:' Student will
create an ima-inative (us:Ing
poster paints of analarous colors.

4. Class Activity: Students will
discuss individual efforts at
design development with analogous
colors.

5. Class Activity: Discussion of color.
blindness and its effects as they are
related to particular occupations
(i.e., advertising, fashion design, etc.).
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COET.:1? Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 160 - Realize that withi.1 a given career area there is a
wide range of opportunity to meet the needs of many types
of individuals.

Behavioral Objective: A student will complete a poster whichidentifies art-
b) related occupations.

Curriculum Consideration: 10 - 12 grades - Art.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:

"Art Careers in Ad-
vertising"
(FS /R #48)

"Careers in Illustration"
(FS/R 352)

"Careers in Fashion
Design"
(FS/R #51)

"Careers in the Fine
Arts: Painter and
ECulptor"
(797/R #47)

1. Individual Activity:
Student will construct a
"cluster" poster with the
word ART as its center; arms
moving out from center will

suggest occupations which
are art-related.

2. Class Activity: Students
will display their posters and
judge each other for their

effectiveness, creativity,
imaginat±on, etc.

3. Individualized Study:
Students will view filmstrips
at their leisure for additional
Information.

396

Teacher/peer group
observations and
evaluation.



CARPI: FLA= Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concert: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 161 - Identify several satisfying job alternatives that
could utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: A student will identify his talents and list five vocations
in which these talents could be used.

Curriculum Consideration: 11, 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Books:

Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

Filmstrips:

"Careers in the
Fine Arts"

"Choosing Your Career''
(Guidance Associates)

Kuder Preference Recorc

Occupational Interest
Inventory

General Aptitude Test
Battery

1. Student Activity:
Through tests, etc., student
will collect a :rtioresentative
list of his ta:parts an

abilities and re-rsonal

characteristics- as described
in test results,

2. Class Activttr:
View and discussion. of

"Choosing Your Career"

Stress area: job opportunities
as they relate to material
collected in Activity 1.

Fine Arts areas and vocational
opportunities.

3. Student Activity: Determine
job alternatives using Activity 1
as a basis.
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Student will list

talents and abilities
and job opportunities
which use the same.



CARPER PLANNING Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Training and Elucation
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choice.

General Objective: 167 - Understand that educational decisions may have an important
impact on career opportunities available to an individual.

Behavioral Objective: A student will be able to give examples of educational
decisions which may have a positive or negative impact
on his career opportunities.

Curriculum Consideration: 11, 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities

Filmstrips:

Tf You're Not
=ring to College"

Nniversit7 of 7A.nnesota)

-Timer Series:

"Work :!'or What"
(Ey=, aIte)

araLl :i Co To College"

-bbs for High School
Students"

(Guidance Associates)

Guidance Personnel

Guest Speakers

-valuation

1. Class Activity: Teacher observations
View and discuss filmstrips: o mtudent contri-

"Who Should Go To College" butions.
"If You' re :Tot Going To College"
"Work fog- 'That"

"Jobs for 17.-f:gh Schoo_ Stude="

2. Class Activity: Evaluate
courses of study in high school as
they relate to job and leisure
time opportunities.

3. Class Activity: Small
groups/AE6p-situations
(specific) which will demonstrate
the affects of education on
an individual's career.

4. Class Activity:
Guest speaker/(s): Students

provide topic and follow
(

speech with question and
answer period.

5; Individual Activity:

Individual views and writes
brief report on FS/C "Who
Shoud Go To College" as it
relates specifically to him.
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YO7r1-: IORLD Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 199 - Understand the direct and indirect influence exerted
upon the nature and structure of work by a) la17s,
b) labor-man ag.ement, c) professional associations, Ina
d) licensing requirements.

Behavioral Objective: A student will Le able to list direct and indirect
a) influences on a vocation.

Curriculum Consideration:. 11, 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Printed Materials from
Career Planning Resource
Center

Iepartment of Labor

Local Employment Service

Kits:

College Occupational
Exploration Kit

Occupational Exploration
Kit

(Science Research
Associates)

1. Individual Activity: Effectveme of
Each student Ix= select chart.
one vocation and research
(in-depth) the requirements
for:

a. laws restricting or
protecting vocation/
worker

b. labor-management outlook
c. Professional associations -

the advantages and dis-
advantages

d. local, state, national

licensing procedures and
requirements.

2. Class Activity: Chart will
be compiled including data secured
in Activity 1.



SELF Grades 10 - 12
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources available
for career planning.

'ehavioral Objective: A student will compare four vocations as they relate to
a) educational requirements and career onnortunities.

Curriculum Consideration: 10th grade (follbv-up in 11 and 12) - all Fine Arts areas.

Resources Activities Evaluation

High School and L.T.I.

Career Information Center

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Wisconsin Employment
Office

Guidance Office, High
School

Books:

Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

Library

Filmstrips:

"High School Course
Selection and Your
Career"

(Guidance Associates)

Kits:

Occupational Exploration
Kit (Guidance Associates)
College Occupational
Exploration Kit

(Science Fesearch
Associates)

Interest Inventory

1. Class Activity: All class
members take an "Interest
Inventory" and study results.

2. Class Activity:
FS/C: View and discuss.

3. Class Activity:
Guest Speaker/s (Fine Arts
persons when possible);
Topic: Career Opportunities and
Educational Requirements.

4 Individual Activity: Each
student will select four areas in
the work world which interest him
and research (i.e., educational

requirements, opportunities for
advancement, financial security,
work environment, etc.).

5. Class Activity: Students will
discuss results of Activity #4.
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Teacher will cheek
research projects
and evaluate contri-
butions of students
in class discussions.



SELF Grades 10 - 12
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objectives: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources availatle
for career planning.

Behavioral Objective: A student will select and list three occupations in which
b) he has an interest and for which he feels qualified.

Curriculum Consideration: 12th grade - Art.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrips:
"Careers In the Fine Arts"
(FS/ C - #47)
"Choosing Your Career"
(FS/ C - #34)

"Careers Illustration"
(FS / C #52)

(Educational Dimensions
Corp.)

1. Class Activity:
FS/ C or R: class viewing
and discussion.
Main stress: art and its
related fields (i.e.,
occupational therapy, nursing
and therapy, teaching,
commercial art, etc.).

Kits:

Occupational Exploration Kit
College Occupational Exploration Kit
(Science Research Association)

Student will write
short report, giving
specific examples
as to why student
feels he has an
interest in partic-
ular vocations and
why he feels
qualified.



CAPTEF PLATT7TTIG Grades 10 - 12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 171 - Understand the relationship between personal attitudes
in high school and employability.

Behavioral Objective: A student will identify his personal attitudes which may
affect his employability.'

Curriculum Consideration: 10 - 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Faculty from Fine Arts

Professionals in Fine

Arts from the community

"Personal Qualities
for Job Success"
(Coronet)

Filmstrips:
"Choosing Your Career'

"Your Personality: The
You Others Know"
(Guidance Associates)

1. Class Activity: View
film "Personal Qualities for
Job Success"' follow with class
discussion.

2. Class Activity:
ES /C "Your Personality: The
You Others Know". Use guide
book for auestions and class
discussion; bigin to aim for
some objective individual
evaluation.

Teacher will study
individual lists
of each student and
compare to his
responses in class
discussions.

3. Class Activity: Establish
specific situations and select
students for role play (i.e.,
the show-off talking to his
foreman; the mousey person who
is afraid to assert himself; etc.).

L. Tndividual Activity: Each student
will make an honest evaluation of his
personal attitudes on subjects established
(in advance) by entire class - make
written list (keep for future reference).

5. Individual Activity: Each student
will relate attitudes established in
Activity lit to possible employment
situations.
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Concept:

Grades 10 - 12
To be developed.

Factors: Structure and 'ature

XV - Individuals are responsible for their caree planning.

General Objective: 202 - Recognize that there is a relationship between academic
advancement and willingness to accept responsibility.

...ehavioral Objective: A student will give examples of the relationship of individual
responsiblity to vocational advancement.

Curriculum Consideration: 10 - 12 grades - any Art area.

Resources Activities Evaluation

16'21 Film:

"Choosing Your
Occupation"
(Coronet)

"Job Opportunities"

(Encyclopedia Brittanica)
Career Series
(Ralewyn Films)

Local Personr.41 Managers

Filmstrips:

"Careers in Photography"
"Careers in Advertising"
"Careers in Television"
"Careers in Film Making"
(Educational Dimensions
Corporation)

1. Class Activity: Students
invite guest speaker (personnel
manager) - stress area:
advancement and personal
responsibility and how they
are related.

Short reports by
students - 2 to 3
minutes.

2. Class Activity: Small groups
interview local business and
industry executives and professional
persons (i.e., music store manager,
orchestra leader, commercial artist,
advertising agency; minister of
music, etc.). Stress area:
advancement and personal responsibility
(willingness to work, willingness to
14ork, willingness to consider
additional education, etc.,).

3. Individual Activity: Student may
view FS/C of special interest to him.
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Grades 10 - 12 7actors: Training and 7ducation
To be develored

Concept: 1VI - Jot: characteristics
lre and individuals rlust he flexible in a

a changing society.

Ob,lective: 173 - Fecornize that io'r ed, elininated, or created
by tennolorica' change.

Fehavioral Objective: t student will 1- technological and societal
b) changes vhich ma:; ob onportunities.

Curriculum Consideration: 11, 12 grades - any Fine Arts area.

Resources Activities "valuation

Guest speakers

Interviews

Guidance Counselors

Tape recorders

1. Class Activity: Grout
discussion on the topic -
"What effect would the
elimination of art, music,
and drama from the school
curriculum have on your
life style and on society ?`

a. immediately
b. in 5 years
c. in 10 years

Fach student will
write a brief
statement and
submit to the
teacher for
evaluation.

2. Class Activity:
Guest sneakers - talk to the
class on changes in business
and industry which effect the
Fine Arts directly or indirectly

a. TV professional - closed circuit TV
b. "usic Teacher - private vs. electronic

teaching, etc.

3. Class Activity:
Guest speaker - Guidance Counselor
to discuss changes in educational
requirements as a result of
technological trends in business,
industry and education - their relationship
to the Fine Arts.

4. Class Activity: Political
influences on technological trends

a. Federal aid to education
h. Title programs
c. Federal and private aid

to performing arts.
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LANGUAGE

GI:ADhS 10-12

The career oriented curriculum in Foreign Language is not a replacement of

existing pror7rams, but rather another aspect of Foreign Language instruction. 'Though

the au3io-lingual-visual teaching techniques do facilitate ac :isition of necessary

lanruage skills, they do not guide students into appropriate occupations that in-

volve foreign languages. I:eeping the students' educational capacities and abilities

in mind, the following guidelines are suggested to help implement career education

as another phase of the total foreign language curriculum.

Three-Week Participant

Chuck Ingelse - Cedar Grove
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Grades 10-12

Foreign Language

RE: activities/occupational possibilities

An attempt has been made to derive activities for the classroom, relative to
those occupations listed below that can and do involve foreign language usage.
Not all activities have been incorporated into guide form. Several are listed
for teacher use in order to have the students use the language in question in an
actual life-situation.

Occupations that can use fore

airline stewardess
bilingual secretary
book dealer
buyer
civil service worker
consul
commercial worker
commercial attache
customs inspector
diplomat
exporter
foreign collection clerk
correspondent
government service worker
immigration inspector
intelligence officer
hotel manager
interpreter
international publisher
musician
librarian
linguist
lawyer
missionary
music librarian
physician
music teacher
anthropologist

essayist, author
foreign exchange clerk
medical assistant
actor, actress
teacher
stenographer

aages.

radio announcer
radio monitor
researcher
social worker
secretary
trade magazine publisher
travel bureau supervisor
translator
salesman
UN worker: clerk, interpreter, proofreader,

secretary, summary reporter, summary
recorder, translator, verbatim
reporter

armed services

business and industrial firms with an international
market or connections

foreign governments and foreign business firms
international agencies and organizations
UN organizations and agencies
US Govt. Dept. of defense, international cooperative

administration
US information agency
American Red Cross, International Rescue Mission
composer

foreign correspondent service
foreign news interpreter and translator
messenger
historian

travel guide
travel agent
information clerk
dramatic coach
export clerk
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - Respect a person's occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: a) Analyze in depth the psychological and.social makeup of
the migratory segment of the Chicanos.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced first level, second level.

Resources

Chicano speakers

Visit industry having
migratory work force
(Krier's Cannery and
Preserving Co., Bel-
gium)

Wisconsin State Em-
ployment Service
Statistical infor-
mation and background
information.

Activities Evaluation

1. Discuss Wth appropriate personnel
(i.e.; investigate fully) the life,
social structure, and ways of "being"
of the migratory Chicano. Find out
why. he does what he does. Prepare in
written report form.

407

Teacher judgment of
written material
presented and places
visited.

Background research
essential. Material is
presently scarce.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: - Appreciate that individual and social needs can be met
through work.

Behavioral Objective: Establish rapport between interviewer and newly arrived
foreign speaking personnel.

Curriculum Considerations: Second level.

Resources activities Evaluation

Research "Welcome Wagon"
work in Milwaukee area.

Area Welcome Wagon vol-
unteer workers.

People who have used
Welcome Wagon services.

1. Set up "Welcome Wagon" situation
for recent foreign arrival using
various social levels.
Real or actual individuals will add
to the effect.

408

Subjective consideration

Teacher questions person
interviewed.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means aifferent things to different people.

General Objective: 186 - Understand that ore's education and training will affect
his employability potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) Chart the increasing employability scope that diversified
but relevant education can provide in specific job areas.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced first level, second level.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Guidance Dept. Material

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Career Information
Service
(New YoA Life)

1. Select an occupation and determine Charts, graphs,
education necessary for it. Diversify classroom discus-
educational background and chart the sion of findings.
added occupational opportunities that
additional education son and does pro-
vide. Expand chart to level you think
you can attain.

4.09



CAREER PLAIZING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: 'J - Education and -cork are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) Demonstrate: 1) use of job source material and
2) the related interview.

Curriculum Considerations: Any level, with appropriate use of foreign language
level.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Ads, Guidance Dept.
brochures

Instructional Media
Center

Wisconsin State
Employment Service

Appropriate film-
strips

1. Report orally and in detail about
finding a specific job. Try to land
that job through interview conducted
in class. Partners can play reversed
roles.
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Classroom demonstration
using interview. Consider
scope of job source
material considered and
overall approach in inter-
view technique.



CA:'EFR PLEA Grades 10-12
To be 'developed

Concept: VI - Education and -fork are interrelated.

General Objective: 153,- Accept the concept of continuous education
154 through on-the-job experience.

Behavioral Objective: a) Realize and evaluate increase in personal
repeated instructional activity.

Curriculum Considerations: Any level.

and training

competency in

Resources Activities

Teacher 1. Select a set of materials that student
can teach to non-language study group. Re-

Personal text or peat this assignment several times. Have
relative material student analyze his own progress. Discuss

his reactions to this experience.

L11

Evaluation

Personal evalua-
tion in form of
essay or critique.

Experienced staff
appraisal is most
valuable.

Watch for increasing
personal confidence
in presenting ma-
terial.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Fducation and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 185 - Understand that continuous education and training will
enchance one's career development potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) Identify actual training and education necessary for
advancement in specific career.

Curriculum Consideration: Second level.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Specific relative community
members of advanced occu-
pational standing: i.e.,
personnel managers, execu-
tive vice-presidents, shop
foremen, etc.

1. Select 2 or 3 willing individuals
of advanced occupational standing.
Interview them as to education and
training or retx'Fining that was ne-
cessary fw the position that they
now hold.
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Class interview
and discussion.
Could be followed
with true, false
or listing test
for recall.



FELF grades 10-12
) be developed

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: lhh - Formulate job expectations that are consistent with his
personal attributes.

Behavioral Objective: a) List and examine career interest areas. Assess personal
makeup relative to occupations listed.

Curriculum Considerations: First level.

Resources

D. 0. T.

Activities

F.R.A. materials

Guidance dept. per-
sonnel and resource
material

Evaluation

1. Have student list series of occupations.
List only those of interest. Indicate
both positive and negative aspects of each
occupation. Then make a chart listing
those occupations along with your personal
positive and negative attributes appropri-
ate to each of the occupations.

Check lists and
guidance test
findings.

(Student awareness
is crucial.)

Compare student
career choices with
actual as well as
self-assessed abilities



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 190 - Understand and appreciate the need for cooperation
between employees and employers.

Behavioral Objective: a) Improve understanding of Chicano problems in the
work world.

Curriculum Considerations: Any level.

resources Activities Evaluation

Krier Canning & Pre-
serving Company

Wisconsin State Em-
ployment Service speak-
er of Chicano background.

1. Field trip to Krier Co. in- Discuss experience
volving interview with Personnel and list specific re-
Director. actions and conclu-

2, Hold discussion with Chicano
personnel of Wisconsin State Em-
ployment Service, Sheboygan.
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sions. Check for
indications of increased
understanding and tol-
erance of target group.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 146 - Recognize and accept the influences of many factors on
career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) Identify life style and scope of work of "Project Hope"
or other similar world philanthropic agencies.

Curriculum Considerations: Second level, third level.

Resources Activities
Evaluation

Propaganda of agency in
question

Community Organizations

Instructional edia Center

Department of Public Instruc-
tion

Wisconsin State Employ-
ment Service

Government Printing Office
materials

Appropriate speakers

1. Research "Project Hope" or similar
agency. Be thorough. Specify type
of work undertaken and geographical
areas covered, etc.

2. Identify and define the needs and
problems of the Chicano Population.
Isolate areas of difficulty for them.
Identify and evaluate corrective meas-
ures, both attempted and proposed.

Consult personnel
having actual
related experi-
ence.

Examine material
sent by agency.

Classroom discus-
sion or essay.

Check perception
and depth of com-

prehension of
specific problems.
Check number and
types of resources
for accuracy.



CAREER PLANNING Grad 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - Recognize and accept that his career choice may be influ-
enced by job opportunities in his geographic area.

Behavioral Objective: Assess job potential in given area student chooses.

Curriculum Considerations: Third level, advanced second level.

Resources

Chamber of Commerce

Want Ads

Guidance Dept. Material

Wisconsin State
Employment Service

Placement Offices

U.S. Dept. of Labor
Material

Activities Evaluation

1. Choose en area of the country in
which you wish to work. Use foreign
country if so desired. Investigate
the job potential involving foreign
language in that area. Prepare
findings in written form.
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Written report for possi-
ble classroom presenta-
tion. Check for diver-
sification of job sources
and thoroughness of in-
vestigation.

ai



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 194 - Understand that there is a relationship between job
satisfaction and mental health.

Behavioral Objective: a) Evaluate need for contentment with occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Any level.

Resources ACt3-i"i , 6 Evaluation

Willing individuals from 1. Listen to happily employed in Classroom discussion
any career or level of dividuals who are Willing to dis-
employment cuss their unhappiness in other

positions previously held. Stress
need to be satisfied in what one is
doing.
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CAREEN, PLA1fl Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of occupations.

General Objective: 159 - Recognize career horizons through participation in simulated
activities and work situations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Identify and experience desirable traits for legal profession.

Curriculum Considerations: All levels, assigning parts to appropriate capacities.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Legal terminology and pro-
cedural information source.

Lawyer and court-related
personnel on consulting
basis.

1. Devise and present a court case
with all relevant personnel and
case material. Teacher must act
as coordinator. Any or all classes
can be used. Though the lawyer is
the center of attention in this
activity, other phases of the legal
profession can be emphasized.
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Classroom presentation
with discussion and
listing, of those traits

both good and bad that
relate to a lawyer.

(This activity can serve
to satisfy several ends.)



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 162 - Experience several occupational tasks he could perform
or learn to perform.

Behavioral Objective: a) Observe and assess the role of translator in court case.

Curriculum Considerations: Third level,. advanced second level.

Resources Activities

Any relevant court 1. Attend a court case in which
proceeding that would the services of a translator
involve foreign lang- are needed. Evaluate the nature
uage. of that position. Conduct an in-

terview with the translator is pos-
Court translater or sible.
interpreter

419

Evaluation

Classroom discussion
centering around the
degree of responsibil-
ity, critical position.

Language proficiency
needed.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of occu-
pations.

General Objective: 162 - Experience several occupational tasks he could perform or
learn to perform.

Behavioral Objective:

Curriculum Considerations: All levels.

Resources Activities Ewaluation

BELOW ARE LISTED SEVERAL CAREER ORIENTED CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES THAT CENTER AROUND
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS INCLUDED ON A SEPARATE LIST.

1. Perform musical material composed by Spanish individuals.
2. Research foreign country's influence in world of music.
3. Using a foreign language newspaper, prepare discussion on:

a. differing political points of view,
b. usage of commercial art in ads, etc.,
c. nature of want ads,
d. "As they see the US".

4. Set up employment agency using foreign ads.
5. Investigate criminal activities in foreign country and expand on that country's

attempt to deal with dope problems and so on.
6. In advanced classes, prepare program of entertainment in Spanish that could be

presented to other classes and still be understood.
7. Skit--customs official with appropriate props.
8. Anthropological contributions of foreign country.
9. Put on a foreign language production--large group.

10. Prepare a foreign language composition as reaction to controversial topic.
11. Design a trip with all aspects relative to the foreign country travelled in.
12. Analyze minority group problems of foreign country (if applicable).
13. Skit--traffic problem with appropriate personnel and foreign language conversation.
14. Skit--office receptionist meeting several probleme head-on.
15. Social situation--help a person new to this country and local understanding in those

situations that may be different from those in natile country.
16. Try shorthand in Spanish or other target language.
17. Sell anything anyway.
18. Prepare business letter in formal mariner with appropriate mechanics.
19. Conduct employment agency interview, putting emphasis upon different social

backgrounds.

4.2.0



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: XII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of

choices.

General Objective: 167 - Understand that educational decisions may have an impor-
tant impact on career opportunities available to an indi-
vidual.

Behavioral Objective: a) Investigate several employment possibilities in order to
identify specific education necessary for a specific posi-
tion involving foreign language.

Curriculum Considerations: Second level, advanced first level.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Community agencies and
businesses

Personnel :Managers

1. Interview personnel managers of
several businesses or agencies to iden-
tify specific educational needs relative
to a position that would involve the
use of a foreign language. Consider
the possibility of having to climb job
ladder with educational background ne-
cessary for each step.

421

Formal written re-
port in chart form,
listing company,
and position with
respective educa-
tional requirements.



SELF

Concept: X' - Individt4

Grades 10-12
To be developed

responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - 3ecome acquainted with and utilize resources available
fbr career ranning.

Behavioral Objective: a) 7in loc.-ate catalog all foreign language material rela-
ve -o career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Fi:

Resources

lever.. to be a continued process.

Ai vities Evaluation

Instructional Media
Center

Guidance library or
area containing
career inforriation

1. Locat7.H:. clasFffy and catalog all

resourt.-mmterial. relative to career
planning-that would involve foreign
language use. Be thorough and all-
inclusive.

4.22

Short anaver and/or i-
dentification test.

Guidance department is
of extreme importance.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career plr

General Objective: 169 - Base his career plans on accurate and pErtinent information

Behavioral Objective: a) Ascertain potential foreign language usage in given geo-
graphical area.

Curriculum Considerations: First year level, more detailed in third level.

Resources

Community businesses and
agencies: i.e., courts,
Police department, Hayssen's
Plant (Sheboygan), Wisconsin
State Employment Service.

Activities Evaluation

1. Interview community business
and agencies and prepare written
report indicating the specific
nature and extent of the prob-
lems they.have that involve for-
eign production and personnel
problems.

Classroom presentation
of written report along
with supportive discus-
sion.

Check scope of investi-
gation listing specific
businesses and personnel
problems.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To he emphasized

Concept: XV -.Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 171

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand the relationship between personal'attitudes in
high school and employability.

a) Identify and evaluate personality traits and attitudes in
relationship to business world.

Curriculum Considerations: First or second level.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Community agency and/
or business personnel

Students, education
personnel

Personality inventory

Guides

1. Select a number of persons you know
well and analyze in writing their posi-
tive and negative factors and attitudes.
As their )rospective employer, choose one
as your new employee, writing an in-depth
analysis of your choice.

424

Essay or written re-
port in list form,

listing positive and
negative factors.
Check for depth of
understanding and
thoroughness of per-
sonality trait de-
velopment.



HOME ECONOMICS RATIONALE
Grades 10-12.

In our everyday changing society a need for self identification and direction
is of paramount importance. Therefore the ideas set fourth have been developed
to help the individual know himself and the opportunities present to him in
this society.

This is only meant to be a guide, not a detailed curriculum, and can be
incorporated as the instructor finds applicable to his/her individual situation.

Two-Week Participants:
Judy Stygar - Two Rivers

Three-Week Participants:
Carol Witt - Sheboygan
Joyce Frings - Sheboygan Falls
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Coricept

Grades 11-12
To be emphasized

- in understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General .Djective: 75 - Recognize responsibility for self direction.

Behavic7v(1 Objee:tive The student will be able to explain the need for responsibility
of self direction.

a:.:rricJILim Considerations: 11-12 Marriage and Family Living.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library

16mm Films:
"It's Your Move"
"fly Life to Live"

(Coronet Films)

"Where do I go from
Wherever I am?"
(11EWIST)

"Vocational Decisions"
(Society for Visual Education)

1. Discuss and define self
direction.

2. List people that students
recognize as self-directed.
Discuss with them.

3. Write a short paper on one
day--Make a list of things
you did showing self-direction.
Explain 'why you did them.

4. Film-"It's Your Move: Deci-
sions for Discussion." (part of
activity)
After all the films have been
shown have panel
bringing out the
made in each.
Film-"My Life to
Film-"Vocational
Film-"Where do I
Wherever I am."

426

discussion
important points

Live."
Decisions"
go From

Write an essay on
how you are self
directing and the
responsibilities
this includes.



SELF Grades 11 or 12
To be emphasized

Concept I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 136

Behavioral Objective:

- Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, attitudes,
and values.

(a) The student will understand his own interest, .ability,
attitude and values.

Curriculum Considerations: Family Living 11 or 12.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Individual Experiences
Mass Media (TV, radio,
etc.)

1. Write a description of
the type of person you are
looking for as a lifetime
partner. Discussion will
follow.

2. Panel discussion on the affects
of different family values.

3. Make a survey of various
TV programs analyzing the
validity of the family structure
portrayed.

427

Evaluate the students
activities.

Randomly speaking to
individual students.



SELF Grades 11 or 12
To be Emphasezed

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to evaluate his strengths and
limitations.

Curriculum Considerations: Family Living 11 or 12.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Film:
"Aptitudes and
Occupations"

Filmstrip:
"Vocational Decisions"
(FS /R12)

Guidance Counselor

1. After film and/or filmstrips
discuss the effects of your
strengths and limitations
to your choice of a life style.

2. Talk by counselor on
limitations affecting
careers.

3. Fill out forms (self-
evaluation inventory).

428

Teacher discuss with
each student his
self-evaluation.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 77 - Establish positive regards toward oneself.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an introduction to the concept of "love" as defined
by psychologists, the student will integrate the idea of
self love into his self concept.

Curriculum Considerations: Guidance, home ecomonics, health or religion.

Resources

Famil Livin

Activities

11-12

Evaluation

Books:

Art of Loving by Erick
Fromm Varieties of Love
by Herbert Kubly
Self and Self Realization
by Sigman Freud

Booklet:

"Discovering Yourself"
(Science Research Associates

Junior Guidance Series and/or
Guidance Series
(Science Research Associates)

Adult student admires

1. Define "love as psychologists Teacher evaluation of
use it and compare with student discussion and/or stu-
definition of love, dent's paper.

2. Discussion questions:
a) What personality traits

) attract you? Turn you off?
b) Is it possible for a
person's personality to
be different from his character?
Does personality always reveal
character?
c) What do other people do
that makes you feel awkward
or self-conscious?
Happy or self-confident?
d) "Human beings are capable of
changing their personality and
character." Do you agree this is
true? To what extent?

3. Write a short paper on the
adult you admire most. What
are the person's special qualities
and limitations of personality and
character that make you feel this
admiration?
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GLLF
Grades 10
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 140 - Understand that people can achieve dignity and worth by
work.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will accept the principle the people can
achieve dignity and worth through work.

Curriculum Considerations: 10th Personal Relationships.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Occupational UvItlook Handbook

Kit:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit"

(Science Research Associates)

Films:
"Jpbs in the World of Work
A Good Place to Be"

(Mc Graw-Hill)

1. After viewing film
discuss its main points.

2. Research and report on a
number of occupations you may
be interested in and answer the
question - "Are there jobs today
that help the employee achieve
dignity and worth?"

3. Class discussion on -
-Has the concept of work changed?
Why? Why not?
-Do employees today work to
achieve dignity and worth?
Is it of the past?

Teacher interpre-
tation of stu-
dent reaction.

4. Given hypothetical situations-
Can they find worth and dignity in
the work portrayed? How? (Waitress,
janitor, factory worker, engineer,
clerk, etc.)
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 174 - Understands work as a means for fulfilling personal needs
through avocational or other activities.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will show the importance of leisure time activ-
ities and how they relate to personal needs and work.

Curriculum Considerations: 9-10th Family Living

Factors: Individual Psychological

Resources

Student

Teacher

Activities Evaluations

Films:

"Hobbies for Business or
Pleasure"

(Coronet films)

1. Class discussion on
the emphasis today on
travel. What needs does
this fill?

2. After film, list hobbies
that could become a business.

Teacher's judgment
of reaction.

3. Have each student explain
how she spends her leisure
time and what needs these activities fill.

4. How do hobbies draw a family
together or make each member
individualistic?
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 84 - Develop the awareness that work experiences are valuable.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an insight and an opportunity to investigate the

benefits of cooperative work-study programs, the student

will comprehend that these, work experience programs can

have important exploratory values.
(b) Given an awareness that value is a relative and multi-

faceted concept and transferring this awareness to every-

day life situations, the student will identify a variety

of values provided by work experiences.

Curriculum Considerations: 12th Work - Studies - Child Care
Food Service
Goods Distribution

Resources Activities Evaluations

Film:
"Jobs for High School
Students" (FS/C 29)

Part 1 (L.T.I. Career In-
formation Center)

High School workstudy dir-
ector

Kit:
Work Experience Kit

(Science Research As-

sociates)

Resource person from
Brillion Work-Study
program.

1. Discuss what "Value"
means and how this applies

to the student.

2. Students will role play
to show how work exper-
iences can be occupational
reality testing.

3. Guest speaker on work-

study program.

4. Students use WEK from

Science Research Associates.

5. Review and research
high school cooperative
work programs and how
they provide valuable
work experience.
(Student will list these
experiences and explain).

432

Teacher evaluates
student's role playing
and how effective
student's presentation
was.

Student evaluation
of work-study program.

Teacher evaluates
student's list.



SELF Grades 10 -12
To be emphasized

Concept: V- Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work has potential for nersonal
and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an occupational field, the student will list examples
of his potential financial. and personal rewards.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education 11 or 12 ?Toney Management.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip: 1. Each student will make a list Student reaction in-.

"Choosing Your Career" of his potential personal and terpreted by teacher.
(FS/C3)) financial needs and rewards.

(L.T.I. career Information Teacher's subjective
Center) evaluation of budgets.

2. Filmstrip. After viewing
choose one field which interests
you and make a complete years
budget for a family of four in
that field but at the differect
income levels. Include analysis
of possessions ancI'leisure time
spending. (Medical field, intern,
orderly, nurse, doctor, etc.)



SELF Grades.10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Undersntand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will explain how an occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education. 11 or 12 Family Living.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Students experiences 1. Take a number of types of
occupations and compare the
amount of leisure time this
gives the employee. How does
this relate to how.it is spent.

2. Discuss the question -
"What will a 30 hour work week
affect leisure time activities?"

3. How would the year around School
program affect a families leisure
time?
Discuss.

434

Teacher interpretation
of students' reaction.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People will work for different reasons and receive different
rewards.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will be able to analyze why people work for
different reasons.

Curriculum Considerations: 10th Family Living

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student

Teacher

Filmstrip:
Job Attitude Series
"Why Work at All."

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Community

1. View filmstrip. List
the reasons to work.

2. Panel composed of people
from the community with various
jobs. Discuss why they work and
that they get from their jobs.
Question answer session following
panel discussion.

435

Teacher interpretation
of students' reaction.



CARER PLANNING Grades 11-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objecti_m: (a) Given an mccupational field, the studerzz will be able to
list locT4 job opportunities.

Curriculum ConsiTyq. Vocatioral Education. 11-12th Work-Study program.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Speaker/Wisconsin State 1. Speaker-W.S.E.S. followed Teacher evaluation
Employment Service by auestions and answer period. of student reactions.

Speaker/Associated industries
and manufacturers

Slides--"Local Jobs"
(L.T.I. Career Infor-
mation Center)

2. Slides. After viewing slides
list others in community not
represented but with a similiar

job.

Community Survey 3. Field trips.

4. Students work in pairs with
same occupation field. Survey
the community for jobs or. related Teacher evaluation
jobs in that field. Include income, of survey results.
benefits, etc. Report to class.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education

To be Emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 153 - Analyze the relationship between learning and earning through

on the job experience.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Student will be able to evaluate the relationship between
learning and earning through on the job experiences.

Curriculum Considerations: 12th Work-Study Program.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Speaker/Local business or
Lakeshore Technical
Institute personnel

16mm Films:
"Your Job--Getting Ahead"
(Coronet)

"You Can Go A Long Way"
an(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"Jobs and continuing Edu-
cation"
"Jobs and Advancement: On
the Move"
(McGraw Hill)

"The Remarkable School house"
(National Association of Manu-

facturers)

1. Speakers followed by
question - answer session.

2. View films and filmstrips.
After viewing, tour some local
industries and identify sinilai
relationships between the two.

3. On the job experience in
area of students interest.

Filmstrips:
"Preparing for the World of Work"
"Preparing for the Jobs of the

70's"
(Guidance Associates)

Local Industry

437

Teacher evaluation
of students' reaction.

Teacher's reaction to
class discussion.

Teacher visits and eval-
uates ifferent work stat-
ions.



WORK WORLD. Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related to
individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
indicate the relationship of scho&L.subjects to these
occupational possibilities.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education 10-12th Work-Study program.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Speakers:

Local business
Local industry
Guidance

16mm Films:
"Where the Action Is"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Your Career in Printing"
(University of Minnesota)

Filmstrips:
"Dropping Out: Road to
owhere." (FS /C, 22)

1. Speakers followed by
question period.

2. Film followed by
discussion of the important
points.

3. Filmstrips followed by
diiscussion of the important
points.

"High School Course Se- 4. Individual counseling to
lection and Your Career" establish a program of study.

"How to Succeed in High School."
(Guidance Associates")

Career iklucation Directory
(Wisconsin Board of Voca-
tional Technical and
Adult Education)

438

Teacher evaluation
of students'
reaction to films and
speakers.

Teacher and coun-
selor evaluations
of students'
programs in relation
to chosen occupations.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated

General Objective: 105 - Understand that continuous education and training
will enhance one's career development potential

416

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
list examples where continuous education or training
can enhance career development potential

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education
11-12 Work-Study

Resources Activities Evaluation

Speakers:
Local business
Lakeshore Technical
Institute: personnel

lEmm Films:
"Your Job-Good Work Habits"
"Your Job-Getting Ahead"
(Coronet) (L.T.I.)

1. Speakers followed Teacher evaluation of
by questions, student's reactions.

2. Films followed by
discussion of main
points.

"You can Go a Long Way"
(Encyclopedia Britannica) 3. Filmstrips followed

by discussion of main
"Jobs and Continuing_Education"pointS.
"Jobs and Advancemermn On
The Move"
(McGraw-Hill Films)

'The Remarkable Schoolhouse"
(National Association of
Manufacturers)

Filmstrips:
"Preparing for the World of
Work"
"Preparing for the Jobs of
the 70's"
(Guidance Associates)
(L.T.J.)

4. Select occupational
field of interest and
explore training available
in that field. What would
this mean to your job?
What would be some advan-
tages and disadvantages?

439

Teacher's reaction
to class discussion.



SELF
, Grades 10-12

To be emphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and values.

General Objective: 85 - Understand why each individual is unique.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given sufficient background in the psychological factors
which explain why individuals differ, the student will
recognize and evaluate the basic remise of the uniqueness
of the. individual.

Curriculum Considerations: 10-11 - Family Liv7ing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Family Unit

Library

7=anstrips:
"Your Personality: The
You Others Know."
t.FS/C 23)

Career Infor-
mation Center)

"C7znasip"

(Popular Science Company)

Section of science book
dealing with genetics

1. Student will compile a
list of how they differ from
others in interests, atti-
tudes, Etc.., (class; family,
Etc.)

2. The stuaent will choose-a
biography-cT-mmtobiography
of a person he admires, read
it and report:in some form
the differences in that per-
son that made him unique and
helped him :succeed.

3. Class disnussion of
accenting positive person-
ality traits of friends and
classmates instead of always
gossiping about the bad.

4. Study of heredity and
environment in relation
to uniqueness.
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'Teacher evaluation
of student's written
work.

Objective test on
heredity and environ-
ment.



SELF Grades 10-12

To be emphasj zed

Concept: VII - individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes ar

General Objective: 86 - Understand the inpact of other people's feelings an:1 vaIrap.:7
and their relationship to one's own.

Behavioral Ob,lective: (a) Given sufficient discussion and develonnent, the st7-ent
will be receptive to, and appraise other people'..;
and will realize the interrelationship of these ]ef:27

wjt'h their own.

Curriculum Considerations: 7-9. - Friendship

Resources Activities

magazines

16mm Films:
"Patrice Larnumba Speaks"

(A.U.N. speech)
"Values - Understanding
Others"
(Bailey Film Associates)

(L.T.I.)

a. Student will brine in media
materia., to discuss the
psycholory of advertising or
news reports and how it sways
a person's thoughts.

2. Film of speech to general
assembly at U.N. to introduce
the idea of "give and take"
in -interpersonal relationship.

3. Discuss ways in which their
friends have influenced. their
thinking and acting, such as
dress.

4. Write a paper describing
how they can be a better friend.

Teacher
of stud-err.- eas

concern:..

;?valuate s--7,crts

paper.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 156 - Become familiar with employment trends and plan accordingly.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will be able to explain trends and how they
affect his career selection.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education
11-12 Work-Study Program.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Wisconsin State Employ-
ment Service

Newspapers, magazines, trade
journals, Etc.

Sound on slide series of
local industries

Filmstrip:
"Preparing for the Jobs
of the 70's and 80's"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

1. Speaker followed by
questions.

2. Student scrapbook of
employment opportunities.

3. Filmstrips followed by
discussion of the main
points.

4. Student analyzes chosen
job as to its future.

A.. Visualize the year 2000-- -
what factors need to be con-
sidered in job selection?
What changes might be necessary
in job selection?

4.42

Teacher evaluation
of student reactions.

Objective evaluation
of scrapebook by
teacher.,



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To developed

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 126 - Recognize that business, industrial, or institutional
organizations are comprised of workers, who perform
tasks that are interrelated.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given information on businesses, industries, and insti-
tutions, the student will recognize the dependency
of one person or group upon another in producing an end
result.

Curriculum Considerations: Consumer Education
10 or 11th,

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library

Business leaders, hospital
administrators, doctors,
Etc.

Vocational Rehabilitation
Center.

Wisconsin State Department
of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion.

American Association for
Mental Health..

Veterans Administration.

1. Have students produce
something in assembly line
(maple syrup, paper flowers,
Etc.)

2. Speakers on mass production.
(ice cream production, test
kitchens etc.)

3. Have Junior Achievement Club
members in to discuss their
business dealings.

4. Field trip to modern factory,
hospital, and/or business.

5. Using career of his choice,
student will discover job oppor-
tunities for hypothetical disabil-
ities.

6. Student will complete list of
physical requirements for career
of choice.

Teacher will competivel:
evaluate each groups
end product of assembly
line.

Given an end result
or product, the student
will be able to trace
back through its
evolution including
all processes and
people involved.

7. Visit to a vocational rehabilitation
center OR visit to factory which hires
the handicapped.

1.1.1



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be Emphasized

rbilbytt IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among workers.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an occupational field, the student will identify
examples and explain the need for the existence of a
cooperative effort among workers.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational Education
11-12 Work-Study.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Local Business and
Industry

16mm Films:

"Individual Motivation
and Behavior"
(University of Minnesota)

"Your Job-Fitting In"
(Coronet)

(L.T.I.)

Filmstrip:
"Your Personality:
The You Others See"
(FS/C 23)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)
(G.A.)

1. Speaker followed by
question and answer period.

2. Class Discussion of
hypothetical work situations
which call for cooperation.

3. After viewing film
discuss its relationship
to the work world.

4. After viewing filmstrip
discuss how you can put forth
the kind of personality that
would get along with fellow
workers.

444

Teacher evaluation of
students reactions to
speaker and class
discussions.

Essay Test.



WORi, WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Pature
To be EmphaSized

Concept: IX - Job Specialization Creates interdependency.

General Objective: 190 -

Behavioral Objective: (a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Understand and appreciate the need for cooperation
between employees and employers.

The student will explain the need for and give examples
of cooperation between employees and employers.

Vocational Education
11-12 Work-Study.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker: 1. Speakers "Meet the Press"
Labor Council situation.
AFL-CIO Labor Business
and Industry

16mm Films:

"Motion Study on the Job"
"Real Security"
"Goals of Unions"

(University of Minnesota)

"Communications"
(McGraw-Hill)

"Your Job" You and Your
Boss"

(Coronet)
(L.T.I.)

"Office Team-Work"
(Encyclopedia Britanica)

2. After films discuss
then in relation to your
particular job.

3. Solve hypothetical
problems that might occur
between employee-employer.

4. Taped InterViews.

445

Teacher Evaluation of
class discussi9n and
reaction to speaker.

Essay Test.



CAREER PLANNIVG Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peer, and
To be emphasized Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - Recognize and accept that his career choice may be influenced
by job opportunities in his geographic area.

Behavioral Objective: (a) Given an occupational field, the student will interpret
this relationship in terms of his local job opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: 12 - Work-Study Program.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Local industry
Employment office

Slide on sound series of
local industry.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Leverenzi Shoe
Power Sewing
Plastics Engineering
Citizen's Bank

Periodicals
(newspaper, magazines
etc.)

1. Speaker followed by Teacher interpretation
discussion. of class discussion.

2. Class discussion.

3. Visit local employment
agency and read want ads
and make list of all jobs
that relate to your occupa-
tional field and its relation--
ship to your locality.

446

Teacher and student
interpretation of
job opportunities.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual
To be Emphasized Psychological

Concept: X - Envi)rnment and individual potential interact to influence
career development.

General Objective: 192 - Understand that sex, race, creed and socio-economic
background may affect. career choice.

Behavioral Objecti: (a) The student will evaluate the implications that sex,
socio-economic background, race, and creed may have
on career choices.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study Program
11-12

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film: 1. Teacher Presentation
"Social Class in America" followed by question-answer
(McGraw-Hill) session.

"Individual Motivation
and Behavior"
(Indiana University)

"Personal Qual1,ti_es for
Job Success"
(B.A.V.I.)

I
Teacher Interpretation
of class discussion.

2. Films followed by Subjective evaluation
discussion of main points. of students activities.

3. Make chart using specific
jobs--explain how race, creed

. etc. affect each job and why.
Are there some jobs that are
limited because of race, creed
etc?

4. Role play applying for
various jobs by members of
different backgrounds.

5. Individual student evaluate
his career choice as to its
limitations such as race.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual
To be Fmnhasized Psychological

Concept: X - Enviornment and individual potential interact to influence
career development.

General Objective: 193 - Understand and accept that individual ability will
determine in part the level of attainment in a-given
career area.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will identify factors of individual ability
that affect the level of attainment as they relate to
his own career aspirations.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study
11-12

Resources Activities Evaluations

Booklet:
SRA

"Do Your Dreams
:latch Your Talents"
"Discovering Your Real
Interests"
(Science Research

Association)

16mm Film:

"Personal Qualities for
Job Success"
(Ravi)

Filmstrip:

"Skills that Pay Off"
(FS/C8)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. 7 _cher Presentation.

Film followed by
discussion.

3. Read Booklets and report
to class.

4. Class Discussion.

5. Interest tests evaluating
students individual ability
and directing into specific
career choices. How do scores
relate to individual interests?
From results -- do scores and
interest compare? Would you
change your choice because of
the results?

448

Teacher Interpretation
of class discussion.

Subjective evaluation
of students ability
on interest tests.



rad.es 10-12

?o be 17,mrlasized

concept: :I - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

(-1Pneral.Ohjective: 1L8 - Understand the outcomes of -or.1: (st, ccroli(!
and security).

3ehavioral Objective: (a)

Curriculum Considerations:

The student will identify the r'cohonic 1)err,'7its

from his career choice and its influence or Lis lifc

Worh-Study 11-12

resources Activities ;valuations

16mm Films:

"Your Earning Power"
(Coronet)

"Jobs and the World of
Work"

(NcGraw-Hill)

"Setting the Standard"

(tiational Association of
anufactarers)

Filmstrip:

"";!here You Will Live and

(FS/C7)
(T.I. Career Information
Center).

ook:

Careers(and Occupations
7:77Fergeson)

1. Teacher presentation on
what factors influence a
life style.

2, Films - answer cuestion.
"What affect does earning
power have on a life style?"

3. Filmstrip - Does place of
residence affect a life style?

L. List economic benefits
resulting from occupations

that influence his life style.
List status factors. List
security benefits.

5. Comparison of "I want my life
style to be" to "Because of my
career, my life style will he."

449

Teacher evaluation
of class iliscussic)n.

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists.

'Lvaluation of student::

intended. life style.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be Emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 194 - Understand that there is a relationship between job
satisfaction and mental health.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will describe how job satisfaction influences
mental well being.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study 11-12.

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film:

"Jobs in the World
of Work"

(McGraw-Hill)

Filmstrip:
"Job Attitudes, Why

Work At All" (FS /C 61)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Guest speaker

Periodicals
reference files
library

1. Films.

2. Class discussion
a. Psycharist discusses the
relationship of job satis-
faction to good mental health.

b. Research statistics in
relationship of job satis-
faction to mental will being.

c. What is more important to
you, "Financial Happiness or
Peace of Mind"? How do you
rate then? Are they the same
thing?

450

Teacher interpretation
of class discussion.



woR:: WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be enrhasized Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 197 - Understand that career will determine friends,
associates, and status in community.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will describe how hi3 career win influence
who his friends and associates are and his status
within the community.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study. 11-12

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film:

"Making and Keeping
Friends"
(Science Association)

Filmstrip:

"Job Attitudes-Why
Work at All" (FS/C64)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

1. Films - \That affect

would a change in status
do to established friend-
ship?

2. Class Discussion - How
to avoid competition among
friends that you work with.

3. Do a community survey to
determine what percentage of
friendships are associated
because of a job. Discuss
the result.

4. List. some of the new

friends made because of an
on the job experience.

451

Teacher interpretation
of class discussion.



CAP: ii Grades 10-12 Factors: fr.'rainin and Educaton
r'o be emphasized

Concept: XII - Imlividnals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occunations.

General Objective: 159 - 'Recognize career horizons through participation in

simulated activities and work situations.

!,ehavior!1 (;ojtive: (u) The student will be able to identify career horizons
through work situations.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study. 11-12

P,esources Activities valuations

Filnstrip:

"Jobs for Kich School
Students"

Career Information
Center)

1. Filmstrip - What are
some jobs available for
students?

2. .Class discussion on part-
time work experiences.

452

Teacher interpretation
of class discussion.



Grades 15-12 :'actor:3: :nfortion :Ltherinf,
To be emphasized

Concert: YlI - Individuals can learn to uerform a .;:trfl,: _.1.

General OJC:CtiV(.:: 20,1 - Dier.tif;! several ::cu

1Ltilize his talent.

Lehavioral Objective: (a) zt1;ent wi:1 a-Cif: tc) 20; clterat:;e1;
tl.at tnic:ntE.

Curriculun Considerations: Work-tudy. 11-12

Fesources Activities

Filmstrip:

"Skills That Pay Off"
(CFS/8)

(LT.'. Career Information
Center)

1. Filmstrips - list :,-our "encl.rr eva.liurn
skills that could Pay of'. of st&:ent's list:.

2. Students u.7,0
Kit:

"Occupational Zxploratory
Kit"

(Science Researcil Associates) 3. Students list job alter-
(L.T.I. Career Information natives that utilize their
Center) talents.

Book:

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Career Information
Center)
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CAPL.1-1, Grades 10-12 Tractors:

To be emphasized

Training and Diucation

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequental series of
choices,

General Objective: 168 - Realize that many occupations offer a series of advancement
opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will be able to analyze advancement opportun-
ities in his career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: Work-Study. 11-12

F.esources Activities 7valuations

16mm Film:

Ahg,ad"

(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Speaker

Personal Experiences

of students.

1. Film - factors
contribute to advancement.

2. Speaker - Community
persons who have advanced
in their career (from
seamstress to fashion design)

3. Occupational research -
" ?There can I go from where

I am"?

4. List advancement oppor-
tunities in his career choice.

454

Thacher evaluation

of students' lists.

Teacher interpretation
of class participation.



CARJ:LE PLAi;I:TEG Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Ga-
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals ref: Jie for their career planninr,

General Objective: 170 - Understand the relationship between high school courser
and activities within the world of work.

iiehavioral Objective: (a) The student will explore necessary in that
occunation.

Curriculum Considerations: 1-:or1:-,..wady. 7'-12

Resources Activities :;valuations

Filmstrip: 1. Filmstrips - discuss
"A,';';,C's, of Getting main points - studets
a Job"-- plan it-1-views.
Part 1 and 2. (FSC/311
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Employers

Work Experience

2. Go through an interview
with perspective employer.
Report to class.

3. Discuss first day at the
work experience

a) What skills will I be using?
b) What shills will I have to
learn?

Teacher ir.:t ation
of class



INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION RATIONALE
Grades 10-12

The dissemination of materials on careers and occupational information has always
been included as a part of Industrial Education Programs.

With this thought in mind, the career centered materials formulated in this
guide are an endeavor to establish this information in an acceptable form for
all areas in Industrial Education.

No attempt has been made to pin-point specific areas, but rather to establish
a tool usable to all. Included are several specific areas in which specific
sequence has been established. Each teacher using this guide will adopt and
include mater-TaT,q pertinent to his field. Resources and activities listed are
suggestions am2.1 will depend upon the individual teacher.

In this guide the designation 7, 8, 9 refers to Industrial Arts on the Junior
High level; 10, 11, 12 refers to Industrial Arts and Vocational Education on the
High School level; 13 and 14 refers to Vocational and Technical Education at the
Technical School level.

Three-Week Participants:

Colin Carpenter -
John J. Debrauske -
Anton H. Kotyza -
Ken Lehmann
Don McCabe -
Marvin R. Nfcla -
Don R. Pangcorn -
Roger Rulseh -
David A. Schmitt -
David C. Smith
Duane Waterman

Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Urban, Sheboygan
Washington, Two Rivers
Horace Mann, Sheboygap
Oostburg High, Oostburg
North, Sheboygan
North, Sheboygan
L.T.I., Sheboygan
L.T.I., Manitowoc

- North, Sheboygan
North, Sheboygan
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, attitudes,
and values.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will analyze and formulate his own interest
ability, attitude and values.

Curriculu- Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student Record [2] 1. Study scores. [2]

Wisconsin State Employment
Service [2]

2. Study profile charts.
Kuder Preference Inventory [2] [4]
[2] [4]

General Aptitude Test Battery
[2] [4] 3. Class discussion. [2] [3]

Stanford Achievement Test
[2] [4]

16 mm Films:
"Aptitudes and Occupations"
[1] [2]
(Coronet)

4. Talk by counselor.
[1] [2] [3] [4]

5. Student fill out self-evaluation
Filmstrips: inventory form. [1] [2] [3] [4]
"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/R 12) [2] [4]

"Career Opportunities"
(CFS 4) [2] [4] 6. View filmstrips. [2] [3]

"Your First Year In High
School" (FS/C 26) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 7. View film. [2]

Student will
evaluate his
own potential.
[2] [3] [4]

Teacher check
of self-evalua-
tion inventory
sheets. [2] [3]

The student will
be able to iden-
tify his interest,
attitudes, abil-
ities, in a class-
room discussion.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [] after the Resource, Activity, and/or Evalua-
tion for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will organize strengths and limitations.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Counselor [2] [4] 1. Study scores. [2]

2. Study profile charts. [2]

Strongs Preference Inventory
[2] [4]

Henman-Nelson Intelligence
Test [2]

Differential Aptitude Test [2] 3. Class discussion. [2]

4. Talk by counselor. [1] [2]

16 mm Films:
"Aptitudes and Occupations"
[2] [4]

(Coronet)

Filmstrips:
"Vocational Decisions"
(FS/R 12) [2]

"Career Opportunities"

(CFS 4) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 6. View filmstrips. [2]

5. Fill out self-evaluation
inventory form. [1] [2]

7. View film. [2] [4]

8. Class study of interest test.
[4]

Encourage students
to evaluate own
potential. [2]

Teacher check of
student's self-
evaluation inven-
tory. [2]

Student will be
able to discuss
his strengths and
limitations. [4]

9. Class discussion of "Aptitudes
and Occupations." [4]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and /or.
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF
Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 138 Respect a person's right to choose an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will recognize the individuals right to
choose an occupation.

Curriculum Considerations:, *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources
Activities Evaluations

Occupational Exploratory Kit [3] 1. Class discussion. [1] [3] Teacher interpre-(Science Research Associates)
tation of student
reaction. [3] [4]16 mm Films:

"Aptitude and Occupations"
(Coronet) [1] [4]

"Jobs in the World of Work:
A Good Place to Be" [1] [4

(McGraw-Hill)

Filmstrip:

"Career Planning in a

Changing World" [3]

2. View filmstrip. [3]

3. Student discussion on
individuals right to choose
an occupation.

4. Role playing: Students
apply for a job with employer.

The coded subject. appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/orEvaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - Respect a person's occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will accept any persons occupational choice.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles [4]

U. S. Government Job Clusters
[4]

16 mm Films:
"Aptitude and Occupations"
(Coronet) [4]

1. Class discussion. [1]

2. Class discussion covering
occupations open to elec-
tricity students. [4]

3. Students' reports, written
or oral, on an electricity
occupation of student's
choosing. [4]

4. Given a list of electricity
occupations, each student will
rank order them according to
his preference. [4]

Determination of
student's aware-
ness of occupations
available in elec-
tricity through
class discussion
and subjective
evaluation of
student's written
or oral reports.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 140 - Understand that people can achieve dignity and worth by
work.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will accept the principle that people can
achieve dignity and worth through work.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: []] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Occupational Outlook Handbook 1. View films. [2]

[2]

Kit:
"Occupational Exploration
Kit" (GK 3) [2]

(Science Research Associates)

16 mm Films
"Aptitude and Occupations"
,(Coronet) [1] [2]

"Jobs in the World of Work:
A Good Place to Be" (F 10)
(McGraw-Hill) [2]

(L.I.T. Career Information
Center)

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles [4]

Field Trip:
Wisconsin Power & Light [4]

2. Role playing by students.
[2]

3. Class discussion.
[1] [2]

. Students are assigned an
occupation and reports on
the reasons why this job'
will be satisfying. [4]

Teacher interpre-
tation of student
reaction. [2]

Evaluation on
student's report
and his discussion.

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or

Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psyelloluical
To be.emphasized

Concept: III Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 174 - Understands work as a means for fulfilling personal needs
through avocational or other activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will show the importance of leisure time activ-
ities and how they relate to 1,rsonal needs and work.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources

Student [2]

Teacher [2]

Activities Evaluations

16 mm Films:
"Hobbies for Business or
Pleasure" [2] [4]

"How to Investigate Voca-
tions" [2] [4]

(Coronet)

1. Class discussion.
[1] [2]

2. Class viewing films.
[2] [4]

3. Class discussion on films.
Filmstrip: [4]

"Leisure Time: Busy or
Bored" (FS/C 82) [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Careei Information
Center) 4. Student presentation of

hobbies. [2]

Teacher's judgmen,
of reaction. [2]

Subjective evalua-
tion of discussion
by individual
student. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interdependency
of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will list job
specializations and their interdependency.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3]

[2] = Graphic Arts [4]

= Metals
= Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student [2]

Teacher [2]

1. Teacher presentation.
[2]

Grade students on
the success of
their mass produced
item. [2]

Filmstrip:
"Automation" (CPS 5) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
2. Class discussion. [2] Teacher evaluation

of critique. [2]
Center)

Students will trace
16 mm Films:

"How a Product Was Made" [2]

(B.A.V.I.)
(University of Wisconsin)

3. View films. [2] or develop a product
flow chart showing
the interdependency
of occupations. [4]

4. View filmstrip. [2]

"American Maker" [2]

(Jam Handy Organization)

"It Takes Everybody to Build 5. Guest speaker. [2]

this Land" [1] [2]

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Guest speaker from local
industry. [2]

Field trip to local industry.
[4]

6. Mass production activity by
the students in class- -
starting with the designing
and following through the
selling. [2]

7. Field trips and critiques. [2]

8. Field trip--view assembly line
process. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-1- Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177 - Recognize that many occupations contribute to an end
product.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a product, the student will be able to select
the various occupations that contributed to its develop
ment and completion.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources 'Activities Evaluations

Student

Teacher

[2]

[2]

1. Teacher presentation and
class discussion. [1] [2]

Grade students on
the success of
their mass produced

Filmstrip:
"Automation" (CFS 5) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Films:

"It Takes Everybody to Build
this Land" [1]

(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"Printed Circuit S, -" [4]

(B.A.V.I.)

2. View films. [1] [2]

3. View filmstrip. [2]

4. Guest speaker. [2]

5. Mass production activities
by the students in class,
starting with the designing
and following through the
selling. [2]

item. [2]

Teacher evaluation
of critiques. [2]

Instructor evaluate
student's flow chart
of work stations
and variety of jobs,
[4]

6. Field trip and critiques. [2]

7. Class view film and observe
assembly line. [4]

8. Class discussion and student
develop product flow chart. [4]

9. Mass production of a product
is shown in a film. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which, it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 178 - Careers usually develop within job families.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to define a job family.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles [4]

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[4]

Kits:
"Occupational Exploratory
Kit" (GK 3) [3]

"Widening Occupational
Roles Kit" (GK 20) [3]

(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Film:
"Your Job: Finding the
Right One" (F 13) [4]

(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Class discussion. [1] [3] Teacher subjective
evaluation of report.

[3]

2. Field trips. [1] [3]

3. Students view and discuss
film. [4]

4. Teacher presentation of
15 U. S. Government job
clusters and job families.
[4]

5. Student reports written
or oral on one of the 15
job clusters. [4]

Teacher interpre-
tation of student
reaction. [3]

Subjective evalua-
tion of student
discussion. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV There is a wide variety of occupations that may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 179 - Recognize the different methods of classifying occupations.
i.e. occupational clusters, industry geographic factors,'
natural resources, economic factors, and trends.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to analyze the different methods
of classifying occupations and how careers develop in job
families.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles [2]

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[2]

1. Students will read reports Teacher subjective
and briefs. [2] evaluation of re-

port. [2]

2. Student research. [2]
Kits:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit" (GK 3) [2]

"College Occupation Explore- 3. Report by student. [2]
tion Kit" (GK 4) [2]

"Widening Occupational Roles
Kit" (GK 20) [2]

(Science Research Associates) 4. View films. [2]
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Films:
"Your Job: Finding the
Right One" (F 13) [2]

(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Careers: CommunicatiL
(Vocational Guidance
Service) [1] [2]

Video tapes:
"Graphic Arts"
(VT 25) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

5. Discussion by class.
[1] [2]

6. Field trip. [2]

Teacher interpre-
tation of student
reaction. [2]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work has potential for personal
and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will list examples
of the potential financial and personal rewards.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:

"Choosing Your Career"
(FS/C 34) [2] [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Preparing for the World of
Work" (FS/C 31) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Interests Pay Off" (CFS 4)

[3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Video tape:
"Wisconsin Power & Light"
(Sheboygan Falls High
School) [4]

Resource Person
[1] [2]

1. Each student will make a
list of potential personal
and financial needs and re-
wards. [2]

2. View filmstrips. [2] [3]

3. Class discussion.
[1] [2] [3]

4. Class visitation by outside
speaker. [1] [2] [3]

5. Students view video-tape
and select which occupation
would interest him. [4]

Student reaction
interpreted by
teacher. [2] [3]

Teacher'S sub-
jective evaluation
of list. [2] [3]

Evaluation of
student's dis-
cussion in class.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will explain how an occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing ,[3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocitional Flectrl .ity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluation-

Filmstrip:

"Job Attitudes: Why Work
At All" (FS/C 64) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Leisure Time: Busy or
Bored" (FS/C 82)
[1] [2] [4]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Films:
"Six In Electronics"
[4]

(Bell & Howell Schools)

1. Class discussion. [2]

2. View filmstrips. [1] [2]

3. Students view film about
leisure time activities
and class discussion about
leisure time and world
connection. [4]

4. Class discussion connection
between leisure time and
the world of work. [4]

Teacher evaates
student's reaction.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 People will work for different reasons and receive dif-
ferent rewards. .

Behavioral Objective: b) The student wi11 be able to analyze why people work for
different rewards.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips: 1. Teacher presentation.
"The'Meaning of Work" (CFS 6) [2]

[2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

2. Class discussion. [2]

"Job Attitudes: Why Work
At All" (FS/C 64) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) 3. View filmstrip, "The

Meaning of Work." [2]

4

Teacher interpre-
tation of students'
reactions. [2]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Factors: Training and Education

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
list local job opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources

Speakers:
Wisconsin State Employment

Service [2] [4]

Associated Industries and
.Manufacturers [2]

Slides:
"Local Jobs" [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

Video tapes:
"Wisconsin Power & Light"
(Sheboygan Falls High
School) [4]

School Guidance Counselor
[4]

Activities Evaluations

1. Speakers. [1] [2] Teacher evaluation
of student reaction.
[2]

2. View slides. [2] Students will fill
out form correctly.
[4]

3. Field trip to office- - Teacher views

student will fill in state
job forms. NOTE: may be
teacher-made application

forms. [4]

4. View video tape--teacher
points out parts about job
entries into Wisconsin Power
& Light. [4]

5. Class discussion of various
local job opportunities. [4]

stadents' reactions.
[4]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity and/or

Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: b) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
effectively apply for a job.

Factors: Training and Education

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Industrial Personnel Manager
[2]

1. Teacher presentation.
[2] [3]

Application Blanks from Local
Industries [2] 2. Guest speaker. [2] [3]

Taped Interviews--examples [2]

16 mm Films:
"Job Interviews Getting
Started" [2]

(McGraw Hill)

"Your Job: Applying for
It" (F 16) [1] [2]

(Coronet), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

Filmstrips:
"The Job Interview"
(CFS 6) [2] [3]

"How to Find a Job for
Yourself" (CFS 7) [2] [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job" (FS/C 32) [2] [3]

"Your Job Interview"
(FS/C 35) [2] '[3]

"Preparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31) [3]

"High School Course Selection inquiry or application.
and Your Career" (OS/C.24) [3] [1] [2] [3]
(Guidance Associates), (L.T.I.

Career Information Center)

3. Fill out application
sample. [1] [2] [3]

4. Practice interviews.
[2] [3]

Check application

samples for neatness,
accuracy, clarity,
spelling, etc.

[2] [3]

Teacher and class
criticism of taped
practice interview.
[2]

Teacher reactions

to class discussions.
[2] [3]

Objective tests.
[2]

5. View films. [2]

Students responses
in the interview
and application.
[2] [3]

6. View filmstrips. [2] [3] Teacher evaluation
of.student appearan
and conduct in
respect to job sit-

7. Prepare a personal resume. uations.
[1] [2] [3] [2] [3]

8. Write a sample letter of

Text: Succeeding in the World
of Work [1] [2] [3]

(McKnight & McKnight Pub.)

*The coded subject appears in bradkets [ ] after
Resource, Activity, and/or Evaluation for
which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To he emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 153 - Analyze the relationship between learning and earning
through on the job experience.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will be able to evaluate the relationship between
learning and earning through on the job experiences.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = l'fetals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities

Speaker:

Local Business or
L.T.I. Personnel [2]

16 mm Films:

"Your Job: Good Work Habits"
(F 14) [2]

"Your Job: Getting Ahead"
(F 15) [2]

(Coronet), (L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

"You Can Go A Long Way" [2]
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

"Jobs and Continuing Edu-
cation" [2]

"Jobs and Advancement: On
the Move" [2]

(Mc Graw Hill)

"The Remarkable School House"
[2]

(National Association.of
Manufacturers)

"The Electronic Service
Technician" [4]

(Educators Progress Service)

"Electronics Service
Technician" [4]

(Association-Sterling Films)

"Six in Electronics" [4]

(Bell & Howell.School0

Evaluations

1. Speakers. [2]

2. View films and filmstrips.
[2]

3. Co-op experience.

Teacher evaluation
to students' reac-
tion. [2]

Objective test.
[2]

[1] [2] Teacher's reaction
to class discussion.
[2]

4. View and discuss film
about relationship between
learning and earning. [4]

5. View film and discuss
why different service tech-
nicians require more training
and usually more .pay. [4]

6. Pick six students to
identify with the six students
in the film. Have students
discuss learning and earning
of each. [4]

Students' ability
to discuss topic.
[4]

Have other students
evaluate the six
students in Activity
6. [4].

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related
to individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will list occu-
pational possibilities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [:)] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speakers:

Wisconsin State Employment
Service [2]

Local Business and Industry
[2]

16 mm Films: [2]

"Careers in Agriculture"
"Careers in Building Trades"
"Do I Want to Be a Secretary"
(Coronet)

"Jobs for Men, Where Am I
Going" (F 7)

"Jobs for Women, Where Am
I Going"

(Mc Graw Hill)

"Where the Action Is" (F 1)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrips: [2]

"The Wonderful World of Work"
"Workers for the Public
Welfare"
"Are You Looking Ahead"
(Eye Gate)

Video tape:

"Wisconsin Power & Light"
(Sheboygan Falls High
School) [4]

1. Speakers. [2]

2. Research report. [2]

3. View films and filmstrips.
[2]

4. Fill in charts for related
fields. [2]

5. Students view the film- -
teacher points out the remarks
made by the workers about what
subjects students should take
in High School. [4]

Teacher evaluation
of students' re-
actions to speakers

and discussion.
[2]

Speakers' evalu-
ation of students'
reactions. [2]

Teacher evaluation
of report. [2]

Class discussion.
[2]

Objective test.
[2]

group discussion
--the workers are
corrected in their
statements on what
subjects a student
should take in
high school. [4]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To he emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related to
individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: h) Given an occupational field, the student will he able to

indicate the relationship of school subjects to these
occupational possibilities.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricit7

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speakers: 1. S _rs. [2]
Local Business [2]

Local Industry [2]

Guidance [2]

16 mm Films:
"Where the Action Is"

(F 1) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Your Career In Printing".
[2]

(University of Minnesota)

"Electronic Service Tech-
nician" [4]

(AssoCiation-Sterling Films)

"In These Hands" [4]

(Federal Aviation Admin.)

Filmstrips:
"Dropping Out: Road to

Nowhere" (FS/C 22) [2]

"Four Who Quit" [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"High School Course Selec-
tion and Your Career" [2]

"How to Succeed in High
School" [2]

(Guidance Associates)

2. View films and filmstrips.
[2]

Teacher evaluation
of students' re-
action to films
and speakers. 12]

Teacher and coun-
selor evaluations

3. Individual counseling to of students' pro-
establish a program of study. grams in relation
[2] . to chosen occupa-

tions. [2]

4. View video tape. [4]

5. Have students relate school
subjects to various occupa-
tions in the video tape and
film. [4]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Acti1.4ty, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183 - Understand that demands for certain professional, skilled
and service occupations are. incteasing.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
illustrate examples where skilled occupations are in-
creasing.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker: 1. Speaker. [2]

Business, Industry [2]

16 mm Films:

"Labor Force in Flux" [2]

"What Is Automation" [2]

"Technician in Our changing
World" [2]

(UniVersity of Minnesota)

"Craftsmanship and Automation"
(Education Film and Life As-
sociation, Inc.) [2]

"Is a Career As a Technician
for You" (F 5) [4]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrip:
"An Overview of Technical
Education" [2]

(Guidance Associates)

VideO tape:

"Wisconsin Power and Light"
(Sheboygan Falls Hich
School) [4]

Teacher and speaker
evaluation of stu-
dents' reactions.

2. View films and filmstrips. [2]

[2]

Objective test. [2]

3. Class discussion. [1] [2] Evaluation of stu-
dents' reactions.
[4]

4. Students view and dis-
cuss film, "Is a Career
As a Technician for You."
[4]

5. Students views--various
power company workers and
their-comments on increase
of jobs ;.or technicial workers.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Lvaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that demands for certain professional, skilled
and service occupations are increasing.

b) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to illustrate examples where service occupations are
increasing.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

16 mm Films:

"Is a Career in the Service
Ilidustries for You?" [4]

"Electronic Service Tech-
nician" [4]

(Association-Sterling Films)

"Future Limited" [4]

(Electronic Industries. Assoc.
Association-Sterling Films)

Brouchure:
"The Electronic Service Tech-
nician Futures Unlimited"
(Educators Progress Service,
Inc.) [4]

1. Students view films-
class discussion question
asked--Are service occupa-
tions on the increase?
[4]

Student evaluated
by teacher in his
discussion. [4]

The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 184 - Understand career opportunities in relation to availability
of training.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able
to relate career opportunities to available training.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:

"Dropping Out: Road to
Nowhere" (FS/C 22) [2]

"Job Finding Set II"
(CFS 8) [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Film:

"Your Career in Printing"
[2]

(University of Minnesota)

Career Education Directory [2]
(Wisconsin Board of Vocational
Technical, and Adult Education)

1. View film. [2] Teacher evaluation
of students' re-
ac7ions to films
and speakers.

2. View filmstrips. [1] [2] [1] [2]

Teacher and counselor
evaluations of stu-

3. Individual counseling to dents' programs in
establish a program of study. relation to chosen
[1] [2] occupations.

[1] [2]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 186 - Understand that one's education and training will affect
his employability potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupations] field, the student will be able
to describe how Ication or training will affect
his employabilit, -tial.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

L.T.I. Electricity Instructor
[4]

Field Trips:
Wisconsin Power & Light [4]

Wisconsin Telephone Co. [4]

Speaks:
Guidance Counselor [4]

School Library [4]

1. A student will choose an Teacher evaluates
occupation and describe what reports. [4]

is needed in education, train-
ing for this job. Can be
written or oral report.
[4]

*
The coded subject appea: brackets [ ] afa.
Evaluation for which it apvlie
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SELF Grades 12

To he emphasized

Concept: VII Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 144 Formulate job expectations that are consistent with his
personal attributes.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify his personal attributes.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = DrawIng [3] = netals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student Record [2]

Guidance .Counselor [2]

1. Study scores. [2] Encourage students
to evaluate own
potential. [2] [3]

2. Study profile charts.
Wisconsin State Employment

Service [2]

[2] Teacher check of
student inventory.
[2] [3]

Tests: [2] 3. Class discussion.
Kuder Preference Inventory [2] [3]

Strongs Preference Inventory
General Aptitude Test Battery
Henman-Nelson Intelligence 4. Talk by counselor.
Test [1] [2]

Stanford Achievement Test

16 mm Films: 5. Fill out form. [2] [3]

"Aptitudes and OccupationS"
(Coronet) [1] [2]

6. View film and filmstrips.
Filmstrips: [2]

"Vocational Decisions" [2]

"Counseling in Vocational
Decisions" [2] 7. Discuss the relationship

"Career Opportunities"
(CPS 4) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

of physical, mental, and
other characteristics to
jobs. [2].

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

GPreral Objective: 155 - Recognize that technological change may affect employment
opportunities and task requirements of varl,.1ws occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will identify
examples where technological change has affected task
requirements and employment opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker:

Wisconsin
Service

'4-wspapers,

journals,

State Employment
[3]

magazines, trade
etc. [2]

J. Speaker. [2] [3]

2. Student reports.
[1] [2]

View films. [2]

View filmstrips.
[1] [2]

16 mm Films: [2] 3.

"Concretes Finest Fift; Years"
(Portland Cement Association)

4.
"The,Story of Productivity"
(Do'All Company)

"Automation: What Is It"
(National Association of
Manufacturers)

"The Story of Printing"
(E.B.F.)

"What Li Automation"
(University of Minnesota)

"The Living Machine"
(AFL-CIO)

"The Thinking Machine"
(Educational Film Library
Association)

Filastrips:
"Careers in the World
(FS/R 48) [2)

"Automation!' (CFS 5)

"Careers in Drafting"
(L.T.I. Career Inf-
Center)

5. Class discussions.
[1] [2] [3]

6. Field trip. [1] [2]

of Computers"

[1] [2]

(FS/R 45) [1]

ration

481

Teacher and speaker
evaluation of stu-
dent. reactions.
[1] [2]

Evaluation of re-
c'ort. [1] [2]

Class discussion.
[1],[2]

Objective test.
[1] [2]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets
[ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IX Job specialization creates interdependency.

GerJral Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among workers.

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations:

Given an occupational field, the student will give examples
and explain the need for cooperative effort among workers.

*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker: 1. Class discussion.
Local Business and Industry [1] [2] [3]

[3]

16 mm Films:

"Individual Motivation and
Behavior" [2]

(University of Minnesota)

"Careers in the Building
Trades" i4)

(Department A-V Extension)

"Your Job: Fitting In"
(F 18) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrip:
"Your Personality: The You
Others See" .(FS/C 23) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center

2. Draw a sociogram. [2]

3. View films and filmstrip.
[2]

4. Students view film with
the idea--how workers must
cooperate. Class discussion
on cooperation among workers.
[4]

Teacher evaluation
of students reactions
to speaker and class
discussion. [3]

Teacher evaluation
of sociogram.
[2]

Objective test.
[2]

Discussion is eval-
uated by teacher.
[2] [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peer and
To he emphasized Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - Recognize and accept -.hat his career choice may he in-
fluenced by iob opportunities in his geographic area.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student: will identify
the relationship between geographic lnca'rions and job
opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing

[2] = Graphic Arts
[3]

[4]

= Metals
= Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip: 1. Teacher presentation. Teacher interpre-
"Where Will. You Live and
Work?" (CFS 7) [2]

[2] tatton of class
discussion. [2]

. (L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

2. View filmstrip. [2]

3. Class discussion. [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Family, Peer, and
To be emphasized Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - Recognize and accept that his career choice may be in-
fluenced by job opportunties in his geographic area.

havioral Objective: b) Given an occupational field, the studeilt will interpret
this relationship in terms of his local job opport%nities.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing,

[2] = Graphic Arts
[3]

[4]

= Metals
= Vocational Zleztricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:

"A Survey of Occupations
At the Kohler Company"

1. Speaker. [2] Teacher interpreta-
tion of class dis-
cussion. [2]

(FS/C 53) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information 2. View filmstrip. [2]

Center)

Sound-on-slide series develovd
by local industry. [2] 3. Class discussion. [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles a e interrelated.

General Objective: 148 - Understand the out omes of work ( tatus, economic
benefits, and security).

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will identify
the economic benefits resulting from an occupation that
influences his life style.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:

"Where You Will Live and
Work" (CFS 7) [1] [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Film:
"Build a Better Life"
(F 4) [1] [2]

(National Association of
Home Builders)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. View film. [1] 12] Teacher evalua-
tion of class
discussion.
[2] [3]

2. View filmstrip. [1] [3]

3. Class discussion.
[1] [2] [3]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it J;;plies.
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SELF

Concept.:

Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 149 - Understand that career planning has an effect on one's
life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the st,,&!,-It will be able

to state how career planning will aticct his life style,
status, and security.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2]- = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:

"Vhere You Will Live and
Work" (CFS 7) [1]

(L.T.I. Career information
Center)

16 mm Films:
"Six In Electronics" [4]

(Bell & Howell Schools)

"Careers: Making a Choice"
[4]

(Doubleday Multi Media)

1. View filmstrip. [1] -

2. Clasp discussion. [1]

3. Students view film and
discuss--How the six career
choices affected the six
graduates in the film.
[4]

4. Students views--as a job
choice influences one's life'
style. [4]

Teacher evaluation
of class discussion.
[1]

Teacher evaluate
the discussion in
Activity 3. [4]

Evaluation for
Activity 4 through
class discussion.
[4]

*

The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD

Concept: XI - Occupations

General Objective: 195 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

G-2ades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economiz-
To be emphasized Political

and life styles are interrelated.

Understand that the socio-economic background of the
individual may affect career opportunities.

Given an occupational field, the student will identify
socio-economic factors that may affect career opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [:' = Drawing

[2] Graphic Arts
[3]

[4]

= Metals
= Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

16 mm Films:
"At Home 2001" [2]

"Cities of the Future" [2]

1. View films. [2] Teacher interpre-
tation of class
discussion.

(National Association of [2]

Manufacturers) 2. View filmstrips. [1] [2]

Filmstrips:
"Getting and Keeping Your
First Job" Pt. II 3. Class discussion. [1] [2]

(FS/C 32) [1] [2]

"Job Attitudes: Why Work
At All" (FS/C 64) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

the coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or.
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD
Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-To be emphasized

Political
Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 196 - Understand that leisure time and avocational activitiescan complement work as a means of self expression.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will relateleisure time and avocational activities to his occupa-tion and how they can complement his work.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational

ElE-7,tricity
(Capstone Course)

Resourcez
Activities

Evaluations
Filmstrip:
"Leisure
Bored"
(L.T.I.

Center)

Time:
(FS/C
Career

Busy or
82) [1] [2]

Information

16 mm Film:

"Rains Wide World" i.4]

(Modern Talking Pictures
Service)

1, View filmstrip. [1] [2] Teacher interpre-
tation of class
discussion. [2]

2. Class discussion.
[1] [2]

3. Students view film and
relate their leisure and
avocational activities w-
a job. [4]

Teacher evaluation
of students--
connect leisure
time or their
hobby with a job.
[4]

*
The coded subject

appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/orEvaluation for which it applies.



WORK WORLD Graces 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 197 - Understand that career will determine friends, associates,
and status in community.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will describe
how his career will influence who his friends and
associates are and his status within the community.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3]

[2] = Graphic Arts [4]

= Metals
= Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

16 mm Film:
"Making and Keeping Friends"

[1] [2]

1. View film. [1] [2] Teacher interpre-
tation of class

discussion. [2]
(Science Association)

2. View filmstrip. [2]
Filmstrip:

"Job Attitudes: Why Work
At All" (FS/C 64) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information 3. Class discussion. [2]

Center)

Booklets:

Guidance Series Booklets [2] 4. Read booklets. [2]

(Science Research Associates)

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education

To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of occupa-
tions.

General Objective: 159 - Recognize career horizons through participation in
simulated activities and work situations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
explore career horizons through simulated activities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] u Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit: 1. Use kit. [2] [3]

"Job Experience Kit"

(GK 19) [2] [3]

(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information 2. Students will perform

Center) industrially related project
methods. [2] [3]

Filmstrip:
"World of Work" Part I

(FS/C 83) [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Films:
"Is a Career As a Technician

for Yau?" (F 5) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Careers: Making a Choice"

[3]

"Is a Career in Machining for
You?" [3]

"Careers: Mechanical" [3]

Video tapes:
"Cast Metal Occupations"
(VT 26) [3]

"Machining Trades"
(VT 7) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

3. Use filmstrip and discuss.
[1]

4. Class discussion. [3]

5. Shop and lab activ:;:ies.

[3]

6. View films and video tapes.

[3]

Teacher interpre-
tation of students'
project results.

[2] [3]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or

Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 161 - Identify several satisfying job alternatives that could
utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a career field, the student will be able to list
several job alternatives that utilize his talents.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources

Filmstrips:
"Skills That Pay Off"
(CFS 8) [1]

"Preparing for the World
of Work" (FS/C 31) [1]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Activities Evaluations

1. Vieu filmstrips. [1]

2. Class discussion. [1]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 166 - Understand that new jobs usually develop within occupational
culsters.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
designate occupational clusters.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles Volumes 1 and 2
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center) [1] [2]

15 Job Clusters [2]

16 mm Films:
"Engineering" [4]

(Dept. A-V Extension)

"Is a Career As a Technician
for You':" (F 5) [4]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Use dictionary. [1] [2]

2. Class discussion on what
a cluster is and on how jobs
develop within these clusters.

[1] [2]

3. Fill in charts of occupa-
tions within clusters. [2]

4. Students are =asked to
observe the films and pick
a group of jobs or job
clusters. [4]

Teacher interpre-
tation of discus-
sion. [2]

Teacher and student
discussion. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of

choices.

General Objective: 167 - Undertand that eduCational decisions may have an important
imnact on career opportunities available to an individual.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
list educational decisions that may have implications on
career opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [ = Metals

. [2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"High School Course Selection
and Your Career"
(FS/C 34) [2]

"Preparing for the World of
Work" (FS/C 31) [2]

"If You're Not Going to
College" (FS/C 33) [2]

"An Overview of Technical
Education"
(FS/C 36) [1] [2]

"What You Should Know Before
You Go to Work"
(FS/C 30) [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

1. Vi(1 filmstrips.
[1] [2]

2. Class discussion.
[1] [2]

3. Students list some educa-
tional decisions that affect

career decisions. [1] [2]

Teacher interpre-
tation of class
discussion. [2]

Teacher iyaination
of students' lists.
[2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or

Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLA1:NING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 168 - Realize that many occupations offer a series of advance-
ment opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will he able
to analyze advancement opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speaker: 1. Speaker. [11 [2] Teacher evaluation
Industrial [1] [2] of students' lists.

[2]

Personal Experiences of
Students [21 2. Occuponal -research.

[2]

Teacher interpre-
tation of class
participation.
[2]

3. Intarziews. [2]

4. LL:sL advancement oppor-

tunities. [2]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: XIV Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 198 - Understand that labor-management, government and public
dynamics act to influence the nature and structure of
work.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field the student will list the
ways labor-management act to influence the nature and
structure of work.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Art [4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources

Filmstrips:
"Labor Unions"

(FS/R 20) [3]

"The Rise of Or7lanized
Labor' (FS/C 85) [1] [2]

Career Information
Center)

Activities Evaluations

1. View filmstrip.
[1] [2] [3]

Sperm =;- - mamag:-
iment. L3]

Teacher interpre-
tation of class
discussion.
'2] [3]

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists.
[2]

Question and answer
3. Class discussion. session. [2] [3]

[2] [3]

Teacher check of
student list. [2]

4. Students list ways labor
and management influence nature
and structure of work. [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12

To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources available
for career planning.

Rehavioral Objective: a) Given a general background, the student will be ibie to
identify sources of career information.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Department
[1] [2]

Wisconsin State Employment
Service [2]

Occupational Outlook Handbook

[2]

Kit:

"Occupational Exploration
Kit" (GI( 3) [2] [3]

(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Guidance Series Booklets [2]

(Science Research Associates)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Filmstrips:
"Should You Go To College?"

(FS/C 27)* [3]

"How To Study Occupations"
(CFS 4) [3]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Speaker - Guidance
Counselor. [1] [2]

2. List sources of career
information. [2]

3. Clsss discussion.
[2] [3]

4. Letter writing to sources
and reports on findings.
[1] [2]

5. Use kits. [3]

6. View filmstrips. [3]

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists
of sources [2]

Teacher's evalua-
tion of the class
discussion.
[2] [3]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or

Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources available
for career planning.

Behavioral Objective: b) Having selected an occupational field, the student will be
able to identify various educational and occupational plans.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3]

[2] = Graphic Arts [4]

= Metals
= Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Speakers: 1. Teacher presentation. Teacher's evalua-
Guidance [2]

L.T.I. Career Information
[2] tion of response

of students.
Center [2] [2] [4]

Filmstrips: 2. Speaker. [2]

"Should You Go To College"
(FS/C 27) [2]

"What You Should Know Before
You Go To Work" 3. View filmstrips.
(FS/C 30) [1] [2] [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

"Apprentice Training" [2] 4. Class discussion.
(AFL-CIO) [1] [2]

L.T.I. Electricity Instructor
[4]

5. Class discussion--what
vocational school offers in
electricity courses, re-
quirement, and careers.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 151 - Determine and pursue educational and/or occupational plans.

Behavioral Objective: b) Having selected an occupation, the student will choose and
pursue an appropriate method to gain the skills necessary
for entry level employment,

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Department [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Wisconsin State Employment
Service [2]

Pamphlets [2]

(U.S. Department of Labor)

Occupational Outlook Handbook
[2]

1. Speaker. [2]

2. List sources of career
information. [2]

3. Class discussion. [2]

4. Class projects. [1]

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists
of resources. [2]

Teacher evaluation
of class discussion.
[2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XV Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 170 - Understand the relationship between high school courses
and activities within the world of work.

Behavioral Objective: b) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
relate his high school courses to the occupational skills.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] ",,,cational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resources

Video tape:
"Wisconsin Power & Light"
(Sheboygan Falls High
School) [4]

Activities Evaluations

1. Student will list high
school courses the employees
said were needed for their
level of work. [4]

Teacher evaluation
of students' lists.
[4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept; XV Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 171 Understand the relationship between personal attitudes
in high school and employability.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be a'Jle
to correlate personal attitudes in school with
employment.

Curriculum Considerations: *Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals
[2] = Graphic Arts -[4] = Vocational Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Pesources Activities Evaluations

Tape-Cassettes:
"Vocational Interviews"

(TC 1) [1] [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Students will report how Teacher evaluation
their personal attitudes of students' re7--t.
compare with the attitudes [2]

found in the cassettes about
an occupation. [1] 12]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-1?
To he developed

Factors: Training and Education

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 173 - Recc

by
)s are modified, eliminated, or created
nd societal change.

Behavioral Objective: a) The All be able to identify jobs that have been
changed, eliminated or created by technological change
in a given occupational field.

Curriculum Considerations:
*
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Netals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrips:
"Automation, What Is It?" [1]

(National Association of
Manufacturers)

1. View filmstrips.
[1] [2]

"The Communication Explosion" 2. View film. [2]

[2]

"To the Moon" [2]

(National. Association of
Manufacturers)

16 mm Film:
"What Is Automation?" [2]

3. Class discussion. [1]

4. Students will list some
examples of technological
changes that have affected
jobs. [2]

Question and answer.
[2]

Teacher's evaluation
of students'lists
of changes. [2]

The coded subject appears in brackets after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 203 - Recognize that job characteristics require specialized
education preparation and training.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupatio- ,1 field, the student will identify
changing job characteristics that require specialized
education, preparation and training.

Curriculum Considerations: *
Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = Metals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational Electricity
(Capstone Course)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:
"New Career Opportunities"

(CPS 4) [2]

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

16 mm Films:
"Education in America 20th
Century Developments" [2]

(University of Minnesota)

"Onward and Upward" [2]

"The Class of 01" [2]

(National.Association of
Manufacturers)

"Jobs and Continuing
Education" [2]

(McGraw -Hill Films)

1. View films and filmstrip. Question and answer.
[2] [2]

Teacher evaluation.
[2]

2. Student will list changing
characteristics that require Teacher check lists.
specialized education prepara- [2]

tion and training. [2]

*The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Joh characteristics and individuals must he flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 203 - Recognize that job characteristics require specialized
education preparation and training.

Behavioral Objective: b) The student will be able to identify and explain training
opportunities.

Curriculum Conside- Code: [1] = Drawing [3] = 'fretals

[2] = Graphic Arts [4] = Vocational. Electricity

(Capstone Course)

Resou:ces Activities Evaluations

16 mm Film:
"Six In Electronics" [4]

(Bell & Howell Schools)

1. Students will list
training opportunities.
[1]

Booklet:

"Questions and Answers
About the Electric Utilities 2. View the film -- students
Industries" [4] identify education and
(Edison Electric Institute) training for a job. [4]

3. Teacher presents the
booklet to students. [4]

*
The coded subject appears in brackets [ ] after the Resource, Activity, and/or
Evaluation for which it applies.
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MATH RATIONALE
(Grades 9 - 12)

The career-centered curriculum is meant to supplement the mathematics
curriculum, nct to replace it. This guide will aid teachers in presenting and
incorporating career concepts and objectives into their mathematics course,
and thus enable the students to make wiser career decisions.

The activities, resources, evaluations, etc., are suggestions and are byno means complete.

Tea ; guide may wish to add to, or delete those portions of
this mater aJ. which would be more appropriate to their situation.

Curriculum considerations associated with a particular behavioral objective
in no way implies that the objective could not be used at other levels or worked
in with other topics.

One order of placing the behavioral objectives into the mathematics
curriculum is suggested below. The numbers in the table refer to a specific
objective.

9th Grade
Math

General
Math Algebra I Geometry

Advance
Math

Computer
Unit

136 181 141a 178b 141b 189138 183 181 181 184 191
177 204 183 144 200 173182 203 186 188 172 176
167 155 156 148 137 180
150a 172a 160 154 205
150b 190 165 193 178
151 161 166 168 162
169 143 171 196 159
170 203
201
202

In preparing this guide for teachers of mathematics, it became apparent that
students should become acquainted with a programable computer. This seems essen-
tial in view of the fact that the majority of mathematics related careers are
closely associated to the use of the computer.

Three-week Participants
Lou Cecil - Sheboygan
John Hoffman - Sheboygan
Charles Kaufman - Plymouth
Marvin Peterson - Sheboygan
George Possley - Cedar Grove
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SELF Grades 9-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
1 fe.

General Objecti(4e: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests,
attitudes and values.

Behavioral Objective: (a) The student will evaluate his achievement and
interest in math concepts, in a short report, that
are directly or indirectly related to a career of
interest to him.

Curriculum Considerations:9th Grade (Operations with Fractions)

Resources . Activities Evaluation

Record of past math
achievement.

Math teacher.

Students record of
Achievement and Aptitude
tests in Guidance office.

Occupation Outlook Hand-
book

G.A.T.B. Test
(Employment Service)

David Vocational Test
(Houton Mifflin Co.)

Filmstrip:
"High School Course
Selection and Your
Career" (FS/C 210

1. Consultation with math
teacher and with individuals
employed in careers of interest
to them.

2. Student will make his own
personal record of scores on
various achievement and aptitude
tests and other pertinent
information and then write a
short report on how the
information will affect his
possible career choices.

3. Student will record
pertinent information on
individual index cards.

h. Take an aptitude test.

506

Personal Record and
short report.



SELF Grades 9-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
life.

General Objective: 137 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Organize self-appraisal information into categories
of strengths and limitations.

After appraising his mathematical abilities and
interests (Obj. 136) the student will list his
strengths and also the limitations as they pertain
to various math related jobs of interest to him.

Curriculum Considerations: Advance Math courses (Quadratic Relations and Systems)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Record of past math
achievement

Student's record of
achievement and aptitude
tests

Student's own personal
record made for Obj. 136

Filmstrips:
"Foundations for
Occupational Planning"
(CFS 2)

"Are You Looking
Ahead" (CFS 3)

"Career. Opportunities"
Set i (CFS 4)

"Career Opportunities"
Set II (CFS 5)

1. Compile a list of
strengths and weaknesses
as they pertain to each
math related jot, of
interest to student.

2. Categorize index cards
into two areas (Strengths
and weaknesses) developed
in objective 136.
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List of strengths and
weaknesses.



SELF

Concept: II - Persons

Grades 9-12
To be emphasized

need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

Genera]. Objective: 138 - Respect a person's right ti choose an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will write a report on a mathematics
related occupation that can lead to a satisfyirr: career.

Curriculum Considerations: Applicable to any high school math course.

9th grade (Fractional word problems)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:
"Careers in the World
of Computers" (FS/R 46)
(L.T.I. Career Information

Center)

Pamphlets:
"Jobs in Mathematics"
(Science Research Assoc-

iates)

"Careers in Mathematics"
(National Council of
Teachers of &thematics)

"Professional Opportunities

in Mathematics"
,

(Mathematical Association

of America)

Pamphlet:
"You and the Computer:

A Student Guide"
(General Electric Co.)

Pamphlets:
"Math and your Career"
(Government Printing Office)

1. Bulletin boards

2. Class discussion
(Prefilm and post-film)
covering occupations open to
students.

3. A written report on
math occupation of the
student's choosing.

4. Field trip to:

Engineering firm
Bank (Computer center)
Etc.

General References:
"Jobs in Your Future" (G.R. 33)
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Determination of
student's awareness of
the occupations avail-
able in mathematics
through discussion
end subjective evalu-
ations of the written
reports.



WORK. WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interdependency
of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Students discussing any one type of computer -r^ ted worA,
will be able to explr: It- 7rdependency upon other
specialized colaputer jobs.

Curriculum Considerations: Advance Math (computer unit)

Resources

Film:

"Computer Careers"

American Federation cif
Information Processing
Societies)

Library

Filmstrip:

"Careers in the World
of Computers" (FS/B 46)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

A school owned desk
computer, etc.

A school owned programable
computer.

Activities Evaluations

Evaluate the activity
1. Class discussion. subjectively.

Class discussion
or written report.

2. Field trip to computer center.

3- Written report.

4- Viewing, filmstrip.

5. View film

6. Write a simple program.
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WORK WORLD

Concept:III

Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize that nany occupations contribute to an end
product.

a) The teacher and/or students will select an article from
the typical math classroom (i.e. desks, measuring devices,
solid models, Etc.) and determine how it became a finished
product).

Curriculum Considerations: 9th Grade (Course Introduction Unit)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Material articles from the 1. Blackboard flow chart
math classroom. development from class

discovery.

2. Discuss how math would be
useful in all aspects of
activity one.
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Self evaluation
device such as repeat-
ing a flow chart

for another article
from the classroom.



WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be em- lsized

Concept: IV - Them is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 178 - careers usually develop within job families.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student, in a report, will be able to compare and
contrast the difference between scientific, business,
systems, and application programming.

Curriculum Considerations: Advance Math (computer unit)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Library 1. Research Written report
evaluated by the

Filmstrip: teacher.
"Careers in the World
of Computers" (FS/R 46) 2. View filmstrip
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Occupational Outlook 3. Writing a report.
Handbook

School owned programable
desk computer 4. Student will write

a simple program.
Books:
Computers: The Machines
We Think With. (CB 2)
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a vide variety of occupations which may be classified in

several ways.

General Objective: 178 - .Careers usually develop within job familitz,

Behavioral Objective: b) The student will list, in a report, the advancements that
can be made within the carpentry trade, for example.

Curriculum Considerations: Geometry (similar triangles)

Resources

Filmstrips:
"Your Future as a
Carpenter"

Activities Evaluation

1. Research

Occupational Outlook 2. View films and filmstrips

Handbook

Film:
"Building Trades Occupation"3. Interview a carpenter

(NEWIST)

Members of the carpentry trade
4. Write a report
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Written report
evaluated by the
teacher



SELF Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 180

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize that there are many Job levels within an
occupational field.

a) The student will trace the career development from coder
to junior programmer to programmer to systems analyst, by
mentioning the additional requirements needed, to go from
one job to another. This behavioral objective is an example
of one of many occupations that a student might select to
trace career development.

Curriculum Considerations: Advance Math (computer unit)
Certain occupations may be developed for other math courses.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:
"Careers in the World of
Computers: (FS/R 46)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

School owned programable
desk computer

1. Bulletin board project

2. Discuss filmstrip

3. Write a simple

Library Research program
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Extra credit research
project finalized
with a bulletin
board presentation.



SELF Grades 9-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work has potential for
personal and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will construct a graph comparing beginning
and average salaries of three math related jobs of
interest to him.

b) The student will write a short report of the non-
material rewards of the three math related jobs
of interest to him.

Curriculum Considerations: a) Algebra (systems of equations and inequalities)
b) Advanced Math (stems of linear open sentences)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Readers Guide to Periodical 1. Library research
Literature

Recent periodicals dealing
with statistics on math-
related jobs.

Employees in math-related
jobs.

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book

State Employment Office

2. Class discussion

3. Bar graph on bulletin
board comparing salaries
(beginning and average in
different colors) for
mathrelated jobs.

4. Tape record

interviews with employees
of various math-related
jobs.

5. Written report by
student comparing the
three math-related jobs
that are most appealing
to him.
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Statistical graph
comparing beginning
and average salaries of
three jobs.

Written report on
Personal Rewards



SELF Grades 9-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Understand that one's job or occupation can influence

leisure time activities.

The student will select three different math-related
occupations and will write a report listing end
describing leisure activities in which employees are

involved and the time available for such activities.

Curriculum Considerations: Geller_

Resources

(personal finance)

Activities Evaluation

Employees of various jobs.. 1. Interview various people
employed in jobs of

Bureau of Labor Statistics. interest to student.

Reader's Guide to Periodical

Literature.
2. Class discussion

Occupational Outlook Handbook.

3. Have student write
Bureau of Labor Statistics
for information on Leisure

Time Activities
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Written report



WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Individual
To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People work for different reasons and receive different
rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will develop an understanding through class
discussion as to why he is enrolled in a particular math
course.

Curriculum Considerations: General Math, Algebra, Geometry (Course Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Individual student

Industrial speaker

1. Class discussion

2. Industrial speaker
discuss importance of
math in industry
and business.
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Class discussion

Student attitude
toward class as
observed by the
teacher.



CAREER PLA1411 Grades 9-12 Factors: Training and

To be emphasized Education

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 154 - Accept the concept of continuous education and
training for enhancing and affecting one's career
deveiopnent potential.

behavioral Objective: a) The student will explain that in order to become
qualified for a mathematics related career, one must
constantly improve his education.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Math (Exponential functions and logarithms)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Pamphlets on math-related
careers:

"Careers in Mathematics"
(national Council of
Teachers of Mathematics)

"Jobs in Mathematics"
(Science Research Associates)

"Professional Opportunities
in Mathematics"
(The Mathematical Assoc-
iation of America)

"Mathematics and Your
Career" Series
(Goliernment Printing
Office)

1. Class discussion subjective evaluation
of discussion
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WORK. WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related
to individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: a) Through discussion, the student will demonstrate
recognition and an understanding of the relationshi-
between concepts that are being stressed in his
mat ematics courses and the world of work.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th grade (decimals)

Resuurces

Classroom emphasis

Text materials

Activities Evaluations

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Guidance Offices

L.T.I. Career Information
Center

1. Take notes when math
applications are
discussed.

2. Read supplementary
text materials (not
assigned) involving math
applications.

The teacher will
determine whether or
not the student speaks
with a sense of
authority and self-
confidence about
mathematic concepts
and their relation to
careers of interest.

Kit:
"Occupational Exploration" 3. Investigate information
Kit sources for career
(Science Research Associates) planning.

4. Library research
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and
To be emphasized Nature

Concept VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183 - Understand that demands for certain professional,
technical, skilled and service occupations are
increasing.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to discuss how the
computer, for example, has created the necessity for
people in technical and skilled occupations to be
aware that their education will be a continuing process.

Curriculum Considerations: General Math (number bases)
Algebra (operations on real numbers)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Magazines and Periodicals
dealing with the computer
revolution.

Film:
"The Computer Fevolution"
(CBS Prodlictions)

Reader's Guide

1. View film, "The Subjective evaluation
Computer Revolution." of discussion.

2. Class discussion

3. Research
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: V: - Education and work are interrelated.

General Obje=dvez 184 - Understand career opportunities in relation to
availability of training.

Behavioral e: a) Students that show interest in a mathematics career
rill read and confer with informed people to
discover where the best training is available.

Curriculum Considations-:. Advanced Math (Polynomifas and Factoring)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Office 1. Conference with Subjective evaluation
Guidance counselor and of conference.

Accredited Institutions of instructor.
Higher Education
(American Council of
Education)

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

2. Research by
individual students about
math careers.
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SELF Grades 9-12
To be emphasiz

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their intL-ests, abilities, attitudes
and values.

General Objective: 144 - Formulate job expectations that are consistent with
his personal attributes.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will research to determine if he night
pursue a career related to mathematics.

Curriculum Considerations: Geometry (angle relationships)

Resources Activities Evaluation

The individual 1. Personal conference Self evaluation
with teacher, counselor

The teacher

Booklets:

"Guidance Activities for
Secondary School"
(Science Research
Associates)

"Jobs in Mathematics"
(Science Research
Associates)

"Careers in Mathematics"
(National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics)

Film:

"Building Trades Occupation"
(NEWIST)

Counselor and personal record

Occupational Exploration Kit
(Science Research Associates)

2. Explore kit
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VIII - Occmpational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 188 - Take into account the extent to which technological
change may affect employment opportunities and task
requirements of various occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will discuss how technology may affect
employment opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Geometry (Inductive reasoning)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Film:
"The Computer Revolution" 1. Film and class discussion
(CBS Productions) about employment opportunities
(La Crosse State University) and technological change.

Engineering Consultant
in Sheboygan Area:

"Donahue Engineering" 2. Field trip.
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Self evaluation.



WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and
To be emphasized Kature

Concept IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among workers.

Behavioral Objective: a) Due to the specialized computer jobs, the student
will discuss the need for cooperation among the
workers after viewing the filmstrip "Careers in the
World of Computers."

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced I :ath (Computer Unit)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Filmstrip:
"Careers in the World
of Computers." (FS/R L6)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. View filmstrip. Subjective evaluation
of discussion.

2. Discussion following
filmstrip to discover what
cooperation is needed.
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Individual
To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: X - ..L;nvironment and individual potential interact to influence career

development.

General Objective: 193 - Understand and accept that individual ability will
determine in part the level of attainment in a given
career area.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student, in a group discussion, will compare the
derrtee of application for a math concept*at various
levels of attainment in a career.**

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Math (Vectors and complex numbers)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher and speakers

Math textbook

Reprints from "70-71"
Occupational Handbook;
Electronics, Building
Trades, Business and
Statistics

NEWIST Film:
"Building Trades
Occupations"
(NEWIST)

1. View film Subjective evaluation
during class discussion.

2. Read resource materials
Objective test relating
math concept levels to
career levels.

3. Bulletin display
comparing degree of
application of math
concept* (relation,
trigonometry, vectors/
complex numbers, axiomatic
structure) at various levels
of careers.** (electronics,
building trades, statistics
and business).

4. Notebook recording from
teacher-class discussion and
speakers.
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

Political'

General Objective: 196 - Understand that leisure time and avocational
activities can complement work as a means of
self-expression.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify through a discussion the
leisure time and avocational activities that
complement math-related jobs of interest to them.

Curriculum Considerations: Advanced Math (trigonometry)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher introduction:
Surveyor - Sailing
Draftsman - Flying
Radiologist - Sailing

Engineer ) Math
Programmer ) - Puzzles

Booklets:
"Enjoying Leisure Time"
"Mathematics"
(Science Research Associates)

1. Students investigate Evaluate class discussion
avocations activities by: and individual
a) class discussion teachers--student
b) interview conversations.
c) reading materials related

to leisure time activities
c) construct mathematical

models relating a vocation
to leisure time.



CAREER PLAIIIIING Grades 9-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To he emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 165 - Understand that each decision one makes may have
important implications for future decisions.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will list various occupations where the
concept of multiplicative inverse is not used.

Curriculum Considerations: Algebra--Study of properties of numbers (multiplicative
inverse) use as motivational device.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher and Tradesmen

Filmstrip:
"Number Properties"
(Popular Science)

Math workbooks in various
occupational fields:

Practical Problems in
Mathematics:

Auto Mechanics
Electricity
Carpentry
Machine Trades
Plumbing
Sheet Metal Fabrication
Masonry
(Delmar)

1. Taking notes when viewing Test on math
film and filmstrip. concept of

Multiplicative
Inverse will
include a question
on occupations
where not
applied.

2. Interviews

3. Work in math workbooks

4. Compile list of occupations.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 9-12 Factors: Training &
To be Emphasized Education

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 167 - Understand that educational decisions may have an
important impact on career opportunities available
to an individual.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will select occupations of interest to him
and describe in a report the level of mathematics
required for each occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th grade - per cents

Resources Activities Evaluation

High school curriculum guide 1. Discussion between
student and teacher

College and university catalogs

Vocational and technical
school catalogs

"Careers requiring training
in Mathematics"

Occu ational Outlook Handbook

Trade and Apprenticeship
guides

2. Student research of
listed resources

3. Written report or
construction of card file
stating math requirements
for their occupational
interests.

Subject evaluation of
discussion

Written report



CAREER PLANNING Grades 9-12 Factors: Training & Education

To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 168 - Realize that many occupations offer a series of
advancement opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to compare the degree of
application for a math concept* at the various levels
of attainment in a career.**

Curriculum Considerations: Any high school math course when the following math
concepts are studied: relation, trigonometry, vectors
and complex numbers, axiomatic structure.

Resources Activities 1:valuation

Teacher and speakers

Math textbook

Reprints from "70-71"
Occupational Outlook
Handbook:

:Electronics

Building Trades

Bus. & Statistics
(Requisition #l4)

Film:
"Building Trades
Occupations"
(NEWIST)

Pamphlet:
"Math and your Career'?
(U.S. Dept. of Labor,
Bureau of Labor
Statistics)

1. View film Subjective evaluation
during class discussion

2. Read resource materials
Objective test relating
math concept levels to
career levels.

3. Bulletin display
comparing degree of application
of math concept* at various
levels of career**.

4. Notebook recording from
teacher-class discussion
and speakers

5. Write to Bureau of Labor
Statistics for information.

*(relation, trigonometry, vectors/
complex numbers, axiomatic structure)

**(electronics, building trades,
statistics and business)
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SELF Grades 9-12
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career ulahning.

General Objective: 151 - Determine and pursue educational and/or occupational
plans.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will select a mathematics-related
occupation of interest and list in a report the
educational and job requirements.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th grade (ratio and proportion)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Textbook

Library

Guidance Resource Center

L.T.I. Career Information
Center

Industrial Representatives

Occupational Outlook Handbook

Film Strip:

"Careers in the World of
Computers" (FS/R 46)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

Booklet:
"Jobs in Mathematics"

(Science Research Associates)

1. Reading Discussion and analysis
of report

2. Using card files
and Reader's Guide

3. Writing report

4. Interviews with employees
in math-related jobs of
interest

"Careers in Mathematics"
(National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics)

"Professional Opportunities
in Mathematics"

(Mathematical Association of America)

Pamphlets:
"Math and your Career Series"
(Government Printing Office)

Film:

"Building Trades Occupation"
(NEWIST)
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 9-12 Factors: Training and
To be developed Education

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 172 - Recognize and accept that environmental and social
changes require the ability to adjust.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will be able to graphically analyze the cause
of the discharge of people in our space program in
mathematics related jobs.

Curriculum Considerations: General mathematics (graphing and statistics)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Social welfare articles

in magazines and other

periodicals dealing with
federal expenditures.

Secure information from
information centers related
to space programs.

Book:

How to Lie With
Statistics by Darrell
Huff

Senator Proxmire (I.E.)

Boeing, Lockheed, Etc.

Use of library resources
such as

a) Readers' Guide to
Periodical Literature

1. Develop appropriate graph to
represent data gathered.

2. Obtain from Senator Proxmire
information on cause of
discharge of people from the
space program.

3. Obtain information on
cause of discharge of people from
space program from Aerospace
Companies.
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Explain verbally
or in a written
statement, using
graphical means,
why people lost
jobs in the
space program
during the early
70's.



Grades 9-12 Factors: Training and
CAREER PLAI:NING To be developed Education

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 173 - Recognize that jobs are modified, eliminated, or
created by technological and societal change.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given the student has a basic knowledge of the
capabilities of the computer, from a list of jobs,
he will be able to identify those jobs that were
eliminated, created, or modified through the
introduction of the computer into our society.

Curriculum Considerations: General Mathematics (number bases)
Advanced Mathematics (computer unit)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip: 1. Field trip to local Matching test.
"Careers in the World computer center.
of Computer." (FS/R 46)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

2. Speakers from computer
Pamphlets and materials center.
from IBM, G.E., Honeywell,
National Cash Register,
Univac, Control Data,
Bell Telephone

Video tape recorder,
camera and T.V.

3. Bulletin boards.

4. Films and filmstrips.

5. Video tape of local
computer center.
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 202 - Recognize that there is a relationship between
advancement and willingness to accept responsibility.

Behavioral Objective: a) The individual will explain why specific jobs,
requiring mathematics training, would demand

willingness to accept responsibility in order to
receive advancement.

Curriculum Considerations: 9th grade (number bases)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Insurance companies
(Educational Division
Institute of Life
Insurance)

Local Banks

Engineering Consultants

Pamphlets:
"Math and Your Career"
(Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington, D.C.)

1. Contact companies,
business, and agencies
that might provide the
desirable information
about math related occupations.

Subjective judgment
of student's
explanation.

2. List general responsibility
traits required for advancement.
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WORK WORLD Grades 9-12 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a

changing society.

General Objective: 203

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize that changing job characteristics require
specialized education, preparation, and training.

a) Investigate jobs that interest the students that might
require preparation and training.in the metric system.

Curriculum Cortsiderations: General Math (Measurements) Algebra (Exponents)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Contact: Auto industry
training Schools,
Society for metric
measurement

Film:

"Metric System"

(B.A.V.I.)
(Coronet)

1. Bulletin Board displays Essay test or

Comparison of measuring systems report'on job and

Tools (measuring) Etc. how metric system is
or will be applied.

2. View film and discuss.
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SCIENCE RATIONALE

Grades 10 - 12

The materials in this guide are intended to aid teachers in presenting

and incorporating career concepts and objectives into their science

courses. The activities and resources listed are intended to expose the

students to various career opportunities relating to science disciplines, and

thus enable them to make wiser career decisions.

Since the activities, resources, evaluations, Etc., are suggestions and

are by no means complete, teachers may wish to add to, or delete as is

appropriate to their situations.

Three week participants

Ron MIschock Sheboygan Falls

Al Hanson Washington, Two Rivers
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SELF Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual

To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth,

General Objective: 138 - Respect a Person's right to choose an occupation.

T3ehavioral Objective: The student will be aware of the many occupations in

biology and that choosing one of them can lead to a

satisfying career.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I or II

Resources Activities Evaluation

Video Tapes:
"Conservation Recreation"
(VT 15)

"Forestry" (VT 24)

"Agri-business
Occupation" (VT 17)

"Exploring Health
Occupations" (VT 15)

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

Cassettes:
"Your Future in a Drug-

store"
(Audio-Magnetic Corp.)
Gardena, CA

"Your Future as a Dispensing
Optician"

"Your Future as a Medical
Lab. Assistant"

"Your Future as a Dental

Technician"

"Your Future as a Licensed
Practical Nurse"

"Your Future as an X-ray

Technician"

1. B.!lletin board. Determination of
student's awareness of
the occupations available
in biology through

2. Class discussion covering discussion and

occupations open to students. subjective evaluations
of the written reports.

3. A written report on a biology
occupation of the student's

choosing.

4. View films - tapes -

listen to cassettes.

Filmstrips:
"Health Careers - 1-2-3 & 4"

(San Francisco Medical Society)
(L.T.I. Career Information Center)
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual
. To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: III - Occupations exist for .a purpose.

General Objective: 175 - Understand that work has intrinsic values such
as satisfaction ft.:Jilt achievement and personal
recognition showiny worth.

Behavioral Objective: The student will explain the role of the biologist in
society.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I and/or II

Resources Activities Evaluation

National magazines:
Time, Newsweek, Etc.,
science section.

Daily newspapers

"Interaction of Experiment
and Ideas", Section 17 & 18
(BSCS) - Secon.d level

1. Conduct a discussion on: Oral or written report
The role of the scientist in on the role of and
society. the need for biologi77ta

in our society.

2. Prepare a list of current
biologists whn are of national
and international note. Discuss
the contributions of each to
society and the rewards each
receives - ba=h monetary and
intrinsic.

3. Prepare &list of personal
satisfaction derived from work;
i.e. pride of accomplishment,
pleasure in Ilelping others,
ego stimulation.
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SELF Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and

To be emphasized Nature

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in

several ways.

General Objective: Recognize that there are many job levels within an occupational

180 - field.

Behavioral Objective: The student will chart the career requirements of 3 job levels
within a given occupational field.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip/tape 1. Class discussion Teacher evaluation of

"Health Career 1-2- student reports.

3-4"
(S.F. Med. Society)

Occupational. outlook

Handbook

Pamphlet
"Jobs in Science"
(SRA)

2. Library research

3. -View filmstrips

4. Written report by student
listing the career require-
ments of 3 jobs within a given
occupational_field.

5. Bar graph on bulletin
board comparing salaries of
different job levels within
a occupational field.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual

To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People work for different reasons and receive
different rewards.

40
Behavioral Objective: Student will verbalize winv people do what they do for

a living.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I

Resources Activities Evaluation

Individual student 1. List the reasons Wiry Teacher evaluation
people work. (Money, of student discussion

Teacher prestige, occupy time4
escape, enjoyment,

Library experience, meet pemgle,
glamour, dedication to a

Course textbook calling or an 5:deal, pride,
security; etc.)

Material on
Important Biologists

a. Discuss the motives of
five famous biologists
(Pasteur, Koch, Salk, -Etc.)
in relationship to "Activity #1.
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Structure and Nature

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities-related to
individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: Student will explain the value of school sub-. e_ as they apply

toward the pursuit of a career.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I and/or II

Resources Activities Evaluatinn_

Newspaper classified
ad section. (Use

several newspapers.)

Local industry Per-
sonnel Managers.

Professional and trade
journals.

College and tech-
nical school cata-
logs.

1. Check newspaper ads for jobs Teat} em-,k on news-
requiring a biological back- p4perzastit 7- aught in by
ground. athdett.

2. What are you learning in
school that you can relate to
work in a biological occupa-
tion?

3. Justify how studying this
subject might help you obtain
a position related to your fa-
vorite subject.

4. Make .a list of biologi-
cally related occupations found
:Ln local business and industry.

5. Trace the educational or
training steps needed to reach
your career goal. Where will
you be able to get this educa-
tion? Can you qualify to enter
this training?
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lists.
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studEmt -summarizing his
goaIs2cad steps leading to
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'ELF Grades 10-12

To be emphasized
Factors: Ind. Psychological

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes
and values.

General Objective: 85 - Understand why each individual is unique.

Behavioral Objective: Given sufficient background in the physiological factors
which explain why individuals differ, the student will
evaluate the basic premise of the uniqueness of the individual.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I, (Genetics)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Section of book dealing
with genetics.

Reference:
"You and Heredity"

Movie:

"The Thread of Life"
(Bell Telephone Co.)

1. List those human char- Objective test on
acteristics that are
hereditary; and those that
are a result of environment. Teacher evaluation of

students' lists.

heredity and environment.

Teacher evaluation of
2. ascuss bow human heredi- laboratory exercises.
tary factors are molded by
environment.

3. Each student will com-
pile a list of how he
differs from others in
interests, attitudes, etc.

4. Inquiry 32-1
Yellow Version
"A Population Genetics
Study"
(BSCS)

5. Inquiry 32-2
Yellow Version
"A Trait in Human Inher-
itance"
(BSCS)
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: X - Bbvironment and individual potential interact to influence career

development.

general Objective: Recognize and accept the influences of many factors on career

146 - development. (peers, family, significant adults, community,

geography, economics, etc.)

Behavioral Objective: To explain the importance of time and location in influencing
employment opportunity.

Curriculum Considerations: Overview of chemistry course

Resources Activities Evaluation

Family history Make family tree of members'
employment.
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Have student explain the
relationship of time and
location and opportunity
as they influenced other
peoples' choice, or chance
of career.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: Evaluate career expectations others have fer you and how these
158 expectations affect your career plans.

Behavioral Objective: Explain the effect of other peoples' (father, counselor, etc.)

expectations of you and your career choice and the difficulty
that will be encountered in choosing such a career.

Curriculum Considerations: Overview of chemistry course.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Personal contact with
family, relatives and
other people concerned

List employment ambitions others
have for you alOng with advanta-
ges, disadvantages and other per-
sonal considerations.

Be able to see how other
peoples limes and activities
lead to their thought re-
garding your career.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual psychological

To be emphasized factors

Concept: X Environment and individuals potential interest to influence career

development.

General Objective: Understand and accept that individual ability will determine in

193 - part the level of attainment in a given career area.

Behavioral Objective: Will explain, using examples, the level of proficiency that

will be acceptable at various levels of attainment in a

career area.

Curriculum Considerations: Chemistry

Resources Activities Evaluation

Text Determine percentage composi- Explain levels and employ-

tion a compoard. Example: went possible with each of

Chemicals copper II oxide. the degrees of accuracy
exhibited in the results of

Lab equipment
the data and conclusions.
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rAr"'"'t Prl'IN '1G Grades 10-11-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: Experience several occupational tasks he could perform or learn
162 - to perform.

Behavioral Objective: Demonstrate several jobs such as a photographer, darkroom
worker, etc. that utilize the principles of light in photo-
graphy.

Curriculum Considerations: Physics, refraction of light, measurement of light

Besources Activities Evaluation

Camera
film

Darkroom
chemicals
paper (print)

1. Properly expose film for a
variety of subjects:

still life or portrait
scenery

action (sports, etc.)

713/R 50

Careers in Photography 2. Develop film

3. Print
(1) contact
(2) enlarge

Good quality negatives

Obtain satisfactory prints
that show a working know-
ledge of optics, quantity

'of light, chemical reac-
tions and thought.



SELF Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources
available for career planning.

Behavioral Objective: A student will identify and use resources which will
facilitate personal career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I and/or II

Resources Activities Evaluation

Occupational Outlook Handbook 1. Reading and research

Guidance Counselor

School or L.T.I.
Career Information Center

Booklet:
"Jobs in Science"
(S.R.A.)

Library

2. The student can do research
into the various facilities
'that have career information
and develop their own list of
resources pertaining to
their career choices.

Prepare a list of
resources for
career information

Write a paper on
your career choice
from the information
you gained from
your resource

Discussion with
individual students

3. The Guidance Counselor will Discussion and
come in and explain the analysis of reports
resources available:

4. Record information on
index cards and file for
future reference.

5. The student will visit the
L.T.I. Career Information
Center to see what is availL
there on career information.
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WORK WORLD Grades 11-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: Understand the relationship between high school courses and
170 activities within the world of work.

Behavioral Objective: To be able to compare the activity to that of a quality
control lab worker.

Curriculum Considerations: Chemistry (acids, bases, neutralization)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Text

Instructor

Lab Manual

Lab equipment

chemicals

Titration Individual or team
. work

Accurately measuring volumes

Preparing standard solutions
(A) calculations
(B) Manipulate equipment

Reaching end point
(A) Manipulate equipment
(B) calculate results

Make comparison between
the experiment and the
job.

Precision is the key to
success of a quality con-
trol lab worker.



CARES PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training & Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Career development requires a continuous and sequential
series of choices.

General Objective: 167 - Understand that educational decisjons may have an
important impact on career opportunities available
to an individual.

Behavioral Objective: A student will identify educational considerations
necessary in career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology I and/or II (Introduction)

Resources

Dictionary of
occupational titles

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Chronicle Guidance
Series Booklets
(Science Research Associates)

Activities Evaluation

1. Give out a list of occupations In a short paper,
of a biological nature:

a. Professional
b. Semi-professional
c. Skilled
d. Semi-skilled
e. Unskilled

What high school education must
one have to prepare for entry.

2. Take a career you have
thought about and explore
what kinds of educational
background you must have in
high school courses, college
and/or further training.

3. Discuss alternatives to
formal education.
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the student will
select a career
that interests
him and list the
educational
requirements
of that career.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training & Education
To be Developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: Recognize that jobs are modified, eliminated, or created
173 - by technological and societal change.

Behavioral Objective: A student will list examples that indicate that jobs
a) are modified, eliminated, and created by technological

and societal change, and that individuals must be flexible.

Curriculum Considerations: Biology, Cultural Evolution of Man

Resources Activities Evaluation

Newspapers

Magazines

School guidance personnel

Personnel director from
local industry

Occupational Outlook
Service, Bureau of
Labor Statistics,
U.S. Dept of Labor

Science Text-
Yellow 'Version Chapter 34
(BSCS)

1. Make a list of new
biological occupations or
jobs that did not exist
15 years ago.

Teacher check on student
lists.

Group discussion mentioned
under Activity #3.

2. Hypothesize what the demand
will be for biologically
oriented people 15 years
from now.

3. Discuss: What should be
the role of the school in
preparing students for
future jobs; jobs that don't
exist today?

4. Guidance counselors and
speakers from local industry to
speak to class on how job
demands have changed, and what
they enticipate in the future.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics are and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: Recognize that jobs are modified, eliminated or created by
173 - technological and societal change.

Behavioral Objective: To explain that change is going to eliminate some jobs.
b)

Curriculum Considerations: Physics (mechanics, electronics)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Science News Letter

Television

Radio

Science magazines
Examples:

Popular Science
Popular Electronics
Popular Mechanics

Make a list of new inventions
(machines) that can do jobs more
economically than hired laborers.
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Student to write report
showing the types of jobs
that are likely to change
or be eliminated.



"CCIAL STUDIES/PSYCFOIOCY RATIONALE
GRADES 10 12

3.

s=ocial Studies

It is the consensus of the social studies representatives on this
project that career information is important for four reasons, each of
which relate sivnificantl:., to the entire spectrum of social science;
these will provide the rationale for our participation in this workshop:

1. We recognize the importance of making available information,
materials, and r.,ethods that will foster responsible, realistic,
and critical attitudes toward an individual choice of career.

2. Ye recognize the need to examine career information in the
hone that we can integrate the world of uor: with one's life
rroal.

'!e wish to exa:nine society horinp to discover it's critical needs
and correlate them with career information and caret choice.

. recognize the need to provide teachers with r.relinina.ry direc-
tions toward relating career information with historical and
societal pr-lems.

Psycholo5y.

It should be noted that it is impossible to select one rarticular
unit in psychology as the best possible place to emphasize a certain
concept. Hany of these concepts can be taught in several psycholopical
units.

Numerous methods, such as research projects) simulation panes,
films, speakers, and etc. can be brought in many different places in
the course.

Therefore the unit selected is only a suggestion as to where a
concept may be emphasized.

Three-Week Participants

Wes Zellmer
Jerry Brinkman
Bill Lambrecht
LuVern Kopp
Richard Alby
Edward Brinkman
Wayne Conger
Fred Henschel
Bob Rank

- Plymouth
- Plymouth
- North High,
- North High,
- North High,
- Plymouth
- Plymouth
- Plymouth
- Plymouth
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Sheboygan
Sheboygan
Sheboygan



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 136

Behavioral Objective:

- Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, atti-
tudes and values.

a) Each student should understand the various theories
,concerning the development of behavior.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology (Learning Unit)

Resources Activities };valuation

Laboratory Experimentation 1. Perform Operant and
Classical conditioning

Books: techniques.
Psychoanalyis by Freud
Humanistic Theory by

Maslow
Beyond Freedom and Alfnitv 2. Discuss the difference
by Skinner between Humanism and

Games People Play by Berne Determinism.
Walden II by Skinner
1984 and
Animal Farm by G. Orwell
The Naked Ape by Morris
Brave New World by Huxleyby
Future Shock by Toffler
Nance Packard Books)
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Teacher evaluation.



flolcet - in anc.! accentarcF of self i ortent

(,:neral Objective: l3T fT.r.-reise acceot his own abilities, interests, ntti-
tudes and values.

Behavioral Cbjective: b)rach student will gain the exr-ric,nce of analini--
on ;eSt.s an their connections wit futur
careers.

Curriculur, Consierations: ocial 1.rdiders (-%ersonnlity
)t:1 (:nit on Careers) icrld i'istor:,

:'.esc,urces

, Civics.
-

Kuder 9ccu.oatio:Ial

Interest inventory

Occunatioal interest
Survey from B.G.C. & S

ruder Irltenretive
-anual

Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

Poster series What Good
will that do him?
(General Flectric
Corp.)

Psychology
Inventories and tests
available from C.IhS.A.
or Articulation center or
counseling office at
school

Other test possibilities:

Activftic-7

Cir. Civics
T.T

1. Administer Fuder and
occunational interest sur-
vey to each student.

2. Pave himself score the
inventories with the heir
of the teachers or counselor.

3. 73rcalt down into grours

of liKe interest students,
for sharing of information
end ideas on related occu-
pations. Use Kuder Inter-
pretation :.anual, D.O.T.

4. Each student will desinate
'two career titles for each of
his three top interests.

1. Kuder Preference
2. Occupational Interest

Survey 5. Interview people in
3. Strong V.I.B. selected occupations.
4. Vineland (aturity)
5. looney
6. Allport Values
7. Motivational Survey 6. Make poster similar to

(Engle Workbook) General Illectric Series.
8. Personality tests
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7vauation

S.F., 9th Cr Civics
P

Interpretation and
exnlanation of test
results ":,y teacher

or counselor.

ribsc)rvation of the
rrroup interaction

and subjective eval-
uation of the student.
career choice.

Sur.mnry of interviews
by students.

Ftudcnt commil-te to
rate the posters.

Assess stuC.erts
research
to urc3orstandin:; of

oualities tin.t ar:
essentina to roc.:
leaders.

7eacher evnawtion of
assiimcd activits.



SELF

Concept:

1-aes

- anci 9.cceptance of self is impDrt=, Illrour7hout life.

General Objective: 13 - Appraise an!. accert his own abilities
tudes and v-lues.

Behavioral Objective: c)tut5ents thir ovn value
to,:7arc] as

Curriculum Cons Ldertior: Psychclo:-7,

Resources Activities

, interests, atti-

titues

7valuations

16mm Films:
"To be a Man"
"To be a loran"
"To be tn Love"
(Billy Budd Films
Incorporated)

Hauighursts Developmental
Tasks, from his book
"Develormental Psych"

Peers

World History.

Great Lien in History
(Biographies)

Psychology
16mm Films:
"71anagimg Your Pmctauns"
"Le4rnl. AlOtit -1)Bon

Behavior''

"my Life to Live"
(Coronet)

"Guidance in the
Seventies"
(L.T.I. Career
Information
Center)

1. Read and discuss l'iauigh-

burst ',:.ve.:_;.opmental Tasks

(Usur:17,c get these from
your counselor)

2. Show Billy Budd film
series.

3. Discussion from list
of questions included
with films.

4. Student should reAct
on tiq.er to each film
it It1is own subjective

way (at least one page).

World History
1. Compare one's own
qualities to those
of prominent world
figures

2. Class Discussions
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'-'iperience of

'7f7-zsion and film
and the

reaction
will accomplish the
behavioral objective.

'710..r1d History

Teacher's and
stud;ent's appraisal
of class participation.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
life.

General Objective: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests,
attitudes, and values.

Behavioral Objective: e) A student will be able to appraise and move toward
acceptance of his abilities, interests, attitudes
and values, based on objective data.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology and social problems/WorldHistory

ReSources Activities Evaluations

Counselor
Inventories and tests
available from C.E.S.A.
or Articulation Center
or Counseling office
at school.

Possibly
Kuder Preference Record

Occupational Interest Survey

Strong V.I.B.

Vineland(Aaturity)

Mooney

Allport Value

Iowa Test of Educational
Development

Scholastic Aptitude
Test

General Aptitude Test Battery

Adjuctive Check List

Personality test in Dunwiddie's
Problems of Democracy pp.9T-98

Resource person from Personnel
Department of local industry

Personal profiling form for
career exploration.

(Sextant)

1. Counselor will present
and explain the uses and
values of available tests.

2. Personnel department
representative from a
local industry will discuss
his testing program.

3. Student will select from
the available instruments,
those which he wishes to use
on himself.

An evalu `,ion

will be bused upon
the completion of
the individual
assigned activities.

Critique by students
of personnel
representation.

Paper by student
indicating results
of his research

4. Students will write a report,or
profile on himself compiling the
results of his reasearch.
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SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: I -- An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student should list strengths and limits of self
appraisal by comparison of great men and nations.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology (Personality Unit) social problems/
World History

Resources Activities Evaluation

Results of Activities
in General Objective
136

S.P. & W.H.
Books:

Rise and Fall of Roman
Empire
Will Durant Material
Rise and Fall of 3rd
Reich

Western Civilization

1. Categorize the results
of the activities into
areas of strengths and
limitations.

2. Divide the class in
two student teams and
permit each team the
opportunity to develop
a list of individual
strengths and limita-
tions. Present the
list to friend and
have him criticize it.

S.P. & W.H.
1. Rise and fall of great
nations and peoples:

Greeks
Romans
Egyptians
English
Spanish
Germans

2. Panel discussion
group comparisons of
cultures.
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Student completing
assigned activity.

Self comparison by
student not to be
divulged to teacher
or class.

Inter-group
evaluation.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 138 - Respect a person's right to choose an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will relate his unalienable right to choose
an occupation to man's dignity.

Curriculum Considerations: U.S. History (11),World History, Economics,
Political Science, Units on Political Philosophy,
Industrial Age.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Texts

Social Studies Resource
Center

Libraries

Resource people, i.e.
Labor, Politicans,
Veterans

16mm Film:
"Out Immigrant
Heritage"
(Minnesota Source)

Utopia
Sir T. More

The Prince
Machivelli

Manifesto
K. Marx

Economics
Warkan

1. When examining specific
historical concepts, the
rights of individual job
choice will be analyzed
and explored. Examples
of this would be included
in the topics of a)-Frontier
and Westward Movement,
b) U.S.'s role in war,
c) development of labor
movement, and d) attempts
to develop Utopias.

2. Student/teacher tech-
niques include debate,
discussion lecture, socio-
drama, and oral/wiitten
presentations based on
individual research.

Based on teacher eval-
uation of assigned
activities and
inclusion of items
on the objective
test.

Relate Utopia concept
to goals in life and
careers.

Stress individual
utopia or (goal in
life).

Teacher evaluation
of above.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 138 - Respect a persons' right to choose an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: b) Students apply hypotheses of how to gain equality
from study of equality to contemporary problems.

Curriculum Considerations: World History: Europe and the World - -The Idea of

Equality

Resources Activities Evaluations

Shaping of Western Society

Record Side 2
Band 2
"Mr. Hopkins' Will"

Library

Social Studies
Resource Center

Career Information
Center

Case Studies
of Equality Handout

1. Read readings
pp. 256-261.

2. Have students recall
social concepts and
prepare questions to
evaluate reading 47-48.

3. Reading readings
pp. 261-267.

4. Relate the
hypothese of 19th
century to author's
opinion of equality.

5. Read readings 267-273.

6. Use hypotheses of change
to examine reading.

7. Look at terms Freedom
and equality.
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Discuss
1. Why, in author's

opinion all men
should be equal.
2. How in author's
opinion would they
fit in equality in
the society.

A small group
use analytical
questions to develop
hypotheses about
19th century world.

Discuss the changes
necessary to promote
equality and create
hypotheses.

Discuss
a. Did they make the
changes that expanded
equality.
b. How would these
reforms affect social
concepts.
c. How was expansion
of equality brought
about.

Discuss the conflict
in terms how to
resolve and the

difficulty in
resolving.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be ewhasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 138 - Respect a person's right to choose an occupation.

Behavioral Objective: c) Students to relate Greek values to present
western values and their individual values.

Curriculum Considerations: World History - Foundations, Classical age.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Shaping of Western Society
Lesson G pp.38-42
(see Teacher's Guide)
Recording Side 1 Band

"Growing up in Athens"
A Study in Values."

Class Handout #4

1. Listen to and answer
question on class handout.

2. Develop hypotheses on
values of Greeks.

3. Read pages
38-42
Pericles "In Praise of
Athens"
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__-
Compare oration and
their hypotheses
of Greek values
to accept change,
or reject their
hypotheses.



SELF Grades 10 - 12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - Respect a person's occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will examine and expose the sources of
occupations prejudices.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, psychology, unit interpersonal attraction.

Resources. Activities Evaluations

Occupational Outlook Handbook
(for lists of occupations
and descriptions).

Student peers

Dictionary of
Occupational
Titles

Occupation Attitudes
Survey (Engle)

Women's
Liberation
Material

Mexican American

1. Student will select an
occupation that he would
not consider entering be-
cause it is unattractive
to him He will then
analyze it in respect to
its value for those
persons who choose it, and
its value to society in
general.

2. A triod can then be
formed in which the
three students discuss
their finding. Study
parental occupations in
relation to students choice.

3. Given a list of the
occupations chosen by
the class; each stu-
dent will rank order
them according to his
preference.

4. Class will discuss the
results of the rank order
lists.

Students will list
his reasons fr
disliking the
occupations chosen- -
pre and post.

Statistical study
of students involved
by the class.

Experience of panel
discussion will
accomplish
behavioral objective.



1
ti

Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 140 - Understand that people can achieve dignity and worth by
work.

Behavioral Objective: a) Students will be able to identify factors which contribute
to the dignity of work.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology, Social problems, Personality unit

Resources Activities Evaluations

Texts

Table of status of occupa-
tions

Interview with workers

Library and social science
resource center

L.T.I. Career Informatien
Center Personnel

1. A student is assigned
or selects an occupation
and reports on the rea-
sons why this job is
satisfying.

2. The class will develop
a survey instrument.

3. Each student will ad-
minister the survey to at
least one worker.

4. A selected group of
students will compile
the results of the survey.

5. Discussion of results
and how it relates to them.
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Based on student reports

Judge the adequacy of
the instrument by
observation.

Interpretation of
results of survey
in relation to the
desired outcomes.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 174 Understands work as a means for fulfilling personal
needs through avocational or other activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will analyze his own need for creative activity
in use of leisure time.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology, Social Psych.

Resources Activities Evaulat ions

Oberlin College information
from their "Alternative vo-
cations placement office"

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Peers

Game Masterpiece

1. Students will use the
list of occupations from
Occupational Outlook
Handbook and list three
which appeal to them as
leisure time pursuits.

2. Student will evaluate
his own present leisure time
activities and their
relation to the world of work.

Student will write
a "Crystal ball"
paper predicting
his occupational
activities twenty
years hence and how
this might effect his
leisure time.

Use game as an
evaluation tool.

3. Student can evaluate his own
present occupation (students and/or
other job) and show how it affects
his choice of leisure time activi-
ties.

4. Student will react to the fol-
lowing statement: "Leisure time
should be used for activities
opposite to activities engaged
in at work."

5. Avocations often lead to
vocations. Discussion of
Renaisance art as an
avocation.

6. Play the game "Masterpiece."
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WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created al.
interdependency of occpations.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will take a specialized occupation and
explain the interdependency that has been created

by increased specialization.

Curriculum Consideration: Social problems, psychology unit/World Hisotry/

Social Psychology.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Resource people

L.T.I. Career Information
Center

Peer Groups

Speakers

1. The student can do .

occupational research
and prepare a written or
oral report.

2. Teacher presentations

Based on the stu-
dent's competence
on reports.

Essay question on
a test.

Observation of class

and classroom discussion discussion.

about one or more occupational
areas as to how they have
become more specialized.

3. Speaker to.tell how
their jobs have become more
interrelated due to
specialization and class
discussion.

4. Have student choose
an occupation of interest
and compile a scrapbook
tracing its development to
a modern day career.

Teacher led
discussion on
medevil careers.

Students will
choose best
scrapbook compiled.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177 - Recognize that many occupations contribute to an end
product.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a product of today's work world, identify the occupa-
tions which contribute to the finished product.

Curriculum Considerations: Social Problems /World History

Resources Activities Evaluations

Local products 1. Assign a student committee to bring
local products and identify the occu-

Local industry and personnel pations that were necessary to pro-
duce them. (oral and/or written)

Lists of local industry

2. Visit a local industry and observe
their computer printouts. Tracing
parts of a product and product
place in larger units.
EXAMPLE: Vollrath.

3. List as many occupations as
possible dealing with the
construction of Gilson Products.
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Evaluation will
be based on the
adequacy of stu-
dent presenta-
tion and dis-
cussion.

Teacher evaluation
from material
obtained through
the plant.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
to be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177 - Recognize that many occupations contribute to an end
product.

Behavioral Objective: b) To trace a manufacturing process and discuss the various
tasks which contribute to the finished products.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems.

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film:
"Steel Making Today"
(B.A.V.I.)

Cheese Making Film
(B.A.V.I.)

1. Show the suggested film
or a similar one, and have
students list and discuss
major ideas in manufacturing
process.

2. Field trip to a local
cheese making company in
order to draw comparisons
of modern day methods to
original methods.
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Based on stu-
dents' papers
and discussion.

Have students
write an account
of their trip
and comparisons
of advanced and
older methods.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 178 - Careers usually develop within job families.

Behavioral Objective: a) Students will use the rules of classification
to make a job cluster in their area of interest.

Curriculum Considerations: World History, Introduction to Western Civ.

Resources Activities Evaluations

The Shaping of Western
Society
Lesson 1 "How the
Historian Classifies
Information"

Transparency la-e Book 1

Rules of Classification

Job Cluster Sheets
or Transparencies

Job Cluster Handout
from L.T.I. Work Shop

Kits:

Job Experience Kit
(S.R.A.)

(L.T.I. Career
Information Center)

1. Teachers guide
pp.18-19 on classification.

2. Give rules of clas-
sification and data from
Job Clusters. Interpretate
the data.

3. Create primitive job
cluster in interest area.

566

Ability to use
rules of clas-
sification to
create Job Cluster.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified
in several ways.

General Objective: 180 - Recognize that there are many job levels within an occu-
pational field.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will select an occupational field and
chart the different job levels within that
occupational field.

Curriculum Considerations: Economics, social problems, History.

Resources Activities

Student Interviews

Filed Trips

Teacher Presentation

Speaker

Student Peer Group

Western Civilization
Text Books

1. Have the student
select an occupational
area and research it as
to the different job
levels.

2. Present to the
student an occupation
showing the differ-
ent job levels.

Evaluations

3. Have a person or persons
from an occupational area
come in and speak to the
class on different job
levels.

4. Role playing where you
have students take the
different job level positions
in an occupation.

5. Apprenticeship- -
Refer to Knighthood East
and West.
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Chart on the diffE
ent job levels.

Test with student
preparing a chart
of different job
levels.

Test or take home
project preparing
a chart of differ-
ent job levels.

Observation of the
role palying.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work haS potential for
personal and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will list and explain personal and financial
rewards that can be gained through work.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, economics, psychology, unit Individual
Differences

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student interview of workers 1. Interview ten
working people on what

Guidance interviews personal and financial
rewards are gained
through work.Peers

Outside speakers

2. The student will re-
search the area of personal
and financial rewards that
can be gained through work.

3. A debate on what is more
important that can be
gained through work- -

personal rewards or
financial reward.

4. Cite examples of
great men in history
(i.e. Napoleon).

5. Have students make visual
aids on these men and their
achievements (i.e. CQlloage)
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Collate the results

hand in a chart of the
results.

Project to be judged.

Evaluation written
of the debate.

Have students write
essary evaluating
their choice of a
great man and
tell why.

Judge visual aids
on class and
individual levels.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 142 - Appreciate that individual and social needs car be met
through work.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify his own individual and social
needs and explain how these needs can be fulfilled
through work.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, psycholozv, Unit Individual Differences.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Lecture

Donald Super--Work Values
Inventory (Houghton Mifflin)

Series of 44 tapes on Personal

and Social Development en-
titled "Guidance & Occupations"
(Indiana University)

2. The teacher will present
general individual and so-
cial needs that most people
have through lecture, and
then class discussion.

2. The student will work
Donald Super's Work Values
Inventory to determine
his individual and social
needs.

3. Student will select and
listen to tapes on per-
sonal and social develop-
ment and relate them to
the world of work.

569

Student will list

those areas that he
thinks fits himself
and relate how work
might fulfill these
needs.

The student will take
the results of his in-
ventory and indicate
the careers that would
help him fulfill those
needs.

Teacher will grade stu-.
dents written summaries.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: l43 - Understand that one's job or occupation can
influence leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student should explore the relationships between

one's leisure. time activities and his occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Social Problems, Economics, Psychology, Unit
Mental Health, World History.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Local industry

resources person

Classroom discussion

Student-made survey

1. Student can research
local employment sources
and find out various
attitudes toward vaca-
tions, company-sponsored
leisure time events, Etc.

2. Students can determine
ewm reeds for vacations,
picnics, basketball games,
Etc., in school situation
and compare it to the needs
of worker.

3. Students attempt to make
an examination of types of
leisure time activities
entered into by his par-
ents, Etc.

4. Have students correlate
leisure time activities to
career choice.

5. Do a study of how
employees at local
industries spend their
lesiure time.
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Activity is evaluation

Class discussion
on "How your
choice of career or
job effects how
you spend your leisure
time?"

Teacher Evaluation.



WORK WORLD

Concept: V - Work means

General Objective: 181 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Curriculum Considerations

Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual psychological
To be emphasized

different things to different people.

People work for different reasons and receive different
rewards.

Student should identify the various rewards man gets from
work, and relate them to one's individual psychological needs.

Social problems, psychology, Unit Motivation

Resources Activities Evaluations

Workers (neighbors, parents) 1. Student will interview parents
or neighbors dealing with the re-

Student peer group wards of work. (Are there rewards
in addition to salary that you

Textbook receive from your job? Explain)
Class discussion.

Teacher

2. Student-teacher discussion of
individual psychological differ-
ences with rewards from work as
in discussion factor.

571

Observation of
discussion.

Essay exam:
"What are psycho-

logical needs
one must consider
in choosing an
occupation?"



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological

To be emphasized

Concept: V Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People work for different reasons and receive different

rewards.

Behavioral Objective: it) Student should list different reasons why people work.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, psychology, economics, World History.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Workers

Parents--neighbors

Peers

Teacher

1. Have student interview parents and
other persons in the community with
the questions, "Why do you stay in
your occupation?"

2. Class discussion on the results
of those interviews showing the
specific reasons why people have
different occupations.
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Judge the com-
pilation of re-
sults.

Observation of
the discussion.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182 - Understand the many occupational possibilities related
to individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will take the subjects he is currently taking
and relate them to different occupational possibility.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems specifically, and all others
generally,(World History)

Resources

Teacher

Peer group

Speakers

Occupation or
Cluster Chart

Resource material
on related occupations

Activities Evaluations

1. Teacher presentation and
classroom discussion on the
relevancy of the course and
its place occupationally.

2. Student debate on the
relevancy of the course
to our world of work.

3. Speakers discussion
school relevancy and
the world of work with
class discussion following.

4. Have students identify
occupations found on charts
that can be related to their
community.

5. Have students break
down this list and identify
the educational courses or
alternatives for each
occupation.
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Teacher evaluate
the discussion.

Observation and
evaluation of the
debate.

Test or paper or
teacher observation.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183 - Understand that lchAnds for certain professional,
technical, skilled and service occupations are
increasing.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given specific profession, technical, skilled, and
service occupations, the student can graph the demand pre-
dicted for these occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: Economics, social problems, world history, American
history.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Resource people

Teacher

Peer group

Graphic Aids
showing eras of man

1. Occupational research
by the student :Leto specific
areas of occupation as to
job demand.

2. Oral presentation with
the use of a visual graph
of demands.

3. Teacher presentation and
class discussion of the
subject.

Group research into
specific areas of occupation.

5. Technology- -

Through research show
how technology changer
job demands: (i.e)

Industrial Revolution
and through the general
eras of man:
Stone Age
Metal Age
Atomic Age
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Graph of demands.

Teacher evaluation
through discussion.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12. Factors: Social-Economic, Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 184 - Understand career opportunities in relation to availability
of training.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify and relate the availability of
training to career opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, U.E. Hi-story, World History, Economics.

Resources

Wisconsin State Employment

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Teacher

Peergroup

W.S.E.S.

Activities Evaluations

1. The student will take
certain career areas and
identify what type of training

is needed to perform in those
areas. The student will then
research to find out what it
takes for an individukl to get
this training.

2. Teacher presentation and
class discussion--what it
takes to get various types
of training.

3. A trip to WSES to interpret
how employment picture changes
according to the economic
situation in the world, i.e.,
depression, recession)
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Paper or oral report.

Essay tes' and
observatios; of
discussion:

Discuss results
of trip as a
class.

Teacher evaluation.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social, economic, political
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 186 - Understand that one's e(Vcation and training will affect
his employability potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will select a job and state the requirements
needed for employment for that job and what is required by
industry before he will be considered for that job.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, economics.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Newspaper

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

Job descriptions and job
specifications.
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

State of Wisconsin ads
for employment

Teacher

Peer group

Speaker

1. The student will take a job
ad from the newspaper an' deter-
mine what is required of the in-
dividual before he will be con-
sidered for the job.

2. Teacher presentation and class
discussion.

3. Personnel director from a
local industry come in to tell
about requirements in their .

area.
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Paper and/or
oral presentation.

Essay test.

Observation of
the presentation.



SELF Grades10-12
To be cmphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 145 - Accept the uniqueness of other individuals.

Behavioral Objective: a)Stud, identify these factors which will infer
that 1% and subtle differences make each person
unique.

Currciulum Considerations: Psychology, social problems, unit individual
differences.

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film: "What is
Normal?"
(Indiana University)

Bertrand Russel, In
Praise of Idleness

Dunwiddie, Problems in
Democrary Chapter 3

1. a) Introduce film
by teacher presentation and
class discussion, pointing
out individual differences.

b) Discuss russel's
thesis concerning absolut-
ism versus relativism that
stress individual differ-
ences.

c) Show film "What is
Normal?

2. Essay Activity.
a) Explaining infer-

ence concerning how
one's individual differ-.
ences leads to a conclusion
that others are different
in basic and subtle ways..
b) Class discussion

usiLlg specific examples.

Quizzes on
presentation.

Individual evaluation
of discussion.

Identification of
absolutisn and
relativi4

Evaluation of
essay.

Teacher and student
observation.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social, Economic, Political
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 187

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that production, distribution, and consumption
relate to jobs and the economic structure.

a) Students will generalize how the economic theme of
scarcity relative to production, distribution and
consumption of good and services affects occupational
opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Economics/World History

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher-made
transparency on
Economic Model of
Scarcity

16mm Film:
"Anatomy of Free
Enterprise."

Record:
"Nothing Happens
Until Somebody Sells
Something" by Red
Motley

1. Student will analyze the
projects model and be able
to concentrate on the
basic questions which all
societies must answer, reco-
gnizing that because of
scarcity all societies must
make choice regarding the
what, how, and for whom
questions.

2. Screen and discuss film
"Anatomy of Free Enterprise"
which traces the power
of the market to reflAct the
choice of the buyer in what
we preoduce, how we distribute
the language of our production.

Objective test items
will be included
on introductory
economic unit,
(i.e. Most

economic decisions
made in the
market in the U.S.
are:

a) consumer pre-
ferences
b) managers of
factories
c) officials of
party in power
d) central plan-
ning agency.)

Observation of
the discussion.

Short answer
quiz on these

3. Play and discuss the record concepts.
relating production, distribution'
and consumption.

4. Teacher presentation on
concepts of supply and demand.
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WORK WORLD
Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among workers.

Behavioral Objective:
a) Student will be able to give examples of the need

for cooperation due to interdependency created by

job specialization.

Curriculum Considerations:
Economic/World History

Resources
Activities

Evaluations

Peer Group

Social Studies Resource

Center

16mm Film:
"It Takes Everybody
To Build This Land."

(University of

Minnesota)

1. The students will inter-

view factory workers and

determine the extent of
cooperation that is neces-

sary between workers to assure

continuing production.

2. Students will trace, the
vertical integration of a

specific product, noting the

changes in jobs due to

specialization, (i.e.
farmer to supermarket
(bread) or oil well to

gas pump).

3. Show film and discuss

it

4. Speaker from
Kohler Co. to come
in and explain use of
standard parts and
its role in modern
industry.

579

Based on stu-
dents' reports,
prepare product
flow chart.

Thserve the
aiscussion.

Group discussion
evaluated by
teacher.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specializatim creates interdependency.

General Objective: 190 - Understand and appreciate the need for cooperation
between employees and. employers.

Behavioral Objective: a) The stud it will be able to explain the values
to be ga.ned from employee- employer cooperation.

Curriculum Considerations: Economics, pFychology, social problems, World
History, un-Lt social psychology.

Resources

Small student groups

Teacher

Library-Newspapers
Magazines

Wisconsin State
Employment Service
Representative

Activities Evaluations

Local industrial
personal representative

Visual Aids on
Vision organization
strikes and use of
strike breakers.

1. Divide the class
into small groups to
work on the solution of
a problem. Discuss the
problems that occurred
in reading the
solution.

2. Have on group work the
problem and the remainder of
the class do it independently
to see if group work gains
more than individual work.

3. Class discussion on
leadership--fellowship,
and what it is to accomplish.

4. Research a well-run
organization, inter-
viewing managers said
laborers an the importance
of good employer-employee
relations..

5. Discuss organization
of labor unions in the
U.S. Development of

Socialism.

Observation of
the discussion.

Comparative
judgment of the
two methods.

Observation of
discussion.

Judge the presen-
tation of the
findings.



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: X - Environment and individual potentail interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 147 - Accept the Lecessity for compromise between societal
and individual needs in career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to describe and move toward
acceptance of societal ileedr vc:sus individual needs
in career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems and psychology(12)/Unit Social
Psychology.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Newspaper--Trade Journal

Wisconsin State
Einployemtn Service

Social Science
Resource Center

School Counselor

1. Selected students
visit the state employment
bureau and determine the
present and projected
vacancies in tentative
job choice areas. Report
back to the class on their
findings.

2. List some occupations
which may diminish in im-
portance within the next
ten to fifteen years.
Suggest how workers might
utilize the knowledge of
change to their advantage
rather than suffer because
of it.

3. Outline a program for ob-
taining a position which
has been advertised in a
newspaper and include a
written description of
the facts about yourself
you would try to present to
'the prospective employer.

4. Trace the evolution
. of job choice as opposed

to the tradition of family
occupations by independent

student research.

Observation of
class reports.

Grade the

student lists and
outline objectively
for content and
validity to
present situation.

Teacher grades
projects.



SELF

Concept: X - Environ:,ent

development

General Objective: 147 -

Behavf,oral Objective: b)

Curriculum Considerations

Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

and individual potential interact to influence career

Accept the necessity for compromise between societal and
individual needs in career development.

Student to develop v, model of social responsibility
in the area of science and science experiment.

World History: The Develop7rient of Europe - The

Birth of Modern Science.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Book:

The Shaping of Western
Society by Fenton
pp. 168-186

"The Biological
Revolution" by Paul
Ehrlich, Center

1kliAaja9
Reader' Guide in library

Time, April 19, 1971

(

1. Examination of
current materials
dealing with the
impact of the
development of science
today and its social
implications for modern

man.

582

Discussion
of student findings
from readings aiming
at theme of social
effects of scientific
research and
man.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual
To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence-career
development.

General Objective: 192

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that sex, race, creed and socio-economic background
affect career choice.

a) The student will be able to cite court rulings
which declare discrimination in hiring as illegal
and unconstitutional.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, American History

Resources Activities Evaluations

Constitution of United
States

Books:
Historical H.S.
Unit 1 by
Wade and Wade

Souls of Black
Folk by
C.V.E.B. Dubois

1. Analyze the principle
of equality in American
Tradition.

2. Students investigate
arguments in Ferguson- -
The Separate but Equal
Clause (Role-Playing)

3. Discuss Dubois
concept that America
has been deprived of
discrimination and
segration.
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Objective exam
on Constitution

Student evaluates
role playings.

Essay exam dis-
cussion effects
of segregation.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept; X - Environment and individuals potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 193 -

Behavioral Objective: a)

Understand and accept that individual ability will determine
in part the level of attainment in a given career area.

Student will identify those limiting factors that help
to deterMine the level of attainment one can expect in
a given area.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology/Geography/World History/Unit Social
Psychology

Resources Activities Evaluations

Various psychological test:

Book:

Introduction to
Psychology
by Dunwiddie (Chapter 5)
Chapter on individual
differences and
intelligence.

General Aptitude Test
Battery

Davis Vocational
Test

Counselor

Atlas Maps
World History
Books

(Cradle of

Civilization)

1. Counselor
presentation should
acquaint students with
measuring devices that
psychologists use to
get a perspective once
over.

2. Self-analysis of
limiting factors con-
cerning his own parti-
cular case.

3. Indicate on maps where
geographical environment
shape the relivance of
an area to another.
(i.e., Cradles of Civilization)
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Objective exam that
will measure
student's ability
to recognize
methods of
measurement and
its validity.

Student will
evaluate this activity
with teacher
cooperation.

Map Test



SELF Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 148

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand the outcomes of wok (status,, economic
benefits, and security).

a) Student will be able tc list personal
from an occupational experience.

expectations

Curriculum Considert__lons: Psychology, social problems, unit on Motivation.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books:

Dunwiddie
Problems in
Democrary
Chapters 3 and 5

Basic psychology textbooks
dealing with human neeas.

Resource people from local
industries.

Workers and employers.

Tape:

"What to Do Until the
Psychiatrist Arrives"
(Murray Banks)

Peers and teacher

1. List the expectations
degirable to a student.

2. Research, occupational
area to determine status,

economic benefit, security,
Etc., that are usually
associated with this
occupation.

3. Panel presentation
dealing with the usual
rewards tl:at are desirable

to individuals and society.
Examine attitudes toward
rewards and outcome of work,

4. Discuss what is "really"
important as far as work
outcome is concerned.

Teacher evaluation of
list.

Evaluate papers or
possible oral
presentation of
paper for
student evaluation.

Student and teacher
evaluation of presen-
tation (Panel
presentation).

Critical observation
of individual partici-
pation.



SRTY Grades 10-12
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 148 - Understanding the outcomes of work (status,
economic benefits, and security).

Behavioral Objective: b) Students to interpret correctly through role
playing the social concepts and the life
styles of the traditional society.

Curriculum Considerations: World History, Foundations, Medieval World

Resources Activities Evaluations

Shaping of Western

g22itIY
Lesson 12 pp. 69-73

Role Playing Techniques

1. Read Lesson 12

2. Identify within reading
the social concepts:
norms
role
status

social class

Role play
situations
requiring inter-
action between
groups of peoples.

3. Using readings 10-12 for
background to assume the roles
of:

serf
peasant
guild worker
noble
priest
bishop
merchant

a. Peasant caught hunting
on noble's land.
b. Serf having to take
in an arch-bishop overnight.

c. Merchant hiring a peasant.
d. Priest attending to sick
child of a peasant.

e. Guild worker in shop instructing
his apprentice.
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WOLK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Individual Psychological
To be emphasized

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General objective: 194 - Understand that there is a relationship between job satis-
faction and mental health.

Behavioral Objective: a) To have the student compare the relationship between job
satisfaction and mental health.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology/Unit Mental Health

Resources Activities Evaluations

Basic tests:
Introduction to Psychology
by Hilgard (Chap:-rs 20-21)

Psychology--It's Principles
and Applications by Engle
THarcourt, Brace and
World Incorporated)

16mm Film:
"Anger at Work"
(Dis-International
Film Bureau)

School Guidance personnel

Heston Personal Adjustment
Inventory
(Harcourt, Brace and World
Incorporated)

1. Review readings that will show
that there is a relationship be-
tween job satisfaction on mental
health and discuss.

2. Discuss techniques for re-
leasing tension.

3. Have students show the impor-
tance of effective emotional

control on the job.
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Observation of
participants in
these discussions.

Paper on relation-
ships of job sat-
isfaction with
mental health.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-1; : Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

.General Objective: 159 - Recognize career horizons through participation in
simulated activities and work situations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will participate in career and work
simulation games and relate these experiences
to various occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: Social studies, U.S. History, economics,
psychology, unit social psych.

Resources Activities Evaluations

Kit:

Job Experience Kit

American Government
Simulation Series

Economic Decision Games
(Science Research Associates)

1. Students will select
a worksimulation experience
from one of the twenty
representative occupations and
solve the problems of a
particular occupation on the
SRA, Job Experience Kits.

2. Students will operate ard
make decisions in the environ-
ment of demands, pressures,
needs, and goals like the men
who work in government.

3. Student will simulate and
role-play many er..monic situ-
ations. (i.e. lab-or-management

relations, inflationary or
deflationary trends, banking,
trade, Etc.)

Based on subjective
teacher analysis
of students verbali-
zation of work
simulation.

Based on individual
and group assign-
ments (homework
or class).

-,. briefing sessions

upon completion
of the siLD'ation
and role-playing
will be equated to
real life situations
and the needs of
human resources
in each critical
situation will be
evaluated by the
entire class.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety
of occupations.

General Objective: 161 - Identify several satisfying job alternatives that
could utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify the talents that he has
and locate three to five jobs that would utilize
these talents.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems

Resources Activities

Student

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

Dictionary of
Occupational Titles

Kuder Preference Record

Occupational Interest
Inventory

Strong V.I.B.

General Aptit,110'

T.:7T. Battery

Scholae,,ic Aptit.
Test

Peer Group

1. The student will

subjectively through
self analysis develop a
list of talents he

possesses and find three
to give jobs that would
utilize these talents.

2. The student through
interest, personality,
Etc., tests will develop
a list of toletto

*OT;es.and find -.tare- L o five

that wm l.d iti24, these
dents .

3. The student will develop
a list of talents he has by
finding out what others think
of him and find three to five
jobs that would utilize these
talents.
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Evaluations

Teacher discussion
with students in-
volving attitudes
and information.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 164 - Identify and comprehend factors which may have relevance
for one's career decisions.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will discover the existence of some of the new
materials, which can aid him in sequential planning for
his career development.

Curriculum Consideaations: Social problems/World History

Resources Activities

WISC Deck of cards and
Reader Printer

Technical school and college
catalogs

Trade school directory

Career Education Directory
(Wisconsin Vocatioral-
Technical)

"Guide to College Majors"

The NEWIST 16 mm film series
on Occupational Choice

1. The students will take a
scheduled time and use the WISC
Reader printer on an occupation
of his choice.

2. He will discover and report on
the progressive steps necessary
for him (or her) to enter this
occupation. He will identify a

Evaluation;

Observation

Judge the paper
or oral report

Judge the critique

Compilation of
the resource file

Student and teacher
Particular education or training observation.
school or program at each step.

3. Students will see:. the series of
NEWIST films,Eand do a critique
on them as fai_,:as their own needs
and 'dig help the films give to
them. Have them make constructive
suggestions for these, or other
films to be made in the future by
professional groups.

4. Students can compile a resource
file for use by future classes or
for younger groups.

5. Students could make their awn
film on the steps in a process of
career development, and/or on
material avaiaable.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors:. Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series
of choices.

General Objective: 166

Behavioral Objective:

U7'lerstand that new jobs usually develop within
occupational clusters.

a) The students will take an occupational cluster and
chart of jobs and identify the new jobs that have developed
in the last ten years.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems, econom_

Resources Activities Evaluations

Resource people

16mm Film:

"Vocations in Agriculture"
(University of Minnesota)

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

Guidance Counselor

Occupational OUtlook
Handbook

1. The students either individ-
ual77 or in groups will research
an occupational cluster and pre-
pare a chart of the occupa-
tions that exist within that
cluster indicating the new jobs
that have emerged.

2. Show a film on an occupational
cluster such as: Vocations in
agriculture.

3. Draw a chart comparing
the economic, social, and
cultural growth of the
major nations of the World.

Chart of jobs.

Student will
identify new
jobs in paper
;esi; chart.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training'and Education

To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential
series of choices.

General Objective: 167 - Understand that educational decisions may have
an important impact on career opportunities
avaialbe to an individual.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to predict the careers
choices available because of individual
educational decisions.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems

Resources Activities Evaluations

List of teacher pre-
selected occupations

Wisconsin Vocatn=a1-
Technical Career. Education
Directory

Kit:
OccupationalLEloration
Kit (Grades 9=12)
(L.T.IT. Career infarmation
Center'i

Occupational Outlook
Handbook (1971)

1. Students :gill

a list of weEectee occupations
and detelame which fields
are available to them and
identify the courses
in high soi-f,o1 which have
provided =me background frz
various a-cc-mations.

2. Students will list
their post educational
decisions and relate
the explicit and implicit
impact upon their tentative
career choice.

3. Show that though the
various documents granting
personal freedoms such as
Magna Carta, Bill of Rights,
the individual has acquired
the right to choose his own
occupation
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Observe and
judge the individual
competence on the
student project.

Grade students'
lists of decisions.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential
series of choices.

General Objective: 168 - Realize that many occupations offer a series
of advancement opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: a) Students will outline the educational factors that
will lead to advancement in the work world.

Curriculum Considerations: Social problems/World History

Resources
Evaluations

Occupational Outlook
Handbook (1970-71 Edition)

Wisonconsin Educational
_Service

73.1aidara Personnel

Eersounel Directors
41-1--Yous ammpanies (Kohler)

ialkpiayes in special
work area ,

1. Write outlines of
specific occupations
includinz:
a) What __..ducational

activitis are avaiable
in order to advance in an
occupation..

b) What are the rewunds of
the exp(----zed.

2. Resources speakers or panel
of outside workers on
factors that lead to advance-,
ment with class discussion on
the material presented.

3. In the classroom throughout
the year, a student should
have to-acquire good study
habits and promptness in
completing assignments in
order to become better adapted
to his role in the work world.

Check outlines.

Observation of
:213-_cussion.

Tepr,her evaluation.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social,
To be Emphasized Economic-Political

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 198 - Understand that labor-management, government and
public dynamics act to influence the nature a.
structure of work.

Behavioral Objective: b) Develop hypotheses on changes from a rural economy
to an urban economy.

Curriculum Considerations: World History, Development of Europe, Economic
C;rowth in Britain

Resources

Transparencies 38a-38g

Shaping of Western
Society, pp. 210-218

Activities Evaluations

16mm Film:
Industrial Revolution
in Britain B.A.U.

Manchester
Simulated game
(if purchased)

1. Hypotheses are
to be t-2-anLLated into

on words and develop
logical implications.
(see Teacher's Guide
pp. 98-99).

2.. Interpret the readings
based on hypotheses in
transparencies.

3. Written exercise.

4. Play Manchester.
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Discuss #2

Write the cause
or transitions
that took place
based on:
Role of Government
Role of Elite
Nature of Society
Role of Science

Debriefing of
game focusing on
the economic forces
behind migration
of workers from
country to
city



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 1;78 - Understand that labor-management, government and
public dynamics act to influence the nature and
structure of work.

Behavioral Objective: c) Students are to state several reasons in
support of the interdependance, of notions
in economics.

Curriculum Considerations: World History: Europe and the World - -Nationalism

Resources Activities Evaluations

Shaping of Western
Society, pp. 280-298

l6mm Film:
Market"

"The Common

Common Market
Cross Media Kit

Current Material in
Newspapers and library

1. Examine readings and
film on regionionalism,
nationalism and inter-
nationalism to identify
interrelationships of those
institutions and their'
impact on the world of
work.
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Class discussion
to arrive at class
list of ways in
which the
institutions
of nationalism,
regionalism, and
internationalism
relate to the
world of work.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 198 - Understand that labor-management, gov,:arnment
and public dynamics act to influence the
nature and structure of work.

199 - Understand the direct and indirect influences
exerted upon the nature and structure of work by
(a) laws, (b) Labor-management, (c) professional
associations, and (d) licensing requirements.

Behavioral Objective: c) Develop hypotheses on chainging attitudes in Europe
in the area of economics.

Curriculum Considerations: World History: Market Eccnomy

Resources Activities Evaluations

Shaping of Western Society
pp. 68-69
(St. Thomas Aquinas on
Values)

pp. 110-111 (John Calvin:
Institutes of Christian
Religion

pp. 189-190 ("Richard
Baxter on Labor and Riches")
pp.189 -192

1. Compare and
contrast the three
men's ideas on
economic values
(Represents an
outside instituion's
influence on economic
decision making)

2. Use reading 34 small
group work attempt
the answer to ;

the following;
Change in economic
attitudes in Europe;
when did these changes

occur?

3. Effect on eariler
formed hypotheses

596

Discussion and
listing of
hypotheses.



WORK WORLD Grades 10-12 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and
structure of work.

General Objective: 198 - Understand that labor-managment, government
and public dynamics act to influence the
nature and structure of work.

199 - Understand the direct and indirect influences
exerted upon the nature and :.cure of work
by (a) laws, (b) Labor-management, (c) professional
associations, and (d) licensing requirements.

Behavioral Objective: e) Relate simulation experience with concepts of
economics.

Curriculum Considerations: World History: Market Economy

Resources Activities Evaluations

Simulation Exercise

That's Life

"A Game of Economic
Survival"

1. Role playing:
a) Give insturctions
b) Students select roles.

They are to assume them.
c) Actual Simulation
d) Handout: Debriefing That's

Life. Write out before
class.

Discussion and
turning debriefing
device.

Objective test
market economy.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Information Gathering
To be developed

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 170 - Understand the relationship between high schocl
courses and activities within the world of work.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will list reasons why his social studies
classes will have meaning for his future as wage
earner and as a person.

Curriculum Considerations: Psychology, Unit: Learning

Resources Activities Evaluations

Book:

Problems in Democrary
by Dunwiddie

Personnel interviews
with local businesses

1. Teacher presentation
stressing the following
points:

a) Work and social acti/ity
b) Relationship between social

studies and communication
c) Relationship between social

studies and sociability

2. Class discussion

3. In depth research of
one area of social problems
showing relationship between
discipline (i.e. geography,
political science) and career
planning.

4. Student will conduct
a personnel interview
with a local business or
industry in order to
arrive at accurate and
pertinent career information.
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Exam discussirc,

relationship
between social
studies and
careers.

Research paper,
pupil
presentation.

Observation of
the discussion.

Judge the research
paper.

Exercise is the
evaluation.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be develc led

Concepts: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 172 - Recogni-

Behavioral Objective:

that environmental and social changes
requi to adjust.

a) A st _...2.7JILify and discriminate betwe the con-
tinuing 1s of environmental and social changes upon
the individual by examining specific histoiical settings
and/or events.

Curriculum Considerations: World History, U.S. History

Resources Activities Evaluations

16mm Film: 1. Class discussion on the
"Our Immigrant problems and the risks taken when
Heritage" one went from the old world to the
(University of Minnesota new. Go into the advantages and
Sources) disadvantages of both worlds.

Families

Russian Rev.
Morehead

Observation of
class discussion.

Essay question on
problems of
environmental and
social changes.

2. Students trace their own family Judge paper or
background and the environmental oral report
and social changes that took place. given by students.

Objective Test.

3. Teacher presentation on revolutions
and their impact on social
environmental changes. i.e., Russian
French and American.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12 Factors: Training and Education
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 173 - Recognize that jubs are modified, eliminated, or created by
technological and societal change.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will be able to cite specific examples of job

creation, modification, and elimination caused by techno-
logical and societal changes in modern history.

Curriculum Considerations: World History

Resources Activities Evaluations

Social Studies Resource
Center

Peer group

Book:

Automation is not the
Villian by Peter F.
Drucker

Teacher's list of selected
occupations in 1900's

1. Students will be shown pictures
of an industry or service that
has been effected by automation,
i.e. an automatic bowling pin
and scoring machine and ask:
a) How was this done before?
b) How might the use of the

equipment offset job oppor-
tunities?

c) How might your plans for
employment be affected by
continued invention and use
of automatic equipment to
produce goods and services?

d) What solutions have been
proposed?

2. Student will be given a list
of jobs that existed in 1900
and attempt to discuss the
reasons for the modification
or elimination of as many jobs
as possible.

600

Based on student
discussion and
Agree-Disagree
item -- Organized
labor should in-
sist that no new
machines be in-
troduced for
ten years.

Judged by teacher.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 10-12
To be developed

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics
and individuals must be flexible in

a changing society.

General Objective: 173 - Recognize that jobs are modified, eliminated, or created
by technological and societal change.

Behavioral Objective: c) Identify effects of technological change on careers.

Curriculum Considera'

Resources

:s: World History, Development of Europe:. Economic Growth
in Britain

Activities
Evaluations

Toffler, Alvin, Future Shock
Mailer, Norman, "Reaction to
Technology"

Reader's Guide for other
readings.

1. Students read selections
from Future Shock on the
acceleration of technological
change and examine other authors
who write on changing
technology.

2. Students research career
areas of interest to determine
possible careers based on
changing technology.

3. List several key effects
the acceleration of
technology on career life
present and projections in
the future.

601

Written reports
based on
individual
research.
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COMUNICATIONS SKILLS RATIONALE

Post-Secondary Level

The following program for post-secondary communications skills has
been prepared with the help of the secondary materials (Grades 10-12)
developed by last year's Workshop Participants.

And, like last year's materials, this post-secondary program flows
out of the following value statements:

I. The skills developed in composition, speech, and media
are essential to a worker's potential training, advancement,
and stability within any career; and,

2. The study of values and.attitudes in literature affords an
excellent opportunity to explore the values and attitudes
of the work ethic.

Since the mission of the General Education Division at Lakeshore
Technical Institute has as its primary goal, "education for living,"
the following materials are not always "technical" in nature. Rather,
they seek to develop the skills, attitudes and values which should help
the individual live successfully in today's fast-paced, rapidly changing
society.

Two-Week Participant

i4arcia E. Qualley - Sheboygan



cert.:

:races 13-1±

- ..na.acct:tance of oelf tLrourr;.out

136 - studeLt current
attituda:., valuc.

ienavioral 7itud::nt wf.11 1-2en!,ra clariz..2d Jjni.7ir
of 7:.s e.:5titudes anc:. values.

Curriculwl Considerations: ComnunicatLon Lssociates Degree;
ilealth Occupations; Vocational; Licensed Practical
Nurse.

!esourc,2s Activities Evaluation

(:lassro Literature
(-:.ecord)

F-rsonal-/-ny Analy-sis
YrjriA anti :ranspLr.,..:noies

n"lour Personality and
Your Job" 50 #40)

Your PhiloLonhy of
Life" (GI: 50 ii3)

.:A:scrch Associates)

Ureer informatio:1 (_;enter)

1. Class or small group-
defiition of terms and

A. "Ar,. some interests,

atitu6e.s and values in-
nerel::tly bette than others ?"
"how did you arrive at yours?"

2. In class reading of "Four
Choices for Young People," -
John Fisher
Discussion of article bringing
out class and generation opinions.

3. That happens if you haven't
formulated such interests, attitudes
and values?"

(Beatles- "nowhere Man")
Record and/or printed handout.

4. Psychologist relates importance
of th:::se in each of our

606

Prepare a short
essay, wherein
sudent appraises
himself in terms
of his abilities,
interests, att i-
tudes and values.

LPIi'S: Prepare
a Personality
Analysis Form.

ALL: Indicate at
least one item
regarding yourself
not previously
reconized.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 13; - Student organizes his self-analysis into strengths
and weaknesses.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will be able to state which items are strengths
and which are limitations in respect to a number of class-
chosen categories.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates ilea

Occupations; Vocational; Licensed Practical Nurse.*

Resources Activities Evaluation

Students previously
prepared categorized listing
of interests, attitudes,
abilities, values.

LPN'S: Use of Personality
Analysis Form

Optional Reading

"Discovering
Your Real

Interests" (OK 50 #.6)

"'low to Increase Your

Self-Confidence" (GK 50 #21)

"Exploring Your Personality"
(GK 50 #9)

(Science Research Associates)

(LTI Career Information Center)

1. Class chooses revelent
categories in which indivi-
duals ideas will come into
play, such as: Scholastic,
Social, Mechanical,' Creative,
Physical, etc.

(should be personal and job
oriented!)

*2. LPN'S: Definition of
"Personality" and a discuss-
ion of how its use or misuse
affects relevant others.

3. Discussion and/or teacher
presentation regarding import-
ance of self knowledge and
acceptance.
A. "How do you know about
ourselves-what kind of people
are we?"

B. "How do we accept what we are?"

C. "Why is this acceptance important?"

607

ALL: Student
will prepare a
short repoz7t

or essay statin
how he will
attempt to over-
come a limita-
tion. (might
well be, job

oriented!)



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: II Persons need to be reconized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - The student should respect another's choice of
occupation, though it may differ from his own.

behavioral Objective: a) The student should explore an occupational choice
that differs from his own and evaluate it.

Curriculum Considerations: Associates Degree, health Occupations, Vocational.

fkesources Activities Evaluation

Fellow students

Local citizens and parents

LTI placement and guidance personnel 2. Interviews

Filmstrips, books or pamphlets
dealing with other occupations

1. Research activities

3. Written or oral reports
of occupational findings-
"What I'd be doing today if I
were a (n)

608

Student should
develop an analysis
sheet indicating
what he liked or
disliked about the
researched occupation
and why. he should
also indicate what
personal qualities
he th.nks are needed
to enjoy and to
successfully partici-
pate in this occupa-
tion.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept:II - Persons need to be reconized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 140 - Studer:16 should realize that each individual in society
may achieve worth through his chosen occupation,

Behavioral Objective: a) The student should orally assess his reason (s) for
choosing a career course (exploration of interests and
abilities).

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities End of Activity
Evaluation

Classroom literature

Fellow students and self

LTI placement bureau and
counseling personnel (possibly
guest speaker)

Local citizens interviews or
guest speakers

INITIAL ACTIVITY

1. Individual compositions-
"Why I chose the
course at LTI"

SECONDARY TECHNIQUES

2. Individual and/or group
research into "World of Work"
considerations via LTI personnel
and/or local citizens with know-
ledge about the particular career
in question.

3. Read and discuss Kurt Vonnenut"s
"Deer in the Works."

The student
should state
orally or in
writing why he
feels his
chosen occupa-
tion will help
him' highlight
his human dig-
nity and worth.

4. Class discussion of guest speaker's
presentation.
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SLLF Grades 1371L
To be empha.-eu.

Concept:II - Persons need to be reconized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 209 - The student should understand that each individual
has worth because of his humanity (Belongs to
Mankind).

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will be able to examine and evaluate in
writing or orally, his attitudes and opinions regarding
individual worth.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree (Secretarial
Students); health Occupations (Med. Asst., OPTO Asst.);
Vocational (Clerk-Typists, Garment Workers); Special LPN 9-wk.
program.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Associates Degree:

Health Occupations:

Vocational:

1. Read and Discuss
"The Killers" by E.
Hemingway and /or "The
Unknown" by W. H. Auden.

Classroom Literature
Local Citizens 2. Class or individual listing
Fellow Classmates and Self of "worthless" people plus

reasons.
LPN'S:

Hospital Patients
Fellow Students

Technical Literature
3. A compostion based on inter-
views of various citizens regard-
ing life styles and/or occupations.

LPN',54. Technical literature and relating
of patient-contact experiences to
class.

610

Students will
discuss orally,
or report in
writing, new or
continued att-
itudes and
opinibns regard-
ing individual
worth they have
now decided upon
and relate
reasons for such
beliefs.



.WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Individual
To be emphasized Psychology

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 175 - Intrinsic values such as satisfaction from achievement
and personal reco gnition as having worth.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will reconize that a well-chosen occupation
can help him meet his needs for self expression, realization and personal/
social esteem.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Class Discussions

Students' personal and family
experiences regarding the world
of work

Guest speaker (s) or field trip (s)

1. Collect--thru discussion
(small or large group) the
students' connotations of the
word work.

2. Collect students' ideas about
Student interviews of various "workers" community attitudes regarding wort

NOTE: Each activity would be
slanted toward the parts cular
group (career area) involved.

3. Teacher re,-emphasizes the pre-
vious learnings, "Work means
different things to different
people" (concept #5) and "occu-
pations and lifestyles are inter-
related" (concept #11)

The student will
research and/
or interview
"significant
others" to
determine what
kinds of jntrdn-
sic: values can

.be achieved
throughout
the -orL 'rea.
results be
reported orally
via individual
report or pc el,

Ortional

Comparson of
intrin_ic work
values vs.

4. Utilization of guest speaker (s) extrinsic:
or field trip (s) if available. (concept #5)

regarding, reware

5. hmphasis of individual's spent
in world of work everyday and need
for careful choice of occupation

. "What are some of the
questions one should ask and answer
about any one job opportunity"
(See the job interview concept #15)



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and
To be emphasized Nature

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - The student should recognize that specialization has
created an interdependency of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given the previously acquired realization that many
occupations contribute to an end product, the student will
also understand how each job depends on others for its
existence.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

The job situation is 1. View (via trip or film)
Seattle after Boeing supersonic an assembly line process.
(SST) plane defeated in Senate
via media reports.

Possible field trip or speaker

16 ram film: Glas (German)

For LPd'S:

1:mphasize their position
in the "hospital team"
schethe.

Teacher Reference: Future Shock

2. Ask class to contrast this
process with the individually
hand-made product. (The film
especially should help the
students infer what some
differences are.

*3. Have a "specialist" of
some sort speak to class,
stressing the fact that speciali-
zation means knowing more about
less and less.
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Have students re-
search via media
reports, the follow-
ing:

1. What happened to
the Aerospace
specialists at Boeing
after the SST was
cancelled?

2. What are these
people doing now?

3. That happened to
the city of Seattle
after the canceliza-
tion?

(This would work up
into 3 or 4 small
panels)



WOR,K WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: fructure and
To be enphasized flature

Concept: III - Occupat.ons exist for a purpose.

General Objectives: 177 - The student should recognize that nany occupations co.ntri-cute
to an end product.

Lehavioral Objective: The student will choose an end nroduct and tIlen outline or
chart the succession of people (local patrons) which ultimately
produce that product.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associ0Les DerPe and Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher Presentation:
*constructing an outline

*constructing a flow chart

(possibly there are A -V materials
available that could supplement such
a presentation-- and at the very
least actually models would be
available for student review)

Optional: A-V record of a student's
progress thru an LTI course (would
utilize LTI A-V equipment)

Literature of all types which would
help the student complete the assigned
evaluation.

*1. Trace the nrocess The student will out-
of the development of an line or flow chart V::e
end product of any type. process (and peorJe)

involved in procucinF
an end Product of
choice.

2. Trace the development
of the end product: The
LTI Graduate.

*Example: A secretarial
A. A. student niv:!.t trace

the course of a response
to a consumer complaint.
A garment worLer mirht
trace the process of a
garment's construction.

Possible field trips or films to help
student prepare for evaluation activity.
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WO.F,K WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Social-Economic-Political
To be emphasized

Concept: III"- Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 210 - The student should be able to identify how one's job
has satisfied the needs of imividuals and the society as a whole.

behavioral Objective: a) The student will research the role and status of a chosen
occupation in today's, yesterday's, or tomorrow's society.

Curriculum Considerations: CommunicatL- Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupation, Vocation,',

Hesources Activities Evaluation

The World of Work Series 1. Independent student research Written report of
research findings, no

Sextant Series matter what sources
used. Stress the

Future Shock, A. Toffler 2. Literature: Fiction and non- value of the job for
fiction (i.e., McTeague, Victory; society and for the
"Land," etc.) worker.

3. Historical backgrounds of a
given occupation.

4. Determination of role of chosen
occupations in today's or tomorrow's
society.
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and
To be emphasized Nature

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objections: 211 - The student should realize that specialization brings
with it hazards as well as rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will speculate what the longer range future
of his chosen occupation might hold in store for him and the
implications.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities

Future Shock and other
"Futurist literature.

1, Show video tape.

Guest speaker
2. Speaker

Placement bureau official or
guidance counselor

Personal knowledge of the
present trends in a chosen
occupation.

Interview (s) of specialist
in this field.

3. Individual student research
through various sources
(teacher suggests a number of
such sources).

Literature regarding tech- 4. Possible need to interview
nology and its present and "significant other (s)'
probable future effects on the
individual and society.

16 mm film: "Where the Action
Is!"

Evaluation

Formal oral presentation
On an aspect of futurism
(student's choice) and
Possible effects of this
trend.



WORK WORLD AND CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 180 - The student should recognize that there ere many job
levels within an occupational field.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student should list all the possible occupations
within a chosen occupational field.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational,
(Health Occupations and Licensed Practical Nurses)*

Resources Activities Evaluation

Sextant series of
book/manuals.

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Various opportunities in ....
booklets.

Educational Dimensions Corp.
Career packages.

Cassettes:

Your Future in

Kits:

Career Exploration Kit

1. Teacher provides or
cites resources; works
with individual students
to help each develop his
own response to evaluation
assignment.

* Various Health Careers
Books, Filstrip Tape Series, etc.
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ALL: Student prepares a
listing of the various

occupations open to him in
his chosen field and should
indicate which of these he
is best suited for in terns
of his interests and his
LTI course training.



SELF AND CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Students should realize that: Your chosen job or
occupation can influence your leisure activities as well (pro or con).

Behavioral Objective: a) Student should be able to state how his chosen occupation
might (will) affect his leisure activities.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical 'Turse*

Resources Activities Evaluation

Guidance or placement
person (nel).

Individual student speculation
and/or research.

Teacher presentation.

Student role playing.

Filstrip:

"Leisure Time: Busy or
Bored."

(FS/C 82) Eyegate

Small or large group discussion.

Optional Reading:

"Enjoying Your Leisure Time'
(GK 50 #8) (Science Research
Association) *3. Teacher/media presentation

regarding importance of wise
use of leisure time.

1. Identification of work
factors which possibly carry
over into personal leisure
time.

A. Discuss "How Can Work
Enhance or Restrict Leisure
Time?"

2. Role playing by students
indicating how various people
might be affected in their
leisure activities by chosen
jobs (broad categories such as:
teacher, doctor, factory worker,
cop, etc.).

* Stress opportunities for
professional and community
activities to each of groups,
esp. H. 0. and LPN'S.
(Work can meet individual and
group social needs too!)

**Students free to use any
resources available, including
other filmstrips from media
program.

**4. Assigned research report.
Statement of how individual
student's chosen occupation
might (will) affect his leisure
time and how student would react
if now so employed.
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Completion of activit
If and individual
Participation in
discussion and role
playing activities.



SELF AND WORK WORLD Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: V- Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - Stueents should realize that people work for different
reasons and receive different rewards.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a number of occupational choices, student will
decide why people might choose two or thes occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Guest speakers -including
possibly parents? (should be
varied).

Discussion

Composition or oral
presentation to group (s).

Filmstrip:
"Job Attitudes: Why Work At

All"
(Fs/c 64)
(Guidance Associates)
(LTI Career Information Center)

1. Discussion- small or
large group: "Why do people
work?" (many possible responses-
record!)

2. Composition or oral
presentation: "What Do
you Expect To Gain From Your
Chosen Work?"

3. Individually or as group-
watch filmstrip/tape series.

4. Listen to guest speakers.
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Final panel
discussion.or
composition:
"Why do people
choose to work
at a (specific)
occupation?"

(Choose two
occupations from
a supplied list
as basis).



1 1ORK WOE Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: VI - Edu-gtion A. work 'are interrelated.

General-Objec7-ive! 182 _. :he student should understand that there are many
o. motional possibilities related to individual school subjects.

Behavioral Objet-.. -e: a) e studen'c, will explore the variety of jobs directly
OZ7 of a study of the english la.rwuaf:e.

Curriculum Cc=sith_rationE_-_ Communication skills: Associates 1:erree ( recretarial),
(:arke-,Ind); 77.1cational (Clerk-Typist); Health Occupations.

Resources Activities

Dictionary of Dccupational
Titles.

English "Job Cluster" chart.

Guest speaker (s) from area (s)
identified on chart.

Class discussion.

1. Student selects favorite
school subject and attempts
to compile a list of the
possille occupations related
to this subject.

2. During a class discussion(s),
the class attempts to develop
a rationale for the communication
skills course requirements.

3. Teacher reemphasizes learninrs
of concept a0.

.r.valuation

Student will research
one of the occupa-
tion areas which are
an english outgrowth.
He will attempt to
establish a conn-
ection between the
subject and thc job.
He will report his
findincs orally to
the croup.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure
To be emphasized. and Nature

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183 - The student should understand that demands for certain
professional, technical, skilled and service operations are in-
creasing.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will attempt to pinpoint those occupations
where there is an increasing demand for workers.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Occupation Outlook Handbook.

LTI placement bureau personnel
and/or guidance counselors.

Various governmental forecasts
of personnel needs.

1. Teacher nresentation Each group reports findings
re-stressing concept 0110 to other groups on a panel
materials-- the idea of basis.
need for compromise-- and
concept #3-- occupations
exist for a purpose.

2. Divide class into 4
groups, as follows:
A. "Identify which
professions need more
qualified members-why?"

B. "Identify which
occupations need more tech-
nicians-why?"

C. "Identify which of the
skilled trades need more
workers." Consider apprentice-
ships too.

D. "What are 'service'
occupations? Why are they
growing?"

3. Using same groups as above,
have each group explore educational
needs and where to get them.
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 184 - The student will understand career opportunities in
relation to availability of training.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to show others how the availability
of training influences career opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Class Discussion
(small groups)

Trade journals, college
catalogs, tech, school cata-
logs.

Personal observation and
experiences.

1. In small groups, the class
members will survey the educa-
tional opportunities offered by
a selected group of "agencies.".

2. Each group will present a synopsis
of such opportunities to the other
groups and will try to relate these

Individuals pre-
pare media ads
seeking to sell
training opportuni-
ties and to over-
come rejections
identified in
activities 3 and 4.
Ads are also pre-
sented orally in

offerings to possible occupational class.
positions.

3. Each group will then reform and
explore the social factors that
might influence individuals to
accept or reject training opportun-
ities leading to specific career
opportunities--family, peers, coun-
selors, or occupations that are
'unusual" (a woman construction
worker, a'male secretary).

4. Exploration of economic factors,
as above.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Social, Economic,
Political

General Objective: 186 - The student will realize that his education and training
will affect his employability.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will be able to illustrate how each of his
program courses will prepare him for of affect his future employability.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

16 mm film:

"Your Job: Getting Ahead"
"Your Job: Finding the Right One"

(Coronet) (LTI Career Information
Center)

LTI placement and guidance personnel.

Students' personal expectations.

Library and major instructor

resources regarding expectations of chosen
career. as required by evalua-

tion.

1. Class members choose The student prepares
to watch either or both a written report
films individually, showing how each of

his programs'
classes may affect
his future employ-
ability in his
chosen field.

2. Using all available
resources (which are
briefly sketched by
teacher), students
individually prepare
a listing and report
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and values.

General Objective: 144 - The student formulates job expectations that are consistent
within his values, needs and desires.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify and record broad job possibilities
that will complement and capitilize upon his attributes.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Classand/or group discussions

Use of prepared evaluation of
personal strengths and weaknesses
(concept #1).

Readins_

"You and Your Abilities"
(GK 50 #37)

"Do Your Dreams Match
Your Talents?"

(GK 50 #7)

"Understanding Yourself"
(GK 50 #36)

(Science Research Association)

Various Job Exploration Sets,
tapes, etc.

Filmstrip:

'Failure. A Step Toward Growth"
(FS/C 21

1. The student is encouraged
to preliminarily explore job
positions that may well comp-
lement his talents and interest

2. Student is also encouraged
to skim-read available litera-
ture.

3. Student may discuss job
possibilities with other
students, counselors, etc.

4. Teacher presentation based
on "Failure

Student will
compile a list of
job possibilities

s. that capitalize
upon his strengths
past experiences,
etc. This listing
should take into
account,previous
listing of
strengths and
limitations

(concept #1) as

well as the out-
comes of activity
numbers 1-5 at
left.

5. Orally student (s) decides
what personal strengths can be
capitalized upon in terms of
several given job possibilities.
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and values.

General Objective: 145 - The student learns to define and accept the personality
differences (individual uniqueness) of others.

Behavioral Objective: a) Student will form his own definition of "personality"
and understand its relationship to his and others' uniqueness.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Personal resources and
experiences.

Use of information
gained in previous
concepts (1, 2, 5)

Readings:

`Exploring Your Personality"
(GK 50 #9)

"Getting Along With Others"
(GK 50 #16)

Your Personality and Your
Job"

(GK 50 #40)

(Science Research Association)

Filmstrip:

Your Personality--The You Others
Know' (FS/C 23) (G. A.)

Class or group discussion.

Journal keeping.

1. "What is Personality?"
preliminary introduction
by teacher, including group
or class discussion and film-
strip.

2. Assigned independent or
group research via resource
list.

3. Panel presentations regarding
results of research- "What is
personality and what is its
role in relationships between
people?"

4. "What further insights can
you gain?" "How can you keep
track of your personality
changes and your impressions
of others?"
(see evalutation)

624.

Expression of
personal uniqueness
and insight into
others via (non-
graded) journal
keeping activities.
(Act. 4)



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: X - Enviroment and individual potential interest to influence career development.

General Objective: 146- The student should isolate and accept the influence of many
factors on his career development potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will begin to understand why communication
skills are among these important influential factors.

Curriculum Considerations: Highlight communication skills role as factor for
Associates Degree, Health Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

16 mm films.
"English on the Job:
Listening and Speaking"

'English on the Job:
Writing"

Readings:

"Can You Talk With Some-
one Else?" (GR-28)

"How To Talk Better"
(GK-16) teacher prepared

readings regarding listening
skills.

Student interviews of local
residents rewarding communications
skills use in various positions.

Optional (extra credit)

Diagram of use of communication
skills (English) in a variety of
occupations.

Example: Need for communication
skills in addition to technical
experience to be a technical
writer.

1. Brief teacher presentation
(introduction) (includes student
poll regarding importance of
communication skills in future
occupation.)

discuss
the film, English On the Job:

3. students given assignment
readings.

4. Students given concrete example
of speaking-listening via tele-
phone company "teletrainer" (hot-
line role playing).

5. Students participate in
evaluation activity #1.
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1, Students inter-
view community
residents regarding
need for communica-
tion skills in
occupations -types
and amounts. A
short oral report
given in small
group sessions.

2. Student asked to
write clear direct-
ions or description.

3. Final evaluation:
another student
opinion poll-- after
each student finish-
es he is shown
results of first
poll and asked to
compare or
contrast the polls.



Resources Activities

6. Students given extra
credit possibility- -
diagramming (at left).

7. Class view and discusses
English On the Job: Writing.
(This should reinforce inter-
view findings in many cases).

8. Teacher presentation--
The Career of Technical
Writing.

Teacher's Reference: "The Parent's Role in Career Development."



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: X - Lnviroment and individual potential interact to influence career development.

General Objective: 147 - The student should accept the necessity for compromise between
one's societal and individual needs in career development.

Behavioral Objective: a) Using his awareness of his personal desires and needs, the
student will understand that these are not always those of the
larger society and that he must be able to compromise satisfactorily.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip: 1. Define "compromise"
'What You Should Know Before
You Go To Work' (Part I)

(FS/C 30) (G. A.)

Booklet by DK Byrn
"Career Decisions"

Handbook of Job Facts
(GK 39 Vol. 9)

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

1972-1973 Edition

Personal experiences and
observation

Counselors

Class discussion
small groups-give

questions to a group
leader for each group
to handle.

2. "What examples of compromise
regularly take place in your
life-- or in the larger society?"

The student should use
his previous learnings
(concept # 1,2,5,7)
and select at least 5
occupations which he
believes fit both
his and societal needs.
(Use of any, available

resources)
He should prepare a shor

3. "How might you have to compromise written report telling
to secure a job?" why these choices are

-appearance. possible for him.
-starting position vs. desired goal
-type of occupation in which employ-
ment is sought and secured
(overall life goals and values)

4. "What types of career positions are
possible for you? How can you deter-
mine such positions?"

(teacher gets involved at this point;
gives or solicits reference information)

Teacher's Reference: "Special labor Force Report #111--
Employment status of School

. Age Youth 10/68"
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Individual Psychology
To be emphasized.

Concept: X - Enviroment and individual potential interect to influence career development.

General Objective: 193 - The student will understand and accept the fact that
individual ability will determine in part the level of attainment
in a given career area.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will understand and will state how and why his
individual abilities will determine his level of achievement in
a given career area.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Student's personal know-
ledge of interests and abilities
(as previously surveyed in "self"
activities).

LTI guidance and placement
personnel.

Various career guidance
literature available from
career information center.

Individual viewing of pert-
inent career field filmstrips
and/or video tapes available
from career information
center.

1. Using previously
prepared list of abilities
and weaknesses student will
attempt to determine (through
various resources open to him-
including his past scholastic
record--) the probable potential
he has in a chosen career field
(need not be his present program)

Teacher Reference: The Peter Principle
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Student will write
a brief paper ex-
plaining his assess-
ment of his probable
career potential
in researched field.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XI - Cccupationa and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 148 - The student will recognize wnat he can expect in terms
of work outcomes.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will explore various occupations and will state
how at least three such occupations might affect his life in terms
of status, economic benefits and security.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Use of various occupational
exploration kits.

Personal and family
occupational experiences.

Job counselors, personnel
managers, etc.

Relevant books, magazine
articles, etc. of student's
own choice.

1. Brief teacher introduction
and defining of key terms-
determine what these out-
comes are.

2. Each student is required
to decide which work outcome (s)
is (are) important to him--
why? (Resource-Filmstrip).

3. Refer to concept ten's
idea of compromise-- What
might have to be compromised
in regard to work outcomes?

1. Discussion or short
piece of writing in
response to activity
numbers 2 and 3.

2. Oral Report:
"Since I consider
to be (an) important work
outcome (s), I would be
living like this:
by being employed as
a it

(Can be serious or humor-
ous).

(Report should reflect
B. O. )

4. Student must then decide how,
if such (an) outcome (s) is (are)
gained, he will live.
(ie.: where; who friends are;
what kinds of food, home,car, etc.,
he would have; number of children
and their education, etc.)
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 149 - The student will understand that career planning has
an effect on one's life style.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will define "lifestyle" and identify the kind
he desires.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Filmstrip:
"Dare To Be Different"

(Part 2)
(Guidance Associates)
(LTI Career Information

Center)

Class and/or small group
discussion.

Teacher presentation.

Student's personal
experiences and obser-
vations.

1. Via discussion (s) student
will determine what "lifestyle"
means for himself and/or group.

2. He (or they) will attempt to
illustrate what some of the various
types of lifestyles are in our
society:

a. small town
b. inner city
c. suburban
d. blue collar vs. white collar

Media and Literature:
Books, Plays, Movies, TV
(See master guide page 212 3. Teacher briefly compares and
for partial listening). contrasts these determinations

with western european lifestyles.
16 mm film:

Careers: Making a Choice.

(Doubleday) 4. Student is required to explore
at least one fictional lifestyle via
media literature, and/or film.

5. Student is asked to speculate
what he hopes his lifestyle to be
in 5 years.
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A written critique in
respone to activity
number 4.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emehasized.

Concept: XI - The student will understand that career planning has an effect on
one's lifestyle.

General Objective: 149 - The student will understand that career planning has an
effect on one's life style.

iehavioral Objective: b) The student will be able to relate chosen lifestyle with
career planning and education.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Decree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Literature:

"Why There's hot Enough
Money here for Prostitution,"

by Ben Bagdikian

Filmstrip:

"Four Who Quit"
(Guidance Associates).

Discussion.

Personal experiences and
values.

Teacher presentation.

1. Opening discussion questions:

a. "What happens if you gain your
desired work outcome (s) yet
the job which provieds them is
one you dislike?"

b. "Can occupation and desired out-
come (s) be made compatible?"

c. "If not, which one will have to
be revised?" (View filmstrip/
tape).

2. Brief teacher presentation re-
garding important role of career
planning.

3. Read Bagdikian article as example
of those in society who can't or
won't have necessary education and
career planning background.

4. Follow with discussion and/or
socio- drama, activities.
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Writing azsigruLent
"The Role of
Career Planning in
my Present and
Future Life."

or

Diagramming (flov
chart) of careers
education's role
in scheme of in-
dividual's total
education process.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XI - The student will understand that career planning has an effect onone's lifestyle.

General Objective: 196 - The student will understand that leisure time and avocationalactivities can complement work as a means of self expression.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will reconize that his involvement in mankinddoes not end when the closing whistle blows.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

All: Individual viewing
of Filmstrip: "Do We Live
Or Exist?"

(Guidance Associates)

All: Personal experiences
and observations.

Associates Degree:
Vocational:

Optional readings of
ecology literature.

Health Occupations and LPN'S:
Optional research into
professional literature.

Guest speaker (s).

All: Class discussion.

1. Class discussion regarding
reaction to filmstrip.

2. "What is 'constructive'
use of leisure time in your
opinion?" (small groups).

3. "How can your present interests
and/or hobbies be used to complement
Apr chosen work and aid you in
achieving increased self expression?"
(short oral statement to group).

4. H. 0. and LPN'S: Focusing on
leisure time activities that will
Help student grow professionally.
(ie. even broadened general reading,
involvement in community activities,
etc. will help.)
(class discussion and optional reaf)
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Associates Degree and
Vocational:

A listing with reason
as a result of acti-
vity #3.

Health Occurations &
LPN'S

Reactions (written or
oral) to professionaJ
person (s) speaking
to class in this
area. (act #4)



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized. Concluded

Concept:: =7= - Career demelopment requires a continuous and sequential series of choice::.

General (dye: 164_ Identify and compare factors which may have revelance for =et:.
career decisions.

BehavioraL Objective: a) The student will detect and cite factors which affect one's
career decisions.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,,
Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Refer to previous

discussions, evaluation
activities, film/literature
resources.

1. List internal and external
factors which have influenced, or
may have influence, you in career
considerations.

2. Small groups or panels:

Identify and analyze factors
which apparently influenced
the literature characters to
make their "career" choices.

3. At this point in time, what is
your career decision? Why? IS it
the same as one of your parents?
Why?
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Brief comments or
summaries to be handed
in by groups or Indivi-
duals.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized. Gathering

Factors: Information

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of choices.

General Objective: 165 - The student gill understand that each decision one makes may well
have important implications for one's future, especially in future
decision-making.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will understand that since one is continually
making decisions such decisions should be made with care, since
they mold one's life.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Literature:

Grapes of Wrath

The Road Not Taken

Ethan Frame

The Old Man and the Sea

16 mm films:

"Right or Wrong" Who
Should Decide"
(Coronet)

Discussion sessions.

1. "What kind of decisions are
humans called upon to make?"

2. "How does one decision often
necessitate others?" (The snowball
effect?)

3. Explore the difference between
minor and major decisions-- identify
a number in each category.

4. "What kinds of career decisions
might you have to make?"

5. Refer students to resource
readings and films.
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Composition- -

a. Narrate a decision
you've made and the
effects it has had on
your life,

or

b. Choose a decision
you well might make and
try to predict its
effect on your future
life. (what doors will
it open, what doors will
it close?)

or

c. Is it true that
"opportunity never
knocks twice?" Why?

or

d. Relate the process
of decision making in
one of the radings; what
was the effect of such
decision?



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized.

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 168 - Realize that many occupations offer a series of advancement
opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: a) A student will conclude that advancement usually comes thru
personal initiative, such as by seeking further education and training.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Training director of
a larger local concern.

Armed forces recruiter.

Sample of tests used for
advancement.

16 mm film:

"Aptitudes and Occupations"
(second edition) (Coronet)

1. Have class reseerch and
explain the similarities and
differences of advancement
possibilities in various
chosen occupations.

2. Class discussion regarding
imporatance and -eight of
experience, initiative and
longevity for advancer_ent in
employment.

3. Speaker (s)

, Sample advancement testc
shown and dis--q$Pd.

Individual oral cr
written statement
regarding E. C. terml..



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and rature
To be emphasized.

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 198 - The student will understand how a person in an organized group
or institution can bring about change in working conditions or the
nature of the work world.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will choose a novel from a supplied list, read
and state how the protagonist achieved or failed to accomplish needed
change in his work enviroment.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Classraom literature Individual reading of a novel Written critique of novel
(selected list), including: chosen from selected list. stressing B. 0.

Hard Times

Player Piano

The Jungle

Far FrImmthe Maddening
Cwd.

Mc Teague
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SELF AND CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - The student will become acquainted with accurate and
pertinent resources which will aid in his career planning activities.

Behavioral Objective: a) Having determined a possible listing of personal career and
occupational objectives (concepts # 10 snd_11), the student will
identify and select different types of career planning resources
that will aid him in researching these chasen activities.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Libraries.

Guidance departments.

Wisconsin State employment
service.

ITI Career Information Center.

Various cassette tape pro-
grams on the market.

Public Service ads in the
media (esp. Federal Gov't's)

Cassettes:

Exploring the World of Work
Series

Guest Speaker (s)

Inventory and aptitude
tests.

US Dept. of Labor Job
Exploration booklets.

Occupational Discovery
Kits.

1. Require that s
lave a written listing of
careers and interests '(can
be taken from pr :ions

:lessons)

2. Guest guidance placement
speaker (s).

a. Acquaint students with
1"14b-rary and other sows and
.how-to use them.

4. Teacher stresses importance
of individual responsibility in
this area.

5. Student takes at least one
inventory or aptitude test.

6. Student breaks down probable
broad career fields into their
specific job components.

1. Student lists at least
five sources he con-
sulted in choosing a
specific occupation or
career which he feels
best meets his needs
and goals.

2. Optional:

Student writes and tapes
a commercial for radio
which attempts to sell
the listener on the
need for acquaintance
with career planning
resource information.



SELF AND CAREER PLANiTING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 151 - The student will determine and pursue educa:b:.onai=d/or
occupational plans.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will prepare the written materialz=er:essary
to secure a job interview in his chosen career/occumat-Lonal choice.

Curriculum Consideration Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Vocnal.

Resources Activities Ersauation

Personal data sheet and
letter of application
forms.

Any other pertinent records,
such as grades, list of
specialized courses taken,
etc.

Occupational outlook hand-
book of various types.

LTI placement bureau.

Teacher presentation.

1. Student consults LTI
placement bureau and
obtains. its handbook and
placement forms.

2. Class review of placement
bureau information; students
helped filling out forms.

3. Discussion of job availa-
bility resources: friends,
relatives, professionals,
newspapers and trade journals,
etc.

Student-ares (in type)
a data and a letter
of ag#LL.inn that could
be maifisi-;71t-o a prospective

emplys= student's
choaeazoc:upational field.

4. Teacher presents examples and
guidelines for data sheet and
application letter to meet re-
source needs.
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CAREER PLAUTIII:G Grades 13-14 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized.

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Obj

Behavioral

ective: 171 - The student will understand the relationship between
personal attitudes and employability.

Objective: a) The student will be aware of his communication of attitudes
via non-verbal means and realize how such expression affects his
job success.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Body language

Excerpts and other
prepared handouts
dealing with kinetics
(non-verbal communication)

Filmstrip

"Personality: The You Others
Know" (Guidance Associates)
(may be review for some

students)

Personal realizations regarding self.
(review of "self concepts?)

Class Discussion

1. Combined teacher
presentation student
study of hand-out materials;
discussion.

a. "What is non-verbal
communication?" "How
is it achieved?"

b. "Do you always realize
when you regard communica-
ting non-verbally?"

c. "What aspects of you
speaks about you to
others?" (define attitude)

- attempt to list areas and
aspects of non-verbal comm-
unication, such as appearance,
gestures, facial expression,
walk, attendance, behavior and
cooperating with others.

2. "What attitudes do you
communicate silently about
::school in your classes?"

Answer activity
#3 in written form,
giving justification
for your views.

3. "What kinds of attitude express-
ion will help you gain- and keep
your job?"
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SELF AND CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized.

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 212 - The student will understand the relationship between his
course work and his probable activities in his chosen occupation.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will identify certain activities in the
communication curriculum which have a definite place in the world
of work.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degress, Health Occupations,
Vocational, Licensed Practical Nurse.

Resources Activities Evaluation

Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

refer to concept 10
activities and films

teacher presentation
of the communications
model

class discussion

cooperating employer (s)
and possible field trip tours.

teacher presentation of
interview skills via:
"Your Job Interview"
(Guidance Associates)

Licensed Practical Nurse.

Student nurse experiences
and observations

Journal keeping

A.D., H. O. & Voc.

1. The importance of comm-
unication skills in jobs
(and in lives) reinforced
(refer to films)

LPN

"How important are comm-
unication skills in your
chosen work?" "Which ones,
especially?"

2. All: "Can any societal
activity be carried on without
communications of some type?"
(Introduce non-verbal for
future elaboration)

All: Quiz on communication
model (How it functions- if
it does).

2. LPN'S Keep journal re-
garding communication
problems or insights
received during hospital
experiences.

3. A. D., H. 0., Voc.

Take an interview with a
cooperating employer or
LTI staff.member. This will
be taped and later reviewed
by teacher and individual
student.

3. All: "What do we know about
how communication proceeds?"
"What stops it from proceeding?"
(ie. poor spelling, puntuation
and grammar on a data sheet or
application letter)
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Resources Activities

4. All: Teacher draws model,
explains it and through class
discussion, enumerates points at
which communication can break
down.

5. All: "How do your courses here
relate to your chosen future job?"
(use guest speakers and tours if
possible)

6. LPNIS: Teacher solicits student
nurse experiences which might be
communication breakdowns. (discuss
as to the causes).

A. D., H. 0.,
of communication
in the interview
leads to desired

Voc. "What kinds
skills are needed
which (hopefully)
job outcome?"

7. A. D., H. 0., Voc. Show filmstri/
tape and discuss. Give any additional
information needed for student under-
standing "How can the interview break-
down?"



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible .in a
changing society.

General Objective: 172 - Recognize and accept the fact that environmental
and social changes require the ability to adjust.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will explore the influences brought about
thru current media and acquire some ability to judge
the validity of this information.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associate Degree, Vocational

Resources Activities Evaluation

Field Trip(s)
to Radio and/or TV
Stations

Newspapers and
Magazines

Current Media
ads (Taped or Video-
taped for classroom use)

Teacher Presentation:
Propaganda Techniques

Ad Portfolios

Literature Research:
The Agnew charges

against media

1. Field trip(s) to
places listed under
"Resources"

2. Students listen or view
electronic media (4-15 min.
samples).

- -Report findings in small
groups

- -Make preliminary statements
re:media.

3. Students watch, listen to
and/or view ads re: 4 different
brands of one product, attempt
to isolate sales appeals and
decide which of ads is most
"believeable"and why?
- -Report findings to class.

4. Teacher presentation re:
propaganda techniques.

--Discussion re:morality of
such techniques
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Research and
react to Agnew
charges.

Develop an ad portfolio,
where each ad is
surveyed and judged
according to
according to selected
standards.

Role playing create
and present a TV
or radio ad to
class slanted toward
their interests,
activities.

(Product can be
"new" fictional)



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 172 - Recognize and accept the fact that environmental and
social changes require the ability to adjust.

Behavioral Objective: b) The student will interpret the meaning and use of words
which have become prevalent in our language because of

environmental social changes.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associate Degree, Vocational

Resources Activities Evaluation

Survey of peer group

vocabulary

Mass media
Materials
(esp. Time)
(and "All in The

Family")

Film:(16mm)
"Career Planning
in a Changing

World"
(Popular
Science)

Teacher presentation
and handout:

"A Brief, History

of English Language
Change"

1. View or listen
to several news
programs and list
obvious changes in

commonly used vocabulary.

2. As a group compose a list
of words and define past and
present meanings. How have
denotations and connotations
changed? (May need short

explanation of key.terms)

3. Teacher presentation
(see "Resources").

Trace the effect
of popular media
as slogans/ jingles/
songs on public's
usage or write a
paper explaining
and contrasting the
various denotations
and connotations of
a popular word (such
as "Propaganda" or
"Demonstration" )

This paper might

also trace the

history of the
word.

React orally or in
writing to activity
Nos. 5-7.

4. Make a list of words
that have been developed or
"born" in the last few years

and decide why a need for these
has occurred? (i.e., the vocabulary
of space exploration)

5. "How can we anticipate future
vocabulary change?"
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and Nature

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

Genernl Objective: 201 - The student should realize that changes in a career necessitate
personal adjustments.

Behavioral Objective: a) The student will understand and accept continuing adjustment
as a necessary part of today's work world.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational.

Resources Activities Evaluation

::ass media and video
tape materials.

16 mm film:

"Your Job: Getting Ahead"
(Coronet)

LTI Career Information
Center

Suggested literature including
Future Shock

Class discussions (panels?)

1. Students will find,
relate and discuss, via
mass media reports etc. the
need of the individual to
adjust to rapidly changing
job conditions, position,
descriptions, etc.
(ie. well known news figures
gaining new positions and

res,)onsibilities in gov't,
industry, etc.)

.

2. Teacher attempts to bring to
the fore individual student
responses to this fact of life.

3. Film is shown and discussed.
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In line with activity //

3, students relate their
reactions and any new
knowledge gained.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14
To be emphsized.

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must he flexible in a changing society.

General Objective: 202 - The student trill realize that there is a relationship Letween
his advancement possibilities and his acceptance of on-the-job
responsibilities.

Behavioral

Curriculum

Objective: a) The student, will define "responsibility" and allocate its
place in the scheme cf job expectations.

Considerations: Communication Skills: Associates Degree, Health
Occupations, Vocational, Licensed Practical i:urse.

Resources Activities 7.7

Class discussion

Recent and current
mass media, including
books.

16 mm film:

"Your Job: Getting Ahead"
(Coronet)

LTI Career Information
Center

Guest speaker (s)

employment manager or LTI
guidance personnel.

1. Discuss and define
It

responsibility."

2. "What hinds of

exnectations do employers
hrl,ve of errilo,recl'9"

(ash otudents to assume
employer viel..rpoint if

noszible)

a. "That kinds of r;,sinn-

siMlf.ty hrvn v^u t):r,r?"
(job or school).

b. Guest speaker.

c. Film and discussci.Dn.

64.5

Lrter doinf;

Crt vf2yi-7,
113toninr; mans
L,ources, wil] 7re-
Pare a Irrf.tten reprt

covering items ;:necified in
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a
changing society.

General Objective: 204 - The student should realize that changing job
requirements and situations (including job promotion
and job obsolescence) require on-going worker retraining.

Behavioral Objective: a) Education, training and personal adjustment. The

student will identify the factors which will affect
the performance maintenance plus personal fulfillment
he received from his chosen career.

Curriculum Considerations: Communication Skills: Associate-Degree, Vocational

Resources Activities Evaluation

Available Job
Outlook Literature
(L.T.I. Carrer Collection)

16mm Films:
"Getting and Keeping a Job"
(Eye Gate) (L.T.I. Info.

Center)
"Your Job: Good Work
Habits"

(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Information
Center)

Filmstrip
"Are You Looking Ahead?"
(Eye Gate)

Books:

Future Shock
Up the Down Staircase

Class Discussion

Speaker (e)
Field Trip (s)

1. Teacher's re-emphasis

of previous work and self
concepts which touch upon this
area and definition of terms

general and behavioral
objectives.

2. Students are asked to
predict orally their job and
position 10 years after
graduation.
a-"What Factors Will Have

Affected Your Occupational
Role By Then?"

b,."What Jobs Are Very Prone
Obsolescence?"

3. "In What Ways Will You
Have 'Conformed' to Employers
and Societal Expectations ?"

a-"How Will This Affect Your
Personal Job Satisfaction?"

4. "How Often Will You Hare
Gained Additional Education
or Re-Training?"
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Panel Presentations
or Debates re

future job
performance
and maintenance

factors plus

effect on career
satisfaction.
(Example: will

you really have
to make adjustments
to maintain future
employment? If so,

wby what kind?)



INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION RATIONALE
Post-Secondary Level

The dissemination of materials on careers and occupational information has
always been included as a part of Industrial Education Programs.

With this thought in mind, the career centered materials formulated in this
guide are an endeavor to establish this information in an acceptable form for
all areas in Industrial Education.

No attempt has been made to pin-point specific areas, but rather to establish
a tool usable to all. Included are several specific areas in which specific
sequence has been established. Each teacher using this guide will adopt. and
include materials pertinent to his field. Resources and activities listed are
suggestions and will depend upon the individual teacher.

In this guide the designation 7, 8, 9 refers to Industrial'Arts on the Junior
High level; 10, 11, 12 refers to Industrial Arts and Vocational Education on the
High School level; 13 and 14 refers to Vocational and Technical Education at the
Technical School level.

Three-Week Participants:

Colin Carpenter
John J. Debrauske
Anton H. Kotyza
Ken Lehmann
Don McCabe
Marvin R. Nicla
Don R. Pangborn
Roger Rulseh
David A Sc!nitt
David C. Smith
Duane Waterman

Horace Mann, Sheboygan
- Urban, Sheboygan
Washington, Two Rivers
Horace Mann, Sheboygan
Oostburg High, Oostburg

- North, Sheboygan
North, Sheboygan

- L.T.I., Sheboygan
- L.T.I., Manitowoc
- North, Sheboygan

North, Sheboygan
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SELF Grade 13

Concept: I An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 1 - ApDratse, accept, and organize his own abilities, attitudes,
and values.

Behavioral Objective: The student will analyze and formulate his own interest,
ability,. atzi.zude and values.

Curriculum Consideration: The Electrical Power - Introduction to Power

Resources Activities Evaluations

Wisconsin Power & Light Field Trip

Film: Is a Career in the
Electrical Power Industry
for You? Counselor Films
Incorporated

WORK WORLD

Class Discussion

Grade 13

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

Reasons for positive
or negative attitude
toward job from his
observations

General Objective: 12 - Recognize that specilslization has created an interdependency
of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: In the eleczrical po%7ar field, the student will list job
specializations a':.a their interdependency.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Introduction to Power

Resources

Wisconsin Power & Light
U.L. Film: Testing -

. Requisite for Fire Safety

Organization Chart

Activities Evaluations

Field Trips and
class discussion

Be able to explain how
jobs arc inter:related by

specific example.



SELF Grade 13

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 2

Behavioral Objective:

- Recognize and accept that work has potential for personal
and/or financial rewards.

In tha electrical power field the student will list examples
of his potential financial and personal rewards.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical Pow,27: - Introduction to Power

Resources Activities Evaluations

LTI Placement Handbook

The Sextant Series

Public Utilities

SELF

Class discussion and
explanation of use of
profile chart

Grade 13

The student will use
the sextant profile
chart to find his job
possibilities and
promotional possibilities
giving financial reward
for each example.

Concept: V - Work meallb different things to different people

General Objective: 3 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: The student will explain how occupation can influence
leisure time activities in terms of money and job quality.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Introduction to Power

Resources Activities Evaluations

Electric Power Company
Newsletters and
Organization Charts

Class discussion of
job parameters
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Student explanation as
to leisure time activity
which is affected by a
specific job



CAREER PLANNING Grade 14

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 5 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: Complete an application for a given job.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Power Generation Plants

Resources Evaluations

LTA Placement Service
School Records
Personal References
Wisconsin State Employment

Office
Newspapers

CAREER PLANNING

Discuss application forms
Discuss methods of job
application

Grade 14

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

List necessary steps in
Applying for a job and
complete an application
form

General Objective: 7 - Accept the concept of continuous education and training
for enhancing and affecting one's career development
potential.

Behavioral Objective: In t'ne electrical power field the student will be able to
zrLir.ing or continuous education and its effect on

career development potential.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Power Generation Plants

Resources Activities Evaluations

Job qualification list from
Wisconsin State Employment
Office

U.L. booklet "Look to Your
Future" and the Sextant
Profile Chart "Public

Utilities"

Speakers from business
and industry

Class discussion on how
information of this type
will affect the student

Student will give examples
of people who have advanced
through the process of
additional' training or
education,.



WORK WORLD Grade 13

Concept: VI - Education and Work are Interrelated

General Objective: 15 - Understand that demands for professional, technical
skilled. and service occupations are changing.

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will be able
to list examples tna'c illustrate that demands for
(a) pr.DfcsL:ioni (o) technical (c) skilled and (d) service
occupation c..ani;ing.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical ?ower - Introduction to Power

Resources Acff_vicies Evaluation.

Trade Magazines
Paper Want Ads
Atom: Ener r Commission Film
Wisconsin Pow:!r & Light

WORK WORLD

Class Discltuaiqns and
Field Trip;

Grade 14

Ex7:lain ,::Iian8es that have

taken place in the power
industry

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impaC: on career planning.

General Objective: 16 - Understand that production, distribution, and consumption
relate to jobs and the economic structure

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will be able to
explain the part production, distribution, and consumption
plays in relationship to jobs and economic structure.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Power Generation Plants

Resources Activities Evaluation

Newspapers

Trade Journals
Wisconsin Power & Light Co.
LTI Distribution Center
Organization Charts

Class Discussions
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Be able to show job
relationships to production,
distribution, and consump-
tion.



WORK WORLD Grade 14

Concept: IX Job specialization creates interdependency

General Objective: 17 Undersea:.,] ,:he need for cooperation erne. = ,corkers.

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will identify
examples and explain the need for the existence of a
cooperative effort among workers.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical Power Electrical

Resources pct. vibes Evaluation

U.L. Film: Testing Requisite Discussion of Newsletters Explain how some lab
for Fire Safety. and Lab Projects projects were made simple

by 1./E.4,:ing together.
Power Company Newsletters
Trade Journals
Lab Projects

CAREER PLANING Grade 13

Concept: X Invironment and individual potential interact to influence career
Development

General Objective 4

Behavioral Objective.:

Recognize and accept that his career choice may be influenced
by job opportunities in his geographical area.

In thin eaect=ical power field the student will identify the
relatl'aftship between geographic locations and job opportuni
ties.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical Power Introduction_ .tm:Power

Resources Activities Evaluations

Map of the electrical power
company locations in Wiscon
sin regarding showing power
plants, distribution centers,
and engineering services

Class discussion.
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The student will list
locatiOns $.or specific
jobs.



WORK WORLD Grade 13

Concept: XI Occupations and life styles are interrelated

General Objectives: 19 Understand that career will determine friends, associates,
and status in community

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will describe how
his career will influence who his friends and associates are
and his status within the community.

Curriculum Considerations: Electronic Power Introduction to Power

R72sources Activities Evaluation

:2-',.wer Company Newsletters

Xespapers
Trade Journals.
Past Students

W'ORK WORLD

Class Discussion

Grade 13

Concept: XI Occupations and life styles are interrelated

Be able to describe how
his chosen field will
affect his selection of
friends

General Objective: 20 Understand that leisure time and avocational activities
can complement work as a means of self expression.

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will explain how
leisure time and avocational activities complement his work.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power Introduction to Power

Resources Activities Evaluation

Newsletters
Newspapers
Trade Journals
Past Students

Class Discussions
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Be able to specify at ler
one activity that would
complement his. work.



CAREER PLANNING Grade 13

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 8 - Realize that within a given career area there is a wide
range of opportunity to meet the needs of many types of
individuals.

Behavioral Objective: In the electrical power field the student will describe
the opportunities that exist that will meet individual
needs: (a) Financially (b) In job satisfaction -(c) In
social approval

Curriculum consideration: Electrical Power - Introduction to Power

Resources

Organization Charts

The Sextant Series

Exploring your future in
public utilities

CAREER PLANNING

Activities Evaluations

Class discussion of job
types

Grade 14

Student will list
possiblity of job that
may fill his needs.

Concept: XIII - Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of
choices.

General Objective: 9

Behavioral Objective:

- Identify and utilize systematically only valid sources of
occupation information.

In the electrical power field the student will systematically
identify sources of valid occupational information.

Curriculum Consideration: Electrical Power - Power Generation Plants

Resources Activities Evaluations

U.S. Labor Department
Wisconsin State Employment
Office

Newspapers
Power Company Job Postings

Class Discussions From a variety of occupa-

tional information the
student will select the
most valid one.



CAREER PLANNING Grade 13

Concept XIII: Career development requires a continuous and sequential series

of choices.

General Objective: 10 - Realize that many occupations offer a series of advance-

ment opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: Within the electrical power field the student will be able
to list advancement opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical rower - Introduction to Power

Resources Activities Evaluation

Organization Chart
Wisconsin Power Companies
The sextant series: Public
Utilities

WORK WORLD

Class Discussion

Grade 14

Student will show his
Progression on an
organization chart.

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 11

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that labor-management, government, and public
dynamics act to influence the nature and structure of work.

In the electrical power field the student will explain the
ways labor-management, government, and public dynamics act

to influence the nature of jobs.

Curriculum Considerations: Electrical Power - Power Generation Plants

Resources Activities Evaluation

State Statutes
Union Contracts
Public Hearings
Newspapers
Public Service Commission

Class Discussions Be able to show where a
specific job is influenced
by labor, management,
government, and public
dynamics



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interdependency
of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occonational field, the student will list job
specializations and their interdependency.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocatio:aal and Technical Education - Plastics Molding
Processes and Practices I, II, & III

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guest speakers from plas-
tic industries in the
district.

Field trip to the speaker's
firm.

Laboratory

Teacher

1. Speaker will describe the job
specializations needed in order
to make the plastic end item.

2. View of the job specializa-
tions covered in speaker's pre-
sentation. Student will bring
a critique noting job special-
izations and their interde-
pendency.

3. Set up laboratory groups with
each person being responsible
for a job specialization to
produce an end item or a number
of end items in a specified
order. (This will apply to all
plastic processing activities:
a) extrusion
b) injection molding
c) rotational molding
d) thermoforming
e) compression molding
f) reinforced molding)

4. Teacher presentation of plas-
tics processing technique and
the various occupations needed
to produce an end product.

Student will be able
to list the job spe-
cializations within
speaker's firm.

Teacher will subjec-
tively evaluate
critique as to the
student's ability to
recognize job special-
izations and interde-
pendency.

Teacher will grade
student end result both
from group and indi-
vidual basis reinforc-
ing interdependency
of occupations.

Objective test on
teacher presentation.



SELF Grade 14 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 177 - Recognize that many occupations contribute to an end product.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given a product the student will be able to select the
various occupations that contributed to its development
and completion.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational and Technical Education - Plastics - Plastic
Seminar

a

Resources Activities Evaluations

Magazines:
MoJern Plastics
Plastics Design, and Pro-
cessing
Plastics Technology
Plastics World
SPE Journal

Modern Plastics Encyclope-
dia

Technical books

1. Student will choose an item
which may or may not be made of
plastic and do the following:
a) Choose the correct plastic

for the item. Factors of
choice may include:
1) end vs. characteristics
2) economic factors

b) Choose the correct proces-
sing method on the basis of:
1) number of items forecast
2) design of article
3) economics.

Teacher will act as
consultant and advise
students at all stages
of the report.

Teacher will evaluate
the final report.

This will be basis of an 18 week independent study course. Through this study, he
will realize the scope of problems and occupations in making a plastic item.
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WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education'and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183 - Understand that demands for certain professional,
and service occupations are increasing.

Behavioral Objective: a)

b)

c)

Given an occupational field, the student will be
illustrate examples where professional technical
are increasing.
Given an occupational field, the student will be
illustrate examples where skilled occupations are
Given an occupational field, the student will be
illustrate examples where service occupations are

Curriculum Considerations. Vocational and Technical Education - Plastics -
duction to Plastics

skilled

able to
occupations

able to
increasing.

able to
increasing.

Intro-

Resources Activities Evaluations

Booklets:
"Need for Plastic Educa-
tion"
(The Society of Plastics
Industry, Inc.)

"Careers in Plastics"

"Survey of Plastic Indus-
try Projected Manpower
Needs"

"The Story of the Plas-
tics Industry"
(The Society of Plastics
Industry, Inc.)

Teacher's handout - -to be
chosen (unknown at present)

1. Teacher presentation followed Objective test.
by classroom discussion of the
growth in professional technical
occupation as related to the
industry growth.
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WORK WORLD Grade 13 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 185 - Understand that continuous education and training will
enhance one's career development potential.

Behavioral Objective: a) Given an occupational field, the student will be able to
list examples where con'Ll..uous education or training can
enhance career development potential.

Curriculum Considerations: Vocational and Technical Education - Plastics - Intro-
duction to Plastics

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Booklet:
"How to Crack the Estab-
lishment"
(Society of Plastics
Industry, Inc.)

16mm Film:

"How to Crack the Estab-
lishment"

1. Teacher presentation empha- TP,,cher's reaction
sizing organizations which offer to discussion.
continuous education and train-
ing, e.g.
a. Society of Plastic Engineer

1) Technical Mech.
b. .University Extension Workshop
Stress the value through case
studies of individuals who have
done so.

2. Discussion of the presenta-
tion material.
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MARKETING RATIONALE
(Post- Secondary)

We feel that our job is to provide an individual with the
necessary information that will allow him to make the most intelli-
gent decision possible in choosing a career. The goal is an indivi-
dual who enjoys his job and is highly proficient at this job; where
the individual can achieve his goals as they relate to himself, his
family, his friends, and society. =We feel that in order.to help
the individual to achieve these goals he must:

1. Understand himself and his goals,
2. Have information available as to how to achieve these

goals, and
3. Have access to the means for achieving these goals.

The end result can be achieved only if there is a continuous
effort toward these aims from all grade levels and from the seg-
ments of society outside the education field. Only when we have
reached the position of respecting ability on a job, rather than the
job itself, will we reach the goal that we desire.

Three-Week Participants:

Lawrence Doyle L.T.I., Manitowoc
Tom Pederson L.T.I., Sheboygan
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FIELD STUDY

Field Study is a course designed to give the student an oppor-
tunity to examine in depth a specific job of his choice. He achieves
this through extensive research using primary and secondary sources
and compiles his results in a comprehensive written document. This
project will include many of the career education concepts and will
be the primary method of evaluating the achievement of the objectives.
The teacher will evaluate the work in the project as to:

Source of information
Who or where
HoW many
Variety

Communication
Organization
Creativity

Content
Depth

Any objective that has an * in the evaluation section will use
the above evaluation system.
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
life.

General Objective: 136 - Judge and accept his on abilities, interests, attitudes,
and values.

Behavioral Objective: The student will evaluate his own abilities, interests,
a) attitudes and values.

Curriculum Considerati6ns: Field Study (Introductory Section)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Counselor

Tests:

Kuder Occupational Inter-
est Inventory
Occupational Interest
Survey (B.D.C. & S.)
Kuder Interpretive Manual
Allport Value
Strong Vocational Inven-
tory Battery
General. Aptitude Test Bat-
tery
Scholastic Aptitude Test

Personnel Director, or

Marketing Manager

1. Counselor will present and
explain the uses and values
of various aptitude, interest,
etc., tests.

2. Student will select from
the available instruments
those which he wishes to give
to himself.

3. Student can take the tests
to the Counselor for inter-
pretation.

4. Personnel Director or
Marketing Manager from a
local business to speak on
how these tests are used in
business.

663

Student will perform
a self evaluation.

Instructor's evalu-
ation will be
through observation
only.



Grade 13
To be emchasized

Concept: I - An understandinj; and acceptance of self is imnortant throughout life.

General Objective: 136 - Judr,e and accept his own abilities, interPsts,attituC,es,
and values.

Behavioral Objective: Each student will attempt to analyze his own interests,
b) abilities, attitudes and values as they relate to possible

Marketing, occupations.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Intro. to Course - 1st Week)

Resources

Teacher

Te.tbook

Activities Evaluations

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Marketing job descriptions

1. The student will, sit down
and prepare a list of his
interests, abilities, atti-
tudes and values as he sees
them to be.

2. Lecture-Discussion of
Marketing and positions in
Marketing with some of the
qualities needed for the
various positions.

3. The student will compare
his personal lists with the
occupational opportunities
in Marketing.
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This is for the
student's use in
helping him to
develop a direction
into or out of the
Marketing field and
will have no formal
evaluation unless
it is desired by the
instructor.

Informal evaluation
with advisor, teacher,
or counselor and
student.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout lire.

General Objective: 136 - Appraise and accept his own abilities, interests, attitudes
and values.

Behavioral Objective: Each student will analyze his own interests and see if these
c) relate to the Retailing field.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities evaluations

Occupational. Outlook Hand-
book

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Speaker from a Retail store

Job descriptions

1. Brainstorm the many dif-
ferent Retail Operations that
exist.

2. Speaker from business dis-
cuss the job descriptions of
employees in his store.

3. Student analyze his own
interests.

4. Students will mcke an
appointment with the instruc-
tor at which time he will
discuss his interests and
how these relate to a job in
the Retail field.
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Self-evaluation by
student as to whether
he is in the riFht
field or not.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout
life j

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: The student will list his strengths and weaknesses.
a)

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Introductory Section)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Results of tests taken from
General Objective 136

Peers

1. The student will prepare
a. list of his strengths and
weaknesses through an analy-
sis of the tests taken on the
preceding page (General Ob-
jective 136).

2. Sensitivity Session.

666

Optional insertion
-nto project.



SELF Grade 13
To be emphasized

Concept: I - An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.

General Objective: 137 - Organize self-appraisal information into categories of
strengths and limitations.

Behavioral Objective: The student will determine his strengths and weaknesses and
b) compare these to his major interests in Marketing.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Intro. to Course - 1st Week)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Job descriptions

Student's own list of inter-
ests, abilities, attitudes
and values.

1. The student will take the
information from the preced-
ing objective and classify
them as to strengths and
weaknesses as they relate to
the occupational areas of
Marketing in which he is
most interested.

This information is
to be used by the
student in planning
his career develop-
ment and will have
no formal evaluation.

Informal evaluation
with advisor, teacher
or counselor and
student.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 139 - Respect a person's occupational choice.

Behavioral Objective: The student. will recognize that each occupation in a Retail
store is a necessity of the entire operation and someone
must fill these positions.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources

Occupational Outlook Hand-
book

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Activities Evaluations

1. Through a brainstorming
session the class will list
every job within a Retail
store.

2. Each student will select
an occupation that he would
not consider entering because
it is not extractive to him.
He will then analyze it in
respect to its value for
those persons who choose it,
its value to society, and
its value to the Retail
Organization. This will be
done in writing and handed
to the instructor.

3. Small group discussions
on the importance of each of
the jobs in the Retail field.
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Consideration will
be given mainly to
content and reasons
why this job is im-
portant.



SELF Grade 14
To be emphasized

Concept: II - Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.

General Objective: 140 - Understand that people can achieve dignity and worth
by work. '

Behavioral Objective: The student will compare the authoritative management system
with the participative management system and determine
which provides greater dignity and worth for the workers.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Techniques of Management)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Textbook

Businessmen
Interviews

1. Lecture-Discussion on the Easy type of test
different types of management that has the student
systems. define the different

2. Research by the student
into primary and secondary
sources of the types of
management systems used,
with the results included
in a short written or oral
report.
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vic

types and discern
how each relates to
the worker and the
worker's dignity and
worth.

Evaluate as to:
Content depth
Organization
Sources of informa-
tion

Creativity
etc:



WORK WORLD Grade 14
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 175 - Understand that work has
faction from achievement
having worth.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to
achieved through work.

Factors: Individual Psychological

intrinsic values such as satis-
and personal recognition as

list the rewards that may be

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Motivation)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

16mm Films:
"Second Effort"
(Vince Lombardi)

"The Average Man"
(Bob.Richards)
(Kohler Company)

Tapes:

Earl Nightingale tapes
Larry Wilson tapes
Dr. Murray Banks tapes

Books:

Dale Carnegie books
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
books

1. Lecture-Discussion on
motivations for individuals
in .a work situation.

2. View the movie "Second
Effort" and report on the
ideas in the movie (Can sub-
stitute "The Average Man").

3. Listen to Earl Nightingale
tapes, or Larry Wilson Learn-
ing System tapes, or Dr.
Murray Banks tapes, and re-
port on the ideas presented.
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Test to list and
explain the motiva-
tions available for
use.

Evaluate written re-
port on the'basis of
comprehension of
material and ability
to communicate their
idee3.



WORK WORLD Grade 14 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: III - Occupations exist for a purpose.

General Objective: 176 - Recognize that specialization has created an interdepen-
dency of occupations.

Behavioral Objective: The student will, identify the areas of specialization
b) development, explain the interdependency specialization

creates, and relate how this has necessitated the need for
improved managerial skills.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Technique of Management)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Businessmen

Magazines such as:
Journal of Marketing
Journal of Retailing
Koward Business Review
Fortune
Business Week

1. Lecture-Discussion on the
problems of managing the
specialists in Marketing.

2, Interview three managers
in areas where specialization
has increased (advertising,
etc.) to determine how mana-
gerial skills have changed.
Report your findings.

3. Research the literature
for information on Management
by Objective, Participative
Management, and Authoritative
Management, and relate how
they are used in an area of
Marketing.
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Test to see the
ability of the stu-
dent to explain the
idea of specializa-
tion, how it creates .

interdependency, and
the need for chang-
ing management tech-
niques.

Evaluate the report
for:

Creativity
Completeness
Understanding
Organization
etc.



WORK WORLD Grath 14 Factors: Structure and Nat.
To be emphqsized

Concept: IV - There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in
several ways.

General Objective: 180 - Recogpize that there are many job levels within an occu-
pational field.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to chart ank explain the different
job levels within an occupational field.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Organization)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Company Organization Charts

Concepts of developing an
organization

1. 'ecture-Discussion on organ-
ion charts.

2. The student will get an
organization chart and ex-
plain the different job
levels.

3. The student will take a
company and prepare an organ-
ization chart explaining the
different levels on the
chart.
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The development and
explanation of an
organization chart
evaluated by:
Creativity
Neatness
Depth of knowledge
exhibited
etc.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 - Recognize and accept that work has potential for personal
and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to list or illustrate the potential
a) for personal and/or financial rewards in a marketing career.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Record:

"Nothing Happens Until
Somebody Sells Something"
by Red Motley

16mm Films:
"Second Effort" by Vince
Lombardi

"Tell Tt Like It Is"
(Sears Foundation)

"The Average Man"
(Kohler Company)

Tape:

"Goal Centered Life" by
Earl Nightingale

Textbooks

Businessmen
Speakers
Interviews

1. The student will research
through primary and secondary
sources an area of marketing
of his choice to determine the
personal and/or financial re-
wards received. The results
will be included in his pro-
ject.
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 141 = Recognize a,:d accept that work has potenLial for personal
and/or financial rewards.

Behavioral Objective: The student will explain personal and financial rewards that
b) can be gained through work in Retailing.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student interview manage- 1. Lecture-Discussion on
ment and employees in Re- rewards that can be gained
tailing. in the Retailing field (in

general).
Outside speaker

Textbooks

Resource Center
2. Research through primary.
and secondary sources the
rewards that can be gained
in a specific job in Retail-
ing.

3. BUsiness speaker on the
rewards that can be gained
in Retailing.
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Student reaction.

Questions on a Unit.
Test.



kr

SELF Grade 14
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 142 - Appreciate that individual and social needs can be met
through work.

Behavioral Objective: The student will identify the different individual and

a) social problems as seen by the manager and indicate methods
of properly handling these problems.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Techniques of Management)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Businessmen 1. The student will interview
at least 5 managers on their
problems with individuals
(employees) and society (ecol-
ogy, etc.) and how they
handle these problems and
compile a report on hrs find-
ings.
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Evaluate the report
on

Neatness
Completeness
Organization

Communications
Creativity
etc.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 142 - Appreciate that individual and social needs can be met
through work.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to identify the social problems
b) that exist and 'r-blain how Marketing could assist in solvAng

these probl:

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction Section)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Textbook

"Marketing and Economic.
Development" by Peter
Drucker. In many Marketing
readings books.

1. Lecture-Discussion on how
Marketing relates to the
needs of the individual and
society.

2. Brainstorming sessions on
the problems of society and
attempts to relate how Market-
ing could help to alleviate
these problems.

3. Read.the article, "Market-
ing and Economic Development"
by Peter Drucker and write a
short report on how this re-
lates to our problems today.

4. Panel of Marketing people
talking on the problems that
exist in our society and how
they see Marketing's role in
dealing with these problems.

676

Test on student's
ability to identify
social problems and
to relate how Market-
ing could be used to
aid with these prob-
lems.

Oral or written
pl.oject evaluai,ing

same as in test
above.



SELF Grades 13-14

To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leiSure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: Student should explore the relationship between his
a) leisure time activities and his occupation.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study. (Project Section)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Businessmen 1. Through primary and second-
ary sources the student will

Periodicals make an examination of the
types of leisure time activi-
ties entered into by persons
in a specialized Marketing
area and compare this to his
own leisure time activities.

2. Survey of persons in a
specialized Marketing area to
compare the leisure time
activities of these people
with the students own leisure
time interests.
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 143 - Understand that one's job or occupation can influence
leisure time activities.

Behavioral Objective: Student will explore the leisure time activities of people
b) working in the Retail field.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Student survey

Resource person from
Retailing

Businessmen
Interviews

1. Lecture-Discussion of the
long and inconvenient work
hours in the Retail field and
show how this relates to the
leisure time activities.

2. Research through primary
and secondary sources ':;te

types and amount of leisure
time activities entered by
people in the Retail field.

3. Students are required to
interview a number of people
working in the Retail field
and determine the type of
leisure time activities that
they are involved in. From
this the student will make a
list of these activities and
turn in to the instructor.
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Student self-evalua-
tion of activities
in comparison to his
interest.

Evaluate the list
completeness.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14

To be emphasized
Factors: Individual Psycho-

logical

Concept: V - Work means different things to different people.

General Objective: 181 - People will work for different reasons and receive
different rewards.

Behavioral Objective: The student will realize that each person working in a
Retail store is not working for the same rewards.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Retail employees

State Employment Service

1. Interview people working
in a Retail store to find out
why they are working there.
Why do they enjoy that type
of work?

2. Brainstorm reasons that
people work in Retail stores.

3. Discuss the findings of
this topic.

679

Comments made during
discussions.

Essay test question
on Unit Test.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: a) Having chusen a career the student will identify each
employment opportunity (What Employers).

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

Chamber of Commerce

Newspapers

1. Speaker (Wisconsin State
Employment Service). Field
trip to Employment Office.

2. Speaker (Chamber of Co. -

merce).

3. Brainstorm the opportuni-
ties.

4. Review Industrial Direc-
tory distributed by the
Chamber of Commerce.

5. Review want ads in the
newspapers.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Eduyation and work are interrelated.

Factors: Information Gathering

General Objective: 152 - Know where and how to apply for jobs.

Behavioral Objective: b) The student will prepare forms to include letters of
application, resume, and application blank; and con-
duo', himself with confidence in an interview.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

.P?sources Activities Evaluation

Application blanks

16mm Films:

"Job Interviews--Getting
Started"

(McGraw-Hill)

1. Prepare letter of appli-
cation and resume for a
possible job opening.

2. Fill in an application
"Your Job--Applying For It" blank.
(Coronet)

(L.T.I. Career Information
Centel-)

3. Role play a job interview.

4. Personnel Director to speak
on things that he notices

when 1.terviewing potential
employees.

681

Observation on poise,
ability to answer
auestions, and to
ask. questions.



CARE1IR PLANIJ. II: G Gra..,-,s 13-14 Factors: Training-. and Education
To be emph,.:s'_zed

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 153 Analyze the relationship between learning and earning
through on-the-job experience.

Behavioral Objective: The student will realize the value of on-the-job training
b) in relationship to learning.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Interviews with Retailers 1. Through primary and second- Objectivity, validity
ary sources the student will and content.

Periodicals learn the value of on-the-job
experience as to its relation-
ship to classroom learning.

The student will put this in-
formation that he has gathered
and put it in writing and give
tc the instructor.

2. Lecture-Discussion.
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CAREER PLAliNING Grade 14
To be emphasized

Concept: VI = Education and work are interrelated.

Factors: Training and Education

General Objective: 154 - Accept the concept of continuous education and training
for enhancing and affecting one's career development
potential.

Behavioral Objective: The student will become ri,iliar with the idea that educa-
a) 'tion and training are continuous for developing one's

career potential.

Curriculum Lonsiderationc: Marketing Management (Training)

Resources

Cooperative businesses

Businessmen

Activities, Evaluations

1. The student will select a
company, get an organization
chart and job descriptions,
and relate the increased
skills, etc. for career ad-
vancement. Prepare a report
on the findings.

2. The student will interview
three high level managers
and show how they advanced to
their positions and get their
opinions on continuous educa-
tion and training. Prepare
a report on the findings.

3. The student will go to two
personnel offices and find
out about the business's
training programs, and pre-
pare a report on the findings.
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The report will be
evaluated on
Clarity

Conciseness
Completeness
Creativity
Organization
etc.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 1?-14 Factors: Training and
To be emphasized Education

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 154 - Accept the concept of continuous education and training
for enhancing and affecting one's career development
potential.

Behavioral Objective: The student will realize that there is a need for continuous
b) education to advance on the job.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities EvaDlations

Organizational charts

Job descriptions

Job are

Interviews

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

16mm Film:

"Your Job--Getting Ahead"
(Coronet)
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Through the use of Organ-
izational charts, the student
will realize that there is a
distinct level of jobs in the
Retailing field.

2. The student will realize
that additional learning must
be evident to be promoted
from one level to the next.

3. Interview executives in the
Retailing field and find out
how they got to that position.

4. Student panel discussion.
(The students will do some
research on this topic and '

present thid to the rest of
the class.)

5. Students will write a
short paper on the topic of
"The Need for Continuous Edu-
cation for Advancement."

68k.

Objectivity, validity
and content of their
findings.



WORK WORLD Grade 13 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 182

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand the many occupational
individual school subjects.

The student will be able to explain
courses they take as they relate to

possibilities related to

the importance of the
their career opportunity.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Copy of curriculum

1. Lecture-Discussion on,the
curriculum they are taking,
indicating the reasons for
the courses included. Spe-
cial attention is given to
the general education sub-
jects.

For students' use and
motivation within
the classes. My
effectiveness can be
evaluated by 'the num-
ber of students who
still come to ask why
they have to take a
certain course.



WORK WORLD Grade 13 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 183

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that demands for certain professional, tech-
nical,'skilled and service occupations are increasing.

The student will be able to indicate the areas of occupa-
tional demand that are increasing.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Ca

1. Lecture-Discussion on the
areas that are increasing and
the areas that are decreasing,
giving some projection of the
future.

686

For student's use in
career planning and
is not formally
evaluated.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 185

Behavioral Objective:

Unders,tand that continuous education and training will
enhance one's career development potential.

The student will realize that competition in Retailing is
increasing considerably; therefore, to be successful they
are going to need skilled people who are willing to stay up
to date through continuous education and training.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Retailers
Interviews

Training programs

Who's Who

1. Interviews with businessmen
to determine the need for con-
tinuous education and train-
ing.

2. Look at training rograms
and see how often the ixainee
is to attend seminars.

3. Look up some prominent Re-
tailers in Who's Who and-list
how much education these
people had.

4. Class discussion of the
research done on this topic.

687

Comments made during
discussions.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Social-Economic-
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VI - Education and work are interrelated.

General Objective: 186

Behavioral Objective:

- Understand that one's education and training will affect
his employability potential.

Having selected a career the student will state the

requirements needed for employment for that job and what
is required by industry before he will be considered for
that job.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources

Periodicals

Businessmen
Interviews

Activities Evaluations

1. Research the primary and
second4ry sources to deter..
mine the education and train-
ing necessary for the chosen
career.
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SELF Grades 13-111

To be emphasized

Concept: VII - Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and
values.

General Objective: 144 - Formulate job expectations that are consistent with his
personal attributes.

Behavioral Objective: The student will relate his personal attributes to the job
expectations of a specialized Marketing area.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Guidance Counselor

Wisconsin State Employment
Service

Tests:

Kuder Preference Inventory
Strongs Preference Inven-
tory

General Aptitude Test Bat-
tery

Henman-Nelson Intelligence
Test
Stanford Achievement Test

Businessmen
Interviews
Speakers

1. Brainstorming the various
Marketing jobs,

2. Student will prepare a
list through self evaluation
of his personal attributes
using whatever outside
sources he has available,
such as interest tests; peer
evaluations, etc.

3. The student will deter-
mime what Atesjob exioecta-
tt..Ins are im:his chosen

career.
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Grade 13 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 155 - Recognize that technological change may affect employ-
ment opportunities and task requirements of various
occupations.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to indicate the areas of tech-
b) nological change that have affected Marketing and indicate

how some of the job requirements have changed.

CurricUlam Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introductory Section)

T-esources

Teacher

Textbook

Activities Evaluations

1. Lecture-Discussion on the
areas of technological changes
and their effect on Marketing.

2. Student goes to a bus'imess
or industry and finds out how
technological change has
affected the Marketing area
and prepare a report on the
findings.
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Test including
listing the changes
and indicating the
changes then re-
quired of Marketing
personnel.

Evaluate .report on:
Content
Clarity
Conciseness
Organizatinn
Creativity
etc.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Information
To be emphasized Gathering

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 155 - Recognize that technological change may affect employment
opportunities and task requirements of various occupations.

Behavioral Objective: The study will discover some of the technological changes in
c) the country and show how these will change the Retailing

field.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Educational Resource Center 1. Brainstorm the techllo-
logical changes in tn.s.

country.Textbooks

Businessmen
Interviiews

2. Small group discussions
on how each of these changes
will .affect Retailing.

. _Each- student- wiri ba:1=,-

tm -11pm;.: one tedhnoltagtnal

:ciTamge-that has come about

recently and explain how this
affected Retailing.

Test questions on
Unit Test.

Comments made during
discussion.



PT.INII G Grades 13-14 Factors:
To be emphasized

Information Gathering

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General. Objective: 156 - Become familiar with employment trends and plan accordingly.

i:ehavioral Objective: The student will become familiar with employment trends in
Retailing.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Outside speAcer

Interviews

Periodicnls

TextbooJs

1. student will become
familiar with trends and
realize what caused these
trends.

2. Tn..7.,-student will list

some 7f-the chance in em-
ploymEnt and try ,-ii= -pral.

what .-.__.:be in z' tut=1-t..

692

Test question on
Unit Test.

Information used to
make ;predictions as
to source and validity.



1,131;r: WORLD Grade 13 Factors: Social, Economic,
To be emphasized Political

Concept: VIII - Occupational supply and demand has an impact on career planning.

General Objective: 187 - Understand that production, distribution, and consumption .

relate to jobs and the economic strocture.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to explain the r,-1Ptionshir of
production, distribution and consumption they relate to
jobs and the economic structure.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluation

Teacher

"Marketing and Economic
Development" by Peter
Drucker

"Marketing Nyapaa" by
Theodore Levitt

Record:

"Nothing Happens Until
Somebody Sells Something"
by Red Motley

1. Lecture-Discussion of the
economic cycle and how

production, distribution, and
consumption affect this cycle.

2. Read Peter Drucker's
article "Marketing and Econom-
dc Development" and report
on your findings.

3. Read Theodore Levitt's
article "Marketing Myopia"
and report on your findings
as it relates to the objective.

4. Listen to Red Motley's
record "nothing Happens Until
Somebody Sells Something" and
report on what happens.
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Write P. report.

Evaluate the report
on:

7r.eativity

-,,epth of content.

Conciseness
Completeness
Organization
etc.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14 Factors: Structure and Nature
To be emphasized

Concept: IX - Job specialization creates interdependency.

General Objective: 189 - Understand the need for cooperation among corkers.

"...)ehavioral Objective: The student will realize that a successful Retail operation
requires cooperation among employees.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Jobs listed in Objective
139

Interview employees

Department store

1. From the list of jobs
needed in a Retail store as
organized in Objective 139,
the students will discuss how
each of these employees work
together to achieve the same
overall goal (to sell merchan-
dise and to maximize profits).

2. Interview with Retail em-
ployees and observe the em-
ployees to see how they all
work together.

3. Field Trip through a large
department store to see how
all of the jobs and employees
fit together. The student
will write a short report on
what they saw on the tour.
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Comments made during
discussions.

Test question (essay).

CompleteneSs of
report.



WORK WORLD r'-rade it Factcr:: :7t.rueture and

To be Pnphasized

Cencept: IX - Job opecializnticr creates interdependency.

General Crbjective: 190 - erstarfl and apprecial..e the nee for f.!oorerntiou

. between employees and employers.

Behaviora2 Objective: The n'x,iert will be able to explain the need fnr
between employee and employer, and how the participaCvc
manacercnt system achieves this.

Curriculum C:-.,nsiderations: arketinr :grarement (TechniQues !ranalerent)

Resources F-vnlntiens

Teacher

?eriodical

nacers

Employees

1. Research the participative
ranagerient system and report

on the result thrt cnn be

expected.

2. Lecture-Discussion or par-
ticihative ranarenent.

3. Find. a vell-run org:asr-
tion, interv5.ewinE men7:.cers

and employees on the
tance of 7cocl employer--er-

ployee relations.
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Fuport or. the

;.'rn:k:Etr: lc

nrrnni'iatior:

rorPes nf ftfc--
ratinn

Cc:rtent

etc.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Family, Peer and
To be emphasized Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - .Recognize and accept that hic career choice may be
influenced by ,Job opportunities in his geographic area.

Behavioral Objective: Having selected an occupational field in Marketing, the
a) student will identify the relationships between geographical

locations and job opportunities.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Chamber of Commerce

Government agencies

Employment agencies

1. Research the occupational
area for job opportunities

locally, statewide, nationally
and internationally using
statistics available from
various associations, Chamber
of COmmerce and Government.
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Grades 13-14 Factors:

To be emphasized
Teer, and

Community

Concept: X - Environment and individual potential interact to influence career
development.

General Objective: 157 - Recognize and accept that hic career choice nay be
influenced by job opportunitie in f:eographic trea.

Behavioral. Objective: The student will be aware of the f.let that, some nositi(417
b) in Retailing will require a mve into a 6ifferent 7cc,rr::r1c

area.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing,

Resources, Activities evaluations

Interviews with businessmen

iewspapers

Chamber of Commerce

1. Lecture-Discussion: 71,ere

is a large amount of reloca-
tion involved in some Retail
positions.

Comments ma.de during

discussion-

Sources used,
ity and content of
research.

Occupational Outlook Handbook
Through primary and second,-

ary sources the student will
determine what type of jobs are
available in this geographic
area.



Grades 13-1L
To be erphaEizeo.

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 1)49 - Undestan:i trt ozireor r.rtminc h en effect or cne's
life 774--

r;eral Cbjective: The 7,c.

will "b.

Clrrien2L; ronsiderations: Retailin;7

" affc.ct the life style tint eu

P.essurces Activities Evaluations

Outside speaker

Interviews

Textbooks

Periodicals

2 Lecture-Discussin on the
life F.t:Ile of pe(:nle in

va.ficas essilionz in thecil fiel..

2. :..eserc1-1 thl.ngh primary

and secondary sources the life
style of the various positIonS
in the etall field.

3. Pane. discussion of rant
graduates or businessmnn to
speak on this topic.

4. Individual conferences with
teacher and. student.
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student self-evalu-
ation of the sat!-
faction they can :7et

freN this life style.



WORK WORLD Grade 14 Factors: Individual,
To be emphasized Psychological

Concept: XI - Occupations and life styles are interrelated.

General Objective: 194 - Understand that career planning has an effect on one's
life style.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to state the relationships
between job satisfaction and mental health.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketing Management (Motivation)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Books:

How to Stop Worrying and
Start Living by Dale
Carnegie

The Power of Positive
Thinking by Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale

1. The student will research
the areas that cause job dis-
satisfaction and try to ident-
ify ways to alleviate these
causes.

2. Read one of the two books
listed in the resources and
report on how they could
assist in job satisfaction.

3. Speaker to talk on major
causes of job dissatisfaction
and what can be done to over-
come these causes.

Reports on the
activities to be
evaluated by:

Completeness
Sources
Organization
Creativity
etc.



CAREER PLANNING Grade 13 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately an a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 159

Behavioral Objective:

Curriculum Consid-:atic,

- Recognize career horizons through participation in
simulated activities and work situations.

The student will be made aware of the DECA organization
and its opportunities to explore career areas through parti-
Ipation in the various club activities.

Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher--past DECA

Members -- present DECA

1. Lecture-Discussion on
DECA, what it is, what it
does.
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Student's own use -
Watch the member-
ship of DECA.



CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14 Factors: Information Gathering
To be emphasized

Concept: XII - Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 161 - Identify several satisfying job alternatives that could
utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: Within the Marketing field, the student will list several
a) job alternatives that could utilize his talents.

Curricillum Co- :rations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

BusinessMen 1. Brainstorm the jobs avail-
able in the Marketing field.

U.S. Office of Education

2. Students list alternatives.

3. Interview a businessman in
the chosen field.

4. Study of job clusters.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To ble emphasized

Factors: Training and
Education

Concept: XII - Individuals can lealrn to perform adequately in a variety of
occupations.

General Objective: 161 - Identifyl-Several satisfying job alternatives that could
utilize his talents.

Behavioral Objective: The student will list several satisfying jobs in the Retail
b) field that could utilize his talents.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Jobs listed in Objective 39 1. From the list of Retail
occupations that was put

Interviews together in Objective 39 the
student will choose all of

Job descriptions the jobs that he would enjoy.

Job analysis

Occupational Outlook Handbook 2. Through primary and second-
ary sources the student will
determine the jobs in the Re-
tail field that he would be
satisfied doing.

3. Lecture-Discussion on the
fact that a "challenge" is
necessary to be completely
content and enjoy your work.

702

Student self-evalu-
ation.



CAP.Z.v.T. PI 7:rz:des Factors:
To 'ne crasi zed

Training and 27;urctiv%

Concept: XIII - Career de,Teloment n continuous ard :7ocuenti.el series
of choices.

General Objective: 16E) - Realize that rany occupations offer a series of advance-
rent opportunities.

Behavioral Objective: The student will realize that there is a series of advance-
ment opport.Jnities in the Retail field.

Curriculun Considerations: Pett!il'In,

Resources Acti7itien Eva2uations

OrEanizational charts

Training prograns

Outside speakers

Businessmen
Interviews

I. The

as Nany

charts as r.oJoiuic in the
r42tai1 field. The w::1
then see that there are many
levels of jobs and there is
a series of advancements,
through a lecture-discussion.

2. The student will study a
training prop:ram of a store
to realize the requirements
of advancement to Management
positions.

3. Small croup discussions.
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Test questions.

Validit:.r of com-

ments durinF, dis-

cussions.



WOBLD. Grades 13-14 Factors: Social-Economic-

To be emphasized Political

Concept: XIV - Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure
of work.

General Objective: 199 - Understand the direct and indirect influence exerted upon
the nature and structure of work by (a) Laws (b) Labor-
management (c) Professional Associations, and (d) Li-
censing requirements.

Behavioral Objective: The student will realize the influence of laws labor-manage-
ment, professional associations, and licensing -,equirementn
upon the Retail operation.

Curriculum Considerations; Retailing

Resources

Books

Periodicals

Activities Evaluations

Businessmen
Interviews

Small Business Association

1. The student will do a re-
search project on a labor or
management association and
examine the state require-
ments to obtain a. license in
a Retail organization.

2. Lecture-Discussion on each
topic.
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Grade project for
objectivity, validity,
and content.

Comments made during
discussion.



SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources available
for career planning.

Behavioral Objective: The student will identify and show evidence of utili"ation
a) of the resources available for onmrleting a pmject on a

chosen career.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources activities Evaluations

State Employment Service

GuidRne Department

Private Employment Agencies

Librarian

Learning Resource Center

Chanter of Commerce

Specialized Associations

Businessmen

1. Lecture-discussion.

2. Brainstorming the resources
available.

3- Research to determine the
resources available. (Stu-
dints spend time in the li-
brary to determine for them-
-Olves what sources are avail-

Preparation of a project
on their Chosen career uti-
lizing some or ail of the
available resources.
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Grade 13
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 150 - Become acquainted with and utilize resources available
for career planning.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to identify resources which will
b) help him in personal career planning.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction to Course)

flcsources Activities Evaluations

Teacher 1. Lecture-Discussion on ways For student use only
of finding out more informa- in aiding with his

Guidance counselors tion about specific job areas on career planning.
within the Marketing area.

Advisors

Business people

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Job descriptions
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SELF Grades 13-1h
To be emphasized

Concept: - :i.viduals are responsible for their career nlannint7s.

General Objective: 151 - Determine and pursue educational and/or occupationol
plans.

Behavioral Objective: a) Having chosen a career the student; wil3 Le able to
identify the methods to in entry 2eve,1

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Fvaluatiors

Book:

Dictionary of Occupation-
al Titles

Job descriptions

Businessmen
Interviews
Speakers

1. 'Research the field through

primary and secondary sources
to identify the entry level
shills and means of achieving
these skills for the student's
chosen career.
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SELF Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 151 - Determine and pursue educational rEt:,..)r occupational
plans.

Behavioral Objective: b) Having chosen a career the student will be able to
identify the sequence of steps to be taken from the
entry level to his goal and identify the additional
skills necessary to the achievement of the goal.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Fvaluations

Businessmen
Interviews
Speakers

Post graduates

Job descriptions

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

Organization charts

Tape:

"Goal Centered Life"
(Earl Nightingale)

1. Research the field
through primary and secondary
sources to identify all the
possible steps to achieve his
career goal.

2. Prepare a chart showing
the steps determined in the
above (1) activity and in-
clude this in the project.

3. Brainstorm the areas to
determine the steps and
skills necessary to achieve
tha,career goal and include .

the results in the project.

4. Panel discussion of busi-
nessmen to determine the
steps and skills necessary to
achieve the career gpal and
include the results in the
project.
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CAREER PLANNING Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Factors: Information Gathering

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 171 - Understand the relationship between personal attitudes
in high school and employability.

Behavioral Objective: The student will use his own evaluation on his abilities,
interests, and values and compare these with the charac-
teristics of his career choice.

Curriculum Considerations: Field Study (Project Portion)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Measuring instruments done
previously by the students

Businessmen
Interviews

SELF

1. Determine characteristicF
of the career choice.

2. aelate the student's
abilities to his career choice
characteristics.

Grade 13
To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 151 - Determine and pursue educational and/or occupational
plans.

Behavioral Objective: The student will identify the path to pursue in the
_c) achievement of his educational and occupational plans.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaauations

Job descriptions

Organization charts

1. The student will try to
identify am occupational goal
and plan the educational needs
and occupational steps to the
goal achievement.
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For student use and
will not be evalu-
ated formally.

Informal evaluation
through.individual
interview with ad-
visor, counselor, or
teacher and stuC.crt.



WORK WORLD Grades 13-14
To be emphasized

Factors: Structure and Nature

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 201 - Recognize that there is a line of advancement which
requires personal adjustment.

Behavioral Objective: The student will recognize that some personal adjustment is
required for promotion.

Curriculum Considerations: Retailing

Resources Activities Evaluations

Training programs

Businessmen

Periodicals

Textbooks

16mm Films:
"Your Job-- Getting Ahead"
(L.T.I. Career Information
Center)

1. Study training programs
from chain stores to deter-
mine the steps necessary to
get to a management position;

to include--types of work,
transfers from one location
to another; length of pro-
gram, etc.

2. Interviews with Retailers
to determine the steps ne-
cessary for a management
position.

3. Guest speaker from a major
department store in the area.

4. Panel of businessmen from
the community. (A class dis-
cussion will folluw.)

710

Test question on a
Unit Test.

Comments during
discussion.



Grade IL Factors: Structure and Nature

To be emphasized

Concept: XV - Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

General Objective: 202 - Recognize that there is a relationship between 'advance-
ment and willingness to accept responsibility.

Behavioral. Objective: The student will be able to explain the relationship
between advancement and willingness to accept responsibility.

Curriculum Considerations: Marketirg Management (Training)

Resources .vities Evaluations

Organization charts 1. The student will select an Evaluate a report as

organization and determine to:

Job descriptions the increase in responsibility Content

of the jobs, as indicated by Sources

Businessmen the organization chart, by Creativity

analyzing the job descrip- Organization
tions and report on the find- etc.

ings.

2. Business speaker to talk
on the necessity of accepting
responsibility in order to
advance in an organization.

3. Interview managers in three
businesses on the relationship
of advancement and accepting
additional responsibility.



q.

CAREER PLAI;NIN G Grade 13 Factors: Training and Education
To be emphasized

Concept: XVI - Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing
society.

General Objective: 172 - Recognize and accept that environmental and social change
require the ability to adjust.

Behavioral Objective: The student will be able to identify environmental and social
changes that are occurring that require personal adjustment
in the Marketing field.

Curriculum Considerations: Principles of Marketing (Introduction)

Resources Activities Evaluations

Teacher

Business people
Speakers

Textbook

1. Lecture-Discussion on the
changes occurring and their
effect on Marketing.

2. Brainstorming the areas
of social and environmental
changes and their effects on
Marketing.

3. Panel of businessmen speak-
ing on social and environ-
mental changes that have and
are occurring, and the changes
that business is making or has
made because of these changes.

r71

Test listing the
changes and explain-
ing their effects.


